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ABSTRACT

HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHERS’ INTERPRETATIONS AND PERCEPTIONS OF
REFORM AND LITERACY IN THE DISCIPLINE OF SCIENCE

Rachel A. Lesinski-Roscoe, Ed.D.
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Dr. Laurie Elish-Piper, Director

This qualitative study sought to gain an understanding of science teachers’ perceptions of
reform and their role in implementing reform and science-based literacy practices in the
classroom, as well as gain an understanding of science teachers’ knowledge of disciplinary
literacy as the implied framework of reform (i.e., the Next Generation Science Standards). Four
focal participants from a suburban, middle-class high school district comprised of two high
schools participated in semi-structured interviews, observations, and a stimulated recall task and
interview. Data analysis revealed some of the Discourse memberships in which participants
claimed membership and the tensions that resulted from those memberships. From this data, a
theory emerged of the role of third space in navigating these tensions, and a model for
developing a third space is presented, which literacy professionals can reference when working
to develop collaborative relationships with science teachers in order to scaffold science-specific
literacy practices for student engagement. The information in this study prompts future research
regarding the ability of science teachers and literacy professionals to navigate Discourses in a

third space using a disciplinary literacy approach to developing curriculum in order to apprentice
students into the discipline of science and develop a citizenry of scientifically literate individuals.
Key Words: Literacy Professional, Discourses, Disciplinary Literacy, Third Space,
Science Teachers, Next Generation Science Standards
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A goal of science education is to create scientifically literate citizens (Abd-El-Khalick &
BouJaoude, 1997; National Research Council [NRC], 2012). These scientifically literate
individuals possess an appreciation of the wonder and curiosity of science, knowledge of the
content of science that they can apply to unique situations, and the ability to think critically about
science and participate intelligently in science-based conversations and decision-making (Norris
& Phillips, 2003; Yore, Hand, & Prain, 2002). Unfortunately, recent nationwide data indicates
that most students have been graduating high school, and even college, without these traits
(American College Testing [ACT], Inc., 2012-2013; National Center for Education Statistics
[NCES], 2009, 2012; NRC, 2012; United States Department of Education, 2009). Data show
that students are unable to succeed in science-based college courses and in more demanding
scientific careers (ACT, Inc., 2012-2013; NRC, 2012). Students are unable to demonstrate and
engage in the more sophisticated literacy skills required for these scientific pursuits (Abd-ElKhalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008), which has been an ongoing issue in
science education for quite some time, as evidenced by a citizenry lacking basic scientific
knowledge and skills (Anderson, 1991; Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Kuhn, 1993; NRC 2012).
The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013)
are national standards that have been developed by the science community (e.g., NRC, the
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National Science Teachers Association, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science [AAAS], and Achieve, Inc. [2011-2017]) in response to such data, joining business,
professional, and research communities together to bring awareness to state and federal
policymakers concerning the integral role of science education in increasing the competitiveness
and economic prosperity of the United States (NRC, 2012; Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics [STEM] Education Coalition, 2011-2013).
The research, theories, and rationale that back the NGSS, as documented in A Framework
for K-12 Science Education (NGSS Framework) (NRC, 2012), make it clear that creating
scientifically literate citizens should remain the goal of science education. The NGSS
Framework (NRC, 2012) clarifies that students can achieve scientific literacy by coordinating
knowledge and skill seamlessly through engagement in the following eight scientific practices
utilized by professional scientists and thus come to understand how science knowledge is
produced and communicated:


Developing and using models;



Constructing explanations;



Engaging in argument from evidence;



Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information;



Asking questions;



Planning and carrying out investigations;



Analyzing and interpreting data; and



Using mathematics and computational thinking. (NRC, 2012, p. 42)
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Literacy research supports, parallels, and coincides with the stance of the NGSS
Framework (NRC, 2012) and lends insight into the achievement of scientific literacy and the
goals of the NGSS. Disciplinary literacy research (Bazerman, 1985; McConachie et al., 2006;
Moje, 2007; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012) focuses on the literacy practices and habits of
mind of professional scientists and the ways in which students can be apprenticed into the
discipline. This line of research posits that in order for students to develop scientific literacy,
they must learn how to think like scientists by constructing, communicating, and interpreting
meaning in the discipline through engagement in the unique language and literacy practices of
the discipline (Fang & Schleppegrell, 2010; Hakuta, Santos, & Fang, 2013; Osborne, 2002;
Quinn, Lee, & Valdes, 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012; Their, 2002). Taken together, in
order for students to become scientifically literate, they must understand wholly the language
demands and literacy practices that are embedded within the eight scientific practices outlined by
the NGSS and that are utilized by professional scientists to advance the knowledge base of the
discipline (Bazerman, 1985; Fang & Schleppegrell 2008, 2010; Hakuta et al., 2013; Halliday &
Martin, 1993; Keys, 1999; Lemke, 1989; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2002; Quinn et al.,
2012).
A literacy professional, such as a reading specialist or a literacy coach, can support
science teachers in understanding and applying disciplinary literacy research as teachers work to
interpret and implement the NGSS. High school science teachers may benefit from the support
of a literacy professional in selecting, modifying, and scaffolding the literacy practices of
professional scientists in order to engage students in the eight scientific practices outlined by the
NGSS as those necessary to becoming scientifically literate (Driver, Newton, & Osborne, 2000;
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Gee, 1989, 2001; Grandy & Duschl, 2007; Greenleaf et al., 2011; Kelly & Bazerman, 2003;
McNeill & Krajcik, 2006; NRC, 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012).
A literacy professional holds expertise in literacy instruction (Elish-Piper & L’Allier,
2009; International Reading Association [IRA], 2006, 2010, 2012), and such expertise and
knowledge is needed in order to create the integrated model of literacy needed to fulfill the goals
of the NGSS and fulfill the “Standards for Literacy in Science” in the Common Core State
Standards [CCSS] (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices [NGA] & Council
of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], 2010; NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013; ZygourisCoe, 2012). A literacy professional can work with science teachers to identify the language
demands and literacy practices embedded within the scientific practices of the NGSS and the
CCSS (Cervetti, Barber, Dorph, Pearson, Goldschmidt, 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fang &
Schleppegrell, 2010; McNeill and Krajcik, 2006; NGA & CCSSO, 2010; Shanahan, 2012a, b). It
is through seamless coordination of scientific and literacy practices that students can develop a
deep conceptual knowledge of the discipline, learn how to create and communicate scientific
knowledge, and become scientifically literate (Greenleaf et al., 2011; Hanauer, 2006; Kelly &
Bazerman, 2003; Norris & Phillips, 2003; O’Brien, Stewart, & Moje, 1995; Osborne, 2002; Yore
et al., 2002).
The need for support from a literacy professional becomes even more critical when
considering that many of these scientific practices have been a part of science instruction for
some time but have been documented as unsuccessful at increasing student achievement in
science because there has not been an understanding and focus on the literacy practices
embedded within the scientific practices (Abd-El-Khalick et al., 2004; Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-
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Khalick, 2006; Braaten & Windschitl, 2011; Driver et al., 2000; Grandy & Duschl, 2007;
Osborne & Patterson, 2011; Phillips & Norris, 2009; Ruiz-Primo, Li, Tsai, & Schneider, 2010;
Saul, 2004). For example, inquiry-based instruction was initially intended to focus on supporting
students in gaining a true understanding of the diversity of the nature of science and the myriad
ways in which scientific knowledge is created and communicated (NRC, 1996). Unfortunately,
inquiry became commonly defined as prescribed lab experiments as science teachers strived to
engage students in the learning of science and simultaneously maintaining safety in the
classroom and ensuring student success in carrying out the experiment (Braaten & Windschitl,
2011; Windschitl, Thompson, & Braaten, 2008). Although teachers’ intentions were good, such
implementation of inquiry differs from the inquiry practices in which scientists in the field
engage, those which involve specific language and literacy skills, e.g., accessing scientific
terminology, interpreting arrays of data, comprehending scientific texts, engaging in
interpretative and critical reading, and reading and writing scientific explanations (Greenleaf et
al., 2011; Windschitl, 2006). Thus, if a reading professional were to work with the knowledge
that a science teacher has concerning content, the two professionals may be able to develop an
inquiry-based lesson that is better aligned between classroom and professional practice. Overall,
the research literature notes that, too often, the definitions and purposes of certain scientific
practices (e.g., inquiry, argumentation, and explanation) are not aligned with their definitions and
use in the professional field and even differ from classroom to classroom; the literature suggests
that the disconnect and confusion is due to a lack of understanding and focus on language and
literacy by teachers and science education reform proponents (Abd-El-Khalick et al., 2004; Abi-
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El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006; Braaten & Windschitl, 2011; Grandy & Duschl, 2007;
Osborne & Patterson, 2011; Phillips & Norris, 2009; Ruiz-Primo et al., 2010).
Therefore, having science teachers and literacy professionals work together may lead to
an implementation of the NGSS that fulfills the goal of developing scientifically literate citizens
because, together, these professionals can make explicit the language demands and literacy
practices embedded within scientific practices (Shanahan, 2012a, b). A literacy professional
such as a coach can begin this process by listening to and working to understand science
teachers’ knowledge of the NGSS and science-specific literacy practices (Cervetti et al., 2012;
Fang & Coatoam, 2013; IRA, 2006, 2010; Joyce & Showers, 1982; Knowles, 1980; NRC, 2012;
Shanahan, 2012a, b; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Sturtevant, 2003; Vogt & Shearer, 2007).

Conceptual Framework
This study brought together science teachers and a literacy professional in order to
support the literacy professional in better understanding science teachers’ perceptions of literacy.
However, the long-term goal was to begin developing relationships that would eventually initiate
the type of collaborative work needed to make science-specific literacy practices the foundation
for science learning, which could shift how teachers define what it means to know and
understand in the science classroom (Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, Alvarez, & Chiu, 1999;
Gutierrez, Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, & Turner, 1997). This type of collaborative work
would involve literacy professionals and science teachers working in a space not defined by the
tenets of “the teaching of literacy” or “the teaching of science” (Moje et al., 2004) but defined by
the tenets of the teaching of literacy for science, which can be termed a “disciplinary literacy
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approach” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012). Teaching literacy for science, or taking a
“disciplinary literacy approach,” means that the literacy practices that professional scientists
employ for the creation, understanding, and communication of knowledge in the discipline of
science are made explicit for teachers and students and are the focus of classroom learning
(Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012).
In making explicit the literacy practices that are unique to the discipline of science,
literacy professionals and science teachers may begin to shed some of their traditional notions of
what it means to teach literacy and what it means to teach science, merging their ideas into the
teaching of literacy for science (Gutierrez et al., 1997). These possibilities were the impetus for
this study. The conceptual framework for this study was comprised of the concepts of
disciplinary literacy (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012) and "Discourses" (Gee, 2001).

Disciplinary Literacy
Disciplinary literacy served as the foundation of this conceptual framework as a
disciplinary literacy approach to instruction as a way of teaching a discipline through the literacy
practices by which it is defined. This means that science teachers need to understand, make
explicit, and provide students opportunities to learn the ways in which professionals in the
discipline of science create, understand, and communicate knowledge. The disciplinary literacy
approach posits that it is in understanding and engaging these discipline-specific literacy
practices that students generate the “specialized knowledge and abilities possessed by those who
create, communicate, and use knowledge within each of the disciplines” (Shanahan & Shanahan,
2012, p. 7). In science, the specialized knowledge and abilities that the experts in the discipline
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possess have been defined by the NGSS as the eight scientific practices (NRC, 2012). It is in
understanding the discipline-specific literacy practices embedded within those eight scientific
practices that students can become scientifically literate citizens and find success if pursuing a
career in science (Bazerman, 1985; Hakuta et al., 2013; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2002;
Quinn et al., 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012).
Students must have an understanding of the ways in which knowledge is created and
communicated in the discipline in order to learn and participate in the discipline (Keys, 1999;
Langer, 2011; Moje, 2008; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Warren, 2013). Although some of the
discipline-specific literacy practices of professional scientists may be too complex for high
school students to engage in, it is valuable to scaffold these practices so that students can engage
in them at some level in order gain a deeper understanding of when, why, and how scientists
engage in them (Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006; Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Grandy &
Duschl, 2007; McNeill & Krajcik, 2006; Reif, 1995). One of the scientific practices outlined by
the NGSS that is critical for student learning in the discipline is the planning and carrying out of
investigations. Embedded within that practice are many discipline-specific literacy practices and
habits of mind that scientists employ when they plan and carry out investigations: actively
looking for evidence, reading and writing about data theories/models, engaging in debate on the
merits of data theories/models, and evaluating theories/models against evidence, to name a few
(Grandy & Duschl, 2007).
Such is the case with all the scientific practices outlined in the NGSS, and thus it
becomes evident that the discipline-specific literacy practices of science are extremely complex;
however, student understanding can be developed over time. Students can be introduced to each
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practice, learn certain components of that practice, and then build more complexity as they
continue to develop their scientific knowledge and abilities (Kelly & Bazerman, 2003; Spiegel,
Bintz, Taylor, Landes, & Jordan, 2010; Windschitl, Thompson, Braaten, & Stroupe, 2012).
For example, students can learn to formulate explanations from evidence by first creating
a problem and gathering evidence, then learning to write an explanation, and then learning to
support that explanation with scientific knowledge from the literature. Through engagement in
age-appropriate components of discipline-specific literacy practices that are carefully planned
out to build upon each other (Cervetti et al., 2012; Duschl & Grandy, 2012; Kuhn, 1993, 2010;
Ryu & Sandoval, 2012; Smith, Maclin, Houghton, & Hennessey, 2000), students can gain a lens
through which to conceptualize the broader nature of meaning-making in the discipline (Grandy
& Duschl, 2007; Keys, 1999; Langer, 2011; Moje, 2008; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Warren,
2013). Working toward a disciplinary literacy approach to instruction in order to implement the
NGSS requires that the discipline-specific literacy practices of science are made explicit for
teachers and students. However, many of these practices are tacit for science professionals and
teachers of science, and many of these practices are governed, defined, and bound by the rules of
the discipline’s Discourse. Thus, in order to gain access to these practices and all of the nuances
of their components, one must first come to understand the concept of Discourses, the second
concept that frames this study.

Discourses
High schools are spaces that house the intersection of a variety of social networks. High
schools are partially constructed by the people who interact within them. However, high schools
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are also constructed by people and groups who do not interact within the walls of the school but
who make decisions on behalf of the school, such as political groups, governmental institutions,
and other representatives and stakeholders. Each of these social groups makes up a specific
Discourse, with a capital “D” (Gee, 2001). Membership in each Discourse is defined through
specific ways with “words, deeds, thoughts, values, actions, interactions, objects, tools, and
technologies” (Gee, 2001, p. 720). One's primary Discourse is focused on the home; secondary
Discourses are those such as teaching and education, church affiliation, and professional
experiences.
High schools are unique in that they are controlled by dominant Discourses such as
government policymakers and representatives, but also comprised of multiple nondominant
Discourses (i.e., Discourses that involve membership and belonging within a particular social
network but are not typically accompanied by any wider benefits or social goods). Within a high
school, each discipline (e.g., math, science, English language arts) is its own nondominant
Discourse, and the members are the teachers who teach those courses. In addition, there are
additional nondominant Discourses within a high school based on teaching styles and beliefs
about student learning. Teachers are a part of multiple Discourses, and each Discourse places
value and power on different forms of knowledge and ways of knowing (Gee, 1990, 2001).
Shared beliefs about curriculum and pedagogy are often difficult to change as they are deeply
engrained in the traditions of the Discourse of the discipline. Thus, if a teacher is a member of
the Discourse of the discipline of science, she may find that this Discourse conflicts with the
Discourse of a particular pedagogy. In addition, a teacher may be a member of the Discourse of
the teaching of science but not the Discourse of the profession of science, meaning that she
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understands the topics that she teaches, engages her students in experiments and demonstrations,
and provides students with explanations of the material; she has an understanding of how to
communicate with other science teachers and talk about science in ways that make sense to other
teachers in the discipline; however, she does not engage in a professional manner by reading and
writing articles for scientific publications or conducting experiments in the field.
Regardless, a high school teacher is a member of the Discourse of the teaching of the
discipline of science and, thus, communicates belonging to the Discourse in certain ways
(Gutierrez et al., 1997; Moje et al., 2004), including using specific language, debating and
discussing certain issues and topics, appreciating and expressing certain forms of humor, and
following specific discourse patterns (i.e., lowercase “d” to represent the more common
definition of “oral and written language forms that express information” [Goldman et al., 2016])
when critiquing, explaining, arguing, and interpreting. These moves demonstrate that she is a
member of the Discourse, is qualified to impart knowledge to students, and is deserving of her
place in the discipline and in the school as an educator.
Someone who has not been a part of that science-specific Discourse or has not been a part
of the Discourse for long might feel like an outsider; it takes time to establish one’s place in that
space on a social and academic level (Gee, 2001). Even a new science teacher is likely to
struggle to establish his/her place in that discipline-specific space as members sometimes
exclude others until they can show that they deserve membership in the Discourse; it becomes
quite difficult for someone outside the discipline, such as a literacy professional who has never
taught science, to ever become a member of that space (Gee, 2001). Not only might an
“outsider” be lacking the basis from which to understand, communicate, and create knowledge
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with science teachers who are members of that space, but science teachers may keep an
"outsider," such as a reading professional, excluded in order to intentionally, or unintentionally,
preserve the status and power of their Discourse (Gee, 1990, 2001; Gutierrez et al., 1997).
Therefore, in order for a science teacher to collaborate with a literacy professional, Discourse
memberships need to be considered and common ground established in order for both
professionals to support each other in the development and use of discipline-specific literacy
practices in the classroom.

Statement of the Problem
Current research in disciplinary literacy posits that in order for students to develop a deep
conceptual knowledge of any discipline, including science, they must become members of the
discipline by learning and engaging in the language and literacy practices unique to the discipline
(Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Fang & Schleppegrell, 2010; Gee, 1989, 2001; Hakuta et
al., 2013; Langer, 2011; Moje, 2007; Osborne, 2002; Quinn et al., 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan,
2012; Their, 2002; Zygouris-Coe, 2012). In science, these language and literacy practices are
embedded within the eight scientific practices identified in the NGSS (Bereiter & Scardamalia,
1987; Greenleaf et al., 2011; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2002; Quinn et al., 2012; Yore et
al., 2002; Zygouris-Coe, 2012). The NGSS Framework (NRC, 2012) states that in order to
develop scientific literacy, students must engage in these eight scientific practices that are
utilized by professional scientists. Taken together, students must learn and engage in the
discipline-specific literacy practices embedded within the eight scientific practices of the NGSS
in order to create, interpret, understand, and communicate knowledge in the discipline of science.
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Nevertheless, the NGSS are being implemented without clear definitions and
understandings of the discipline-specific literacy practices that are necessary for engagement in
the eight scientific practices and for learning and belonging in the discipline. In addition, the
NGSS documents (e.g., the NGSS [NGSS Lead States, 2013] and A Framework for K-12 Science
Education [NRC, 2012]) fail to recognize literacy professionals as a key component in the
implementation process, despite a focus on disciplinary literacy within the standards.
Job-embedded, individualized, sustained professional development, which a literacy
professional can provide, has been recognized as a key factor in the successful implementation of
reform (Glickman, Gordon, Ross-Gordon, 2010; Lunenburg & Ornstein, 2008; Lyons & Pinnell,
2001). Many of the previous science and literacy reform movements did not gain traction with
secondary school teachers because they did not include input from teachers and were devoid of
such quality professional development (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Burton & Frazier,
2012; Fang, 2012; Heller & Greenleaf, 2007; Keys & Bryan, 2001; NRC, 2012). Teachers,
specifically science teachers, are not accustomed to having input in reform (NRC, 2012;
Windschitl, 2006; Yager, Ali, & Hacieminoglu, 2010). Because of the culture and context of
secondary schools (Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Gee, 2001; O’Brien et al., 1995; Sturtevant,
2003), science teachers are also not used to working closely with literacy professionals in order
to engage students in literacy practices as an integral part of learning in the discipline
(McConachie et al., 2006; Saul, 2004; Their, 2002).
Disciplinary literacy researchers have made progress in identifying some of the literacy
practices and properties embedded within the eight scientific practices of the NGSS, but most
disciplinary literacy research has been focused on the work of professional scientists (Bazerman,
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1985; Geisler, 1994; Keys, 1999; Shanahan, Shanahan, & Misischia, 2011; Saul, 2004; Yore et
al., 2002). Because of this, both the literacy and scientific practices identified in the disciplinary
literacy line of research need to be modified for adolescent use and understanding, which could
be the result of a collaborative partnership between science teachers and literacy professionals
(Driver et al., 2000; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Grandy & Duschl, 2007; Greenleaf et al., 2011;
McNeill & Krajcik, 2008; NRC, 2012; Shanahan, 2012a, b; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012;
Zygouris-Coe, 2012).
Therefore, to begin the process of identifying, and eventually teaching and implementing,
the literacy practices and properties embedded within the eight scientific practices of the NGSS
in ways that make sense for adolescent use and understanding, science teachers and literacy
professionals first need to establish an equal partnership by sharing their respective areas of
knowledge and expertise (Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; IRA, 2006, 2010, 2012;
Moje et al., 2004; O’Brien et al., 1995; Shanahan, 2012a, b). Such a relationship began through
this study as I, the literacy professional, met with high school science teachers in order to better
understand their perspectives of literacy and reform. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
examine high school science teachers’ interpretations and perceptions regarding reform, the
NGSS, and science-specific literacy practices in the context of high school education.

Research Questions
The participants of this study included high school science teachers, administrators, and
myself, the researcher and a high school literacy professional. Participants were selected from
one suburban, middle-class high school district comprised of two schools referred to by
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pseudonyms. The four focal participants, referred to by pseudonyms, included Jared Catalano,
Chartreuse “Char” Assisi, Samantha “Sam” Hepburn, and Elizabeth Tanner. Jared taught
physics at Prairie High School; Char taught physics and chemistry at Prairie High School; Sam
taught chemistry and biology at Town High School; Elizabeth taught biology at Town High
School.
The following research questions guided this study:
1. How did participants describe educational reforms related to literacy and science?
2. What were participants’ perspectives on reform and on their role in implementing
reform?
3. How did participants describe the role of literacy in their planning and instruction?

Significance of the Study
The findings from this study can inform those who develop and implement school
curriculum; science teachers and researchers; professional development providers, including
literacy professionals; and science education reform proponents, especially those invested in the
NGSS and the CCSS. This study can add to the research base on topics such as administrator
knowledge, science teacher knowledge, and disciplinary literacy.
In order to implement reform successfully, it is important to involve the people most
impacted and learn from their insights concerning the strengths and weaknesses of past reform
movements (Glickman et al., 2010; Hall, 1974; Keys & Bryan, 2001; Knowles, 1980; Lunenburg
& Ornstein, 2008; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001). In the past, science teachers did not have a voice in
reform (NRC, 2012; Windschitl, 2006; Yager et al., 2010). However, the NGSS was purposely
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designed so that stakeholders, including science teachers, would have as much input as possible
(NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013). Unfortunately, because science teachers are not often
used to being involved in the curricular changes of their discipline (Heller & Greenleaf, 2007;
NRC, 2012), it is crucial that they are given the time and the space to voice their ideas and
opinions, not only about the current reform, but also about past reforms in science and literacy
education, which the current study provides (Glickman et al., 2010; Hall, 1974; Keys & Bryan,
2001; Knowles, 1980; Lunenburg & Ornstein, 2008; Van Manen, 1990).
Until the introduction of the NGSS and the CCSS, the literacy practices of science
professionals have been largely overlooked in education (Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Geisler,
1994; Quinn et al., 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012; Wineburg, 1991), particularly science
education (Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2002). For a variety of reasons: there has been a
disconnect in the role and purpose of scientific literacy practices between the classroom and the
professional field (Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Lederman, 1998; Abd-El-Khalick et al., 2004;
Sandoval & Millwood, 2005; Wenning, 2009); the research literature describes the difficulties
many science professionals have articulating the often tacit and highly developed practices in
which they engage (Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Laugksch, 2000; Moje, 2007; Saul, 2004); and,
generally speaking, literacy reform movements have not necessarily supported the use of
discipline-specific literacy practices in the curriculum and classroom (Conley, 2008; O’Brien et
al., 1995; Yager et al., 2010), causing content-area teachers to hold an often limited view of the
purpose of literacy in the discipline and their role in teaching using discipline-specific literacy
practices (Cantrell, Burns, & Callaway, 2009; Fisher & Ivey, 2005). Not until now, with the
implementation of the CCSS and the NGSS (NGA & CCSSO, 2010; NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead
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States, 2013), along with the work done by the STEM Education Coalition (STEM Education
Coalition, 2011-2013) and disciplinary literacy research (Moje, 2007; Shanahan & Shanahan,
2008, 2012; Shanahan et al., 2011; Wineburg, 1991), has literacy become more fully recognized
in education, research, and the professional realm as crucial to learning and working in all of the
disciplines, especially science (Osborne, 2002; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012; Zygouris-Coe,
2012). However, without an understanding of teachers’ perceptions regarding literacy practices
in each discipline, the inclusion of literacy into each discipline’s curricular framework may not
occur no matter the level of soundness of the NGSS and the CCSS and the theoretical approaches
by which they were developed (NGA & CCSSO, 2010; NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013).
This study provides a space in which science teachers have voiced their opinions, beliefs,
and views regarding topics related to reform, the NGSS, and literacy. This space encourages a
professional development partnership between science teachers and literacy professionals and
promotes the implementation of the NGSS, with a focus on the discipline-specific literacy
practices unique to science.

Delimitations
This study was delimited to no more than 10 high school teachers (four of whom were the
focal participants) and two administrators, certified to teach high school science, and one high
school literacy professional, the researcher. All participants were identified from one secondary,
suburban, middle-class school district comprised of two high schools. The study was delimited
to teachers and administrators who had been involved in curriculum work utilizing the NGSS
within the district as this study did not focus on providing background knowledge to participants
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regarding the NGSS, its creation, it uses, or its adoption. The data collection occurred during a
five-month period, from October through March, to ensure consistency in participant curriculum
planning and implementation and to respect participants’ time.

Methodology
In this study, I employed a qualitative research design in order to investigate the
perceptions science teachers held regarding NGSS, reform, and the role of literacy in the
teaching and learning of science from a literacy professional’s point of view. Utilizing such a
design allowed me to understand more fully a period of time from the perspective of my
participants and uncover their unique experiences and hear their unique voices. The qualitative
approaches to data collection included semistructured interviews (Bogdan &Biklen, 2007;
Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009), observations (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Mertens, 2010), a
stimulated recall task and interview (Gass & Mackey, 2000), and document analysis (Merriam,
2009) to investigate the perceptions science teachers held regarding reform, the NGSS, and
science-specific literacy practices. Stimulated recall is a qualitative data-collection method in
which a participant is viewed completing a certain task by the researcher but without interruption
from the researcher. Within a period of 48 hours after the observation, the researcher interviews
the participants to glean insights as to the participants’ thinking during points of the observation.
Such a method has been shown to elicit participants’ thoughts and reasoning for decisions made
at the time of the observation without creating an interruption in the natural behaviors and
thought patterns of the participant (Gass & Mackey, 2000). A stimulated recall task for this
study involved participants planning a lesson based on one of the eight practices outlined in the
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NGSS and then being interviewed about their reasoning behind the literacy-based decisions they
made when planning that lesson. The participants, who are referred to by pseudonyms, included
high school science teachers, administrators, and myself, the researcher and a high school
literacy professional. The participants were selected from one suburban, middle-class high
school district comprised of two schools. The names of the schools are referred to by
pseudonyms as well, Town and Prairie.
Interviews, observations, and the stimulated recall task and interview were audiorecorded and transcribed verbatim, save for measures to protect anonymity, and I took notes
throughout all of these data collection points. For member-checking purposes, each recorded,
transcribed interview, as well as the field notes from observations, were shared with participants
and then coded.

Organization
Information presented in this study is organized into five chapters. The first chapter
provides an introduction to the study. Chapter 2 is a review and synthesis of relevant literature
within the conceptual framework. The methodology is described in detail in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 4, the findings are presented. A discussion of the findings, implications, and areas for
future research are explored in Chapter 5.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Disciplinary literacy research posits that academic learning in science involves not only
learning the content of the discipline but also learning the ways in which professionals in the
discipline create and communicate knowledge (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012). According
to this line of research, in order to actively participate and become members of the discipline of
science, secondary students must learn the language and literacy practices that are unique to the
discipline (Fang & Schleppegrell, 2010; Hakuta et al., 2013; Lemke, 1989; Osborne, 2002;
Quinn et al., 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012; Their, 2002). The purpose of this review
of the literature is to examine the current context surrounding science and literacy education in
order to gain insight into the role of literacy in the discipline of science, as suggested by a
disciplinary literacy approach and the current NGSS reform movement. This review begins with
a discussion of the conceptual framework that shapes this study and then presents the literature
related to previous educational reform movements in science and literacy, the role of literacy in
science education, and the discipline-specific literacy practices that comprise the Discourse of
science and that are utilized by professional scientists as they create and communicate
knowledge in the field.
The following sections present the literature related to the role of literacy in science and
science education, educational reform movements in science and literacy, and the discipline-
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specific literacy practices that comprise the Discourse of science and the ways and characteristics
of bringing those practices into science education.

The Role of Literacy in the Discipline of Science
Professional scientists utilize specific language and engage in specific reading, writing,
and speaking practices in order to create, understand, and communicate knowledge in the
discipline of science. Thus, literacy is a necessary component to the learning and doing of
science. Although professional scientists engage in a variety of specialized literacy practices,
students in science classrooms are often not given the opportunity to engage in similar practices.
Part of the issue resides in the term “scientific literacy,” which seems to hold a different meaning
in the professional field than it does in the field of education.

Scientific Literacy
The goal of science education is to create scientifically literate citizens (Abd-El-Khalick
& BouJaoude, 1997; NRC, 2012). Unfortunately, the term “scientific literacy” has been widely
used and loosely defined throughout the years, beginning in the 19th century and depending on
educational initiatives and scientific advancements in the United States and abroad (DeBoer,
2000). In addition, the term “literacy” is difficult to encapsulate because it is a term that has
been defined and interpreted differently in the field of professional science, in science education,
and in the English language as a whole (Norris & Phillips, 2003; Yore et al., 2002). Most
conceptions of scientific literacy focus on literacy in a “derived” sense, which, when applied to
scientific literacy, means being “knowledgeable, learned, and educated” in science (Norris &
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Phillips, 2003, p. 224). Working with the definition of scientific literacy set forth by the Science
for All Americans (SFAA) report, a development of Project 2061 (AAAS, 1989-2013), which
includes the support of authors and institutions that also contributed to the creation of the NGSS
(e.g., NRC, Rodger W. Bybee, Jonathan Osborne, and A. B. Champagne, cited in NGSS Lead
States, 2013). The definition of scientific literacy would mean mastery of:


content, concepts, and principles in each content area of science (e.g., physics,
chemistry, biology) and in mathematics, technology, and the social sciences;



scientific modes of inquiry, the nature of scientific enterprise, features of
mathematics and mathematical processes, the connection between science and
technology, the principles of technology itself, and the connection between
technology and society; and



computational skills, manipulative and observation skills, communication skills, and
critical-response skills (AAAS, 1989-2013; Laugksch, 2000).

Lacking in this definition and others (see Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2009; Laugksch, 2000;
Norris & Phillips, 2003; Yore et al., 2002 for a full review) is a clear understanding of literacy in
the “fundamental” sense, which refers to the “constitutive” relationship of reading and writing to
science. This view posits that reading and writing are necessary elements of the learning and
doing of science and without a balance between derived and fundamental literacy, the discipline
becomes fragmented and “anemic,” with only a focus on the memorization of “facts, laws, and
theories in isolation from their interconnections” (Norris & Phillips, 2003, p. 233). Thus,
although the derived components of scientific literacy are also critical, this review focuses on the
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often overlooked fundamental aspects of scientific literacy: the reading, writing, language, and
communication components that define what it means to produce knowledge in the discipline.

Disciplinary Literacy
Disciplinary literacy research is a line of research that actively investigates the literacy
practices that are used by professional scientists and unique to the discipline of science
(McConachie et al., 2006; Moje, 2007; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012; Shanahan et al.,
2011; Bazerman, 1985). The overall goal of
disciplinary literacy is to identify all such reading- and writing-relevant distinctions
among the disciplines and to find ways of teaching students to negotiate successfully
these literacy aspects of the disciplines. It is an effort to transform students into
disciplinary insiders who are able to approach literacy tasks with some sense of agency
and with a set of responses and moves that are appropriate to the specialized purposes,
demands, and mores of the disciplines. (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012, p. 11)
Disciplinary literacy supports a partnership between science teachers and literacy professionals
as a strong professional development option (Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fang
& Schleppegrell, 2010; McNeill and Krajcik, 2006; NGA & CCSSO, 2010; Shanahan, 2012a).
Although literacy professionals have been involved in teacher professional development in the
past, the disciplinary literacy approach is different from literacy instruction of the past (i.e.,
content-area literacy) (Conley, 2008; Fang, 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fang & Schleppegrell,
2008, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012, 2014). In the past, literacy professionals often took on
a content-area literacy approach and pushed generalizable literacy strategies (e.g., summarizing,
visualizing, engaging prior knowledge) into the disciplines (Adams & Pegg, 2012; Conley, 2008;
Fang, 2012; Fisher & Ivey, 2005; Moore, Readence, & Rickelman, 1983; Palincsar & Schutz,
2011). The goal was to increase student engagement and support students’ understanding and
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memorization of content and vocabulary and their reading of textbooks and note-taking during
lecture (Moore et al., 1983; Palincsar & Schutz, 2011). Overall, content-area literacy strategies
did not translate well into secondary science classrooms, partially because they were not based
on the actual, complex, and varied ways in which the discipline used literacy (Abd-El-Khalick &
BouJaoude, 1997; Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Bean & O’Brien, 2012-2013; Nixon, Saunders, &
Fishback, 2012; O’Brien et al., 1995; Wilson, Grisham, & Smetana, 2009). In contrast, a
disciplinary literacy approach allowed literacy professionals and science teachers to utilize their
respective areas of expertise and create lessons for students centered on literacy strategies that
were derived from the discipline-specific literacy practices that professional scientists engaged in
and that would support scientists in the creation and communication of knowledge in the
discipline (Cervetti et al., 2012; Elish-Piper & L’Allier, 2009; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fang &
Schleppegrell, 2010; McNeill and Krajcik, 2006; NGA & CCSSO, 2010; Shanahan, 2012b;
Zygouris-Coe, 2012).
To further clarify, when working with teachers using a content-area literacy approach,
literacy professionals may have asked science teachers to teach students how to paraphrase
documents in order to support a lesson on explanation and argumentation (Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2012). Although paraphrasing is an important strategic reading activity that allows
for the comprehension and internalization of information, it is neither unique to the discipline of
science nor an activity in which most scientists would engage (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012,
2014). In looking at explanation and argumentation specifically, paraphrasing would have no
purpose in those processes because the goal of explanation is to make connections, provide
reasoning, and pose advanced theory, utilizing a variety of texts, which may include anything
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from articles to diagrams to graduated cylinders and slides under a microscope (Braaten &
Windschitl, 2011; Gillis, 2014; Osborne & Patterson, 2011). Paraphrasing would also not
support students in creating arguments because it would not enhance their understanding of how
to create a valid reasoning chain and argue its credibility by placing it against various
explanations of the same phenomenon (Driver et al., 2000; Osborne & Patterson, 2011). In
addition, because paraphrasing is a reading strategy, it would not make sense for science teachers
to teach it as part of science instruction (Fisher & Ivey, 2005).
In order to develop literacy strategies to support students’ engagement in literacy
practices similar to those of professional scientists, the discipline-specific literacy practices in
which professional scientists engage need to be made explicit (Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang &
Coatoam, 2013; Keys, Hand, Prain, & Collins, 1999; O’Brien et al., 1995; Shanahan, 2012a, b).
Disciplinary literacy researchers have investigated, made explicit, and reported on some of the
literacy practices of professional scientists that are specific to the discipline of science by
observing the work of, identifying some of the literacy behaviors of, and engaging in interviews
with science professionals (Bazerman, 1985; Geisler, 1994; Greenleaf et al., 2011; McConachie,
2010; Shanahan et al., 2011).

Discipline-Specific Reading Practices
Reading in the discipline of science involves specific before, during, and after strategies.
The scientists involved in the following synthesis of reviewed studies (Bazerman, 1985; Geisler,
1994; Keys, 1999; Pozzer-Ardenghi & Roth, 2010; Saul, 2004; Shanahan et al., 2011; Wu &
Krajcik, 2005; Yore et al., 2002) admitted that they screen any possible readings carefully in
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order to save time and continue their focus on their current or anticipated work. Expert chemists
and university scientists determined what they wanted to read by paying particular attention to
the authors, the affiliation, the sources cited, the table of contents, peer suggestions, and the
abstract to determine if what they were about to read was worth their time in terms of providing
timely new information about a topic of interest from a relevant authority. Because scientific
knowledge is tentative and the interests of and financial backing for the professional scientific
community are linked to the needs of society, it is critical that scientists act on current topics of
interest before they lose value.
Scientists most often choose readings that allow them to remain current in their
specialization. They pull articles consistently from the same few journals and publications that
they believe represent their discourse communities and/or provide methodology they can critique
for their own research. Scientists broaden their reading choices only if they believe it necessary
to enrich their understandings of their areas of expertise.
During reading, the university scientists and expert chemists were most interested in
corroborating evidence by cross-checking information and research methods from a variety of
articles and comparing and contrasting them with their own knowledge and their own
experiences and methods. The scientists engaged in this process in order to establish the validity
and accuracy of their own studies’ findings.
The chemists and physicists explained their scanning process when reading an article on
a topic of interest: they read and reread, carefully and critically, certain sections (e.g., methods,
results) and ignored others. They also admitted to starting in the middle of an article and
jumping around to sections of interest. They also scanned excerpts simultaneously from multiple
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documents on the same topic and analyzed the position of the documents in regard to past and
current literature, theories, and the components of science knowledge that are accepted as “truth”
by the science community, meaning that there is no evidence to disprove it.
When reading on a topic that they knew much about, the chemists skimmed through the
information to look specifically for new information and read much more critically than when
reading on a topic they knew little about. When reading, they reflected constantly on the depth
of their own understanding even as they also critiqued the author’s level of understanding as
revealed through the author’s argument.
Physicists, when reading familiar information or when reading articles a second time,
took a critical stance to consider specifically whether they should synthesize the author’s work
into their own explanations, arguments, or findings. This practice of “deciding to integrate
another’s work into one’s own is the core of the communal endeavor of science” (Bazerman,
1985, p. 14) because that is how scientists validate knowledge and add depth to the knowledge
base. Scientists rely on their colleagues in the community to support them in maintaining
consistency and aspects of rigor in the field due to the nature of “truth” (Wenning, 2009).
For chemists, the graphs, charts, diagrams, and equations, termed “inscriptions” (PozzerArdenghi, & Roth, 2010) were considered of equal value to prose, and the chemists moved back
and forth from text to inscriptions recursively, recognizing that much information in science
cannot be communicated without an inscription. Physicists, on the other hand, when looking at
mathematical components and inscriptions, explained that the published derivations are assumed
to be correct and only the resulting equations are considered in the reading. Physicists admitted
that some of mathematical derivations were too complex to comprehend, and when reading
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outside of their realm of expertise, physicists recognized that the time it would take to gain
understanding was too great if it would not ultimately help them in their own research.
Overall, scientists read established research literature before, during, and after writing
reports and articles of their own. Scientists rely mostly on colleagues’ reactions; peer reviews;
personal knowledge; analysis of the experimental rigor of others’ work; and valid links among
claims, evidence, and theoretical warrants in order to establish knowledge in the discipline.
Plausibility of a document is determined by its congruence with other scientific information and
based on the author and the affiliation. That is why, when scientists read the work of their
colleagues, they are very critical; they not only expect the writing to inform and persuade, but
they also expect the author to utilize evidence, prose, and inscriptions to communicate accurate,
well-researched information in a precise fashion.

Discipline-Specific Writing Practices
A synthesis of the literature concerning the writing practices of professional scientists
(Driver et al., 2000; Halliday & Martin, 1993; Kelly & Bazerman, 2003; Keys, 1999; Osborne &
Patterson, 2011; Ruiz-Primo et al., 2010; Sandoval & Milwood, 2005; Shanahan et al., 2011;
Yore et al., 2002) reveals that writing in science involves sharing information (explanation) as
well as persuading colleagues (argumentation) during analyses and syntheses of multiple
perspectives, evidence, and information. Much importance is placed on (a) providing
explanations with sufficient, accurate detail and plausible reasoning in order to allow for
informed decision-making; and (b) providing arguments that are clearly and logically articulated
and that are critiqued by peers and found to be consistent with the available data. Scientists often
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write informally to support their own understanding of personal research and colleagues’
research, to take down data in lab notebooks and field notebooks, and to create lecture notes.
They also often wrote and reviewed journals in their area of specialization. Less often, but
typically once a month, the scientists observed and interviewed; wrote formal reports; prepared
notes in order to speak at seminars; applied for grants; and wrote abstracts, essays, and
summaries of their work. Overall, the scientists in this study and in others believed strongly that
writing is meant to inform and persuade and requires precision and accuracy that comes from
reading the established literature in order to gain knowledge about science, specific topics, and
the format of discourse and rhetoric in science as a discipline. When writing in formal ways,
scientists take careful consideration of their audience and utilize the structures of argumentation
and explanation; when writing in informal ways, scientists focus on developing their own
understandings and keeping diligent track of their own evidence.

Discipline-Specific Communication Practices
In terms of verbal communication (Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006; Alozie, Moje,
& Krajcik, 2009; Driver et al., 2000; Herrenkohl & Palincsar, DeWater, & Kawasaki 1999;
McNeill & Krajick, 2008; Saul, 2004), scientists are constantly engaging in dialogue with other
scientists to posit theories, access expert opinions, gather additional data, and establish claims.
Although many do not perceive scientists as social beings, the scientists in these studies made it
a point to comment that being able to communicate well and access the knowledge of others are
critical components of success in the field. Without such communication skills, scientists would
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not be successful in gaining support from other scientists, funding agencies, and the wider
community, which are necessary avenues for the development of knowledge in the discipline.
Overall, the recursive relationship among literacy practices in science is complicated
because knowledge building in the discipline is complicated. Scientific knowledge is based on
the ever-changing, complex, and evolving nature of the world and is sought out based on the
anticipated needs of society (Abd-El-Khalick et al., 1998; Kolsto, 2001; Langer, 2011; Their,
2002). Scientists pose ideas and theories and may disagree with other scientists, yet conflicting
ideas are invaluable as they push scientists to advance their explanation or argument and seek out
various avenues of knowledge (Britt, Richter, & Rouet, 2014). The reason for this is that, in
many ways, scientific knowledge is tentative and fragile and needs to be more robustly
developed; however, that is not to say that science knowledge is open to complete interpretation
as there are also many components that are strong and steady and have withstood intense
scrutiny and the test of time and are considered “canon” (Kolsto, 2001; Saul, 2004; Wenning,
2009).
Science knowledge is often created through chains of reasoning that are technical, dense,
and grounded in evidence that is meticulously gathered and recorded (Osborne & Patterson,
2011; Reif, 1995; Saul, 2004; Shanahan et al., 2011; Wenning, 2009). Each component of the
knowledge-building process needs to be evaluated for accuracy because the complicated nature
of science knowledge can cause even the most experienced scientists to arrive at inaccurate
conclusions (Driver et al., 2000; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Reif, 1995; Wenning, 2009). The
nature of knowledge-building in the discipline is what drives the open-minded, yet critical, timeconscious, precise reading and writing behaviors reported by scientists (Bazerman, 1985;
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Shanahan et al., 2011). That is why scientists as readers are critical of scientists as writers. Even
though these two groups are ultimately the same people with the same goal of advancing the
discipline, the expectation remains to preserve the credibility of the discipline (Geisler, 1994).
That is also the reason behind the juxtaposition of behaviors that scientists exhibit when writing
informally and when reading outside of their area of specialty and writing formally and reading
within their area of specialty (Geisler, 1994; Saul, 2004; Shanahan et al., 2011). If scientists are
aware that they do not have a firm grasp on a topic, they read for information and trust that their
colleagues with that knowledge can take on that critical stance (Bazerman, 1985; Shanahan et al.,
2011).
These studies demonstrate the complex nature of literacy in the discipline. This work is
exactly what is needed in order to pursue a disciplinary literacy approach to the implementation
of the current reform movement, the NGSS.

The NGSS, Disciplinary Literacy, and Scientific Literacy
The recent NGSS reform supports a disciplinary literacy approach to achieve scientific
literacy (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013), which means that the discipline-specific
practices discussed previously would need to be taken into consideration as teachers develop
lessons and consider ways in which to engage students in the eight scientific practices outlined
by the NGSS by teaching them the discipline-specific literacy practices embedded within them.
The NGSS Framework (NRC, 2012) states that students must learn to coordinate knowledge and
skill and they must engage in scientific practices in ways similar to practicing scientists’ methods
in order to learn how knowledge is produced and communicated in the discipline. The
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disciplinary literacy approach supports partnerships being developed between literacy
professionals and science teachers (Cervetti, 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fang &
Schleppegrell, 2010; McNeill & Krajcik, 2006; NGA & CCSSO, 2010; Shanahan, 2012a) in
which the literacy professional brings expertise of literacy and literacy strategies and the science
teacher brings knowledge of content and the discipline (Shanahan, 2012a, b; Ulusoy &
Dedeoglu, 2011) in order to create lessons that support students in developing both a derived and
fundamental sense of scientific literacy (Norris & Phillips, 2003; Yore, Pimm, & Tuan, 2007)
through a disciplinary literacy approach (Shanahan & Shanahan 2008, 2012).
The NGSS standards document outlines the skills, processes, content knowledge, and
scientific and engineering practices necessary to develop scientifically literate citizens (NRC,
2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013). A disciplinary literacy approach supports the idea that through
engagement in the discipline-specific literacy practices embedded within the eight NGSS
scientific practices, students can be apprenticed into the Discourse of the discipline (Bazerman,
1985; Fang & Schleppegrell 2008, 2010; Hakuta et al., 2013; Halliday & Martin, 1993; Keys,
1999; Lemke, 1989; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2002; Quinn et al., 2012; Shanahan &
Shanahan 2008, 2012; Their, 2002). Gaining such membership can increase their ability to
become scientifically literate citizens who can successfully take on careers and advance the field
to support upcoming societal needs (American College Testing [ACT], 2012-2013; Brown et al.,
1989; Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2009; NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013; STEM Education
Coalition, 2011-2013).
At this time, only 16 states and the District of Columbia have officially adopted the
standards, yet there are many schools across the country that are working with the NGSS in
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informal ways (Achieve, 2011-2017). Currently, a specific professional development protocol is
being established by the NRC, but there does not seem to be a focus on the discipline-specific
practices embedded within the NGSS, and there are not accountability measures in place to
ensure that teachers are implementing the NGSS based on the Framework by which it was
created (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013). In Illinois, the NGSS is to be officially
“implemented in the 2016-2017 academic year" (Heitin, 2014, p. 1), yet some schools in Illinois
are already asking teachers to begin to make changes to their curriculum in order to begin to
implement these standards (Achieve, 2011-2017). It is imperative that research begins to
document the degree to which science teachers are aware of and comfortable with teaching
discipline-specific literacy practices (Donnelly & Sadler, 2009; Fang, 2013-2014; Glickman et
al., 2010; Keys & Bryan, 2001; Lunenburg & Ornstein, 2008; Quinn et al., 2012; Shanahan,
2012a; Zygouris-Coe, 2012), and it is critical that the integral role a literacy professional could
play in the implementation is documented and communicated (Alvermann et al., 2011; ElishPiper & L’Allier, 2009; Gillis, 2014; IRA, 2006, 2010, 2012; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001; Sturtevant,
2003; Shanahan, 2012a; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014; Vogt & Shearer, 2007) as quickly as
possible in order to ensure that such research is considered when accountability measures are
being decided upon and professional development protocols and opportunities are being created .
As science teachers work to change their curricula, they need to be supported in learning more
about and contributing to the ongoing research involving the literacy practices of professional
scientists, the ways in which those literacy practices can be modified for student engagement, the
ways in which they align with the eight scientific practices of the NGSS, and the ways in which
to incorporate them into the curriculum (Roehrig, Michlin, Schmitt, MacNabb, & Dubinsky,
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2012; Ulusoy & Dedeoglu, 2011; Windschitl, 2006; Yager et al., 2010). Issues in science
education in the past demonstrate what can occur when the discipline-specific literacy practices
of the discipline are not made explicit for teachers and students.

The Overlooked Role of Literacy in the
Discipline of Science in the Past
Prior to the creation of the NGSS and research supporting the idea of a disciplinary
literacy approach to teaching and learning, it seemed unnecessary for students to understand the
discipline-specific literacy practices of science because science was about the memorization of
facts (Anderson, 1991; Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2009; Nixon et al., 2012; Norris & Phillips,
2003; Yore et al., 2002). Before the NGSS, science education was guided by the National
Science Education Standards and the Illinois Learning Standards for Science (i.e.,the 1996
Standards) (NRC, 1996), which marginalized fundamental literacy practices. These standards,
developed in 1985 and implemented in 1996, were created in response to the Nation at Risk
(United States Department of Education, 1983) report, which charged U.S. schools and teachers
as unable to create scientifically literate citizens and thus unable to prepare U.S. students to
compete globally in a scientifically and technology-based, ever-changing world at the same rate
as other countries. Thus, the 1996 standards were handed down to teachers and backed by
standardized testing. Teachers experienced immense pressure to ensure that students memorized
the “all-inclusive and formidable” (DeBoer, 2000) amount of content forced upon them by the
1996 standards. The 1996 standards took away much teacher autonomy and created
apprehension about government reform initiatives (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Burton
& Frazier, 2012; O’Reilly & McNamara, 2007). Rather than teaching students the literacy tools
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they needed to access and understand scientific information on their own, the 1996 standards
pushed an insurmountable amount of content on students to memorize and teachers to teach
(NRC, 2012; Yager et al., 2010).

Scientific Inquiry
Also, until the development of the NGSS and research supporting the idea of a
disciplinary literacy approach, science education reformers were not focused on literacy because
they did not consider the teaching of reading to be a solution to their issues in science education,
as their understanding of reading involved generalized content-area literacy strategies (Adams &
Pegg, 2012; Conley, 2008; Fang, 2012; Fisher & Ivey, 2005; Moore et al., 1983; Palincsar &
Schutz, 2011). Thus, as science teachers struggled to impart vast amounts of content to students
and science reformers noted that the very essence of the discipline of science, the “doing” of
science, was being excluded, rather than turn to the literacy practices of the discipline, the NRC
pushed for more inquiry-driven, hands-on, investigative work in classrooms (NRC, 1998, 2005,
2007). Follow-up reform documents (e.g., Every Child a Scientist [NRC, 1998]; Before It’s Too
Late [National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching [NCMST] for the 21st
Century, 2000]; America’s Lab Report [NRC 2005]; and Taking Science to School [NRC 2007])
outlined what these “inquiry-based” learning experiences should include:


Learners are engaged by scientifically oriented questions.



Learners give priority to evidence, which allows them to develop and evaluate
explanations that address scientifically oriented questions.
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Learners formulate explanations from evidence to address scientifically-oriented
questions.



Learners evaluate their explanations in light of alternative explanations, particularly
those reflecting scientific understanding.



Learners communicate and justify their proposed explanations (NCMST, 2000, p. 25,
emphasis in original).

These inquiry-based learning experiences were intended to provide students with
experiences similar to those of professional scientists (NCMST, 2000; Windschitl et al., 2008).
Many of the NCMST (2000) practices do align with the work of professional scientists when
compared with those NCMST practices reviewed for this study; however, without knowledge of
the literacy practices that allow professional scientists to engage in inquiry-based work, such
practices become meaningless (Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2002; Saul, 2004; Their,
2002).

Inquiry in the Science Professions
In order to engage in inquiry-based work and decision-making, professional scientists
utilize discipline-specific literacy practices (Grandy & Duschl, 2007; Richardson & Liang, 2008;
Saul, 2004). Scientists view inquiry “as ends” (Abd-El-Khalick et al., 2004), meaning that the
purpose of inquiry is to engage in the processes of investigation. Although the goal is to develop
a theory that is found to be “truth” (Wenning, 2009), it is a destination that is rarely achieved,
and thus, scientists focus their work on the journey toward acceptance of theory, as it is the
journey that, ultimately, develops scientific knowledge (Duschl & Grandy, 2012; Grandy &
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Duschl, 2007). To clarify, scientists gather with colleagues to deal with the discovery of
anomalous data (Duschl & Grandy, 2012). They work together to respond to this new data, to
gather and develop new theories that may help interpret the data, or to find ways of gathering
additional data. As they collect information, research, and data and compare and contrast
various pieces of literature to their current work, discoveries are made based on synthesis of
existing theories and data (Duschl & Grandy, 2012; Hanauer, 2006; Wenning, 2009). Thus, not
only do scientists work and dialogue in communities of scientists, but they also know how to
gather, analyze, and synthesize various forms of text and data in their inquiry-based work, which
involve specialized uses of literacy (Hapgood & Palincsar, 2006; Langer, 2011; McConachie ,
2010; Saul, 2004). Inquiry also involves the investigation of causal accounts, inferences about
unobservable processes based on the observable, and revisions of previously stated conclusions
in light of new evidence (Duschl & Grandy, 2012; Grandy & Duschl, 2007; Sandoval &
Millwood, 2005). Overall, the research indicates that inquiry in the professional field is about
developing knowledge and making discoveries; critiquing, problem-solving, and dialoging with
other professionals about divergent thoughts and ideas; and considering multiple approaches and
reasons behind obtained results. Within all these complex scientific practices are unique
discipline-specific literacy practices (Bazerman, 1985; Geisler, 1994; Greenleaf et al., 2011;
McConachie, 2010; McConachie et al., 2006; Moje, 2007; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012;
Shanahan et al., 2011).
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Difficulties with Inquiry in Education
Thus, when teachers were expected to transform their classrooms into inquiry-driven
communities and provide students with the appropriate learning opportunities to fulfill the
expectations set forth by reform documents, they had difficulty (Burton & Frazier, 2012;
Windschitl et al., 2012; Yager et al., 2010). Inquiry in the classroom did not typically align with
the purposes and applications of inquiry in the professional field; research suggests that if the
disciplinary-specific literacy practices that comprise inquiry were recognized, such a disconnect
between professional practice and classroom implementation would be reduced (Abd-El-Khalick
et al., 2004; Greenleaf et al., 2011; Richardson & Liang, 2008). Without literacy, however,
inquiry became about memorization of content, prescribed laboratory experiments, and the use of
the scientific method (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Abi-El- Mona & Abd-El-Khalick,
2006; Donnelly & Sadler, 2009; Driver et al., 2000; Keys & Bryan, 2001; Windschitl et al.,
2008).
When looking at teachers’ beliefs and perspectives about the purposes and uses of inquiry
in the classroom (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Abd-El-Khalick et al., 1998; Abd-ElKhalick et al., 2004; Alozie et al., 2009; Burton & Frazier, 2012; Keys & Bryan, 2001; Langer,
2011; Lederman, 1999; Richardson & Liang, 2008; Roehrig et al., 2012; Saul, 2004; Wenning,
2009; Windschitl et al., 2008), many teachers recognized that inquiry was being utilized
differently and for different purposes in the classroom than in the professional field, but they
were unsure how or if they should remediate this disconnect. For example, many teachers were
aware that theory, contradictory data, and dialoging with others were crucial components of
inquiry in the professional realm but believed that in order to motivate students and cultivate a
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passion for science, they needed to keep confusing, less linear aspects of the discipline at a
minimum and allow students to find success by keeping lessons and experiments “clean,”
predictable, and focused. In addition, many teachers interviewed in these studies admitted that
they were unsure how to support students in analyzing, critiquing, and applying scientific theory
and information from dense technical documents and journal articles. Instead, teachers
appreciated the scientific method because it did ensure a level of success for all students and
gave students the experience of being a scientist.
Situations in which teachers implement inquiry in ways and for purposes that differ from
the ways and purposes in the professional field are not isolated to high school classrooms. In
college-level courses, beginning as early as the 1980s, researchers noted that when students
followed the scientific method and proved to have memorized the facts, principles, laws, and
theories of science, teachers awarded the highest grades, even if students could not apply that
information to new situations or use it to modify their scientific misconceptions (Halloun &
Hestenes, 1985a, b). In laboratory work, students did not evaluate the outcomes or justify the
reasoning behind their solutions. Neither did they take into account the philosophical and
theoretical underpinnings for the reasons for the solution being the truth. Rather, students
admitted to engaging in laboratory experiments with the goal of finding a solution that matched
the teacher’s solution demonstrated during lecture in order to obtain a good grade (Halloun &
Hestenes, 1985a, b).
Thus, although teachers tried to engage students in inquiry-based lessons that the teachers
believed would support student achievement in science, the research notes that it was most often
because they did not know the literacy practices that are embedded within inquiry that teachers
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inadvertently “mutated” (Brown & Campione, 1996) inquiry and other scientific practices when
implementing them in the classroom. Meaning, without a focus on the literacy practices, the
scientific practices became removed from the intentions and theories of which they were derived
and, thus, became meaningless actions (Brown & Campione, 1996; Norris & Phillips, 2003;
Osborne, 2002; Saul, 2004; Their, 2002). So although there is nothing inherently wrong with
using certain teaching styles, such as lecture, discussion, and hands-on activities, they are not
necessarily learning experiences for students if their intentions are merely to impart knowledge
rather than allow students to experience knowledge building or to teach the literacy skills that
support knowledge-building (Abd-El-Khalick et al., 2004; Shanahan, 2012a; Windschitl, 2006;
Yager et al., 2010). Unfortunately, due to the notion created by reform proponents of the past
(NCMST, 2000; NRC, 1996, 1998, 2005, 2007) that inquiry and engagement in science involves
hands-on activities, teachers often lose sight of the fact that professional scientists’ engagement
in the discipline commonly means hypothesizing, synthesizing, and analyzing through reading
and writing practices that are unique to the discipline (Saul, 2004; Yore et al., 2002). Thus, in
order to ensure that classroom practices are indeed learning experiences and that they do not
become mutated, there needs to be a focus on the literacy practices that comprise them, for
without that focus, practices are likely to continue to be mutated or practiced in their mutated
state (Brown & Campione, 1996; Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Keys et al., 1999;
O’Brien et al., 1995; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2002; Saul, 2004; Shanahan & Shanahan,
2012; Their, 2002).
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Scientific Explanation and Argumentation
Along with inquiry, explanation and argumentation are also practices that have become
mutated in science education (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011; Osborne & Patterson, 2011). Not
only are they practiced in ways that are not aligned with their intentions in the professional field,
but they are also often conflated or merged (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011; Kuhn, 2010; Osborne
& Patterson, 2011). This is troubling, considering that to engage in the eight scientific practices
documented in the NGSS, students need to understand the differences between explanation and
argumentation (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013). In order to return these practices to their
original intentions and rightful uses, their literacy-based underpinnings must be made explicit to
teachers and students (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang &
Schleppegrell, 2010; Hakuta et al., 2013; Keys et al., 1999; Lemke, 1989; Moje, 2007; O’Brien
et al., 1995; Shanahan, 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012).

Explanation in the Science Professions
According to the literature (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011; Driver et al., 2000; Keys, 1999;
McNeill & Krajcik, 2006, 2008; Osborne & Patterson, 2011; Ruiz-Primo et al., 2010; Sandoval
& Millwood, 2005; Yore et al., 2002), explanation plays a key role in developing and
communicating scientific knowledge separately from the roles played by argumentation. The
processes involved in developing explanations allow for theories to “deepen and broaden” over
time (Duschl & Grandy, 2012, p. 6).
Explanations allow scientists to make sense of the world by taking known data and
clarifying the reasons for such data. The development of explanations involves the synthesis of a
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variety of sources that scientists read and critique in ways unique to the discipline. When
scientists know that their purpose for reading and critiquing is to craft an explanation, it impacts
the types of reading and critiquing practices and habits of thinking employed. They read and
critique to connect a result of an event to logic, seek underlying causes between explanation and
data, account for new data, establish causation through patterns in data, generate answers as to
“why is this (and not that) the case” (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011, pp. 655), connect otherwise
disconnected phenomena, and bring together other accepted explanations to explain a single
event. For example, a scientist would craft an explanation to provide reasoning as to why it
rained on a particular day. The fact that it rained is known to be true, so the explanation provides
the reasoning behind that truth to promote understanding, i.e., these are the reasons why it rained
on this day (Osborne & Patterson, 2011). Thus, explanations deal with “how” or “why”
questions, but argumentation deals with “how do you know” questions (Britt et al., 2014).

Argumentation in the Science Professions
According to the literature (Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006; Braaten &
Windschitl, 2011; Driver et al., 2000; Halliday & Martin, 1993; Kelly & Bazerman, 2003; Keys,
1999; Kuhn, 1993, 2010; Osborne & Patterson, 2011; Ryu & Sandoval, 2012; Sandoval &
Millwood, 2005; Yore et al., 2002), argumentation involves an approach that is different from
explanation and plays a different role in the creation and communication of scientific knowledge.
When crafting arguments rather than explanations, scientists view their work through a different
lens, thus involving different types of texts that require different types of reading and critiquing
practices and habits of mind. In argumentation, scientists critique the construction and the
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message of explanations provided in order to develop an argument intended to convince and
persuade others to find one explanation to be more valuable than another, based on available
evidence. There is a degree of tentativeness to an argument, and that is why it is so critical for a
scientist to justify his claims based on sufficient evidence. Looking at the above example,
explanation is used to discuss reasons for the rain on this day, and there are various factors
involved, such as low pressure, cold front, air masses, etc. Scientists can use these factors in
various ways to construct an explanation that yields greater understanding than another
explanation. Argumentation of the same concept would entail a different purpose. It would
entail one scientist arguing that the way she has worked through the various factors in her
explanation have created a more satisfactory and valid reasoning chain than another scientist’s
explanation of why it rained. Through an argumentative stance, scientists pose new theories and
report on their discoveries. Overall, explanation and argumentation have different purposes in
the discipline, and although they work together to advance the knowledge base of the discipline,
each is comprised of unique literacy practices that can be made explicit in order to support
student learning.

Difficulties with Explanation and Argumentation
in Science Education
When reading about implementations of explanation and argumentation in the science
classroom, the literature often utilizes the two terms synonymously (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011;
Kuhn, 2010; Osborne & Patterson, 2011). However, when they are treated as separate practices,
the implementation is still mutated because they are utilized in the classroom for different
purposes than what was intended and than are utilized in the professional field (Braaten &
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Windschitl, 2011; Driver et al., 2000; Kuhn, 2010; Osborne & Patterson, 2011). The current
systems in place in science education, especially those involving students working with known
data through prescribed laboratory experiments, causes part of this mutation, as does the lack of
focus on literacy (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006;
Braaten & Windschitl, 2011; Driver et al., 2000; Fang & Schleppegrell, 2010; Hakuta et al.,
2013; Keys et al., 1999; Kolsto, 2001; Osborne, 2002; Windschitl et al., 2008).
When students are asked to construct explanations in the classroom, it is explanation as
explication (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011), meaning definitions of terminology, emphasis on
simple cause-effect relationships accounting for an observable event, confirmation of the
information presented by the teacher in lecture, or regurgitation of data to support a
predetermined claim. Thus, the explanations that students provide involve literal interpretations
versus explanation as a construction of knowledge that involves prior knowledge and research
(Kolsto, 2001).
Argumentation is a classroom practice that typically follows the steps of claim, evidence,
and reasoning (Kuhn, 2010; Ruiz-Primo et al., 2010; Driver et al., 2000; Ryu & Sandoval, 2012;
Sandoval & Millwood, 2005). Students are provided a problem, given the evidence, and asked
to reason through a solution that is provided or “achieved” through a prescribed laboratory
experiment (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011; Windschitl et al., 2008). Students do not typically
dialogue through ideas and differing opinions (Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006; Alozie et
al., 2009; Driver et al., 2000; Kolsto, 2001; Ryu & Sandoval, 2012). For argumentation and
explanation to become “unmutated” (Brown & Campione, 1996), students need continuous,
extended opportunities to read and critique scientific explanations and arguments and work with
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broader ideas to create authentic explanations that involve conclusions different from their peers
(Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006; Alozie et al., 2009; Driver et al., 2000; Kolsto, 2001;
Ryu & Sandoval, 2012). These opportunities would then lead to situations in which students
justify their conclusions and argue that their explanation is the best fit with the available data,
which aligns with the ways in which professional scientists engage in these practices (Braaten &
Windschitl, 2011; Osborne & Patterson, 2011) .

The Role of Disciplinary Literacy in Science Education
Scientific practices can better align with their theoretical foundations and between the
classroom and the professional field if the literacy practices embedded are made explicit and the
focus of instruction (Brown & Campione, 1996; Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013;
Gillis, 2014; Keys et al., 1999; O’Brien et al., 1995; Shanahan, 2012a; Shanahan et al., 2011).
Approaching a lesson from a disciplinary literacy standpoint (Shanahan, 2012; Shanahan &
Shanahan 2008, 2012, 2014) means determining the scientific practices in which students need to
engage (e.g., explanation and argumentation) to learn the necessary content and conceptual
understandings (e.g., meteorology and weather patterns) and the literacy practices embedded
within those scientific practices (e.g., making connections among texts) that would need to be
explicitly taught to students. Furthermore, the NGSS pushes for these scientific practices,
namely argumentation–“an emphasis on articulating claims, entertaining alternative
explanations, and providing evidentiary support. This requires shifting students from learning
about science ideas to figuring out how and why phenomena occur and finding the evidence that
supports these claims” (Goldman et al., 2016, p. 12), which are complex literacy practices that
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can be best made explicit through a disciplinary literacy lens. Thus, a disciplinary literacy
approach supports renewed alignment between practices and their theoretical foundations,
between classroom and profession.
Some studies document the power of science instruction that utilizes literacy and makes
explicit for students the components of the literacy practices (Bazerman, 1985; Cervetti et al.,
2012; Driver et al., 2000; Kelly & Bazerman, 2003; Kelly & Takao, 2002; Kuhn, 2010; McNeill
& Krajak, 2008; Ryu & Sandoval, 2012). Although the researchers do not state a disciplinary
literacy approach, they use several aspects of the approach, such as having a science teacher and
literacy professional work together, utilizing literacy practices to teach science content, making
the components of those literacy practices explicit for students, and providing students with
sustained opportunities to engage with literacy practices in age-appropriate ways.

Explanation and Argumentation

Scaffolding Scientific Discourse
In several studies of middle school and high school science classrooms (Alozie et al.,
2009; Driver et al., 2000; Kuhn, 1993, 2010; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005) in which various
combinations of researchers, educators, literacy professionals, and science professionals worked
together to provide students a scaffold or explicit instruction concerning the literacy components
needed to develop a claim, evidence, and reasoning, students showed improvements in their
understanding of science content and their ability to engage in scientific practices in ways similar
to those of practicing scientists. Instead of “developing a statement that responds to the
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problem,” for example, students were instructed to state specifically certain observations, such as
if two substances were the same, and provide evidence about specific, named properties of the
substances, and then provide reasoning as to why the similarities or differences between the
properties allowed students to draw the claim that they did about the substances. In addition, to
promote discourse communities, the researchers in these studies labeled and modeled
components of what discourse entails explicitly, using phrases such as “listening to each other,”
“convincing each other,” “backing up claims,” “showing evidence,” or “providing justification”
or “reasoning” for why the data supports the initial claim (Alozie et al., 2009; Driver et al., 2000;
Kuhn, 1993, 2010; Ryu & Sandoval, 2012; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005). Also, researchers
scaffolded each component by first asking students to attend to others’ arguments and listen truly
to what others had to say and consider how it supported or contradicted one’s own stance. Then
researchers introduced and provided evidence and allowed students time to see the value of
evidence in strengthening their claims and giving them an edge over other classmates before
asking students to bring in evidence of their own. Overall, students began to mirror some aspects
of the literacy practices in which professional scientists engage when linking their evidence with
their claims when reasoning and when holding back emotion in order to think through and
provide reasoning to support claims in order to respond directly to what another student had said.
Students also became more open-minded and began to reconsider their own misconceptions,
which is a goal of science education and often a point of frustration for teachers.
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Scaffolding Scientific Writing
When university professors and science researchers paired up with a professor and
researcher of writing education, they were able to create a model (Kelly & Bazerman, 2003;
Kelly & Takao, 2002) that they used to teach explicitly and then assess first-year university
students’ arguments in their scientific writing in an introductory oceanography course designed
for majors and non-majors. The model noted specific components (e.g., selecting a problem,
using evidence, formatting an argument) and epistemological levels (e.g., basic, grounded
claims; higher-level theoretical claims; claims transcending information specific to one area of
study) of good argumentative writing in science. Course lectures and laboratory sessions
involved discussions about writing, models of appropriate writing, and peer and teacher feedback
concerning student writing.
Overall, the model was able to make concrete some of the more abstract, complex, and
rhetorical aspects of scientific writing and showed professors at which points students needed
additional support (e.g., separating their observations from their interpretations, effectively using
data, ensuring that their conclusions were supported by data, and adequately referencing the data
in the text). The researchers of the study noted that if the instruction were to remain consistent
and conscious of the discipline-specific literacy practices identified, students would begin to
internalize and develop more mature science-specific literacy skills.
These studies demonstrate the type of work that secondary science teachers and literacy
professionals can engage in together; collaboration between these professionals is a long-term
goal that creates the impetus for this study. However, in this current study, I sought to gain an
understanding of science teachers’ perceptions and understandings of disciplinary-specific
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literacy practices, including those outlined in the NGSS. Part of the need in understanding
science teachers’ perceptions and understandings involves aspects of the research literature as
seen with the concepts of explanation and argumentation. The researchers of the articles
involving explanation and argumentation report situations of student achievement, yet there are
instances in these reports in which explanation and argumentation are conflated. Because a
disciplinary literacy approach focuses on the literacy practices in which professional scientists
engage and the reasons behind their use of certain scientific practices, a literacy professional
must work to understand the meanings of these terms in the discipline so that when s/he
collaborates with a science teacher, the two can work to separate out the unique roles of these
two scientific practices.

Inquiry
Looking again at inquiry-based learning, when the type of literacy practices scientists
utilize to engage in inquiry were taught to grade-school students, students gained conceptual
knowledge and increased their ability to communicate these understandings in talk and writing.
The researchers (Cervetti et al., 2012) found areas of overlap between comprehension and
inquiry in regard to goals, functions, and strategies. They created units that aligned the
similarities through engagement in cognitive strategies (e.g., predicting), development of
vocabulary knowledge, and development of conceptual knowledge. Fourth-grade students
engaged in conceptual theme units, such as “Characteristics of Light,” which involved reflecting
on current knowledge, making predictions, gathering information through nonfiction print
materials (e.g., books, charts) and firsthand investigations (e.g., using flashlights, making light
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tubes), revising predictions, reflecting on contradictory information, and utilizing key vocabulary
to construct main idea statements and discuss findings. Although researchers did not explicitly
state that their lens was supportive of a disciplinary literacy approach, the authors did comment
that they
sought to be more explicit in attending not only to the ways in which science supports
literacy development, but also to the ways in which literacy supports science
development, that is, the authentic roles that language and literacy can play in supporting
knowledge acquisition and involvement in inquiry. (Cervetti et al., 2012, p. 636)
Essentially, the researchers looked at the ways literacy functions in the discipline of science and
sought to mirror those uses in the units they created. These researchers commented that although
their units were successful, a long-term professional partnership between science teachers and
literacy professionals would be necessary in order to continue such instruction in the long term
as students’ developing abilities would allow for more complex literacy practices and science
content. Also, the researchers specifically noted that such a partnership could focus on
comprehension strategy instruction around a variety of science texts (Cervetti et al., 2012). In
fact, much of the success documented may have been due to the incorporation of science texts;
text, especially “refutational” texts (Shanahan, 2012) that note a misconception and then explain
scientifically what is correct, have been shown to work the best to increase student learning. The
researchers in this study created the texts used by students; when literacy professionals and
science teachers begin to work together, they may consider creating texts for student use and,
furthermore, consider creating refutational texts (Shanahan, 2012b).
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Language and Inscriptions
In other areas of science learning, in studies in which the complexities and nuances of
scientific language and inscriptions were made explicit and students were provided extensive
opportunities to engage in ways that mirror professional scientists (Alvermann & Wilson, 2011;
Anthony, Tippett, & Yore, 2010; Jaipal, 2009; Kindfield & Singer-Gabella, 2010; Kress,
Ogborn, & Martins, 1998; Osborne, 2002; Pozzer-Ardenghi & Roth, 2010; Saul, 2004; Wilson,
2011; Wu & Krajcik, 2005), students demonstrated greater conceptual understanding and more
mature science-specific reasoning abilities than others who had greater content knowledge and
experience in the discipline. Because communication and understanding in the discipline often
involve complex ideas that often stretch beyond what the human mind can grasp and the human
hand can touch (Anthony et al., 2010; Osborne, 2002), science language has become a
multimodal, hybrid, semeiotic meaning-making system that is able to represent and communicate
the depth and complexity that is scientific knowledge (Saul, 2004). Therefore, part of the
language of science involves use of “inscriptions” which brings together numerous meaningmaking forms varying from concrete and real (e.g., photographs, drawings, maps) to abstract and
ideal (e.g., diagrams, graphs, equations), thus often capturing context as well as content (PozzerArdenghi & Roth, 2010).
Inscriptions lose much of their meaning when removed from their physical and
theoretical context, which is why inscriptions in textbooks or those reproduced for lectures and
demonstrations are often ineffective for communicating information (Alvermann & Wilson,
2011; Jaipal, 2009; Wilson, 2011). As Latour (1987) explains, there is a “visual set of
inscriptions produced by the instrument and a verbal commentary uttered by the scientist” (p.
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71), and one cannot separate that junction. Thus, the creation and interpretation of inscriptions is
a complex, higher-order thinking process that involves many components of literacy and science
content knowledge (Pozzer-Ardenghi & Roth, 2010). Therefore, in order to understand the
analytic and symbolic role of inscriptions and the processes and instruments by which they were
created, students need opportunities in which they create the context and the content.
When eighth-grade students were afforded the opportunity to engage in extensive fieldbased experiences in which they were part of a group responsible for collecting data, interpreting
that data, doing research, and ultimately creating inscriptions to represent their data within the
context of the topic, they were able to consider more in-depth possibilities and pose multiple
claims when reasoning through new inscriptions presented to them (Jaipal, 2009; Roth & Bowen,
1999). However, preservice teachers with science training, college-level ecology students, and
ecologists in training had difficulty thinking past a literal interpretation of the inscription, even,
at times, questioning its validity. The researchers (Roth & Bowen, 1999) suggest that because
the eighth-grade students were able to engage in creating their own context and content in order
to develop their own inscriptions, they had a broader conceptual view and were better able to see
inscriptions as representations that serve to bring together multiple forms of information and that
hold greater meaning beyond the literal interpretation.
These studies on explanation and argumentation, inquiry, and language and inscriptions
separated out and made explicit the literacy practices needed (e.g., reflecting on contradictory
information, backing up claims) so that students could engage in certain scientific practices (e.g.,
inquiry, explanation) in order to support their content learning and development of a greater
conceptual understanding of the discipline (e.g., light, communicating findings). Students were
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also afforded extended opportunities to engage with these literacy practices in ways that are
similar to their uses in the professional discipline. However, these studies demonstrate the
exception, not the norm, of science education.
In order for literacy strategies to be worthwhile in the science classroom, science teachers
need to fully grasp and then make students aware of the nature of the task and the way to
approach the task through explicit instruction and sustained engagement in the literacy practices
(Driver et al., 2000; Gee, 2001; Grandy & Duschl, 2007; Greenleaf et al., 2011; Kelly &
Bazerman, 2003; McNeill & Krajcik, 2006; NRC, 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012).
However, the reality is that although science teachers may have content knowledge and some
understanding of the literacy practices in their discipline, they do not typically have the training
or the education to fully understand, make explicit, and develop lessons for students centered on
the complex literacy practices in which professional scientists engage (Ulusoy & Dedeoglu,
2011). It is with in-depth knowledge of the way literacy functions in the discipline that science
teachers are best able to guide students in discovering knowledge and expanding their own
thinking (Murcia, 2009; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Saul, 2004; Yore et al., 2004). Thus, although
literacy professionals do not have the training or education to fully understand, make explicit,
and develop lessons for students centered on science content, the nature of science, and the
practices in which scientists engage, they do possess in-depth knowledge of literacy practices
and their role in learning (Cervetti et al., 2012; Fisher & Ivey, 2005; Gillis, 2014; Shanahan,
2012b; Warren, 2013). Therefore, a partnership between science teacher and literacy
professional is a strong option for professional development as high schools across the country
work to implement the NGSS.
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Bringing Disciplinary Literacy into Science Education
A partnership with a disciplinary literacy focus might involve determining ways in which
to engage students in discipline-specific literacy practices in order to make sense of data (Gillis,
2014; Shanahan, 2012a, b). The science teacher may express that students seem to have
difficulty comparing different data sources. The literacy professional may suggest the strategy of
a response heuristic (Gillis, 2014; Keys et al., 1999), showing research of its parallels to
professional scientists’ literacy practices and habits of thinking. The Heuristic can show students
that scientists make sense of data by jotting down and then making connections among
observations, inferences, and conclusions from multiple data points (Gillis, 2014). The literacy
professional and teacher can work together to model for students specific uses of the Heuristic.
Students can be instructed to use this strategy multiple times throughout the year when
comparing and contrasting multiple data points on the same topic. The students can learn that
scientists may use something similar to a Heuristic in their informal writing to gain a better
understanding of or to create points of synthesis for their own research or others’ research over
time (Saul, 2004). Despite the fact that the response heuristic is a literacy strategy, it would not
be pushed into the discipline but rather created based on the discipline-specific practices of
professionals in order to make explicit some of the literacy practices and habits of mind of
scientists.
As noted in the research regarding professional scientists’ literacy practices (e.g.,
Shanahan et al., 2011), such partnerships have begun in the professional realm as disciplinary
literacy researchers and practicing science professionals have been working together closely to
determine the goals of the discipline and the particular literacy practices required to achieve
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those goals. It would benefit science education to have similar relationships established as
present-day society demands that students master expert reading, writing, and thinking practices
in every discipline (Heller & Greenleaf, 2007). It has become an expectation for teachers to
know the exact literacy skills that are essential in their disciplines and with the implementation
of the NGSS (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013) and the CCSS (NGA & CCSSO, 2010),
they are faced with the growing expectation that they should be able to teach those skills to
students, even though teachers have not typically been provided the necessary education and
professional development to do so (Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Nixon
et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2009). Although the CCSS and the NGSS support a disciplinaryliteracy focus, neither document has established how teachers are to be supported as they
implement the NGSS and the CCSS with such an approach (NGA & CCSSO, 2010; NRC, 2012;
NGSS Lead States, 2013).

Characteristics of the Literacy Professional
A vast number of intricacies are associated with literacy in the discipline of science, and
research has just started to unveil them. However, these complexities and uncertainties can be
better managed with a partnership between literacy professionals and science teachers
(Shanahan, 2012).

Provides Job-Embedded and Sustained
Professional Development
Research does report successful change occurring in secondary schools with the
implementation of job-embedded, sustained professional development for content-area teachers
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provided by a literacy professional who takes on the role of a literacy coach (Abd-El-Khalick et
al., 2004; Adams & Pegg, 2012; Alvermann et al., 2011; Cantrell et al., 2009; Curwen, Miller,
White-Smith, & Calfee, 2010; Elish-Piper & L’Allier, 2009; Greenleaf & Hinchman, 2009; Hall,
1974; IRA, 2006, 2010, 2012; Nixon et al., 2012; Roehrig et al., 2012; Sturtevant, 2003; Vogt &
Shearer, 2007; Wilson et al., 2009). The studies cited above report on the effectiveness of jobembedded, sustained professional development provided by a literacy professional in the form of
ongoing trainings to content-area teachers throughout the school year, summer institute trainings,
one-on-one coaching sessions, live demonstrations, modeling, co-teaching, collaboration with
other teachers, and follow-up visits. They involve literacy professionals who honor teachers’
instructional goals and allow for teacher reflection, risk-taking, and the time to practice new
ideas in order for teachers to take ownership and implement ideas correctly (Knowles, 1980).
These literacy professionals give teachers the support to develop new ideas through a
collaborative relationship and provide them with the materials and the guidance to implement
literacy processes and strategies in their teaching of content (Fisher & Ivey, 2005; O’Brien et al.,
1995). More importantly, not only are these literacy professionals highly qualified teachers who
know how to teach literacy well, but they also possess specialized knowledge, ability, and
experience working with adults (IRA, 2006, 2010, 2012).

Provides Support for Adult Learning
Adult learning requires that adults are able to share their knowledge and previous
experiences (Lyons & Pinnell, 2001). Adults have a desire to apply new knowledge immediately
to solve a current issue, but they are often hesitant to implement new knowledge without a firm
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grasp of the procedure (Glickman et al., 2010). Adults are also hesitant to change if they do not
value the rationale behind the change or if they perceive the change to require a lot of work and
energy without an equally rewarding outcome (Joyce & Showers, 1982). In addition, certain
times during a period of change are delicate as adults are likely to abandon change when they
experience frustration (Hall, 1974).
Literacy professionals can ensure that adults are provided with every opportunity to learn,
build confidence, and change through application of the principles of adult learning (Elish-Piper
& L’Allier, 2009; Knowles, 1980; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001). Literacy professionals can best
influence change and positive growth by devoting half of their time to working directly with
teachers and developing relationships with these teachers that are grounded in trust,
confidentiality, and open communication (L’Allier, Elish-Piper, & Bean, 2010). Literacy
professionals who support positive change see themselves truly as teacher and student advocates
with an in-depth grasp of their role in the school community (L’Allier et al., 2010).

Listens to Teachers
The work of a literacy professional becomes even more necessary as implementing
reform through the NGSS may require that teachers change their underlying beliefs about
learning, teaching, and professional development (Dillon, O’Brien, Sato, & Kelly, 2011). Some
aspects of the reform require that teachers move out of their comfort zones and take risks that
challenge who they have believed themselves to be as teachers (Dillon et al., 2011). However,
when teachers are a part of a community of learners who engage in nonevaluative, trusting
relationships with colleagues, they are able to develop and shift their perspectives and beliefs,
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allowing change to occur in curriculum, practice, and sometimes in the culture of the school
(Gutierrez, Rymes,& Larson, 1995; Muhammad, 2009; Wilson & Berne, 1999). It is important
for teachers to share and support learning in order to build a sense of collective responsibility and
continue to make changes that enforce high expectations for each other and for students
(Glickman et al., 2010; Greenleaf &Hinchman, 2009; Kamil, 2003; Lunenburg & Ornstein,
2008; Moje, 2008). In addition, because of the implementation of the 1996 standards, inquiry
reform, and the content-area literacy movement, some teachers may be wary of reform and
professional development (Cervetti et al., 2012; Donnelly & Sadler, 2009; Glickman et al., 2010;
O’Brien et al., 1995). Thus, it is critical that teachers’ voices are heard as the NGSS is
implemented, which is another role for the literacy professional (Alozie et al., 2009; Donnelly &
Sadler, 2009; Keys & Bryan, 2000; Windschitl, 2006; Yager, et al., 2010).

Conclusion
Research is still investigating which discipline-specific literacy practices professionals
engage in, when and how they engage in them, how they align with the eight science practices as
outlined by the NGSS, and how to support teachers in making them explicit and scaffolding
instruction for student learning. Thus, this study can add to the growing research base
surrounding ways in which to support teachers in taking on reform and a disciplinary literacy
approach to implement the NGSS because this study employs a job-embedded professional
development model that research has shown to be effective in creating change.
In addition, research over time has documented the growing need to support teachers in
their work in secondary classrooms.
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We must find effective means to develop the instructional capacity of secondary teachers
if we are to succeed in advancing student capacities in science and literacy. Despite the
widespread need for adolescent literacy development in the upper grade levels, very few
classrooms provide the needed academic literacy instruction, particularly in the subject
areas where it is most critically absent. In large part, high school teachers lack the knowhow to simultaneously build students’ academic literacy skills and encourage them in a
rigorous curriculum of subject-area study. (Greenleaf et al., 2011, p. 650)
Overall, with a disciplinary literacy approach that includes a partnership between science
teachers and literacy professionals, students will gain membership into the discipline, learn the
Discourse, and become scientifically literate individuals who can advance the knowledge base of
the discipline as a whole, positively impacting society (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997;
ACT, 2012-2013; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2009; NRC, 2012;
STEM Education Coalition, 2011-2013). Although some discipline-specific literacy practices
might be too complex for students, there are ways in which a literacy professional and science
teacher can scaffold these practices so that students gain a lens through which to conceptualize
the broader nature of the discipline and the ways in which to create, interpret, and communicate
knowledge in the discipline (Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006; Ericsson & Charness, 1994;
Grandy & Duschl, 2007; McNeill & Krajcik, 2006; Reif, 1995). If students have a larger
understanding of the discipline and the reasons behind the literate actions that scientists take,
their knowledge can become functional knowledge, meaning that they can modify what they
know, apply it to novel situations, and develop complexity over time (Holbrook & Rannikmae,
2009; Langer, 2011; Reif, 1995).
The message of the NGSS Framework (NRC, 2012) is clear: in order for students to be
successful in the science and engineering professions, they must have mastery of certain sciencespecific language and literacy skills (Quinn et al., 2012). Disciplinary research and previous
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research in science education and literacy education and learning support the premise that those
literacy practices must become explicit for that goal to be realized (Bazerman, 1985; Fang &
Schleppegrell 2008, 2010; Hakuta et al., 2013; Halliday & Martin, 1993; Keys, 1999; Lemke,
1989; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2002; Quinn et al., 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014).
Although literacy professionals have a strong grasp of literacy-related strategies, theories, and
research and science teachers have knowledge concerning the science-specific practices of their
discipline as outlined in the NGSS, they must bring together their respective areas of expertise
through sustained, job-embedded professional development to make explicit the language and
literacy demands of the eight NGSS science and engineering practices so that lessons can be
generated that teach students these literacy practices in ways that make sense in the context of
the classroom and the content of the discipline (Alvermann, Rezak, Mallozzi, Boatright, &
Jackson, 2011; Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fang & Schleppegrell, 2010;
McNeill and Krajcik, 2006; NGA & CCSSO, 2010; Shanahan, 2012a).
To begin the development of such partnerships, literacy professionals must work to
understand science teachers’ perceptions, knowledge, and experiences involving literacy and
reform. They must begin a relationship based on the principles of adult learning and literacy
coaching in order to allow it to develop into a relationship of trust, confidentiality, and open
communication.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the research design, a description of the participants, and the
methods for data collection and analysis. The purpose of this study was to examine high school
science teachers’ interpretations and perceptions regarding reform, the NGSS, and sciencespecific literacy practices in the context of high school education.

Research Design
In this study, I employed a qualitative research design (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009)
to investigate the perceptions held by science teachers regarding NGSS, reform, and the role of
literacy in the teaching and learning of science from a literacy professional’s point of view. A
qualitative approach is a descriptive form of data collection that is most concerned with finding
meaning in the process rather than in the outcome; I, the researcher, am the key instrument of
data collection, looking to capture people’s perspectives; analysis employs a subjective approach
that is not prejudiced but rather personal and beneficial as it is the way qualitative researchers
gather insights into the ways in which “different people make sense of their lives” (Bogdan &
Biklen, 2007, p. 7). Qualitative methods provided me with the means to explore participants’
constructed realities in their natural working context without disrupting the tasks and
relationships within those contexts (Stake, 1995; Yin, 2009). I worked to “interpret
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[participants’] experiences, how they construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to
their experiences” (Merriam, 2009, p. 5). Specifically, I was looking at participants’ experiences
regarding literacy and reform both in the past and in the present as they negotiated the latest
reform movement, the NGSS (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013). Also, I was looking at the
ways in which the discipline of science is negotiated and constructed, as demonstrated by
participants and the meanings that participants attach to their experiences with reform and
literacy in terms of the teaching and learning in the discipline of science (Gee, 2001).
Thus, it was necessary for me to listen to the language of the participants, note the
reactions and emotions of the participants, and gather documents that showed the participants’
work in order for me to construct a representative reality of the situation (Merriam, 2009),
respond to the research questions, and provide the reader with a thorough analysis regarding the
participants’ perspectives on literacy and reform, including those aspects that may seem
contradictory to the research literature (Stake, 1995, 2010). I was able to construct a thorough
analysis by first interpreting the findings from each individual participant and then analyzing
data across the participants through a constant comparison method of data analysis (Glaser &
Strauss, 2011). Multiple levels of comparison allowed me to bring a reasonable amount of
complexity to the study without an unreasonable number of participants (Creswell, 2007; Glaser
& Strauss, 2011; Stake, 2010). I knew it was my “obligation” to have a thorough amount of data
to create thick, detailed descriptions in my analysis and bring robustness to the study, but
becoming overwhelmed by the data would not have allowed for careful, considerate analysis and
proper representation of the participants and would have been a disservice to the study’s goals
(Merriam, 2009). Thus, the overall design and parameters established for this qualitative study
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allowed me to gather sufficient data to provide insights into the research problem and questions
posed.
The goal of this study was to look deeply into the specific experiences of a small group of
individuals in a particular context at a particular moment in time. As the “general does lie in the
particular” (Merriam, 2009, p. 225), this study has the potential to lend insight into other reform
situations within educational contexts (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009; Stake, 1995).

Research Questions
Participants included high school science teachers, administrators, and myself, the
researcher and a high school literacy professional. Participants were selected from one suburban,
middle-class high school district. The four focal participants included Jared Catalano, Char
Assisi, Sam Hepburn, and Elizabeth Tanner. Jared taught physics at Prairie High School; Char
taught physics and chemistry at Prairie High School; Sam taught chemistry and biology at Town
High School; Elizabeth taught biology and environmental science at Town High School.
The following research questions guided this study:
1. How did the participants describe educational reforms related to literacy and science?
2. What were the participants’ perspectives on reform and on their role in implementing
reform?
3. How did the participants describe the role of literacy in their planning and
instruction?
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Overview of the District
The school district that was the focus of the study was comprised of Town High School
and Prairie High School and situated within a relatively conservative, middle-class, suburban
community of about 20,000 people. Town opened in 1947 and Prairie opened in 2004.
Together, the schools employed 199 teachers, 59% holding master’s degrees or higher, with an
average of 10 years of teaching experience and about a 94% retention rate over the past four
years. According to the Illinois Interactive Report Card data (Heitin, 2014), the two schools had
a total of 2,981 students, with an attendance rate of 95%; approximately $7,300 was spent per
student per year. Of the students, 11% were considered low income and 3% English language
learners. The racial/ethnic background of the schools was 64% White, 4% Black, 19%
Hispanic/Latino, 7% Asian, and 4% multiracial. The schools had a 96% graduation rate; about
92% of the graduates planned to attend a two-year or four-year college, and 68% of the students
met or exceeded standards as measured by the PSAE. The overall student-teacher ratio was
17.1/1 with an average class size of 22 students per class.
The district was chosen based on my familiarity with the district as I have been employed by
and teaching in the district for 10 years. The district was also chosen based on my knowledge
that the teachers and administrators within this district have been working to align the science
curriculum with the NGSS since the 2012-13 school year. In addition, the former science
department chair of Town High School, who was an assistant principal within the district at the
time of the study, was a member of the ISBE Adoption Committee for the NGSS. She and the
department chair at Prairie High School, along with many of the science teachers from the two
schools, hosted a conference in 2014 for the grade schools, middle schools, and high schools in
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the region in order to introduce and gather feedback about the NGSS and reasons for and against
Illinois adoption of the NGSS.
The district and the participants chosen for this study were considered pioneers in the
region due to their distinguishing work with the NGSS. However, the district’s demographics
were quite similar to the demographics reported for schools in the state of Illinois overall (Heitin,
2014), and although schools are unique contexts and the findings of this study may not apply to
other school contexts, there were not circumstances that would set this school apart from most
others in Illinois, and thus, the findings had a greater chance of providing insight to other literacy
coaches, science teachers, and administrators in schools looking to begin work with the NGSS.

Overview of the Science Program
At the time of the study, Town offered biology, biology honors, and physical science for
the first year of science, typically the freshman year. Students who took physical science in their
freshman year took biology as sophomores, and those who took biology took chemistry or
chemistry honors. Prairie offered the same and, in addition, offered sheltered biology and
sheltered physical science for English language learners (see Table 1).
Two years of science is an Illinois graduation requirement. However, colleges often
require three to four years of science. Because 92% of the participant schools’ graduates planned
to attend college, they continued to take science courses. After taking the first two years of
science, students can choose from a variety of electives (see Table 2).
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Table 1
Science Courses Offered Years 1 and 2

First Two Years of Science Course Offerings

Town High School
No. of Students Enrolled (15-24
students per section)

Prairie High School
No. of Students Enrolled
(15-24 students per section)

Sheltered Biology

Not offered at time of the study

35 (approx. 2 sections)

Biology Regular

243 (approx. 10 sections)

247 (approx. 10 sections)

Biology Honors

134 (approx. 7 sections)

115 (approx. 6 sections)

Not offered at time of the study

35 (approx. 2 sections)

Physical Science Regular

49 (approx. 2 sections)

96 (approx. 4 sections)

Chemistry Regular

189 (approx. 8 sections)

186 (approx. 8 sections)

Chemistry Honors

135 (approx. 7 sections)

78 (approx. 3 sections)

Sheltered Physical Science

Note. Sheltered: courses designed to support English language learners as they work to learn the discipline; Regular:
courses intended for all students to receive science credit toward high school graduation; Honors: courses designed
to prepare students who plan to take college-level science courses and who may pursue careers in science

There were some differences between the offerings at the two schools. The science
department chairs explained that the schools and their students had different needs and the course
offerings reflected those needs and the strengths of the teachers.

Participants
The focal participants for this study were chosen based on the following criteria
(Mertens, 2010):


Participants must have been certified to teach high school science in Illinois.



The four focal participants had to be high school science teachers who had been
utilizing the NGSS in their curriculum planning.
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The four focal participants must have been willing to engage in every aspect of data
collection.



The four focal participants must have been teaching full time in the district that was
the setting of the study.

Table 2
Science Courses Offered Years 3 and 4
Town High School
No. of Students Enrolled (15-24
students per section)

Prairie High School
No. of Students Enrolled
(15-24 students per section)

Zoology Regular

44 (approx. 2 sections)

88 (approx. 4 sections)

Early Science Regular

38 (approx. 2 sections)

93 (approx. 4 sections)

Earth Science Honors

34 (approx 2 sections

Not offered at time of study

AP Biology

46 (approx. 2 sections)

24 (approx. 1 section)

AP Chemistry

18 (approx. 1 section)

Not offered at time of study

Environmental Science Regular

34 (approx 2 sections)

42 (approx. 2 sections)

AP Environmental Science

25 (approx. 1 section)

47 (approx. 2 sections)

Physics Regular

107 (approx. 5 sections)

92 (approx. 4 sections)

Physics Honors

67 (approx. 3 sections)

Not offered at time of study

AP Physics I (AP algebra-based course)

Not offered at time of study

83 (approx. 4 sections)

AP Physics II (AP algebra-based course)

Not offered at time of study

11 (approx. 1 section)

AP Physics I and II

42 (approx. 2 sections)

Not offered at time of study

AP Physics C (AP calculus-based course
focused on mechanics)

16 (approx. 1 section)

18 (approx. 1 section)

Elective Course Offerings

Note: AP courses: college-level courses that offer students college credits upon a passing grade on an end-of-theyear exam.

In addition to the focal participants, two additional science teachers engaged in a single,
brief interview, and five teachers were involved in the observed team planning sessions; they all
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granted me permission to use their words and documents in the study. In addition, two
administrators who were certified to teach science and who had been integral in supporting
teachers as they modified curriculum using the NGSS engaged in a single, brief, individual
interview as well. All participants were employed at two high schools situated within one
suburban, middle-class high school district. All focal participants were full-time science teachers
at the two high schools within the chosen district.
Teachers and administrators in this district have taken on the responsibility of aligning
their science curriculum with the NGSS despite lack of accountability measures from the state.
Although the state of Illinois has officially adopted the NGSS, the representatives for the state of
Illinois have not agreed to the three-year course sequencing plan, and they have not agreed to
any assessment or accountability practices for teachers. Thus, at the time of the regional
conference in 2014, most surrounding school districts had not begun to utilize the NGSS to
modify their curricula.
The focal participants reflected various levels of teaching experience, as the NGSS,
reform, and literacy were viewed differently, depending on teachers’ past teaching experiences,
or lack thereof, and/or coursework completed in undergraduate and graduate programs. Some
teachers who were less experienced learned about the NGSS and literacy during their collegiate
program in ways that differed from those of the more experienced teachers, and yet more
experienced teachers had different views on reform as they had been through a few different
changes and curricular shifts over the years. The focal participants also represented four
different content areas (chemistry, physics, biology, and environmental science) that
corresponded to at least two different disciplinary core categories as designated by the
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organization of the NGSS (e.g., biology = life sciences; chemistry = physical sciences). This
criterion was put in place because the NGSS and literacy impacted each content area differently
as the NGSS had more standards for certain content areas than for others (e.g., one semester of
chemistry versus two semesters of biology). The participants also represented various course
levels; that is, some participants taught regular-level science classes and others taught honorslevel (e.g., college preparatory, more rigorous courses) and advanced-placement level (i.e.,
courses that provide students college credits and are the most difficult of all courses) science
classes. This criterion was considered important because the student population impacted the
ways in which teachers discussed certain aspects of the NGSS and literacy as the NGSS does not
designate standards for particular levels. The chosen focal participants had been involved in
curriculum planning within the chosen school district using the NGSS, as this study was not
intended to teach participants about the NGSS, but rather explore their language as they engaged
in tasks and conversations of which the NGSS was a part.

Recruitment of Participants
I obtained permission from the superintendent of the district to conduct this study. After
obtaining Institutional Review Board approval to conduct this study, I recruited the participants
(please reference Appendix A for a detailed explanation of recruitment procedures).
The four focal participants responded favorably to participation in my study, and I then
asked them for the names of the teachers on their teaching teams (e.g., the honors chemistry
team) in order to contact them and ask for their participation in the study. I was able to gain the
participation of Jared and Char, who are on the same physics teaching team, and Sam and
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Elizabeth were on different teaching teams but both worked at Town and often collaborated as
colleagues. Jared and Char’s participation allowed me to gather and view similar data from
various lenses, facilitate one tandem/group interview, and gain greater access to documents and
team planning sessions.
I also emailed the associate principal of Town and the department chairs of science at
Town and Prairie, who were certified to teach high school science, to consider being a part of my
study by allowing me to interview them individually, one time, in order to gain further
information about the NGSS and reform. The associate principal and one department chair
agreed to an interview during the course of my study.

Overview of Participants
The four focal participants were selected based on their active involvement in the district
in terms of committee memberships, curriculum work, involvement in various reform
movements, and willingness to participate in this study. I contacted the participants directly to
ask for their involvement. The four focal participants, their journeys into teaching, and
additional information is reported as follows (see Table 3). All names are pseudonyms.

Jared Catalano
Jared Catalano had been teaching at Prairie High School for the duration of his four-year
teaching career. Prior to becoming a teacher, Jared had been a substitute teacher, a teacher’s aide
for a student with special needs, the owner of a coffee company, a stock trader, a medical
transcriber, an assistant carpenter, an acoustical engineer, a recording artist, and the member of a
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band when attending college. His undergraduate degree was in acoustics, which was, essentially,
as he described it, “engineering applied to music,” and his master’s degree was in teaching with
endorsements in physics and physical science and technology in education. Jared has taught
preparatory and sheltered physical science, which are courses modified for struggling learners
and English language learners, as well as regular, honors, and AP physics. He was the only
teacher of AP physics C (a calculus-based physics course focused on mechanics) during the time
of the study. For regular physics, only he and one other team member, Char, taught. He and
Char, another participant in this study, rarely had the time to meet, but they did have discussions
daily via phone and text messaging, and they often shared curricular documents via email.

Table 3
Focal Participant Overview (Described in greater detail in Chapter 3)
Local
Participant
Pseudonym

School

Courses Taught at
the Time of the
Study

No. of
Years
Taught

Previous Careers/ Experiences

Participant Quote
that Encapsulates
His/Her Identity

Jared
Catalano

Prairie

Physics Regular,
AP Physics C

4 years, all
within
district

Acoustic engineer

“Physics is about
the language; you
have to be specific
with language.”

Char Assissi

Prairie

Physics Regular,
Chemistry
Regular,
Chemistry Honors

14 years,
10 within
district

Lab worker, briefly

“I want kids to
struggle
successfully.”

Sam
Hepburn

Town

Biology Regular,
Chemistry Honors

15 years, 7
within
district

Grew up “science-minded”
with parents in scienceoriented careers who
encouraged her to question
everything

“I want kids to take
risks.”

Elizabeth
Tanner

Town

Biology Regular,
Environmental
Science Regular

2 years,
both within
district

Sports recruitment; part of a
large family of educators

“I learned by doing,
and I want that for
my students.”
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Jared’s wife was a teacher, and his desire to become a teacher came when he had a
realization during his stock-trading career that investing in students would be a better fit for him
than investing in companies. He began his teaching career as an aide for a student with autism,
which shaped his perspective that all students have the ability to learn and deserve to learn a
content area as challenging as physics.
His fascination with physics began in high school because he appreciated the language of
the content. His description that “language is everything” in physics came up multiple times in
the interviews (Brewe, 2002; Brookes, 2006). He commented often on his belief that physics is
not about knowing the concrete but exploring the possibilities and enjoying the vastness of the
unknown. He appreciated that people do not and cannot know the beauty of the universe, even
though we have some “truths” that have not been disproven. He believed that students should be
exposed to the complexities of the physics language even though it was difficult for them; he
expressed that some teachers hesitate to expose students because they do not want students to be
confused and lose the motivation to learn. Jared’s perspective was that it was important to teach
the material correctly the first time, to teach students the value of confusion, and to teach them
how to work through that confusion in a problem-solving manner in order to fuel their
motivation to learn.
Jared’s expertise within the discipline of science and the content area of physics were
apparent in his ways of teaching students how to deal with confusion as well as his desire to
apply the laws of physics in ways that made sense for physics as a content area rather than in
ways that made sense in a classroom or as laid out in a textbook. He mentioned that he would
find random ideas for an experiment in order to demonstrate a law of physics, and he would
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travel to Home Depot and look around for supplies to carry out his idea. Sometimes in class the
next day, the experiment would not function the way he thought it should, and although he
explained to students why it did not work, he still became frustrated that he did not have a more
established curriculum as did the other physics teachers who had mastered a variety of
experiments through their college education courses. However, the processes he followed were
aligned with the practices of professional physicists, and he should be proud that he was bringing
that thinking and problem-solving into the classroom.

Chartreuse Assisi
Chartreuse (Char) Assisi had been teaching at Prairie High School for 10 years but spent
the first four of her teaching years at other high schools in the area. Prior to becoming a teacher,
Char spent some time interning at a lab company that tested the durability of consumer products.
Char had taught honors biology to freshmen, regular-level chemistry to sophomores and juniors,
honors chemistry to sophomores, and regular and honors physics to juniors and seniors. Again,
Char and Jared were the only two teachers on the regular-level physics team, and they rarely had
the time to meet, but they did communicate as frequently as possible though other modes.
Char had always had the desire to teach because of her caring and compassionate nature.
She had considered a master’s degree in school counseling because she has such a desire to help
and support students. At the time of the study, she had endorsements in biology, chemistry, and
physics and a secondary education standard degree. She brought a unique perspective to the
science classroom; she excelled at the math portion of science throughout her education and was
forced to truly learn and master the scientific conceptual aspects tied to those mathematical
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components when she began to teach. In addition, Char created her own literacy strategies
throughout her education, which allowed her to be successful in the discipline; she did not just
“get it,” but had to find ways to struggle successfully and achieve her goals. Thus, Char
understood adolescent students who struggled, understood the misconceptions students held, and
had a desire to change the structure of school in order to better support students in ways that
made sense to the discipline of science, to adolescent learning, and to the teaching field overall.
Although Char enjoyed teaching physics, she wanted, actually, to improve the course and
the way that she taught it by having consistency in her schedule over a period of years. She was
assigned to teach physics off and on. She had been teaching chemistry consistently and, thus,
had been able to improve the curriculum quite a bit and utilize the standards and other reforms to
help her do this. Throughout my time with Char, her passion for teaching and her desire to be a
great teacher for students surfaced often.
Char showed a creative element to her teaching when she described bringing in a variety
of reforms and inquiry-based learning ideas and constantly changing the ways in which she
presented information to students. Her willingness to try new ideas allowed her to interpret
content, reform, and curriculum in ways that seemed to support student learning and motivation
and also balance the discipline of science and the needs of students. She had spent time in the
professional field and had worked closely with people who held careers in the field, and thus, she
understood how to tailor content and skills in ways that would support students after high school.
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Samantha Hepburn
Samantha (Sam) Hepburn had been teaching at Town High School for seven years and
spent eight of her teaching years at other high schools in the area. Sam had taught mostly
freshmen and sophomores in honors and regular biology, honors and regular chemistry, earth
science, physical science, integrated biology and physical science, and forensic science. Sam
and her team had common planning time during the school day and, thus, met one to three times
a week for 50 minutes and bimonthly during late arrival days for about 30-40 minutes.
Sam was a natural leader and teacher. She was passionate about supporting students in
problem solving, setting and achieving goals, becoming involved in their own learning, and
working together to develop a learning community. Instead of teaching the standard five-course
schedule, Sam taught only three classes and had release time to fulfill her other role in the
building as teacher leader. She was in charge of working with colleagues on curriculum and
technology applications and inspired her colleagues to take risks in the classroom for the benefit
of the students. She made comments such as “textbooks should not be determining when and
how to teach a unit” and “if I see one more PowerPoint presentation, I will poke my eye out.”
She was invested in this community and its students and always had a desire for positive change.
Sam had her secondary education degree in biology and her master’s in teacher
leadership. She was also quite adept with technology and the ways in which it could be used in
the classroom to support learning.
Sam commented that she grew up with a “science mind,” meaning that she was taught to
question things and find evidence to prove her own or someone else’s claim. She talked about
her logical thinking patterns and that problem-solving was like a puzzle in which one must “ask
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the next question that will get you the next answer.” In college, she found success in her science
classes by listening to the lecture and then discussing those ideas with her professors and
developing an academic, collaborative relationship with her teachers based on common interests.
She was also most proud of her independent study project in which she designed, gathered data,
and reported to her classmates her unique findings about an uncommon fruit fly. That
experience was one that she strove to replicate for her students daily as she also developed
relationships with students centered on collaboration, trust, and academic risk-taking.
Sam had the well-being of all of her students in mind constantly and put forth this
thoughtful perspective when designing assessments, lessons, labs, and lectures. She also
discussed a passion for supporting all people in achieving something new and taking risks in
order to become better teachers, people, and/or students. She wanted her students and her
colleagues to be engaged in the learning process and be more like little kids who have a natural,
healthy curiosity and desire to learn. She explained that her role was to instill not only the value
of science thinking but also the value of life-long learning.

Elizabeth Tanner
Elizabeth Tanner had been student teaching at Town High School for one semester prior
to the year of the study. The year of the study was her first year as a full-time teacher. Before
she became a teacher, she had a job as an athletic recruiter, which helped her deal with many of
the challenges associated with managing students and their parents in the teaching career. At the
time of the study, she taught regular biology to freshmen and regular environmental science,
which was an elective course, to juniors and seniors. Elizabeth met with one member of her
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biology team almost every day for 50 minutes; the entire biology curricular team got together
once or twice a month for 30-40 minutes during late starts. She had email communication with
her environmental science team, but they rarely got together, they infrequently shared ideas, and
they did not plan together.
Elizabeth was an optimistic new teacher ready and willing to take on all the
responsibilities that the teaching career had to offer. She was not afraid to take risks in the
classroom and try new ways of teaching and encouraging students to demonstrate their learning.
She was a member of Town’s literacy team and attended a professional development opportunity
that allowed her to understand better the new assessments that were part of the district’s reform
processes.
Elizabeth grew up in a family of teachers, and during big family dinners, everyone would
share their tales of teaching and leading within schools. She often was involved in working with
the students of her family members and developed an understanding of the teaching profession in
that way. In addition, her coursework in college pushed her into taking classes outside of her
major in science and her career path of marine biology. She chose classes in education and spent
her honors project tutoring a fifth-grade student and supporting him in passing the state’s
standardized tests. After that experience, she volunteered to tutor high school students at her
church and found her niche with the grade level due to the ability to joke with them as she also
taught them. She returned to school to complete her teaching certification and believed that her
experiences in the real world had prepared her for teaching just as much as her education.
Elizabeth held a variety of endorsements to complement her bachelor’s degree in biology
and marine science, including biology, chemistry, environmental science at the high school level
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and general science, biological science, and physical science at the middle school level. She had
been seeking her master’s degree in teaching and completed that degree in December 2015.
Elizabeth’s passion for providing students “something important every day” came partially from
her own teachers and experiences in the classroom and was partially due to her family of
teachers and the ways in which they discussed what was important in the profession of teaching.
Because her bachelor degree was in the discipline of science, Elizabeth had many experiences
reading technical science texts, writing in ways unique to the discipline, genuine
experimentation, and experiencing the life of a professional scientist. She went to college in
Florida, and thus, they engaged in a great deal of fieldwork, taking boat trips, soil samples,
snorkeling trips, and working with real data. She believed that her teachers were invested in
students, and she formed close, academic relationships with her teachers. She also appreciated
that her teachers connected closely what was happening in the field to the information provided
during lectures in the classroom, except for her biology classes, which were more disjointed.
From these experiences, Elizabeth learned how to struggle successfully in the discipline of
science and created her own literacy strategies to navigate the technical texts for which she was
responsible for comprehending, such as substituting common language for science jargon as a
prereading strategy. She desired a classroom in which lecture, the profession of science, and the
practical application of information was evident. She sought to recreate that with her own
teaching and to inspire students to want to learn and know more about their surroundings by
asking questions such as “Why is deforestation a problem?” and providing students with graphs,
supplementary articles, and virtual reality experiences in order to explore the question.
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Data Collection
A series of semi-structured interviews (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Creswell, 2007;
Merriam, 2009), observations (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Mertens, 2010), a stimulated recall task
and interview (Gass & Mackey, 2000), and document analysis (Merriam, 2009) were the datacollection methods for this study. The study occurred during one school year, from October
2014 through March 2015. A more formal schedule for data collection (see Appendix B) was
created and shared with participants, after the study gained Institutional Review Board approval,
so as to ensure that all points of data collection were met. The participants were thus able to
recognize when and how data collection respected their in-school and out-of-school professional
obligations. Table 4 clarifies how the data collection methods served to answer each research
question.

Table 4
Alignment of Research Questions with Data Collection Methods
Semi-Structured
Interviews

Observations

RQ1: How did participants describe
educational reforms related to literacy
and science?

X

X

RQ2: What were participants’
perspectives on reform and on their
role in implementing reform?

X

X

X

RQ3: How did participants describe the
role of literacy in their planning and
instructions?

X

X

X

Research Question

Stimulated Recall
Task/Interview

Document
Analysis

X
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Piloting the Data Collection Methods and Tools
After obtaining Institutional Review Board approval for this study, I utilized the month of
September 2014 to pilot my data collection methods and tools. I enlisted the support of one
science teacher who was not a focal participant in the study and who was not teaching in the
school district that was the site of the study. I interviewed that teacher for 40 minutes in order to
validate the general form and intention of the semi-structured interview questions (see Appendix
C). I also observed the teacher for 30 minutes as she engaged with her teaching team in
curriculum planning work involving the NGSS. This observation allowed me to pilot the
observation protocol (see Appendix D) and make the necessary modifications.
The stimulated recall task and interview were piloted with the pilot teacher as well in
order to allow me to make revisions, if needed, to clarify the nature of the task to participants and
to allow me to practice choosing stimulus episodes (Gass & Mackey, 2000) for the interview that
encouraged the participant to discuss perspectives and beliefs about decisions centered on
literacy and reform independent from those held by the curricular team. The pilot also allowed
me to ensure that the questions I asked in the interview were consistent enough that the data from
the various participants was comparable (Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995; Zhang & Duke, 2008).
Although the goal was to hear each individual participant’s ideas and perceptions, it was also
important that participants’ responses referenced literacy and reform to ensure that data
collection was aligned to the research questions and allowed for triangulation of the data in terms
of emerging patterns and themes and assertions (Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995; Zhang & Duke,
2008).
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Thus, I had the science teacher complete the stimulated recall task of planning a lesson
focused on one of the eight scientific practices as outlined by the NGSS, and then I chose
specific stimulus episodes that encouraged her to discuss decisions regarding literacy and reform,
such as moments when she pulled a text that her students would read and when she outlined a lab
situation in which students would engage. Then I interviewed the teacher, asking about the
literacy skills involved, how students would be engaging in literacy practices, and the purpose of
specific activities, for example, the lab situation (see Appendix E). The interview occurred
within 48 hours of task completion to validate the instructions, the task, and the interview
questions (see Appendix E). I audio-recorded the pilot trials, took detailed notes, and modified
the observation protocol, the interview questions, and the stimulated recall task instructions and
interview questions. I documented all changes and the reasoning behind such changes on the
draft version of the documents. After the pilot phase was completed and all modifications were
made, I began official data collection in October 2014.

Semi-Structured Interviews
A series of semi-structured interviews (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Creswell, 2007;
Merriam, 2009) were used to gather the language that the participants used as they expressed
their thoughts, opinions, and experiences regarding reform, the NGSS, and literacy in science.
Each of the focal participants engaged in three 60-minute, one-on-one interviews with me. The
initial interview occurred before observations began, was audio-recorded, and was more
exploratory in nature, meaning that I guided the participants to speak about NGSS, reform, and
literacy and allowed for much flexibility for participants to bring up their concerns, issues,
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successes, and experiences regarding those topics (Bogdan &Biklen, 2007; Ribbins, 2009).
After this investigative, open-ended interview, the second interview was more structured and
occurred in the midst of observations. This interview utilized the findings of the previous
interview to create more focused questions that took into account the research questions and
purpose of the study as well as participants’ emerging ideas and perceptions (Merriam, 2009;
Seidman, 2006) (see Appendix C). The final interview occurred toward the end of the data
collection and asked participants for more detail of topics discussed in the second interview,
especially certain literacy concepts that I needed clarified, such as vocabulary, inscriptions, and
lab skills (Gass & Mackey, 2000; Seidman, 2006). I also wrapped up the data collection by
asking participants to think back on their work and report areas of strength, concern, and ideas
moving forward.
In addition, throughout the course of data collection, two participants’ team members
engaged in one, 45-minute, one-on-one interview with me to discuss certain words, comments,
or ideas they had provided during team planning and to hear some of their thoughts regarding the
NGSS, reform, and literacy in science. To gain the perspectives of those in leadership positions
regarding the NGSS, reform, literacy in science, two administrators who were certified to teach
high school science participated in one 30-minute, one-on-one interview with me as well.
In order to be respectful to the participants, several measures were taken throughout the
interview process. I created interview guides (Bogdan &Biklen, 2007; Creswell, 2007; Merriam,
2009) to keep the interviews focused on the data collection for the study, to remain cognizant of
time, and to maintain a stance in which I communicated a neutral perspective of the content
being shared. The guide also allowed me to access predesigned interview questions and probes
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(see Appendix C) that I had developed after a thorough review of the literature regarding the
NGSS, reform, science education, inquiry, scientific explanation and argumentation, scientific
literacy, discipline-specific literacy practices, professional scientists’ literacy practices, and
literacy practices in science classrooms. The interview guide questions were modified
throughout data collection as themes begin to emerge (Bogdan &Biklen, 2007). This guide also
ensured that I refrained from asking leading questions that could cause discomfort for the
participants as leading questions may have imposed certain beliefs or emotions on the
participants that were not their own. The guide ensured also that I kept the flow of conversation
easy and comfortable by staying away from yes-or-no questions and refraining from bombarding
the participant with multiple questions at once.
Although the interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed, I also listened intently and
took notes continuously during the interviews. As data collection and analysis were happening
iteratively throughout the data-collection process (Emerson et al., 1995; Glaser & Strauss, 2011;
Merriam, 2009), I took the time, immediately following the interview, to fill in the gaps in the
notes taken during the interview, pulling from memory certain chunks of conversation, and
reflecting on why certain aspects of the data came to the forefront of thought but others were
pushed back. In those moments of reflection, I considered what was left out, overlooked, or
skirted by participants and/or what needed to be revisited during another interview or addressed
during the stimulated recall task (more about observer’s comments can be found in the sections
on observation and data analysis). She noted particular points to focus on when listening to the
audio recordings and reading the transcripts. And last, I had an additional final meeting/
interview with the four focal participants at the conclusion of the data-collection portion of the
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study in March 2015. At this meeting, I gathered final information and provided participants
with monetary compensation, a formal thank-you letter, and a small gift. Because I continued to
work with most of the participants after the close of the study, as they are colleagues in the same
school district, this meeting also allowed for a conversation about the future of their work
together aligning curriculum with the NGSS with a focus on literacy (Stake, 1995, 2010).

Observations
Because this study was looking to understand participants’ perspectives on reform, the
NGSS, and literacy in science by gathering and interpreting their language, it was necessary for
me to engage in observations (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Gill & Hoffman, 2009; Mertens, 2010),
in which I was able to hear the language of participants in a natural context as well as observe
the nonverbal language that accompanied it; context influences peoples’ words, behaviors, and
relationships, and nonverbal language can easily change the meaning of the spoken word (Gee,
1989, 1990, 2001). In addition, the teachers were more likely to provide rationales for their
decision making, thinking, and beliefs when they engaged in discourse with their colleagues
during shared planning time (Gill & Hoffman, 2009). Thus, the goal of the observations for this
study was to gain a comprehensible view of how team planning using the NGSS actually
operated: “to see it, to hear it, to try and make sense of it” (Stake, 2010, p. 94) and to gather the
particulars, when necessary, at a later time by reading through the transcribed data, as
observations were digitally recorded and transcribed.
I assumed an observer-as-participant stance (Mertens, 2010) in order to observe science
team curriculum-planning sessions during one school year, from October 2014 through March
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2015. This stance allowed me to be a part of the experience (Stake, 1995) by allowing me to
come as close to the Discourses (Gee, 2001) and language of the participants as possible without
actually becoming of member of the group; such separation was the space I needed to gather and
analyze the data appropriately. Although my role as observer and note-taker was clear and all
team members were aware of that as my primary role, I did want to maintain a relaxed presence
in the room, and I did not want to make participants and their team members uncomfortable.
The stance was beneficial because it created a comfortable atmosphere of collegiality. I was able
to engage in some conversations that included me naturally, without taking the focus away from
team planning time. However, when participants asked me questions such as, “Is this a good
idea?”, I responded generally, “Well, I would just consider if it aligns with your goals for the
lesson,” which then redirected the work to the team.
Each observation lasted about 30 to 45 minutes and occurred mostly during the school
day. I observed and audio-recorded multiple teams throughout the year, representing various
content areas (e.g., physics, biology, and chemistry), and I observed a total of at least two hours
per team with three teams.
As I observed, I utilized an observation protocol (see Appendix D), a predesigned form
used to record information (Creswell, 2007). This observation protocol was created by me,
based on the examples presented by leading qualitative researchers (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007;
Creswell, 2007; Lee, 2007, as cited in Stake, 2010; Mertens, 2010). This protocol supported me
in staying focused on collecting data relevant to the study so that I did not become overwhelmed
by the amount of information present (Creswell, 2007). I focused on the learning materials on
the walls of the classroom, considered the people involved in the dialogue occurring, what was
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said, and how it was said. I also looked at their curriculum units and looked for the ways in
which literacy was a part of the curriculum and the areas in which it seemed that literacy was
lacking, particularly in reference to the eight scientific practices (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). In
addition, there was a section for observer’s comments so I could record my ideas regarding
emerging themes, patterns, connections, and any additional insights and thoughts. In addition,
observer’s comments allowed me a space to record my opinions, beliefs, attitudes, and prejudices
as I became aware of them so that I was able to consider their impact on data collection and
analysis (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). The observation protocol provided me with a way to focus
on the issues most necessary to respond to the research questions, but it was also general enough
that I was able to use the natural progressions of events and dialogue to shape the study. I was
able to focus on the actual language of participants when they referenced reform, the NGSS, and
literacy but within the context of the team and curriculum development (Stake, 2010).
During the observations of team meetings, I also I took time to look around the
classrooms, offices, and desks of the participants. In the classroom, there was an affixed lab
table along the front of the room, with a space for 20 to 24 desks facing this “teacher’s lab table.”
Behind the desks were student lab stations. I was curious to see what literacy looked like in
these spaces. I saw posters of lab safety, models, diagrams, student-created diagrams and models
and posters, formula and symbol charts to remind students of information, the Periodic Table of
Elements, lab equipment, living creatures, stacks of photocopied handouts, binders of
assessments, notes taken on Post-It notes, calendars, iPads, and physical demonstrations set up in
the front of the room ready to present to students. It was in these observations of classrooms,
offices, and desks that I realized that literacy looked different in these science-specific spaces
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than in other spaces in the school, yet I was still viewing texts---ways in which the teachers
communicated information of what was of value in the discipline. These visuals came to mind
often during interviews when participants would reference a particular way of thinking, reading,
or writing and provided me with a more solid understanding of participants’ perceptions of
literacy in the discipline and its role in teaching and student learning.

Stimulated Recall
To look more directly at the language used and the ways in which science teachers
discussed discipline-specific literacy practices, data were collected through the use of a
stimulated recall task and a follow-up interview (see Appendix E). Stimulated recall
methodology (Gass & Mackey, 2000) is considered a “flexible tool” for gathering data through
participant introspection and verbal reporting. Typically, and for the purposes of this study,
stimulated recall involved participants reflecting on and verbally reporting their thoughts during
a prompted interview within 48 hours after engagement in a task that I created for the purpose of
the study (Zhang & Duke, 2008) (for additional detail on the logistics of stimulated recall, refer
to Appendix F). Through this methodology, I gained insights into teachers’ awareness of,
thought processes during, and use of discipline-specific literacy practices when planning
curriculum utilizing the NGSS.

The Stimulated Recall Task
The eight scientific practices as outlined in the NGSS have been shown in the research to
be comprised of discipline-specific literacy practices. Thus, the task (see Appendix E) I
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developed as the researcher involved the science teacher completing the stimulated recall task of
planning a lesson focused on one of the eight scientific practices as outlined by the NGSS, in
order to encourage the teachers to focus on and spend an extended amount of time discussing a
scientific practice that involved higher order literacy skills (Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995). The
task of planning a lesson strengthened my goal of supporting the current work of science
teachers rather than interrupting or impeding their established processes. Thus, the task was
modeled after the style and processes in which the teams naturally engaged to plan lessons, and it
utilized the NGSS and science-specific skills and content that supported the study and also
allowed for the teams to engage in work that was practical for implementation in the classroom.
The task was developed after I sat in on 10 hours of science curriculum planning sessions and
observed the natural ways in which the science teachers engaged in planning with the NGSS. I
also checked with the science department chairs at both schools to understand better their goals
for the upcoming school year, and I read literature surrounding the discipline-specific literacy
practices embedded within the scientific practices (e.g., Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne &
Patterson, 2011; see Chapter 2 for a more extensive review) and specific literature discussing the
practices that are particularly language intensive (e.g., Quinn et al., 2012; see Chapter 2 for a
more extensive review).
Based on the information gained from observing curriculum planning, conversations with
science department chairs, and the relevant research, I decided to allow participants to utilize any
additional documents, resources, or curriculum templates that they typically used when engaging
in lesson planning. Even though the teams from Town utilize curriculum, unit, and lesson
mapping templates that were different from those of the team from Prairie, such differences did
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not negatively impact the study but, rather, allowed participants to engage in the task in ways
that were authentic to their natural lesson-planning processes. However, to remain focused on
the goals of the study, I used the information gained from observing curriculum planning, talking
with science department chairs, and the relevant research and decided to center the task on the
following (NRC, 2012, p. 42): “Constructing Explanations (for science)” (NRC, 2012, p. 42) in
order to look more deeply into explanation vs. argumentation; “Planning and Carrying Out
Investigations,” which tied into the research involving inquiry-based methods and theories; and
“Developing and Using Models,” which related to the research on inscriptions and the use of a
variety of language and text forms to communicate information in science. Depending on
individual or team goals and areas of focus, each participating member chose which scientific
practice they wanted to focus on during the stimulated recall task (Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995);
however, many other practices, references to reforms, and comments about previous curriculum
work and Understanding by Design (UbD) (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005) were referenced, and it
allowed for more robust data. Elizabeth and Jared chose to focus mainly on “Developing and
Using Models,” Char and Sam and their team chose “Planning and Carrying out Investigations.”

The Stimulated Recall Interview
Following the task was a brief interview asking focal participants their perceptions about
specific moments during engagement in the task. The interviews focused on stimulus episodes
that I chose in order to encourage participants to discuss decisions regarding literacy and reform.
I chose stimulus episodes that involved choosing a text for the lesson, choosing the order of
events for the lesson, connections to enduring understandings and essential questions, links to
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various standards, their concerns and indecisive moments, and assessment choices. Through
focus on explaining these stimulus episodes, participants shared their perceptions of and
reactions to various scientific practices and the literacy skills (Zhang & Duke, 2008), ways in
which they planned to engage students in literacy practices, their frustrations and struggles, their
goals for the course, and the role of reforms in their thinking and planning (see Appendix E).
For example, Sam and her team discussed removing one lab experiment and replacing it
with another. During the interview, I reminded her of the moment I viewed when the team
agreed quickly to change lab experiments. I showed her on the video how quickly the decision
was made. I was curious about why the decision was so easily made, and thus I asked her,
“What were you considering in terms of the skills you think students need to accomplish in this
new experiment?” She explained that students would have to engage in some independent
thinking, problem-solving, and risk-taking and provide explanations about their own data in
order to determine the unnamed substances provided. Part of Jared’s planning time involved the
creation of multiple-choice test questions. I was wondering why he was going to use multiplechoice questions instead of another form of question or assessment style that might be more
aligned to the types of reading and writing of a professional. So, in our interview, I asked about
that. I questioned, “What were you thinking students would be able to show you that they have
learned through this assessment you have written here?” We looked at the document together,
and he explained that in physics, students had difficulty using the language precisely and
independently, especially at the beginning of the year or when they had not been engaged with a
particular topic for an extended period of time. Thus, he recognized that multiple-choice
questions teach them the language because they have to read all of the responses; they also
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gather information about students’ level of understanding. When reading the test questions, I
noticed that the questions and the answer options did contain numerous discipline-specific terms
and precise ways of using them, e.g., “when a force is applied,” “external force,” and “affect
speed and direction of an object’s motion.” During my observation of Char, I noticed that she
often went into the lab area of the classroom to check inside cabinets and bring out jars,
equipment, safety notices, goggles, and other items to set on the lab tables, as well as jot down
notes on the side boards and leave laminated Periodic Table charts at the lab stations. I was
curious about her perception of these supplies and notes, and I asked her about the types of texts
she was planning to use in the lesson. She replied that they no longer used textbooks and,
instead, students had binders and she would distribute lab instructions and procedures to them on
photocopied sheets that they would then keep in those binders. Thus, I learned about her
definition of “text” in that moment and how it applied to the lesson. In questioning such
stimulus episodes, I was able to glean information about participants’ understandings and
perceptions of literacy.

Document Collection
Throughout the data collection, curriculum documents became available for me to collect
and interpret. These documents included curriculum maps, unit overviews, handouts,
worksheets, lesson plans, notes, and assessments. Although it was a research concern that
documents not created for research purposes might be incomplete or misleading and difficult for
the researcher to interpret (Merriam, 2009), in this study, science curriculum documents utilizing
the NGSS did not pose those concerns. Any documents that participants created and wanted to
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share with me, I accepted, as all documents lent insights into team members’ thought processes
and ideas. In addition, collecting documents from various points in time showed if and how
participants were using the NGSS to revise their lessons, adding to the data on participants’
perspectives regarding the NGSS and the literacy practices embedded within them.
Looking back at the documents that were created as I observed a team or that I collected
from a participant allowed me to describe the events observed better; to understand the
participants’ use and understandings of literacy better; to make connections across datacollection methods; to gain access to particular language and make connections across sources;
and to strengthen assertions developing about participants’ perspectives on literacy, reform, and
the NGSS. For example, when Jared and Char were developing a lesson using computer
simulation, I looked at the document they had created and determined that they were
“constructing and using models,” which is a NGSS science and engineering practice (SEP). I
was curious about how or if this would be different now that they were aligning to the NGSS.
Would this lesson have looked any different prior to the introduction of the NGSS? Would
participants scaffold this skill differently now? How would scaffolding occur? Considering
these possibilities was particularly interesting because Jared and Char did not believe that the
NGSS would be of value at this time to strengthen their physics curriculum. As I was analyzing
this document, I gained a sense of realization: if simulations and “constructing and using
models” was common practice prior to the NGSS, then from Jared and Char’s perspective, how
would the NGSS make their teaching better and stronger? Thus, in the next interview session, I
questioned about the lesson in their classroom and the NGSS SEPs and the differences in this
lesson from prior implementations to this current implementation and ways in which it aligned
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with the AP standards and standards-based grading. This line of thinking and questioning
contributed to the idea that there are times when disciplinary literacy can support participants in
better scaffolding the literacy skills of value to their courses. However, Jared and Char were and
had been using the skills discussed in the NGSS for quite some time due to Jared’s complex
understanding of the literacy practices necessary in the discipline of science.
In addition, during an observation of Sam in a team planning session, the group was
working on items to be included in a final assessment. Certain portions of the document
referenced a NGSS strand, and I was able to cross reference the NGSS and determine the ways in
which the team interpreted the literacy components. In addition, I noticed the many test items
that were not linked to a strand and discussed the reasoning behind that with Sam, later
prompting some discussion about team dynamics.
One item on the test referenced HS-PS2-6, which is “communicate scientific and
technical information about why the molecular-level structure is important in the functioning of
designed materials” (NGSS Lead States, 2013, p. 1). The corresponding SEP was “obtaining,
evaluating, and communicating information.” Sam and her team wanted students to consider the
scenario of sitting, on a cold February day, on metal bleachers or on wooden ones. Students
were asked to defend their answer in terms of energy transfer and sketch what happens in terms
of energy motion and temperature in a graph. The team expected certain language, symbols, and
curves on the graph, demonstrating that inscriptions were a form of literacy used in their
classrooms. I cross-referenced the Unit 1 summary I had received from Char to see the
similarities across schools and curricula. Both schools interpreted this item similarly, but Char
had hers in a unit that also included AP standards and UbD essential questions interwoven.
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Thus, I came upon some of the ways in which Char was continuing to use UbD that other
colleagues had abandoned. I questioned how often, if, and why the teachers at each school did or
did not plan together and/or share ideas, which also connected to Elizabeth’s struggles with
working with her team at Town and Sam’s later comments about how and why test items were
developed and chosen for the assessment. In addition, I started to research the AP standards, and
I could see the overlap and the differences between the two sets of standards in the ways in
which skill and content were discussed and exemplified, and I noted evidence of disciplinespecific literacy practices in both. Therefore, the documents I collected and analyzed provided
strong talking points in the interviews that brought out competing and complementing ideas that
developed into assertions.

Data Analysis
As this study was qualitative in nature, data were analyzed simultaneously with data
collection to ensure that the data collected were organized and analyzed in order to develop
assertions (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995; Glaser & Strauss, 2011). Data-analysis procedures
included analyses of the interviews, observations, and stimulated recall task and interview, along
with the documents that accompanied those data-collection techniques.

Stage 1: Open Coding and In Vivo Coding
As data were analyzed throughout data collection, it was imperative that I begin coding
data immediately. However, at the early stages of data collection, I was not quite sure what to
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expect, and I wanted categories to emerge naturally. Open coding, a form of coding without
predetermined codes, with a focus on in vivo coding, which uses participants' words as codes,
allowed me to take note of particular words, moments, and occurrences that proved to be
important as data collection continued (Merriam, 2009).
As explained in the conceptual framework and literature review, allowing the data to
create the codes was critical because some of the concepts of science take on different meanings,
because the discipline of science and the teaching of science have their own Discourses, and
because I was looking to gain insights into participants’ perceptions and understandings of
reform and literacy in science, it was critical that I noted the specific language that science
teachers used, which was the benefit of an in vivo approach during open coding (Saldana, 2009).
In vivo coding generated language-based data; it preserved the actual language of the participants
as codes were placed in quotation marks as they were taken directly from what the participant
had said. I was able to learn more about participants’ Discourses and Discourse communities as
language is tied to culture, belonging, and behavior (Gee, 1989, 1990, 2001).

Stage 2: Axial Coding and In-Process Memos

Axial Coding
As patterns began to emerge across the data, second-cycle axial coding (Saldana, 2009)
served to bring data together, relating categories and properties to each other and refining
grouping codes to highlight the themes that were most supported in the data (Merriam, 2009).
Patterns were characterized by similarities, differences, frequency, sequence, correspondence,
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and causation (Saldana, 2009), thus proving the necessity of analyzing what was in the data as
well as what was lacking from the data.

In-Process Memos
Throughout data collection, I wrote in-process analytic memos (Emerson et al., 1995)
that supported an inductive, constant-comparison approach (Glaser &Strauss, 2011) to data
analysis. When I began to notice the impact of participants’ Discourses and when I noticed
tension between participants and colleagues, I was able to ask participants scenario questions and
follow-up questions to determine if I was valid in my thoughts or misreading a situation.
Components of the in-process memos also involved components of an audit trail in which I noted
how data were collected, how codes were created, how categories were derived, and how
decisions were made throughout (Merriam, 2009) to increase the credibility of data analysis.
Before linking the categories and creating assertions, I obtained the input of two peers
with doctoral degrees and research experience. I provided my peers with the categories I
constructed, my analysis of these categories, and participants’ language used to construct the
categories. The creation of categories was a critical step toward developing assertions (Creswell,
2007), and thus, this was a critical point at which to consider an outsider’s perspective.

Stage 3: Assertion Development
When all data had been collected, I engaged in a period of intensive analysis in which I
read over my memos; looked back at interview notes, transcripts, observation protocols, and
stimulated recall data; reviewed created, rejected, and developing categories and codes; and
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looked to further interpret the data by making inferences about the links among categories to
address the research questions (Merriam, 2009). These inferences were my conclusions,
interpretations, and claims generated from the data and discussed in conjunction with the
research literature (Creswell, 2007; Stake, 2010). I shared these inferences with my two peer
reviewers as well.
It is my intent for readers to consider all data-collection points as I strove to recreate
participants’ stories through their words and documents in order to support others in similar
situations. Hopefully, in allowing these participants’ voices to be heard, others in similar
situations can know that their efforts to modify curricula and work with the NGSS reform and
literacy are supported (Merriam, 2009).

Credibility
In order to best ensure the credibility of my data collection and analysis, I utilized
member checking measures (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009). Semi-structured interviews,
observations, and the stimulated recall task and interview were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim, save for measures to protect anonymity, and I took notes throughout all of these datacollection points. The transcriptions of the semi-structured interviews were provided to
participants for member checking so that participants were able to check for accuracy in the
transcription (Merriam, 2009; Seidman, 2006). Observation notes taken on the protocol were
provided for participants as well so they had the opportunity to “recognize their experience”
(Merriam, 2009) and suggest modifications or clarifications. Member-checking was used in
these ways in order to heed Erickson’s (1986) advice that
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the researcher is wise to take great care in being explicit about uses of information and
access to it, because it is in the researcher’s interest to have as much access in the setting
as is possible under conditions of high trust and rapport. (p. 142)
I wanted to take care that I was transparent with the data because I worked with these
participants after the culmination of the study (Stake, 1995, 2010) and they were my colleagues.
Also, because of the size of the district, I was forthright with my participants about the date of
my defense and the publication of my study. I provided the participants with a copy of my study
prior to publication to ensure that they believed they were represented accurately in my findings
and assertions.
In addition, points of triangulation (Merriam, 2009) were established. Interviews were
conducted with various people with various perspectives on the topics, and focal participants
were asked to engage in multiple interviews. I wanted to hear what multiple people had to say
about the NGSS, reform, and literacy so that I would be better able to understand the ideas and
issues that were consistent across time and people rather than just those that were caused by a
particular context or moment in time, such as a difficult day in the classroom. I was also curious
about the ways in which literacy was interpreted by those in leadership positions, as their
perspectives often filter into the work they ask teachers to complete and the perspectives from
which teachers approach their work.
I wanted to engage focal participants in multiple interviews over the span of my study in
order to determine if their explanations remained consistent, and when they did not remain
consistent, I was able to further question those moments to dig more deeply into the
inconsistencies and learn more about their interpretations and understandings of literacy and
reactions to reform (Seidman, 2006). In addition, the multiple interviews allowed me to bring all
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data points together and gain further understanding about what participants communicated with
their teams during observations, the ways in which those ideas informed their curriculum work
through the documents I collected, and finally, their beliefs about the ways in which literacy
played out in their classroom lessons. In addition, the multiple observations of focal
participants’ team planning at various times throughout the span of the study allowed me to see
the role of literacy even when participants and their team members did not necessarily identify it
as such. Documents that I obtained from participants during observations and interviews also
provided points of triangulation, as I was able to look for patterns across various data-collection
methods during a single point in time. They allowed me to have an indication of what
participants intended for the role of literacy in their classroom instruction because I was unable
to witness their teaching, and sometimes teachers’ intentions and actual classroom practices are
not aligned (Bandura, 1977; Keys, 2005; Pajares, 1992; Southerland, Sowell, Blanchard, &
Granger, 2011).
In terms of analysis, in-process memos (Emerson et al., 1995) involved components of
an audit trail in which I noted how data were collected, how codes were created, how categories
were derived, and how decisions were made throughout (Merriam, 2009). These memos served
to strengthen the credibility of data analysis.

Researcher Stance
During the time of the study I had a unique relationship with the research site and
participants, thus necessitating an explanation. I have grown up in the community and currently
reside there. I graduated from one of the high schools in the study and currently teach English/
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language arts and reading and also provide individualized professional development to teachers
in a literacy coaching role, including science teachers. I have also taught English/language arts
at the other school in the district for a brief time; however, in my 10 years of teaching, I have
taught only within this district. Therefore, some of the participants in the study have engaged in
collaborative professional development with me in the past and some have not. However,
gaining access to this site and to these participants is a direct result of the relationships I have
fostered, the respected reputation I have built, and the duration of my employment in this district.
During my time simultaneously teaching English/language arts and reading and working
with teachers of various disciplines in my coaching role, I noticed that the generic reading
strategies (e.g., visualization, summarization) that I was teaching to students in the reading
classroom were not always translating into discipline-specific classrooms, as evidenced by
student grades and continued difficulties. As an English/language arts teacher, I recognized that
many of the generic strategies were not specific to the demands of an English/language arts
classroom in which students must consider such components of text, such as author’s craft,
literary devices, character development, and theme complexities, in order to achieve success in
the discipline.
Furthermore, in working with teachers of other disciplines, I began to notice that I did not
know what the literacy practices of other disciplines were and what they entailed, partially
because students were not being exposed to literacy practices in the classroom and partially
because when they were, those practices paralleled neither the generic reading strategies taught
in reading class nor the reading strategies taught in English classes. The more I listened and
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observed, the more I realized that students needed to be taught various ways of reading, writing,
and speaking specific to the various disciplines.
I incorporated into my reading classes the literacy practices I learned from teachers of
science and social studies and math, and students began to show improvement in some of their
classes. However, many teachers were still practicing a lecture-centered approach to teaching in
which students were responsible for taking notes, memorizing those notes, and being tested on
the information in those notes, and thus, many of the reading strategies and practices taught in
reading class, even those specific to the disciplines, were not allowing students to see results in
their classes. As I began to read about disciplinary literacy (McConachie et al., 2006; Shanahan
& Shanahan, 2008) and then learned of the NGSS (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013), I
realized that this could be my opportunity to support the science department in moving away
from lecture-based teaching; in focusing on the literacy practices unique to their discipline; and
in apprenticing students into the professional ways of creating, understanding, and
communicating knowledge, which would support their success in the future.
However, some teachers were already moving away from lecture-based teaching. Some
were already embracing the NGSS and making changes to their curriculum. I began to question
if I had a place in this change after all. I questioned if the teachers recognized the disciplinespecific literacy practices embedded in the eight scientific practices of the NGSS, if they valued
the literacy practices carried over from the CCSS, if they needed or wanted a literacy
professional supporting their endeavors, and if they believed the NGSS and disciplinary literacy
would make their teaching and student learning more powerful. Thus, I realized I needed to take
a step back and ascertain teachers’ perceptions of reform and literacy in order to better
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understand my role in supporting teachers in aligning their curriculum with the NGSS and in
creating lessons for the classroom. I realized that the findings of this study could be a possible
source of support for my district, my community, and my role in the school as a coach and
teacher. In addition, I believed it was necessary to provide a forum for science teachers to
discuss the NGSS and the ways in which they were working to adopt them into their curriculum
during a time when the NGSS were still quite new and still being drafted, even before many
other science teachers in most other schools were even considering listening to the science
teachers who were willing to put forth the effort to work with the NGSS. I also believed it was
necessary to provide a forum by which those pioneering science teachers who were willing to
make the effort to change their curriculum and navigate the NGSS could tell their stories and
display their work and also support the science community as a whole for banding together to
create the NGSS and the accompanying framework (NRC, 2012).
My comfort level and familiarity with this community allowed me to gather “real data” as
participants and others are not threatened or concerned about my presence as they know me to be
open, honest, and supportive. In addition, although I am a member of the community and school
Discourse community, I am not a member of the science Discourse community, offering a
sufficient amount of distance from the data. And although I bring my own opinions, beliefs,
attitudes, and prejudices to this study, I put in measures such as in-process memos and memberchecking to ensured that I was analyzing the data accurately. I was able to have the opportunity
to “experience situations and individuals in [her] own settings that [she] would not normally
have access to, . . . to see something familiar in new and interesting ways” (Merriam, 2009, p.
258).
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Summary
This chapter described in detail the methodology of the study, including participant
criteria, data-collection procedures, and data-analysis techniques. Chapter 4 discusses the results
of the data analysis.

CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS

The purpose of this study was to examine high school science teachers’ interpretations
and perceptions regarding reform, the NGSS, and science-specific literacy practices in the
context of high school education.
The four focal participants included Jared Catalano, Char Assisi, Sam Hepburn, and
Elizabeth Tanner. Jared taught physics at Prairie High School, Char taught physics and
chemistry at Prairie High School, Sam taught chemistry and biology at Town High School, and
Elizabeth taught biology and environmental science at Town High School.
This chapter provides information on the results of data analysis in order to address the
following research questions:
1. How did participants describe educational reforms related to literacy and science?
2. What were participants’ perspectives on reform and on their role in implementing
reform?
3. How did participants describe the role of literacy in their planning and instruction?

Assertions
The assertions developed from the data were intended to provide insights into the topics
of this study discussed in the conceptual framework, the review of the literature, and the research
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questions. In order to respect the direction of the data and the voices of participants, the
assertions were not structured specifically pertaining to any particular research question, but
rather to the foci of the study overall, including insight into the perceptions held by high school
science teachers regarding reform and literacy as well as Discourses and belonging, mutated
practices, content-area literacy and disciplinary literacy, the roles and impact of various reforms,
including their impact on collegial relationships and relationships with administrators,
understandings of the role of the literacy professional and professional development, and
understandings of the role of literacy in student learning. More direct linkages among assertions,
data, and the research questions are presented in Chapter 5.

Overview of Assertions
The assertions are titled using direct quotes from the participants, as represented by the
quotation marks around a portion of the title. The first assertion uses the quote, “What do they
want?” as part of its title. This assertion touches on aspects of the first two research questions in
that it discusses participants’ perceptions of administrators’ stance on reform and reform
implementation as well as participants’ descriptions, implementations, and perspectives on
reform. Some other topics included in this assertion are the role of the literacy professional,
professional development, and the communication between teachers and administrators. The
second assertion, “[Curricular reforms] force us to think differently, work together, and work
toward something,” focuses on participants’ reactions to reform. This assertion addresses mainly
Research Questions 1 and 2 but partially addresses all the research questions as participants’
discussions of reform and the role of literacy and disciplinary literacy are presented, including
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inquiry, reading, and inscription practices. The second assertion also addresses the impact of
Discourses and discourse communities, reform mutations, and beliefs about what it means to
teach and learn science. The third assertion, entitled “It’s just a struggle---to find ways to design
something or evaluate something---differentiating that for all levels of students,” explores ways
in which participants work to balance student need and the perceived impact of reform on
curriculum. This assertion addresses mainly Research Question 3 but partially addresses all
research questions due to participants’ commentary on reform, literacy, and its impact on
curriculum. The participants also discussed certain scientific practices, such as explanation,
argumentation, language and inscriptions, and habits of mind, and explained aspects of literacy
that could be defined as disciplinary literacy. The fourth and final assertion, “It’s like a secret
society,” considers participants’ experiences of belonging and “outsiderness” based on their
perceptions of the role of literacy in learning. This assertion provides information predominantly
for Research Question 3 because participants discussed the role of literacy in their planning and
instruction. However, this assertion partially responded to each research question in that it
looked at participants’ descriptions, uses, and perspectives on reform. Ideas surrounding
Discourses, beliefs about the teaching of science, and the need for professional development and
a disciplinary literacy approach are also evident.

“What Do THEY Want?”
Teachers' perceptions of reform and their role in implementing reform were impacted by
teachers' perceptions of administrators' vision. The participants were motivated to try new
reforms; however, they suggested that without a clear vision from administrators, the reforms
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were unable to move forward and participants were unable to enact reform in the ways that they
had hoped. All participants believed that the district was constantly introducing new curricular
reform movements without working completely through the implementation of the previous
ones. They believed that administrative turnover within the last five years had created a
fragmented vision for positive change. Overall, participants suggested that if administrators
worked with teachers to establish a clear vision for the district and a plan to achieve that vision,
then no matter what administrative turnover or new state or national reforms occurred, there
would be a clear understanding of district goals. Thus, all decisions about which reforms to
implement would be aligned to that vision and make sense to the overall goal of positive change.
Teachers’ perspective of administrators’ vision for change and the belief that teachers are
in some ways left out of the creation of the vision and the decisions about reform was a valuable
consideration as it impacted the success of any change that the district would make. For the
purpose of this study, the focus was working with teachers to uphold the theory of disciplinary
literacy (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008) as teachers worked to align with the NGSS and scaffold
discipline-specific literacy skills. How participants were impacted by administrators’ vision, or a
perceived lack thereof, was critical for the literacy coach or any person trying to implement
change in a school to consider. Communication, support, teacher input, and consistency were
expressed as valuable components of a change plan that was led with a strong vision.

Teachers Perceive a Fragmented Vision
Sam and Char, who had been in the district for many years, were most impacted by the
amount of administrative turnover, which caused them to perceive a fragmented vision for
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curriculum, which made them wary about aligning to reforms because they did not understand
the overall direction for change. Elizabeth, a first-year teacher, recognized that the district had
been through many changes and was confused about administrators’ vision in terms of what it
should look like in her classroom, planning, and assessments. Jared, who had been in the district
for fewer than five years believed that administrators displayed passion for different curricular
reforms at different times and let the older ones fall to the wayside rather than implement
reforms systemically and long-term. Perceptions of a fragmented vision created an experience of
uncertainty, ineffectiveness, confusion, and disappointment.
Sam and Char were uncertain about how much time and energy to invest in new reform
due to their perception of a fragmented vision. Both teachers had been integral members of the
UbD curriculum team (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). This team worked with district
administrators to implement the UbD curriculum, which encouraged teachers to consider the
“why” behind their lessons, the skills and knowledge that would be a part of their lessons, and
the performance tasks as well as formative assessments that would become a part of the unit and
serve to inform and streamline instruction. This team had a vision and a mission and met
regularly to implement change. The team grew in size and brought life to planning and collegial
teamwork, and the teachers on the team were given much freedom to make decisions regarding
curriculum, teacher training, and institute-day presentations. When the district administrator
who inspired and managed the UbD team took a position in another district, the reform “left with
her,” meaning that the reform was not taken on by another administrator in the building, and
thus, it was essentially abandoned. The UbD team disbanded, and the vision for change was lost.
When asked at the beginning of the school year to comment on curricular reforms, Sam
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responded immediately, “I am disappointed this stuff disappeared. I was a UbD person though.”
Later in the year, when asked a similar question about the NGSS, Sam said,
We have gone through this already, and it feels like we will go through it again. But I
will put in some time because it is the process that is important, but I am not going to put
everything into it because it will change or we will find out more rules.
Sam seemed to be commenting on the idea that there was not a set plan for the future. She was
worried about more rules that would force her to make many changes to her work.
Although Sam appreciated change, she remained cautious after much of her hard work
was lost or ignored when administrators did not continue to carry out the UbD vision for change.
Although Sam continued to align to curricular reforms because she appreciated making changes
to her curriculum, she questioned to what extent she would engage in aligning with reforms in
the future, such as to the NGSS. In addition, UbD created a culture of teacher leadership that
Sam thought was lost when NGSS and CCSS were implemented by administrators.
Char also believed she was ineffective in her role as teacher leader when UbD was
abandoned because teachers were able to go back to their traditional lectures, workbooks, and
worksheets rather than thinking more innovatively about student learning. When Char was asked
to comment on reform at the beginning of the year, she also commented on UbD, saying that it
was “allowed” to fall apart because the administrator who brought it to the district left,
and the teachers who ignored it were rewarded because they knew it was just a matter of
time, and so the change did not stick, and [the administrator] was one foot out the door,
and our other administrators change so much, and they have their own things going on.
Char believed that all of the work and time she invested was not effective in the
movement for change. In fact, the teachers who refused to try the UbD methods of making
positive changes to their curricula were in many ways rewarded, according to Char. Char
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wanted sustained change. She recognized that there were times when her administrators were
not as passionate as she was about certain reforms and issues and that there were times when her
administrators were overwhelmed with their own job responsibilities. She did not show signs of
blame but just frustration that the UbD vision was not upheld, especially because of her belief in
the positive impact of UbD. Char also hinted through her commentary surrounding “their own
things going on” that the administrators did not have a clear vision for change and instead
wanted to make their mark with something different rather than working toward the goals
established by a previous administrator.
Char recognized the futility of trying to convince other teachers to align to reform
because she had teachers telling her “we never listened because we knew [UbD] would go
away.” Char believed that UbD was effective, but without a clear vision, all of the progress
seemed to have been lost. In addition, her colleagues brushed off all of her hard work and
dedication, giving her the sense of ineffectiveness and marginalization.
When asked later in the year about NGSS as reform, Char said it “feels like my work and
my focus,” and thus, rather than working to try to change others using reform as a platform, Char
had come out of the UbD experience deciding to make changes for herself and her own teaching.
She had regained focus on what was important to her classroom teaching. The comment of “my
work and my focus” suggested isolation, which was unfortunate because on the UbD team, Char
was one of the most influential teacher leaders.
Sam and Char did not see administrators as having a unified vision for change, and thus,
they could not always trust that any curricular reform would remain of value to the school for an
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extended period of time. They worried that they would put in the time and energy to make
changes that would essentially be wasted once a new reform took its place.
Even Elizabeth, a first-year teacher, was confused about how to spend her time and how
to implement the changes administrators were asking of her. She was also picking up on her
colleagues’ confusion caused by a fragmented vision:
It's hard. . . . It's hard to, for older teachers that have been around for a while, it's hard to
not only change but to also have seen it change a lot of different times and just be burnt
out from the “do this, and this is what we're doing, and, yeah, it's gonna be forever.” And
then, four years later, “just kidding, we're changing everything again, and this is how it's
gonna be forever.”
Elizabeth’s use of the term “forever” was interesting and suggested that she and others
believed that there were many changes that administrators insisted would be consistent changes,
but they had not been. In addition, Elizabeth seemed to think that there was a constant rotation
of changes every few years. However, in the context of her interviews, Elizabeth did not suggest
a lack of change, but rather a consideration as to which changes would benefit which teachers at
which times. Elizabeth was confused about why everyone was being asked to work with the
NGSS. She recognized that some of her colleagues believed that their curricular work was
completely supported by the AP standards and did not see a reason to consider the NGSS,
especially when those teachers were teaching AP courses and were asked to align with the AP
standards just a few years prior. She commented on the NGSS in the context of the constant
changes in education:
NGSS is like other things they tell us to do---I never know what differentiation looks like.
[laughter] It's one of those just vague concepts that's great, and it sounds awesome. But I
just . . . show me, show me what that looks like. I get the same response from people
about classroom management stuff, too. It's like, okay, that's great, what does that look
like? Make sure there's appropriate consequences. Well, what do those consequences
look like?
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Elizabeth wanted to know which reforms to focus on and why. She thought that she
needed different professional development as a new teacher. She wanted to learn more about
differentiation and classroom management, as well as the NGSS. She, like other teachers,
seemed to want the district to focus on one or two curricular reforms for a longer duration than
just a few years so that teachers could latch on to something and see if it was truly beneficial.
Instead, she thought that they were constantly “spinning their wheels” and confused about the
direction in which the district was going. Another idea Elizabeth mentioned was for
administrators to consider more carefully which reforms would work for different teachers’
needs.
Jared experienced a sense of disappointment that he piloted standards-based grading
effectively but then administrators did not do anything with his work in terms of teaching other
physics teachers about it or changing the traditional grading system in some way, based on the
results. He believed that administrators were lacking a long-term vision, as evidenced by their
passion toward piloting new curricular reforms and then letting them fade without encouraging
some kind of systematic rollout.
When Jared entered the district four years ago, he was asked by his department chair and
associate principal of curriculum to design his physics course around the curricular reform of
standards-based grading using the AP standards. Essentially, students would be graded on
lessons and tasks that aligned with the standards to ensure more objective, purposeful grading
procedures that reflected lessons learned throughout the unit, giving students a clearer picture of
their own knowledge and understanding. Jared attended multiple conferences, worked with
colleagues, invested time that was sometimes compensated by the district, but more often not,
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and after much trial and error, he designed an intricate, but effective standards-based grading
system. Jared explained,
So the way that we assess, for instance, in physics, it's more appropriate to assess in more
of a binary way in terms of the extra grading. You met the standard, or you didn't meet
the standard. You have mastery, or you don't. And then piece out more learning targets
essentially.
Jared showed that he had a clear understanding of standards-based grading in physics and
thought that it added value to the class. “And it's so---it's like anything else. Like we piloted it,
and then they were never like, we're doing this. Do you know what I mean?”
Jared was under the impression that he would have the opportunity to pilot something and
if it worked, it would be introduced to his physics colleagues and implemented into the physics
curriculum overall, and from there, possibly into other disciplines and content areas. But Jared
shared his disappointment with the lack of follow-through from administrators after he piloted
the grading system. He also commented that “it’s like anything else,” suggesting that he was not
the only one who had been put in this situation and this was not the only situation in which he
had this experience.
He also commented on the complexity of a systemic rollout if administrators were to
attempt it:
It's had so many permutations. And so math does it totally differently than us [emphasis
by the speaker]. And even ---and it's not that we want it all to be the same. Because
biology and physics, we're finding, are two totally different types of subjects. But a lot of
times, I think you see the math people running with standards-based grading, and the
science people, because it is, so you did it or you didn't do it. And it's a little bit more of
a black-and-white thing. Then the social studies and English people are later to pick it
up.
Jared understood that it was a difficult reform to implement throughout the entire district. He
recognized that not all reforms work for all content areas and for all disciplines. He was not
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asking for that type of change. Rather, he wanted administrators to recognize the value of
standards-based grading in physics and support its implementation in physics. However, he did
consider whether all of the permutations caused administrators to abandon reforms without
creating systematic rollout plan for more systemic change. He further commented on his efforts
by saying,
Standards-based grading is a load. . . . And then with the NGSS, it had been out. And
these didn't not align to it, but they aligned better to the AP standards, which is what I
was trying to do. Because those would've been the AP kids this year. So it was, like,
well, maybe we should wait for the NGSS, wait a little bit for the rest of the stuff to all
pan out 'cause I'm tired. I think everyone is.
Jared recognized that administrators were focused on other reforms. After a few new
reforms were implemented in the district, Jared did not see how his work fit into administrators’
overall vision for improvement, and thus, he started to question if standards-based grading and
all of his hard work to design it was truly necessary. In addition, he was unable to implement
standards-based grading fully and completely, based on its theoretical framework as the district
used traditional grading for students. Thus, before the start of the 2014-2015 school year, Jared
decided to take a step back and determine what was of value to administrators before putting in
the time and energy to make additional changes to his curriculum and continue to work with
standards-based grading within the district’s grading parameters.
Jared shared his disappointment that his work was not shared with others as he believed it
would have been especially valuable to physics teachers. He was also confused as to why
administrators would invest money in training him and encouraging him to pilot something to
which they were not committed long term.
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Teachers Struggle with System Issues
The participants believed that there were certain system issues that needed to be resolved
in order to implement curricular reform with confidence and believe in an administrative vision.
The participants commented that there were many system issues impeding their ability to
implement reform properly, and because administrators did not seem to be working to take care
of these issues, participants were uncertain about their own ability and desire to align with
reform. When trying to take risks with the curriculum and make changes according to the
NGSS, participants noticed that it was difficult when their energy was directed toward other
issues, such as student behavior, and they were not given the time to develop such changes. The
participants also noticed that it was difficult to make any changes when they did not have
common planning time with any of their curricular teammates and there was no consistency in
the courses that they taught from year to year. When participants were asked about what would
create a sense of administrative vision and administrative support, all participants commented on
the need for system changes, including course offerings, scheduling changes, course consistency,
and time.
Sam and Elizabeth shared the difficulties with trying to take risks in the classroom when
certain courses had lost their intended purpose because other systemic issues had not been fixed
in terms of student attendance and diversity of course offerings. Sam commented that the
teachers who tried to make change to align with reform and do what administrators asked were
the teachers who were often shouldering a lot of other responsibility within the school:
Because not only do [teachers who champion reforms] take risks in finding innovative
ways to present materials, we're also dealing with all the classroom management issues--like Sadie has multiple kids on 10-day suspensions. So she's trying to find ways to bring
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in [NGSS] standards and do interesting things with the kids. But she's also dealing with
all of those other issues that require time.
Sam stated that if administrators truly believed that aligning to the NGSS was important, they
would give teachers, who take on student issues, support in a variety of ways. She also
commented that issues with student attendance and the school’s tracking program could have
been resolved in other ways that did not detract from student learning. Sam, who worked with
many teachers as a teacher leader, recognized the struggles of teachers such as Sadie, who
wanted to align with the NGSS but who were spending time planning lessons in order to
accommodate the other issues in their classrooms as well.
Elizabeth was dealing with a similar situation in teaching an elective science class,
environmental studies. Elizabeth explained,
It's an elective science. It's a science credit. So we have everything from the kids that
were, I guess, told that they should take another science, who don't really care about
science, and who aren't interested in science at all. We have that end. And then we have,
I think, some of the high-level students that didn't wanna take an AP science and wanted
to take another science. So we have those. And then some kids who think that the
science will look really good for college, but aren't necessarily interested. . . . So it's
clearly the class for a lot of my students that takes a back burner to everything else. So
dealing with that has been interesting. [laughter] I can't give a lot of homework and
things like that because it just won't get done.
Elizabeth was not complaining about her course, and neither was Sadie; rather, both teachers
respected all their students and wanted to take on the challenge of providing a challenging and
accessible curriculum for each of them. However, they were dealing with a variety of needs
within the classroom as they were also working to make vast curricular changes to incorporate
the NGSS. They needed more time and support, and without it, these teachers found it difficult
to make progress on their curricular work and to determine if it was truly effective for student
learning.
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Although Elizabeth remained optimistic about teaching the course, she commented that
she did not believe that she had the time to work on what she thought administrators wanted
from her, which was to blend the NGSS and the AP standards in order to develop a course
appropriate for the range of student abilities in her class. She said “I don’t know” a lot when
discussing how the NGSS and AP standards should look in her planning and teaching, and she
commented that her current teaching teams were not always available to support her work.
And just all the new stuff. . . . So I don't even know what team I'm gonna be working
with, whether it's bio or environmental science. [Administrators] haven't told me yet.
'Cause environmental science is even farther behind. [laughter] That's a matter of picking
out NGSS standards.
Elizabeth was caught, in that she was a part of two curricular teams, biology and
environmental science, and she did not know which team to choose to spend her time on institute
days because she believed that both curricula needed a lot of work and she wanted to be a part of
that work. She was asking for direction from administrators, and they encouraged her to do her
best to work with both teams, which did not help her situation. She also commented that if
administrators made a schedule change for her, she would request common planning time with
other colleagues who were working with a similar population and who were trying to align to
both sets of standards. Although Elizabeth thought administrative vision involved the standards,
she did not know what that was supposed to look like, and she was uncertain about how she was
supposed to work with her team if they did not have common time.
Jared commented that he would experience administrative support and better understand
administrative vision if he were provided consistency in the courses he was asked to teach. Jared
discussed the extensive work he did on the honors physics curriculum for the past three years and
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the development of the standards-based grading tool for that class. However, the school changed
its course offerings completely, and honors physics was no longer being offered. He described,
I was the only one teaching honors. So I wrote all my learning objectives based on what
the AP ones used. And then I made my learning objectives sort of like knowledge and
skills. So they were pieced out into content, knowledge, in terms of conceptually. Math
applications of that content, and secondly lab applications, lab skills, but that content. . . .
And the key there was piecing out the standards into smaller learning objectives for me.
That's what worked really well. . . . So I can get my feedback to you that much quicker.
And it was great for the honors kids. I didn't do it this year for reg, partially because I'm
teaching with Char. We don't have any common planning time, and we didn't have time
to develop it. And I was teaching AP, not honors, this year, and I didn't have any time to
develop it. So the learning objectives weren't gonna be the same from honors to---we
don't even do the same units from honors to regular. . . . So I would have had to recreate
that whole thing.
Jared provided an overview of the struggle for consistency. Removing the honors
physics course caused Jared to have to abandon his work. In addition, Jared was assigned to
teach two new courses, both of which he had to develop and revise their curricula. In teaching
these new courses, he was allotted neither common planning time with the one member of his
curricular team, Char, nor time to modify the standards-based grading tool. Jared questioned
whether administrators considered what he needed to teach his courses to the best of his ability.
He wanted consistency so that he could carry out reforms to align with administrators’ vision,
but he was uncertain as to what the vision entailed, especially because it did not seem to involve
providing teachers with the kinds of support needed to teach to the best of their abilities.
Char also desired consistency but more often discussed the need for time to develop her
curriculum to incorporate the reforms the district was implementing. She clarified that she
appreciated change but not until she was able to master some part of something. She appreciated
that administrators described curriculum as “living, breathing” documents because she did not
want to be trapped or forced into something, but at the same time, she needed time and
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consistency with her teaching teams to develop it. She explained that “if you don't have the
same people in a team teaching it, sometimes the direction we were going in is completely
different four years later. . . . I mean, this took me like four years to develop!”
Char commented that time with one teaching team did not always count toward the work
in the next school year. With each new teaching team, new ideas developed and needed to be
implemented. She also explained that it was time-consuming to align with NGSS:
And one standard sometimes could be like---could take up a week of my time to prepare
for it. 'Cause to have them, especially with NGSS, they want them to be planning and
carrying out an investigation. Well, to have them plan out an investigation takes some
research time to do that. Because I have to allow them the opportunity to learn how you
design an experiment. You wouldn't just do that off the cuff. I wouldn't do that. I would
miss something for sure.
Char wanted to develop the standards fully from the NGSS, as well as the ideas of her chemistry
team and her physics partner, Jared. She wanted administrators to realize that if the chemistry
team was paid to do curriculum work in previous years, some of that work could not be reused if
there was a different team the following year because with different teachers come different
ideas about how and what to teach. In addition, Char commented on her lack of common
planning time with her chemistry team and with Jared. Overall, she thought that she was
sometimes unable to implement a curricular reform in a way that seemed effective to her,
causing her to question what administrators found valuable and even what administrators valued
about her as a teacher.
The participants did not perceive administrators to be working on the system issues that
teachers needed changed, including student behavior and course tracking, scheduling,
consistency, and time, and therefore, they questioned what was of value to the school, the
longevity of reforms, and administrators’ vision for change. The participants wondered why so
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many reforms were presented over the years and none really took hold long term. Teachers were
confused as to why they were not provided with some consistency in the ways that they believed
made them better teachers. Teachers mentioned needing consistency with the courses they
taught and the teams of teachers with whom they taught. They also questioned administrators’
dedication to reform as certain student needs were continually not met. Teachers needed to see
that the idea of reform was all-encompassing and philosophical, meaning that even the systems
of the school would be changed to accommodate it.

Teachers Are Frustrated with Accountability Measures
All the participants commented, in some way, on the perception that other colleagues
were not being held accountable to implement or attempt to implement curricular reform. Char
expressed initially that some of her colleagues ignored UbD because they knew “it would go
away.” This sentiment continued throughout interviews even when participants were discussing
the NGSS. For the participants, when it was perceived that administrators were not holding all
people accountable, they assumed that administrators did not have a vision or that they did not
see value in the particular reform with which they were asking teachers to work, causing teachers
to question if and why they should invest their time and energy.
Sam discussed that some teachers attempted to make a change but that there was not a
long-term commitment to change from certain teachers and administrators. Sam commented that
it did not seem that anyone was holding certain teachers accountable and forcing them to make
changes that would benefit student learning:
And some teachers will make a small change if you give them exactly what they need to
do it, but it is not consistent, and then it is back to lecture and PowerPoint and
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workbooks, and it is because they do not invest any of their time into it outside of school
time, and that is frustrating.
Sam knew that many teachers were set in their ways, and she noted that most of them would not
change long term even if they were told what to do and how to change. Sam was asking that part
of administrators’ vision include some type of accountability for long-term professional
development to ensure real change.
Sam also commented on times when administrators actually looked to create
accountability by challenging colleagues who were not implementing reform. She said that her
colleagues reacted as though “they were wronged” and they were indignant about an
administrator “challenging what they do.” Sam discussed this reaction:
Can you teach [self-reflection]? It's like a kid walking in your classroom with a bad
attitude. Is that kid gonna be as successful as a kid walking in with a good attitude? No.
They're not. But you can't make people be reflective. And all these meetings that we go
to, and all these attempts that we make, for what? They go and they hide and they do
their thing. And nobody challenges them. They're not held accountable for anything. . . .
Excuses---oh, my kids should've studied harder, dammit. The amount of blame that gets
thrown around is ridiculous. And it very rarely lands on the teacher.
Although Sam did not necessarily blame administrators for accountability, she did
believe that administrators could take ownership and do something for educators who were not
trying to improve their teaching so that they would see the value and commit to change.
Furthermore, Sam suggested that if resistant teachers were not forced to change their perspective,
then they would continue to blame students and other factors for their poor teaching methods and
results. Sam did not believe placing blame was an appropriate mindset for a teacher, especially
when a majority of that blame falls on students. To Sam, reform was a way to reflect and
reconsider one’s practices, if nothing else, and she believed that every teacher could begin there.
She admitted that she did not have a solution to this problem but thought it was hindering the
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progression of change for the entire district to have teachers who were not committed to the
change and who treated students disrespectfully.
Char, as well, did not place blame on administrators for not eliciting support from all her
colleagues for curricular reforms, but she thought that administrators needed to accept ownership
of the changes that they sought to make, even if that meant creating some tension. Char
commented,
[In] this school, you will always be in the pilot stage; I think it is like that everywhere
because administrators don’t want to be the bad guys and force people to change, but then
I become the bad guy---they said, can you bring change, because these other teachers are
stuck in their ways.
Char discussed her experience when entering the district over 10 years ago. She
explained that when she was hired, she was asked to bring change to the department. She has
been taking on leadership roles since that time and has enjoyed her involvement with UbD and
other curricular reforms. However, throughout her professional development experiences, Char
never experienced full support by administrators because she did not believe they accepted
ownership of the changes she was asked to help make on their behalf. She explained that
administrators did not push teachers to make change and did not verbally back Char’s ideas in
meetings. She wanted administrators to take a solid stand for something in order to make change
happen; she wanted to see administrators’ dedication toward a vision by seeing them force
accountability by backing the teachers who were pushing for the changes administrators wanted
to see. Rather, Char thought that administrators tried to make everything seem like “grass
roots;” administrators tried to make it seem as though all reforms stemmed from teachers
because they thought it would increase buy-in. Char held a different perspective, believing that
when teachers think “it is just a teacher movement,” they disregard it.
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In addition, Char believed that she could not trust her leaders because she tried to support
them in making reforms stick and she tried to support her colleagues in trying different teaching
and learning practices, but administrators did not ever firmly back her up and did not take a firm
stance that teachers should try these changes and reforms. Therefore, with every passing reform
and change in which she did not receive administrator backing, she accumulated a sense of
cynicism and thought she was in “survival mode.” Too many times, Char put herself wholly into
a reform only to realize it was not going to remain of value because administrators were going to
abandon it and move on to something else. In these situations, it seemed to Char that she was
made to look bad because people trusted her that the reforms would stick and were backed by
administrators, and then some teachers would work to align their curriculum. But then,
administrators would change the reforms they were backing, and teachers would turn to Char
with confusion. Therefore, Char discussed her need to protect her passion for teaching by
focusing on her own classroom and her own goals rather than trying to support others in
achieving theirs because she was frustrated that her values were being compromised and her
reputation was being tarnished because of administrators’ decisions that were outside of her
control.
Elizabeth believed that much of her curricular work was being compromised because she
was having difficulty establishing positive team relationships and she was not receiving support
from administrators to establish better team collegiality. Although the teachers on her team had
their own reasons for avoiding reform, it placed more pressure on a new teacher such as
Elizabeth to figure out how to implement the standards in the ways that administrators wanted.
Elizabeth said,
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Yeah. I don't have anybody. And I know that Will uses more of the college readiness
stuff and kind of stays away from NGSS. At least from what I---'cause I emailed him,
which ones do you pull out? He was, like, oh, I use college readiness, and he sent me the
link. Which a lot of them tie into the NGSS ones. So I tried to find the ones that match
up and use those. It’s just that there's no real set curriculum for it. . . . Yeah, it has been
tricky. So I don't really know. Especially 'cause it has to be district-wide and on the
whole team. And there's three of us. And it's hard to coordinate and it's hard when---I
don't know. It's hard.
Elizabeth had a sense of isolation and lack of support, much in the same ways as Char,
albeit for different reasons. She desired a team approach, but her teammates were unwilling to
engage in the type of planning that she would have liked. Her teammates provided her with the
links to standards, which basically communicated that they did not want to have a part in helping
her develop a modified curriculum using the NGSS or any other curricular reform such as UbD.
She recognized that her teammates had their own ways of teaching, and although she did not
judge them, she wanted them to give her a little more of their time so that she could develop a
relationship with them and learn from them. She was disappointed that they were not being held
accountable for their role on the curricular team.
It seemed to Jared that administrators were not being held accountable to provide
information about their vision and their plans to achieve it. He did not comment on his
colleagues directly and, overall, seemed to trust that if his colleagues thought that a particular
reform would benefit them, they would use it. However, he was frustrated with administrators
for not communicating what they wanted from his standards-based grading work, causing him to
assume that they did not really know. Jared wanted administrators to communicate with other
teachers his ability to teach them about standards-based grading so that colleagues would have a
reason to trust him and go to him and see him as a knowledgeable person on the topic. In
addition, Jared had a meeting with administrators to discuss some of the system changes to be
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made, including course consistency and school-day schedule, but he was met with a response
that told him that unless he had solutions, he should not bring up such issues. Jared was slighted
by administrators because when he went to them with his ideas, he was essentially told that he
was trying to create bigger problems. Jared explained that teachers “don’t always know the
possibilities for solutions” and he was just trying to go to administrators to determine what could
be changed if anything.

Recapping Teachers’ Concerns
Overall, the participants asked “what did they want?”, meaning, what did administrators
want from teachers in terms of implementing reforms such as UbD and curriculum mapping,
NGSS, AP standards, and standards-based grading. The participants thought that many
curricular reforms were being introduced without the support needed to carry them out
effectively. They thought that administrators did not follow a clear vision or plan with an
established, well-developed goal in mind. Teachers thought that if administrators did have a
vision, it could have been communicated by providing teachers with consistency, time, and
accountabjlity.
The participants thought that administrators did not always know the reasons behind the
reforms they were asking teachers to implement and, instead, administrators just threw a bunch
of ideas out there. Thus, the participants questioned if administrators knew the purpose behind
certain reforms, if they knew what teachers truly needed to implement reform, and if they knew
which reforms would work best for particular teachers, courses, and disciplines, as certain
reforms seemed to work better for one population of students than another (e.g., AP standards for
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AP classes and NGSS for regular-level classes). The participants all believed that they had
invested in some curricular reform at some level and had been let down by administrators, the
school system, a lack of time, a lack of professional development and guidance, or colleagues.
Thus all were wary about investing that time and energy again or confused about the ways in
which administrators expected them to implement reform in their teaching and planning.

“[Curricular Reforms] Force Us to Think Differently,
Work Together, and Work Toward Something”
Teachers' frustrations with reform and the implementation of reform did not hinder their
desire to use reform in ways that improved their teaching and student learning. Despite the
relationship between reform and administrators’ vision explored in the previous assertion, there
was also a theme present in the data that focused on the ways in which teachers handled their
frustrations with reforms (including NGSS, CCSS, standards-based grading, AP standards, and
UbD) and worked with components of the reforms despite their frustrations. Within this
assertion, Research Questions 1 and 2 were addressed as participants described educational
reforms related to literacy and science and shared their perspectives on reform and their role in
implementing reform.
This aspect of the data was important to consider as it lent insight into the various
discourse communities of which teachers were a part, as well as the various perspectives that
needed to be considered when a reform was presented to teachers. For the purpose of this study,
this consideration was valuable in that it could provide administrators and literacy professionals
the ability to consider not only the frustrations the participants had with reform but also the
reasons for the participants’ willingness to work with reform despite these frustrations. Such
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information can support literacy professionals in working with teachers to develop a disciplinary
literacy perspective and scaffold discipline-specific literacy skills because they can learn ways in
which to approach teachers in order to collaborate with them.
In the data from the previous assertion, the participants expressed frustrations throughout
their conversations about administrators, curricular teamwork, school systems, and students’
needs, but that did not always hinder their desire to try to implement reform, even when they
claimed it did.

Teachers’ Frustrations with Reform
The four focal participants discussed their frustration with reform; Elizabeth, Sam, and
Char discussed NGSS implementation, and Jared discussed standards-based grading and NGSS.
All focal participants were frustrated and sometimes overwhelmed that the NGSS needed to be
implemented before they had the time to determine if and how the NGSS would fit into their
curricular work and benefit their teaching and student learning, and Jared had the same reaction
to his standards-based grading. Some participants noted the time requirement needed to
understand and work to align with reform as well as the perceived lack of support to get all of the
work done in a manner that they thought would truly benefit their teaching. Some participants
commented on the belief that certain reforms were limiting and that, when trying to implement a
new reform, it seemed that some of the progress that was made with a previous reform was
abandoned. Overall, participants were frustrated if they did not think the reform fit well with
their goals for the classroom and student learning.
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For Elizabeth, a new teacher, there was frustration in the lack of support she experienced
from her curricular teammates. Elizabeth wanted to align her environmental science course with
her teammates’ courses, which would have required use of the College Readiness Standards, also
known as the AP standards. Elizabeth’s curricular team was made up of teachers who had been
teaching at least 10 years, who taught AP environment classes, and who had worked together to
align their curriculum to the AP standards just a few years prior to this study and the push for the
implementation of NGSS. At the time of the study, Elizabeth taught the only regular-level
environmental science class, but she wanted it to be similar to the AP-level courses because she
thought that was important for students to be challenged. Therefore, Elizabeth thought that the
NGSS alienated her in some ways from her environmental science teammates; she would have
wanted to mirror their curriculum and use the AP standards for at least a year before merging the
NGSS. However, because the district movement was to use the NGSS and Elizabeth was a new
teacher who wanted to be organized in her planning and teaching and do what administrators
asked of her, she believed that she needed to create a course curriculum aligned to the NGSS.
She described,
NGSS, right. We've [i.e., the biology team] picked the ones we're focusing on. Whereas
environmental science, I'm kind of building that course curriculum map this year, trying
to pull out the standards that I'm focusing on. We don't have anything for environmental
science. And there's not a specific environmental science NGSS. It kind of pulls from
earth and space and life science, and all of it gets pulled together. So that's been
interesting and tricky. Especially just on top of everything else that we're trying to do.
So sometimes that makes me feel really overwhelmed.
Elizabeth was overwhelmed because she thought that she was not given much direction
and yet was expected to implement the NGSS in her environmental science course. Although
she appreciated certain aspects of the NGSS, she was frustrated that the NGSS did not have an
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environmental course, per se, and that she was left to design one because she had to pull
standards from various disciplinary core ideas within the NGSS. In addition, she did not think
that she had the support she would have liked from her teammates. Her environmental
teammates had provided Elizabeth with the web address link to the AP standards, an outline of
the topics that they covered, and the order in which they were covered. Elizabeth was trying to
weave together the AP standards and the NGSS so that she could satisfy her desire to do what
administrators wanted as she worked with her teammates to keep their courses similar.
The problem was that Elizabeth was trying to deal more with her teammates’ resistance
to the NGSS rather than learning from them as she wanted to, being a new teacher and modifying
curriculum. Elizabeth wanted to hear their decision-making processes and the ways in which
they scaffolded content. And although it would have been a good process for both Elizabeth and
her teammates to review and modify curriculum, her teammates believed that they had
completed the task in previous years and they did not need to engage again, make improvements,
or listen to her ideas.
In addition, Elizabeth felt the added pressure of the evaluation cycle. As a new teacher,
Elizabeth was observed and evaluated four times in a school year by a variety of administrators
including the associate principals and her department chair. Elizabeth wanted to show that she
was able to revise curriculum and work with her teammates to do so, but such relationships were
proving to be difficult. Thus, Elizabeth thought that reform was limiting to the development of
collegial relationships and to her demonstration of skills and abilities when evaluated. However,
these frustrations did not prevent Elizabeth from trying again and again throughout the year to
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incorporate the NGSS and tackle these responsibilities and discuss with her evaluators potential
solutions to her frustrations.
Sam also experienced frustration with the limited direction the NGSS offered for
chemistry. She discussed the lack of direction the NGSS provided for chemistry. She
commented that the NGSS was limiting and slightly controlling when teachers were trying to
plan their curriculum. She explained that the NGSS focus on chemistry was:
Limited. Super limited. They've got about a semester's worth of chemistry, a semester's
worth of physics. And they totally beefed up the environmental and the earth science
pieces of it. What they recommend for a full year of chemistry is actually half a year of
chemistry and then a semester of climate, environmental stuff.
They are not suggesting connections; they're suggesting that you cover those standards.
They're saying if you're stuck in a three-year biochem physics track that they recommend
putting those standards in with the chemistry. But the way teacher certification works
now, a typical chemistry teacher doesn’t really have a lot of knowledge about
environmental, atmospheric, climate. I even took courses on it, and I still struggle with
that information 'cause I haven't taught it in a long time. So it would be a difficult
transition to get that to work the way they have it suggested. And we have year-long
classes.
Sam recognized that the NGSS was designed to create an entire course overhaul that could
potentially restrict teachers from using their content knowledge and expertise and could accrue a
huge expense for the school. She did not necessarily think that the creators of the NGSS should
be dictating these types of changes, especially because she saw some “major flaws” in the
NGSS.
Char was not frustrated with the layout of the NGSS as much as she was frustrated with
the seemingly rapid implementation of NGSS. Like Elizabeth, Char would have preferred more
time to consider how the NGSS fit into her curriculum before merging it. Char’s frustration
focused on the ways in which the district so easily and quickly traded out one reform for another.
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Char was frustrated that all the time, work, and energy invested in the previous curriculum
reform of UbD seemed to be pushed aside to make way for the NGSS. Char wanted to consider
ways in which the two reforms could work together to make her curriculum more solid; she also
wanted time to determine ways in which the NGSS would support her work with chemistry and
physics.
When the NGSS was introduced, Char was overwhelmed by it because she wanted to use
the UbD process to help her organize her lesson planning. She said,
Having gone through the UBD process, . . . it's really challenging for me to now do
lesson planning without having an idea of where I'm going. . . . Because I think that
having gone backwards and seeing the flaws in that, I can't go back to the way I used to
do things. So I have to have my test made.
She decided to create her chemistry assessments first to force herself to think through how the
students would carry out particular NGSS science and engineering practices and performance
expectations. She described,
And then, as I started making the test, this standard is new for me, that they have to do
metabolism. So the thing is, as I started to do the test, I began to realize that's not really
something they can explain even though, . . . the way it sounds, when it says “provide
examples,” it sounds like it's gonna be an explanation. And then after I really thought it
through and tried to design an assessment piece, I'm, like, oh, no, this would be better as
a research project that they have to research examples. . . . Now when I plan, I have my
[NGSS] standards, with my summary sheet of science and engineering practices,
knowledge, skills, essential questions, and enduring understandings when I write out my
standards, when I'm making the test, I can see if I did not understand something.
Char was frustrated that UbD went away and that NGSS quickly took its place in terms of
curricular reform and she did not have the time to figure out how to incorporate her new NGSS
learning with her previous knowledge of UbD lesson planning. Over the course of two summers
and two school years, Char was able to combine what she learned from UbD with the NGSS
standards to develop her chemistry curriculum. However, she still believed that her work was
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incomplete. She struggled because the tests took such a long time to develop that she was unable
to fulfill her goal of working backward through each of the standards, which, to Char, was best
practice and made her curriculum solid for student learning.
In terms of physics, Char and Jared, who were the only two people on the regular physics
team, decided to forgo using the NGSS this past school year. She shared,
And so right now, with physics, [using the NGSS is] more difficult to do. Because this is
the first year that we [as a school] don't have honors physics. So we are still a little bit in
that mode of figuring out what regular physics is. What does that look like, exactly?
And so we are muddling through it a little bit. Jared is mostly my end game in terms of
the knowledge of where are we going and what are we doing, and I use UbD to make the
planning linear and scaffolded. And so for the sound unit, I had him just make a list.
Instead of going through standards and worrying about that at this point, physics, for the
most part, generally stays the same. I don't think that even with the [NGSS], I don't
really feel like there was a whole bunch of upheaval in that area. Jared knows because he
taught AP physics, and he, you know, knows that stuff from when he was an engineer.
And then from that we've been using “physics classroom” as our resource. . . . We also
use online interactive simulations, PHET, created by the University of Colorado,
Boulder. . . . They took hours and hours to create these simulations; I created one myself,
and it took me at least three hours, and that was for one concept. And we had created a
bunch ourselves for honors, but then our technology changed at the school, and we could
no longer access them. And with regular, there would have been so much to change that
it would have been easier to start over. And all that time was wasted. So now we just do
them through this website, and it really engages the kids.
Char and Jared were not certain that the NGSS would support their teaching and student learning
in regular physics. Char, who was quite familiar with the NGSS by this time, experienced the
need to best understand what she and Jared wanted out of the regular physics course before
spending the time to align to the NGSS. Char had learned much about ways in which to plan for
student motivation and need through her involvement in various professional development
opportunities in which she implemented reform and designed curriculum; at the time of the
study, she believed that she was in a place where she could decide when to use reform. Char and
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Jared were a good curricular team in that Jared relied on Char’s ability to plan and scaffold skills
and he provided his extensive knowledge of the content and real-life applications and
professional applications.
Jared’s frustration may have peaked with the NGSS, but it began with standards-based
grading and his uncertainty regarding how reform would support student understanding of the
discipline. In the previous assertion, Jared discussed the ways in which he developed standardsbased grading and the way in which the NGSS interrupted his work:
Standards-based grading is a load. . . . And then with the NGSS, it had been out. And
these didn't not align to it, but they aligned better to the AP standards, which is what I
was trying to do. Because those would've been the AP kids this year. So it was, like,
well, maybe we should wait for the NGSS, wait a little bit for the rest of the stuff to all
pan out 'cause I'm tired. I think everyone is.
Jared was unsure if NGSS was better than the previous reform of the AP standards. He seemed
to be caught between his previous work and the newer initiative. Jared chose to abandon
standards-based grading during the school year during which the study took place, and he did not
implement NGSS either. He explained the way in which he resorted back to traditional grading
for physics regular. He also went back to traditional grading for his AP physics class, but he did
not discuss that in this excerpt. He and Char made up the team of physics regular teachers.
So that's what I did this year, was kind of in reg; basically, we kept our math a little bit
separate from our more conceptual stuff. And then labs we're sort of assessing, but we're
doing more as, like, learning activities. And then aside from that, it's really a mess, the
[traditional] grading's really a mess. It's basically points based with limits, like category
weighted. So whether I have 35 points or 200 points a unit, it doesn't matter 'cause
they're both 10% of the final grade, whatever. And then a semester project. So it's very
just kind of traditional, except that they're still allowed to reassess. And [this year], no
student asked me what they did not understand, they would just shut down if their grade
got too low, and the kids who just did what they were told would do well grade-wise,
even if they did not really understand.
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Jared commented on the “messiness,” meaning that he and Char were attempting to do a
version of standards-based grading without doing standards-based grading. They chose this
route because Jared’s previous development of standards-based grading used the AP standards
for a different course and the administrators did not seem to respect his hard work completely
and pushed him to use standards-based grading under the rules of traditional grading.
Unfortunately, he believed, ultimately, that he and Char’s attempt to do a version of standardsbased grading was ineffective because it was not completely developed when the school year
began and it did not follow the rules of standards-based grading as much as it followed
traditional grading.
Jared’s frustration with traditional grading and his commentary on its “messiness”
stemmed from his knowledge of professional practices and applications. Jared wanted a grading
system that showed students the exact aspects of physics with which they struggled and on which
they needed to work; however, instead he was pushed to develop such methods and then alter
them to fit within the parameters of traditional grading, which ruined the purpose behind his
work.
When Jared was running standards-based grading, students were able to question their
grade and work to resolve their misunderstandings because a grade was attached to a specific
piece of learning. Jared commented that when students looked at the traditional scale, they did
not believe they had control of their learning because they were unable to conceptualize their
grades in terms of knowledge and skill development. Jared thought that traditional grading made
students think that a grade was only an indication of their worth as a student and an indication of
whether they played school well by always doing their homework and being respectful rather
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than by learning and accumulating knowledge in the discipline. In addition, he commented that
if students thought that their grades were too low, they would never be able to fix it and pass the
class. Yet if their grade was high, they assumed they had firm knowledge of the content and an
understanding of the discipline, which Jared said was not necessarily true. He again commented
that some students who had high grades just played school well and memorized enough for the
test without really trying to grasp the nature of physics. Jared even went on to say that some of
the kids whose grades were lower actually had a greater conceptual grasp of physics and what it
meant to learn and communicate in the discipline.
The participants’ frustrations involved needing support, seeing limitations, wanting time,
and experiencing uncertainty. They said that it was difficult to invest their energy in changes
that did not always happen, especially because they saw those changes as being good for
students. This is what always resonated: the participants' desire for what was best for students,
which was perhaps why they tried consistently to implement reforms, despite the frustrations and
setbacks that they experienced.

Teacher Implementations of Reform
Despite Frustrations
Despite frustrations with reform, all participants shared the ways in which they still
attempted to implement reform to the best of their ability, even with the frustrating parameters.
Elizabeth, Sam, and Char discussed the ways in which they worked to implement reform, and
Jared described the ways in which he was working through his frustrations and trying his best to
talk to students and keep them invested in their learning and in the course; he also discussed that
he planned to implement standards-based grading again in the upcoming school year. All the
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participants wanted to implement reform both because administrators asked them to and because
they wanted ways to support their teaching and enhance student learning. All participants drew
on their positive experiences with reform to support their curricular work and keep it moving
forward. Elizabeth used the NGSS work from her biology team to support her environmental
curriculum. Sam used the NGSS to reconsider the scaffolding of the chemistry course, which
made it more accessible to all levels of learners. Char began to rethink the ways in which she
used certain skills to support student learning based on the NGSS. Jared recognized that
standards-based grading still held value even if it could not be fully implemented and chose, at
the time of the study, to remain aligned with AP standards rather than the NGSS.
Elizabeth, who was a new teacher, tried continuously to take the time to incorporate the
NGSS into her environmental science coursework and used the progress her biology team made
to align with NGSS to further develop her environmental curriculum. She explained the process
of the biology team:
Yeah. The way bio approached it is we, like, we kind of first talked about skills that we
wanted them to be able to do and looked more at the common core part of it. And then
the app for NGSS is so cool because, when you scroll down to the bottom, it says which
common core ones it links to. And then you can always click to it and go to the common
core app. So we were, like, messing around with that and picking skills. And then
looking at what are our major units and which standards from each unit do we think are
the most important. And most of the ones we picked ended up being skill-based. You--whatever---design an experiment, I think we picked that. And then you know you can
ask questions about scientific methods that are gonna tie into that.
There was one idea, I actually used a version of it for something else in my class, too.
But it was, like, are viruses alive? And it was, like, a mini article about it. And then it
asked the kids---'cause it's still up for debate in the scientific community, so there's not a
right or wrong answer---but it asked them to pick a side and use pieces of evidence from
the reading to support it. And I like that a lot. [laughter] 'Cause I like them to be able to
take a stand, but back that up with something that you just read. Yeah, it got us in the
flow, moving into the second unit, which was more standards stuff.
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Elizabeth appreciated the ways in which the NGSS supported the biology team in designing and
modifying their curriculum map and saw its potential for her environmental class. She
appreciated the ways in which NGSS was asking kids to think and use science skills to show
their knowledge. She used some of that work with the NGSS in her environmental science
course, and she liked the fact that the biology team was taking her through its decision-making
processes. These aspects of aligning to reform were beneficial to Elizabeth’s growth and
development as a teacher.
It seemed that if Elizabeth were able to work with the NGSS for biology and not be
obligated to incorporate it into environmental science, she would be able to focus better on
understanding the NGSS and develop as a teacher and then be ready to work with the NGSS
productively in the near future to design the environmental curriculum map. In fact, the work
that Sam and Char put into their chemistry curricula could be the type of work in which
Elizabeth could have engaged if she had been able to develop a better understanding of the
NGSS.
Sam spent many years changing her team’s chemistry curricula based on the NGSS, and
one of those changes involved teaching the concepts first and the math applications later.
Although Sam was concerned about the NGSS’s limited and incomplete focus on chemistry, she
found ways to align with the NGSS in ways that, she believed, continued to make the course
beneficial for students. Sam explained some of the changes:
So HSPS 1-5 is the rates, 1-6 is the equilibrium piece, and “Le Chatelier's Principle” is
what they call it. So we have enduring understanding essential questions. Last year was
the first year we taught this. We had never taught this in regular or honors in the past
curriculum. But then it came up on NGSS, so this is a new unit for us, basically. So we
messed around with these pieces independently last year in regular and honors. But it
was really, like, not good in the flow of things. So when we redesigned the flow of
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chemistry and honors chemistry, we made sure to put this in the right spot. 'Cause we
didn't add it in until the second-to-last unit because that's when we finally thought about,
hey, we haven't covered this yet; we should put it in. So now that we've reorganized
everything, we put it in to where it makes sense with the flow.
The creation of this unit required two years; one year to figure out how the standards
would look in the classroom and one year to determine how to put all of those pieces
together in a logical learning progression.
Sam worked with the NGSS to reorganize the chemistry curriculum at Town High School and
incorporated new learning based on the NGSS. She admitted that it took much time and some
trial and error, but she thought it was worth it and believed that the content was valuable enough
to be added.
However, Sam did not let the NGSS dictate exactly what students should know. She
continued to teach aspects of the curriculum that were not supported by the NGSS but that she
believed were valuable for other reasons. She explained that blending the content she believed
was valuable with the NGSS content was sometimes a tough compromise.
It's pretty tough. We're at the point now where we've built first semester to cover the
standards. But we haven't done any math yet. 'Cause the standards, the base standards
don't really have any math application, maybe a tiny bit in law of conservation math. But
there's really not a lot of math application in the standards included in NGSS. Part of that
is because it's, they're built for the bottom, and then you build up from there. So our
whole second semester is now, okay, let's throw math at all of that and then go into depth
with it. So that if kids wanna take an AP chem or if kids wanna take an AP bio where
they're gonna get more chemistry in it, then they've got that math background applied to
the chemistry, so they can do that. It helps 'em out a lot for physics classes, too, because
it teaches 'em how to do that type of calculation where they do the vector label and that
whole---the T chart.
In using the NGSS, the team changed their teaching to include the chemistry concepts first and
the math later. Sam was explaining that the NGSS did not include math, and thus, her team
decided which mathematical calculation and concepts they wanted to develop in depth. The
NGSS encouraged the team to make some major changes, which, as Sam explained, forced them
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to think about the ways in which they wanted to scaffold content for students and the skills they
wanted students to develop better. Sam commented that the standards never asked for
memorization and that was enough for her, as a teacher leader, to motivate her team and a few
other teachers to begin to rethink their curriculum using the NGSS.
Char utilized the NGSS science and engineering practices and created a new template for
her unit plan. She, like Sam, used the NGSS in ways that supported her goals in the classroom,
including her desire to move away from lecture-based learning that relied on student
memorization. She utilized the science and engineering practices and created categories for
learning targets and activities (see Unit Summary Sheet in Appendix G). For example, she had
the category “Developing and Using Models,” and a learning target was “Draw an energy bar
chart associated with a given scenario.” In addition, she used NGSS to rethink her definitions of
certain literacy practices such as research:
So then I realized that I can have them do research in a lot of different ways---it does not
have to be a report all the time---and so I created these sheets where they research instead
of me lecturing and them taking notes, and before it was just fill in this chart with what I
am saying, and now they have to find it on their own and consistently practice those
skills. . . . And they have to draw it---that’s the model part---like, a picture explanation of
molecular structure aid in design and function.
Char appreciated the new ways in which she was thinking about the content of the discipline and
the different ways she was allowing students to access the content. Rather than lecture, she was
working to engage students in research and was looking to develop the science and engineering
practices within the NGSS through specific learning targets geared to each one. Some of the
learning targets had been developed based on the AP standards as well because, like Sam, Char
recognized that the NGSS for chemistry was limited and, she agreed, incomplete.
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Char and Jared considered the use of the NGSS in physics but decided to postpone
aligning their curricula until after they had decided what they wanted out of the course. Jared
considered the use of NGSS for grading but needed a year to learn more about NGSS and
consider its role in standards-based grading for physics. However, he had plans to implement
standards-based grading in the upcoming school year because he recognized that the positives
outweighed the frustrations. He explained his thinking after attending a conference the day
before this interview in January:
[At the conference, the presenter] was talking about in Finland, I guess, now they've gone
down to three levels of resolution on their grading. And I was at two last year with the
mastery and incomplete. They went down to three. . . . At the very least, we're at five for
ABCDF. But they went down to three. And two of 'em are passing, and one of 'em is not
passing. And that was an interesting distinction, versus if you look at our scale, where
anything under 60 percent is failing. So in essence 6/10, 3/5 are failing. And 2/5 are
passing.
And so we're telling them more about their levels of failure than their levels of passing,
levels of success. Which was interesting to me because, have you ever had a kid come up
to you and say, hey, I think this 42% should be a 49%. No, they don't care.
Jared found that when using traditional grading, students saw only a number and a letter rather
than understanding and skill development. In addition, the conference that he attended made
concrete his ethical unrest with traditional grading: it was more about students failing than
succeeding; any grade less than 60% is failing, and even 70% is not seen as a positive grade.
Jared was looking to resolve his issue with grading, and rather than spend the time to learn about
the NGSS, he was going to continue to use the AP standards so that he could develop standardsbased grading for the upcoming school year for his physics classes. Although he may align his
grading with the NGSS in the future, he does not see the NGSS as a way to better his curriculum,
even though he took the time to learn about it and its potential.
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Teachers’ Frustrations with Reform Implementation
Although all the participants found value in the reform they were working to implement,
they discussed some of the frustrations and difficulties with implementing reform as no reform
supported participants’ goals and satisfied their needs totally. The participants commented that
creating change through reform was complex and time-consuming. They questioned the
reform’s level of belonging within their classroom and curricula and the value of implementing
reform before they thought it was complete and linear. The traditions and structure of school
also created frustrations. Overall, each individual participant had to determine whether the
benefits of implementing a particular reform outweighed the negatives for each particular
situation.
Elizabeth’s sense of being overwhelmed by reform was a consistent theme in her
conversations due to her desire to balance her needs, what was being asked by administrators,
and what her teammates were doing in the classroom. She explained the ways in which she
designed a lesson using standards:
But for that one, I'd say I backtracked more for that one, too. I knew what we wanted to
get at, based off the AP curriculum. And then I pulled the NGSS from all the DCIs
[Disciplinary Core Ideas] from there. And then the other ones, I've been using CCSS--now that I've pulled from there and when I was going through for that unit, I just looked
at all the AP and NGSS standards and tried to pull out all the ones I thought we would
hit. And then for the third and fourth unit, I've been using more of those to plan. It's
been an interesting process. [laughter]
There were moments of struggle in Elizabeth’s process. She incorporated the various topics
from NGSS and looked to the CCSS for skill development as well. She also tried to parallel the
content being taught in other teachers’ AP environmental classes so that her students were
receiving a rigorous curriculum, which meant that she consulted the AP standards as well, all
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without much guidance. Elizabeth tried to remain optimistic about the process, and her laughter
speckled her responses, yet her phrases showed that it was difficult: “interesting process . . .
backtracked more . . . based off . . . pulled from . . . going through unit.” She was trying to pull
in pieces from a variety of places even as she also remained true to her own beliefs about
teaching and learning. Despite this pressure, Elizabeth was intent on figuring out how to align
with the NGSS and deliver “something important to students every day.” Therefore, Elizabeth
continued to use the NGSS and found what made it valuable to her:
I like the thinking---the NGSS asks them to find solutions more, . . . and they don’t know,
and when I sit down and think of a solution, and I'm like, ugh, I don't know. So I'm
hoping at the end of the year---my goal over winter break was to design this project, but I
just didn't---but to have them do some sort of, I've seen it where it's like a green city. Or
design something that's based off of everything that we've learned, maybe it's at the end
of this water unit. So everything we learned about water, maybe you're looking at a place
that has severe drought. What kind of solutions do we have to maximize use of
rainwater, or to do this, and how is this financially, how can we do this? If it's gonna cost
$8 billion to do it for a street, that's not really gonna work. So something like that. . . . So
I don't really know.
Elizabeth appreciated the direction in which the NGSS was taking the curriculum, but she
also thought that it was requiring some intense time for planning that she did not have, especially
as a first-year teacher navigating the profession and all of its responsibilities. At times, the
NGSS brought her confidence as there were moments when it confirmed what she thought was
right for students. Elizabeth continued to think about the ways in which she could improve her
curriculum and teaching for the following school year, and she continued to try her best to
implement reform.
Sam wanted to use reform to facilitate changes in her entire department, which was a
difficult task as many teachers believed that their current teaching practices were effective. Sam
wanted to use the NGSS to support teachers in moving away from lecture and looking for more
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creative ways for students to engage with the learning in the course. However, encouraging
change took a lot of energy and patience. Sam was willing to do the hard work because she had
experiences in which, over time, teachers had attempted to try different ways of teaching other
than lecture. She was also invested in making change happen in her role as teacher leader at
Town High School, which meant that in addition to teaching three courses, she had release
periods during the school day to meet with teachers and discuss curriculum changes and
technology integration. She explained what consistently happened when she proposed new ideas
to her teammates:
I have to justify a lot, any kind of changes that I wanna make to the curriculum. So right
now, Diane and I and Bobby are teaching honors chemistry. And so we sat down over
the summer in the last couple years, and here are the standards that apply, and we totally
changed the order of how we're teaching things, and Diane helped us with that this
summer. I sent her to classes to learn about grading practices. And she wants to do a
good job for the kids. But she just sometimes doesn't know where to start. And the idea
of messiness scares her, too. She likes to have things very structured.
Sam recognized that although it was frustrating that some teachers did not change, there were a
variety of reasons for those teachers’ difficulties in moving away from the highly traditional
lecture-and-multiple-choice-test, follow-the-textbook teaching style, including the control over
the classroom that it had offered when nothing else had ever been expected of them. Yet, Sam
was willing to try to support all teachers in seeking change and in taking risks.
In fact, two other teachers in her department who had been teaching for at least 13 years
worked with Sam to make some changes to their teaching, as did the teacher on her curricular
team. Sam explained that she just wanted science teachers to begin to realize that there was
more to science than memorization. One teacher was willing to make changes based on Sam’s
support:
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We want the kids to do more than just memorize. So the whole point of NGSS is, let's
get the kids doing science and not memorizing science. So Hunter's saying, okay, well,
this is the hundred-question multiple-choice test we gave last year. Here's the 99
questions that ask for a definition. Do you know what I mean? There's no thinking. So
Hunter's saying, okay, guys, we're gonna do a presentation. I'm not gonna teach you
about DNA. Let's throw---this is your question, this is your question, this is your
question. You guys go research it. And then you guys present back as a class in order
and build off of each other's materials.
After working for almost an entire school year with Hunter, a teacher who truly wanted to do a
good job for his students, Sam, as a teacher leader, was able to get him to reconsider a large
assessment, and instead, he encouraged his students to engage in research. Another teacher,
Albert, who was close to retirement, approached Sam, knowing her role as teacher leader, and
asked her to help him also design a research unit and science report project for his students.
Although Sam admitted that the projects had some glitches and that she often had to be
an active member of the creation process rather than a facilitator, she also focused on the
successes; when she pushed the use of the NGSS, it allowed these teachers to see that successful
teaching can be different from lecture and memorization. Sam was finding that when she was
using the NGSS as motivation and impetus for change, she had to deal with a lot of hard work
and frustration, but the outcome was so positive that she appreciated the direction the NGSS
provided. Although she saw problems and limitations with the NGSS, she also saw it as a way to
inspire people to think differently.
Char also appreciated the ways in which reform encouraged her to think differently but
worried that she would never completely finish her curriculum work because it was so timeconsuming and was often interrupted by another initiative asking for more change. As Char had
been teaching chemistry for many years, she had been able to develop the curriculum in quite
solid ways, using the NGSS as well as the AP standards and UbD. But she still thought it was an
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incomplete project because it was an immense amount of work that never seemed to fully
encapsulate her vision of what she wanted and did seem to be the correct way to incorporate the
NGSS into her curriculum. She commented,
I know that I have to make the test first; if I don't have that, then it makes it so that the
whole thing just feels sort of like I'm going off the rails, that I don't have any purpose.
But to make tests for every single thing, for everything, whether it's one standard or a
compilation of standards that I'm testing, . . . I have to have the time to do that. And
that's not realistic. Like, I mean, this is probably four years in the making doing this.
Because to figure out where standards go, and then to be able to test on your standards, a
lot of these topics, we talked about 'em, but I didn't test 'em. Because I didn't have the
time to develop a test that could adequately do that.
Char was quite serious about student learning and tried to balance her own teaching and planning
processes with the demands of the NGSS and the needs of the students. She appreciated the
ways in which the NGSS allowed her to establish expectations for student content and skill
development as well as assessment boundaries to determine students’ levels of understanding.
However, she was frustrated that it was difficult to carry out some of the NGSS expectations
realistically in a chemistry classroom and within the time constraints of teaching. She discussed
the NGSS skill of planning and carrying out an investigation:
And one standard sometimes could be like---could take up a week of my time to prepare
for it. Well, to have them plan out an investigation takes some research time to do that.
Because I have to allow them the opportunity to learn how you design an experiment.
You wouldn't just do that off the cuff. I wouldn't do that.
And for the kids especially, they don't know about safety. So they'll sometimes pick out
some awesome experiment, but you can't realistically do that in the lab because it gives
off noxious fumes or something like that. So I have to give them the opportunity to . . .
actually investigate it.
And you have to develop that within the confines of a classroom. And you don't have
time---you have 50 minutes, how do you have time to develop---how do I make this--how do I develop that?
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Char was frustrated because she wanted to implement the standards with fidelity, but with
her chemistry class, there were safety and time issues. She did not want to bring students
through a process just to force them to abandon it or carry it out in an inauthentic way. She
found it difficult for students to design and carry out and analyze experiments authentically when
they had only 50-minute class periods. In addition, she shared that she would love to allow each
team of students to carry out their own experiment but that she did not have the time to set up a
different lab station for each group and gather all of those materials and have everything
wrapped up in 50 minutes and be ready for her next class. Her worries and frustrations were a
sign of her desire to reflect and become better and use the reforms presented to her in valuable
ways that were reflective of scientific practices in the real world. Char was frustrated that she
could not implement the NGSS completely and that she had to make concessions based on time.
Char wanted to implement the NGSS completely in the ways they were intended, and to do that,
she needed to plan out her entire curriculum but did have the time to do that realistically. Thus,
she worried that she was unable to provide students with the best learning opportunities, even
though she recognized that the NGSS was unrealistic at times, was not as thorough as she would
have liked, and did not completely support her desires for the chemistry curriculum.
Jared was also frustrated with the idea of incomplete implementation, and although he
would have liked to implement standards-based grading wholly, he recognized that even
incomplete implementation fulfilled more of his goals than not using standards-based grading at
all. Jared did find success with standards-based grading in the ways that were of value to him.
He explained,
So the way that we assess, for instance, in physics, it's more appropriate to assess in more
of a binary way in terms of the extra grading. You met the standard, or you didn't meet
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the standard. You have mastery, or you don't; it is actually really telling. It was mastery
or incomplete understanding. And of course, we don't do standards-based reporting in
any way in our district. So you always have to boil it down to numbers. So mastery, they
got 100% on that. And incomplete understanding, they got a 50%. And there was
nothing in between. . . . And it sounds harsh, . . . and the key there was piecing out the
standards into smaller learning objectives for me. That's what worked really well. 'Cause
then the kids got really mad at me ‘cause honors kids see an F and they flip out, . . . but it
did not matter because it all worked out in the end, and I showed them that, whether I
used the traditional grading scale or binary did not matter, really. The grade was the
same in the end, but that F became a scab, an inconsistency, and it drove them crazy.
And then they wanted to learn that piece, and I was able to show them exactly what they
did not understand.
Jared appreciated when students took notice of their grade and used it to propel them to
ask about their level of understanding. He explained that by grading in a binary way, the
students were learning the underlying principle of physics---you have to master understanding so
that you can apply it, articulate it, carry it out in new ways and not just memorize a formula. In
addition, he was able to pinpoint exactly what students did and did not understand, he helped
them work through the material, and then he offered them the option to reassess and change the
grade when they had shown mastery.
However, Jared was unable to implement standards-based grading fully as the district ran
a traditional 100-point scale, ABCDF, model. In order to create a version of standards-based
grading, he had to justify his reasoning and the mathematical practicality of it to parents,
students, and his department chair. People realized that his version of standards-based grading
was better overall for student success and the numerical value actually worked out and benefitted
students. However, he did then have to calculate a grade for student report cards based on the
traditional model, which created extra work, which he believed undermined the purity of the
standards-based grading system and the ways it represented learning in the discipline.
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Jared commented that even with issues and limitations, standards-based grading
supported physics’ knowing and levels of thinking better than traditional grading. In fact, he
commented that traditional grading actually deterred understanding of physics, as exemplified in
an example of recall application:
It was on Newton's second law, force equals mass times acceleration. . . . But for recall
application, it had them in the lab discovering Newton's second law. But really truthfully
to me, that incorporates a whole 'nother set of skills then. Because now you're
incorporating scientific literacy in lab skills. You're not testing that content at a higher
level. The content is the content. Do you know what I mean? . . . If you had your
standards-based grading running, though, it could work.
Jared went on to explain how to test the content at a higher level by looking at Newton’s third
law and considering acceleration and the ways in which “you could press down and yet move
up? That would be a recall application---because you have to grasp it so well to not only be able
to conceptualize it but then articulate it.” However, what he was really pointing out was that all
aspects of physics could be evaluated and evaluated cleanly using standards-based grading, not
with lab skills embedded within content knowledge. The NGSS supported such a consideration
as the NGSS separated out content and skill as well, as did the AP standards. So Jared, who
knew physics as both a professional who worked in the field and a teacher who was trying to
teach physics to high school students, was uncomfortable when true physics knowing and
learning were compromised, and for him in his position as a high school teacher, standards-based
grading was the best solution. However, after considering all options, he believed that the AP
standards best worked with standards-based grading, and he was undecided about how the NGSS
supported him better or differently than did the AP standards.
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Teachers’ Perceptions Regarding
Positive Aspects of Reform
The participants were frustrated with reform and recognized that one reform was unable
to support their goals for the classroom completely. However, at times, they desired to
implement a particular reform better and believed they could do so with more time or a changed
structure. Sometimes, too, participants used reform as guidance to achieve something that they
already believed in, or they wanted to abandon reform because it did not seem to support their
beliefs and desires for student learning. Elizabeth and Sam believed that reform provided
direction for teachers who needed to change and who were searching for ways to change. Char
believed that reform developed her skill in creating and modifying curriculum, and Jared
appreciated reforms that were able to support student understanding of the discipline.
Elizabeth appreciated the direction that the NGSS provided. Her approach to reform was
similar to Sam’s; both participants chose aspects of curricular reform that aligned with their
philosophy of teaching and learning and used those aspects to help them modify, invigorate, and
continue to develop their curriculum and teaching. Elizabeth was overwhelmed sometimes but
chose not to “focus on the negative so much” and thought that reform would make her better so
that she could make “sure they are getting that skill” even though “it’s never gonna be perfect.”
Unfortunately, Elizabeth’s learning process could be better supported. She was being asked to
take on a great deal of responsibility, and as a new teacher, she was unsure of her role with her
teammates. She was trying to learn how to be a teacher and also learning about the AP
standards, the NGSS, and how to work with reform in the classroom.
Sam’s frustration was that sometimes the reforms fell short or that other colleagues had
difficulty making changes to their teaching, but she appreciated that reforms encouraged her and
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others to reflect on their practices. Sam still found value in the reforms because they were a
reason to encourage people to change:
I stay with [working with reforms] because if I can save one more kid from a teacher who
does not care or a teacher who lectures, I will do it. . . . If I hear one more teacher say,
“We are on Chapter 3,” I am going to poke my eye out. . . . Science textbook companies
should not be dictating what is right for our kids.
Sam began the discussion by commenting that reforms were an “excuse to make what we
are doing better,” to “ask important questions about ourselves and our teaching,” to “get out of
the textbooks, PowerPoints, lectures,” as an “opportunity/mechanism to make changes” and “get
me to a greater end” by supporting others in “engaging in higher level thinking.” Overall,
despite Sam’s comments on the limitations of the NGSS and other reforms and the difficulties
and frustrations with being the leader for change, she was constantly willing to use reform and
support her colleagues in using reform in ways that supported her beliefs about what it took to
design valuable lessons for students. However, there may have been times when she
compromised her own beliefs and desires for the course in order to work with teammates to
implement reform in ways that worked for them. Although Sam brought out much change in
others, she seemed to be ready to implement reform using a disciplinary literacy approach and
become a model for others.
Char, like Sam and Elizabeth, had a desire to improve her teaching constantly, and
although she was frustrated that good reforms such as UbD “go away” and new ones “take their
place” and that it was difficult to implement reform wholly due to time restrictions and
classroom parameters, she took hold of the pieces of reform that she believed supported her
growth and development as a teacher. In addition, Char was comfortable not using reform when
she did not think it aligned with what she needed to develop her course as she recognized that
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aligning to reform required an intense time investment and she wanted to be certain that her
physics curriculum would actually benefit from the NGSS more than the work she and Jared
were doing for the course. In addition, she seemed to protect herself from becoming too
wrapped up the implementation of reform due to past experiences:
Every UbD meeting was, like, how can we get these teachers who don’t believe to do
this? And I think the answer is that you can’t. Did you know that most of the science
department did not even know there was a UbD team? They just thought our department
chair was meeting with her favorites to work on curriculum. . . . We asked, “How could
you have missed the message of all those institutes and curriculum days?” And they said,
“We just weren’t listening because we knew if would go away.”
Char recognized that some people were not willing to reflect on their practice and some people
were afraid to try new ideas and make change. In the past, she had focused her energies on those
people; at the time of the study, she expressed that she focused on the positive changes that she
could make.
All of her work with AP standards, UbD, NGSS, and other reforms gave Char the
confidence to begin to develop curriculum on her own. Char used NGSS heavily in her
chemistry class, showing that she was quite familiar with the content of the NGSS. Basically,
Char knew the reforms so well that her choice not to use NGSS and to develop the regular
physics curriculum with other sources was an informed decision and showed that she had gained
the confidence and expertise to make such a decision.
Jared also possessed the knowledge and confidence to choose to forego alignment with
the NGSS, and instead, he was looking to re-implement standards-based grading using the AP
standards because he believed it better supported learning in the discipline. However, just
because he was looking to the AP standards, he did not totally dismiss the NGSS permanently.
He was willing to consider the ways in which the NGSS and the AP standards worked together
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within the regular physics curriculum and then translate that into standards-based grading, but at
the time of the study, that time and energy was being used to figure out ways to balance the
frustration of not being able to enact standards-based grading authentically but having to fit it
into a traditional grading model. Jared was willing to do his best within the parameters he had
because he realized the immense benefits for students. The NGSS did not offer Jared the
additional support he was seeking to make the course better for students. Overall, Jared took on
issues that bothered him in an intellectual, ethical way, and he used reform in ways that
supported him in resolving such conflicts.
Jared commented a couple of times that his goal was to “help students understand what
they don’t know so that they can begin to learn physics, but in a way so that they don’t get
frustrated and shut down,” and he explained that, in physics, “the more you know, the more you
realize that you don’t know and things can be grasped differently and become abstract.” Jared
believed that standards-based grading was able to support this sort of thinking.

Bringing Together the Reasons for Using Reform
Overall, when considering participants’ reasons for using reform, it was not because it
was part of a movement or because administrators wanted them to do so. Even Elizabeth, who
commented that she was using reform because administrators wanted her to, considered reform
only in the ways that would support what she already wanted out of the course. In addition, she
believed that administrators wanted her to become a stronger teacher, which was their reason for
the reform. Char took a more cautious approach and did not try to encourage all people to take
on the reform, as she had done in the past, and she did not use NGSS for physics. She and Jared
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had found confidence in their own abilities and in their combined abilities. Sam used reform as a
reason for change, not as the change itself. Therefore, frustrations with reform did not prevent
participants from implementing them probably because participants knew it was not really about
the reform as much as it was about finding knowledge and information that supported something
about teaching and learning that they already knew in which they believed. Thus, the reforms
became just sources of knowledge, guidance, and purpose.

“It’s Just a Struggle---to Find Ways to Design Something,
or Evaluate Something---Differentiating that
for All Levels of Students”
Teachers' perceptions of student ability and need impacted teachers' interpretations of
literacy and its role in their planning and teaching. A theme was present in the data in which
teachers’ perceptions of student ability and need impacted the ways in which teachers interpreted
literacy and the role of literacy in the classroom. Understanding the ways in which the teachers
interpreted “literacy” and implemented literacy instruction was a critical consideration for this
study as a literacy professional could always look for ways to support teachers in working to
change, possibly using reform to do so. In the context of this study, the change involved
eventually apprenticing teachers into the ways of teaching scaffolded, discipline-specific literacy
practices for the purpose of apprenticing students into the discipline.

Teachers’ Perceptions of Students’ Literacy Needs
When the participants discussed literacy, they often brought up aspects of literacy with
which students struggle. At times, participants commented that they anticipated certain literacy-
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related struggles, such as note-taking and precise use of language and vocabulary; however, there
were other times when participants commented that they were surprised that students were
struggling with skills such as reading a graph and reading for information when researching. All
participants tried to scaffold the literacy skill instruction to benefit student learning, yet the
participants shared that they wanted more ideas and more direction on how to scaffold these
literacy skills better. Ultimately, although participants may have thought that they had difficulty
teaching certain literacy skills, and although some of their ideas of what “literacy” meant in the
classroom were mostly focused on content-area literacy strategies, they recognized the value of
literacy instruction, made time for such instruction within their own definitions of “literacy,” and
were interested in seeking professional development to enrich their knowledge of how to
scaffold literacy practices for student learning.
When asked directly about teaching “literacy skills,” Sam explained that most of her
students were in the higher level honors courses and, therefore, possessed the ability to access
information independently when reading. She explained,
So they come in with a pretty high basic reading knowledge. They're kind of interested
in science; otherwise, why sign up for an honors course kind of a thing? So I really don't
do a lot of very specific strategy building, except when kids come in and they say I'm
having trouble with this. And so then we'll sit down and, like, are you highlighting? Are
you underlining? But more importantly, what questions do you have? So it's the
annotation piece. When you're reading through this, what questions do they have? Or if
they're making a claim, how do you identify that, hey, they've just said this, or how do
you know that they're using evidence to support their claim? That's where the
underlining and the highlighting. But teaching them not just to highlight everything.
How do you highlight just that important idea so that you know to go back to it or to list
it out?
We do a lot of graphic organizers. So if it's a for-and-against, make a T chart, or really
kind of evaluating what type of reading it is, and then finding a graphic organizer that
helps 'em organize that information.
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Sam commented that she provided “specific strategy building” only upon student request,
based on a difficulty they were having accessing text for her course. Her definition of literacy in
this moment involved strategies such as reading to obtain, evaluate, and communicate
information. A look at her strategy instruction showed that she pushed students to consider
claim and evidence, not necessarily for the purpose of crafting a scientific explanation or
argument but more for the comprehension of a text.
She further explained that the types of texts she asked all students to read were never
from a textbook but rather from websites, magazines, newspapers, or blogs,
so that we can keep it on point, . . . and then it's really asking them what questions do you
have about this? Did they do a good job of explaining their claim and then using
evidence to support it? Pulling out those kinds of ideas from it.
With all students, Sam worked through critical-thinking questions as a strategy for
reading. Sam saw a need to get all students to consider not only the “argument” or “stance” of a
text but also if the author supported the ideas with evidence and sound reasoning. Thus,
although she provided some students support in terms of highlighting, organizing, and asking
questions, she perceived that all students needed support with aspects of critical thinking.
However, she explained that some teachers provided only one level of teaching to all students all
the time. She explained,
If you're talking about teachers with honors AP level classes, they tend to assume that
you come in functioning at the level that they need you, and they will not waste time on
teaching you literacy skills, because clearly, if you're in their class, you should just do it.
Is that fair? Then they lecture, and you take notes, and you memorize. Sometimes there
is no talking in those classes, except for the teacher.
Although these higher functioning students were probably not struggling to take notes during
lecture or annotate a text or find a main idea, Sam noted, based on her years of experience as a
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teacher, that they probably struggled in other ways (e.g., struggled to take risks, form opinions,
engage in discovery, etc.), needed to grow and develop their learning in various ways (e.g.,
solving a problem without guidance, making an ethical decision on a topic, forming an
argument), and were missing out on the potential to be learning, engaging, and experiencing the
discipline in ways other than lecture. Sam realized that all students needed support with their
learning in some way and at times in her discussion, she moved away from talking about just
content-area literacy strategies and more about discipline-specific literacy strategies (i.e., solving
a problem, forming an argument, engaging in discovery).
Sam’s belief that all students needed support in some way was furthered through
conversations with Elizabeth involving her lesson on students reading graphs and simulations.
Elizabeth incorporated a lesson using graphs in the second semester. She enjoyed seeing kids
become engaged with computer-simulated graphs that showed ice cover and its effects.
However, Elizabeth was surprised at the difficulties students had, as well as who the students
were who had the difficulties:
They were just trying to look at it and answer the question without actually reading the
graph, which I think maybe they just haven't had a lot of practice and haven't---or they
just don't want to. They wanna just be able to answer the question.
Elizabeth commented on students’ difficulties with understanding the purpose of the
graph in their understanding of the topic. She also commented that they were not “actually
reading the graph” and questioned if it was ability or impatience. She continued,
Some of them surprised me in this activity---that some of my higher kids struggled with
the graph reading. So it took them longer than I had expected to get through it. And so it
was interesting. But there were the kids that immediately asked the question. They don't
sit there and just stare at it until they're like, I don't get it. They're like, what does this
mean? It's interesting because the higher kids are not---they know to ask because they're
not used to being confused. So it's like a weird thing for them. And they get panicky.
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Whereas the kids who are used to being confused are like, well I'm confused---no big
surprise.
Elizabeth believed that reading these graphs was an important skill for students to master. She
noticed that even the students in higher level classes, who typically did well and were rarely
confused, struggled during this lesson. Elizabeth admitted that even though she had not been
consistent with use of graphs in student learning throughout the year, she thought students would
have an easier time with the assignment. She explained that in order to support students, she
would follow up the lesson on Monday by “bringing up” strategies and “talking about all of
them” and “going through it.” Elizabeth recognized that all students struggled with something.
She was willing to give the time to talk students through their misunderstandings. She saw that
students learned at different rates, and she realized that she assumed some things about her
higher level learners. Elizabeth decided to make changes to her curriculum based on student
difficulty and do something about this area of student need but was uncertain how to do so
without support.
Elizabeth wanted to bring her students to a discipline-specific place of analyzing and
interpreting data and developing and using models, but she was uncertain about how to make it
happen. Elizabeth wanted to do more than what she was doing to scaffold instruction; she
wanted students, by second semester, to be able to look at a graph and know how to glean
information from it and apply that information to the concepts and content being learned.
For Sam and Elizabeth, literacy instruction already held a place in their instruction in
some way. In addition, they recognized that it benefited student learning when they taught
literacy strategies, skills, and ideas. These teachers recognized students’ varying abilities and
wanted to be able to support them.
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Char, like Elizabeth, wanted more out of her literacy instruction in order to support
students. Char included some strategy instruction in her classes, such as note-taking and
vocabulary work, and she also was aware that these strategies were good but that she was in need
of more ideas pertaining to supporting students in learning the skills valuable to the discipline of
science. She understood that students needed more discipline-specific skill instruction but was
uncertain what that was and what it could look like in the discipline. For example, she explained
her struggles with a research assignment:
I created this research unit, and I thought they would just get on the computers and
research because they do it in English---right? I realized they do not know how to
research.
Well, they all did horribly and did not know what to do, and some kids did not even know
how to use Google properly, and I was so confused. . . . So I went to ask an English
teacher, and she explained that you have to teach it like it is new every time, and you
have to really break down and scaffold each step of the assignment because they need
each step taught each time, and so I did that, and it went better, and I went to a
professional development thing on it, and they said the same thing---to start small---and
so for this year, I am doing that. . . . But I could really use [the literacy professional’s]
help with the research part because I still don’t know if they can do it, and I don’t want
them to all fail again, and I am not allowing them to pick any topic; I am giving them
three, and it’s about how molecular structure allows the functions of these things. And
last time, they could pick anything, and it was really hard on me, but now I know better.
Char wanted to design a unit in which students obtained, evaluated, and communicated
information in order to construct an explanation. She wanted students to gain knowledge
independently, but she admitted that she needed help to make it manageable for the classroom
and also authentic for the students, while supporting a variety of levels of skill development.
Char recognized that she was inaccurate in her assumption about students’ research abilities just
as Elizabeth had been inaccurate about their ability to read a graph. Rather than give up on the
assignment, she sought support from other teachers and professional development resources.
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However, she was requesting additional support from a literacy professional to really make the
lesson what she envisioned them to be.
These teachers have made room in their instruction for literacy. Their awareness of
literacy and strategy instruction became a valuable place to begin discussion of ways in which to
incorporate and scaffold more discipline-specific literacy practices into their instruction. These
teachers’ desire to do better could be supported by providing them the time to work with a
literacy professional to further scaffold their lessons, using discipline-specific literacy practices
so that they can work with students at various levels of learning.
Jared too was looking for a better way to teach students about language and vocabulary in
physics. He discussed that it was difficult for students to gain a deep, conceptual understanding
of certain terms in physics. In addition, he had noticed that it was difficult for students to want
to be specific and precise with language and inscriptions. Jared explained that students just
wanted to memorize a definition and move on. The problem with physics, he explained, was that
one word could have multiple definitions that depended on the context of the situation:
So there I said “velocity” five times. It means five different things. And there's four
equations, four main equations. And you can only use certain ones at certain times. Or
you can swap 'em out, but you need to know what you're doing in order to swap 'em out.
So it's, like, that specific.
Jared explained that students had difficulty gaining a deep conceptual knowledge of a
word, which could hurt their ability to do well in physics because definitions of words often
depended on their context. So if a student was lacking that conceptual word knowledge of, for
instance, “velocity,” then the student would understand neither the contexts within which the
word was used nor the equations or applications or reasons for the differences. He was
concerned because he knew that vocabulary could be a roadblock to understanding in the
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discipline and if students did not take that first step in understanding vocabulary, then they would
be unable to grasp any of the concepts in the discipline.
In addition, he believed that students’ knowledge was often incorrect when they entered
his class, and he was looking for ways to “undo” the inaccurate beliefs that students possessed.
He explained that many science teachers had trouble teaching students the nuanced facets of
science language and that their solution was to simplify it, which Jared thought only hurt
students in their development of knowledge of physics. He explained one example involving the
language of symbolic inscriptions:
Some teachers will just have them use the letter “d” for everything---distance,
displacement, whatever---just to keep it simple. Or they will say that mass and weight
are the same thing and then tell them, “but a physics teacher might change that later, if
you take physics.” And the thing is, there are symbols just because they ran out of letters,
and some of those symbols, like the “mu” [µ], mean different things to different
disciplines, like statistics. And the letter “F” means different things, depending on the
letter after it. So we have “F” for friction but if it’s an
then that means “force of
friction” or a , which means “normal force.”
He went on to say that some teachers just say that “F” is force, creating an inaccurate
understanding of the knowledge because “F” can mean so many concepts. His students would
enter his classroom and were used to teachers oversimplifying. And when he would try to
demonstrate inscriptions and all of the different meanings of a letter, word, or symbol, the
students would become resistant and overwhelmed. He commented that if students were aware
of the complexity from the start, then maybe they would not be as resistant to it later.
He added also that society does not help student understanding of physics either:
Kids are used to accelerating means speeding up. In physics, accelerating means
speeding up, accelerating means slowing down, accelerating means change direction. . ..
And you can’t fix those misconceptions. . . . I mean, I tag it ahead of time. And so at
least the A students, the ones that are typically gonna hear you and remember what you
say a little bit, will at least hear you say, “I know you have heard this word before but in
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this class it means--- . . . I mean, ‘acceleration’ in this class does not mean ‘acceleration’
in [another class].
Jared was concerned that students would be unable to work through their societal misconceptions
with language. Jared said that he would “tag it,” meaning that he would try to point out
explicitly the misunderstanding by talking through why their thinking was inaccurate, but he
worried that most students were unable or unwilling to accept the new information. In order to
gather more information about teaching physics and specificity with language, I interviewed
another physics teacher in the district, Watson (a pseudonym). Watson, agreed with Jared.
Watson, a former pilot for the Air Force and a high school physics teacher for 14 years,
explained that content was wrapped up in the vocabulary and language. And if students were
unable to grasp the vocabulary, then they would have trouble doing well with the content.
Watson provided an insightful example that supported and clarified Jared's commentary. Watson
stated,
So there's a lot of stuff that we have to fight just from common language usage on a day
to day basis. Those kinds of things get said a lot. And where people just kind of equate
them… And many, many studies on physics education research have shown that kids, in
spite of the fact that you'll go through and you'll tell 'em and you'll have some equations
and practice problems and see through all your work, that weight and mass are not the
same thing…You wait until they graduate and ask 'em in the middle of summer, and
they'll say the same thing. You'll give a scenario, and they'll put them right back together
as equal again. It doesn't always stick that well.
Jared and non-focal participant Watson described that language was everything in physics, but
between society and teachers creating misconceptions for students and students’ unwillingness to
learn vocabulary on a conceptual level, they found it difficult for all students to succeed in
physics and to create long-lasting learning, despite their best efforts. However, because Watson
and Jared knew that language was a critical part of the knowing in the discipline, they wanted to
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find additional ways to support student learning without sacrificing ways of knowing that were
authentic to the discipline.
Jared and Watson recognized that even the most successful students struggled with
difficult aspects of the discipline. They understood that students wanted clean understandings
and minimal confusion, but that physics was not about such principles. Because Jared and
Watson often taught students who were typically successful students, they were in need of ways
to support students in grasping vocabulary in discipline-specific ways by teaching this higher
achieving population to be comfortable with the difficulty that often does accompany learning
and risk-taking.
The participants believed that students were struggling in various ways, and they tried
various tactics of scaffolding certain literacy skills. Sam provided her students with guiding
questions, Elizabeth talked through how to read graphs and showed students how to understand
graphs, Char broke down her research assignment into more manageable pieces, and Jared and
Watson made explicit the misconceptions with language during their lectures and
demonstrations. However, all participants believed that something was lacking in their
approach, and they wanted to know how to support student learning better in the discipline.

Teachers’ Perceptions of Students’ Difficulties
Conceptualizing the Discipline
The participants perceived students to have difficulty with a variety of literacy skills in
the discipline. Although this was a valid concern and participants wanted to learn ways to
scaffold these literacy practices better, what was more concerning was participants’ reports of
students’ inability to think in the “ways of the discipline.” All the participants commented that
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teaching and learning science was difficult because students often had trouble grasping the
“ways of thinking” that were unique to the discipline of science. The participants did not always
explicitly point out these “ways of thinking,” but they alluded to them in their descriptions of
lessons and students’ struggles. These “ways of thinking” included taking risks, sharing
information, appreciating criticism, thinking critically, working through confusion, and using
language specifically. It also included accepting the dynamic, ever-changing nature of
knowledge, finding value in the details, and accepting uncertainty. The participants recognized
that these “ways of thinking” were difficult for many adults, let alone adolescents, but what was
less clear for participants was the understanding of how literacy practices would create
opportunities for students to begin to think in those scientific ways.
Elizabeth questioned how to scaffold instruction when she thought that students were not
always willing to engage in their own learning and develop information that they wanted to share
with others. Elizabeth explained that when she was a high school student, she would just listen
to lecture, take notes, memorize, and “give it back” to the teacher. She explained that she was
good at that, but that she did not believe it was true learning. Therefore, she thought students
would be appreciative of the ways in which she was trying to engage them in their own learning
processes. She was frustrated by students’ unwillingness to take risks in their learning and their
preference to just sit and listen:
We're not making you sit there. We're actually asking you to---I'm gonna give you a little
bit of background information, asking you to investigate a little bit, and hopefully learn--in the doing. . . . Which is hard for them to see. And they think the easy way out is to just
get the lecture, memorize, spit it back, . . . like lazy or they don't wanna have to think or
they are afraid to be wrong. And we teach them that the teacher is smart, so they don’t
feel like they know enough, and that's a big thing I try with my freshmen is to get them to
just try it. It's okay. It's okay that this is hard. And it's okay if you're completely wrong.
That's fine. Because that's science.
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Elizabeth went on to explain that a lot of science was trying and failing or coming out with a
paper that would be challenged a few years later. But she tried to explain to the students that if
they never put their thoughts out there, then there would never be anything to disprove and
knowledge would not be able to move forward. However, she recognized that such thinking was
tough for students, although that did not dissuade her from wanting it for students. She believed
passionately that students should gain this type of thinking despite the difficulty. However,
because Elizabeth was lacking the support to make scaffolding this type of thinking a reality in
the classroom, she began to wonder if her students were able to think like scientists and if they
were able to take risks. She also started to question her own abilities and admitted that although
she believed she was being a good teacher by not lecturing, she worried because that seemed to
be the type of teaching students liked and with which they found success. She was unsure how
to get students away from thinking that the teacher was the expert. She wanted badly for
students to see how valuable their own thinking and knowledge was, and she wanted them to
understand that even scientists were wrong sometimes and that it was okay because much of
knowing in the discipline was about growing and modifying and changing.
Elizabeth scaffolded a risk-taking type of thinking by making the grades that were
attached to certain learning experiences almost inconsequential to students’ overall grade in the
class, thinking that it would allow students the freedom to take risks. However, that sense of
“safety” gave most students the indication that they did not have to complete the assignment at
all. Therefore, she wanted and needed more from her instruction, in addition to this grading
practice, that would create the risk-taking, inquisitive environment Elizabeth wanted to create.
Elizabeth would benefit from creating a structured discourse community within her classroom
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that would involve students being engaged in conversation with each other and focused on
explanation and argumentation.
Char also recognized that students had trouble understanding how knowledge was
developed in the science community, especially when it came to data application. She explained,
When you tell them the data is “subjective,” they immediately think it is garbage, and I
want them, for now, to trust in the data. The data just is, but they can’t do that all the
time because they need to know that science is empirically embedded---based on data--and it is the analysis that will tell you something. . . . And data itself is generally always
good---scientists don’t just invent data---they don’t cook up data in the lab. . . . Kids think
data comes from mad scientists. . . . But at the same time, I mean, how strange does this
sound, that science information does get messed with and we have to be critical and
follow the money? People do invent interpretations of the data. So you have to be
skeptical there.
Char needed students to be able to see the various forms of data and information gathering. She
wanted students to realize that scientists’ actual data was usually sound and it was not until
people began to analyze and interpret the data that aspects of humanness started to make the data
into something different. She wanted students to understand that it was the human “interference”
that created both questionable studies and space for critical consideration. She explained ways in
which to analyze a study to determine credibility:
How does the design of the study obtain that data, and then, do the analysis and
interpretations make sense? How are they backing it? It’s about the evidence for the
claim, and scientists want people to pick it apart; they put it out there and make
themselves vulnerable---sometimes scientists don’t want to be right---like with the atomic
bomb, diseases, etc. They want people to say---but check this, and did you think of this?
But kids just think then that the scientist does not know what he is talking about---they
just want an answer, a truth, and they want it right but that is not real-life science---they
want people to think outside the box.
Both Char and Elizabeth brought up a difficult component of science-thinking: knowledge
cannot be seen as grounded and stable but as dynamic, as scientists create interpretations and rely
on each other to provide and challenge them. Both Char and Elizabeth questioned whether
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students were able to understand and recognize that, in science, “the only way to know is to
discuss and debate and point out each other’s flaws in reasoning.” Although a structured
discourse community would again be beneficial, such an undertaking with a high school class
takes time and dedication. In addition, Char had tried to create learning opportunities in which
students gathered their own data in lab situations, and she struggled in a variety of ways,
including having difficulty setting aside the class time, obtaining specific materials, and working
with students who lacked the knowledge and motivation to complete the process safely and
correctly.
Her solution was to create a sense of motivation for students by providing a
demonstration at the beginning of each physics concept. She mentioned that then students were
able to see the end goal and obtain a visual of how all the learning in terms of topics, vocabulary,
lab skills, and lab instruments introduced in the beginning of the unit would come together in the
end. Char explained her reasoning for demonstrating the lab:
I think that earlier on in my career, I would have been---probably in many points in my
career, I would've been---worried about giving them too much, and then not giving them
the opportunity to think. But especially in reg physics, I have found that when they lose
their way, in general they disengage. . . . In AP, they're fine jumping out of the airplane.
But our reg guys still need to be tandem. . . . I have very few students who get caught up
in the curiosity of figuring out how to get from Point A to Point B. Because for them, I
actually think it's more fun to perform the experiment knowing this is what I should find
in the end---I think that they feel like they need that safety net. They probably need to
see it more times, is the difference. They're just not at that point in this particular subject
area. Perhaps in English, they can absolutely take it and run with it. But just not in here.
So I think that they like that security and safety---I think, in general, we feel like high
school kids should not need those supports in place. And they do.
Char continued to reflect on what students needed and were able to do. She thought about the
various levels she taught and what each group needed. She interpreted literacy in ways that
supported these perceptions. She found that when students did not have a visual of the end goal,
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they could be overwhelmed, disengage, and thus, she feared, learn nothing, and so she provided
demonstrations for students to observe what they would then recreate.
She knew that students needed to see the difference between the actual data and the
analysis of the data and she also knew that it needed to be in ways that were as close to authentic
as possible. Although Char had attempted to allow students to engage in such ways, she had
faced limitations and struggles, and she admitted that she would appreciate continued
professional development. She wanted to take the time to think through the skills in order to
scaffold lab situations better and overcome the struggles she had encountered in the past. In
addition, Char’s dedication to her students was admirable; she really worked to find a variety of
ways to balance the students’ need to be successful and safe and also try to remain true to the
discipline.
Jared also commented on developing students’ ability to think in ways that were unique
to the discipline and that were not always natural. He commented many times on his desire to
teach students how to work through confusion and embrace the dynamic nature of science
knowledge. He explained that scientists did not allow frustration to stop them from moving
forward with their learning and instead continued to work through frustration and confusion,
even over long spans of time, in order to find what they were seeking. He described ways in
which scientists developed knowledge over time in terms of language:
And, the thing is---the word “heat” took, I don't know how many years, 500 years, to
define. So the physicists and chemists didn't use it---they used it all different ways when
they were talking, until it was defined 500 years later. So some of these guys were dead.
And the physics we're teaching [to students] took 1,200 years to 2,000 years to figure out,
in many cases.
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Jared recognized the complexity of physics and why it was difficult and confusing for students.
He recognized that knowledge in science was often changing and shifting, based on new
discoveries and ever-advancing technologies, but he had trouble teaching students to see that
knowing was not a fixed concept and that being specific with language was a critical component
of communicating the dynamics of knowledge in physics.
He referred to the students who did find success in physics as being the ones “whose
foreign language skills are high. . . . It's also grammar and syntax when you're being specific
with language.” He went on to say that students complained that the math was hard, but really,
Jared knew it was something different:
The part you don't get are two things. One, the specificity of language; you're being lazy
with your language. And second, and this is genuinely hard for the kids, is what are you
allowed to assume to be true. That's what physics is when you're doing a problem. What
are you allowed to assume to be true? After that, it's being specific with the language to
know what you're allowed to assume, which is them actually being diligent and
disciplined. And after that, it's, sure, the math, I guess.
Throughout his interviews, Jared continued to say that trying to teach students the value and
depth of language was difficult. He mentioned often the specificity of the language in physics,
which included symbols and letters as part of the inscriptive process of communication. He
explained that the language was what allowed physicists to create and communicate knowledge
accurately but that students had trouble with this attuned, specific way of thinking about
language. Watson and Jared also commented on the difficulty of encouraging students to
separate what they had learned from society’s understanding of physics and what physics really
involved. Both were interested in developing a way to support students in working through
language-based misconceptions as both had seen some success but were finding that such
learning was not sustained over time.
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Jared commented on the teaching method called “modeling,” through which students
were able to break their misconceptions. Watson described the method more fully:
The best idea is basically to lead them through a process where they---experimentally,
and sometimes I'm doing labs and stuff like that---where they have opportunities to
maybe make predictions. And they'll make predictions based on the misconception. And
then when they do the lab, they go, oh, my God, that didn't work. So the idea is to try to
break that. Not to just kind of teach them, but to actually break that connection in their
mind. . . . But that takes a lot of time, and we don’t do that, and I don’t know the
soundness of that teaching method.
This method involved students putting to trial their misconceptions and seeing what occurred.
When their predictions did not match the outcome, it became a teachable moment through which
students could gain an understanding of the inaccuracy of their thinking. However, Watson
questioned the soundness of the modeling method, which was a valuable consideration, and he
believed that he would need the time to really think through what that would look like in his
teaching and if it would truly benefit students.
Although the modeling technique was a way to work through misconceptions, neither
Watson nor Jared believed it remained true to the discipline, and they did not think it gave them
the results that they needed or expected. However, they did desire additional ways to support
students in grasping the conceptual meaning of words as well as the value of using correct forms
of language and vocabulary in order to create, understand, and communicate knowledge in the
discipline. If working with a literacy professional, Jared and Watson might be able to develop
modeling in a way that would work for their needs and beliefs about learning and teaching in the
discipline. Jared and Watson could benefit from providing learning situations in which students
must use specific language in order to describe their unique methods and results. Students
needed to learn about the value of language and the need for specificity by using it in unique
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ways to communicate their own findings and ideas, and although Jared and Watson agreed with
this idea, they were uncertain of the best way to carry it out.
For years, Sam had been trying to teach students how to take risks and think like a
scientist by trying to design lab work that did not end with exactly the same result for every
student. She had worked to create a series of units that provided students with opportunities to
develop their independent thinking and problem-solving skills when planning and carrying out
investigations. She explained that she began with demonstrations in order to show students
various aspects of the lab and provide a goal for students to achieve. For this unit, she wanted
students to see the variety of ways in which they would be able to show chemical reactions. She
also incorporated some of the mathematical components of balancing equations. From there,
Sam assigned students to lab stations so that they could experiment and try to figure out all that
they had just observed. The students’ goal was to find a way to trap gas without losing mass and
then teach others about the law of conservation of mass in ways they would understand. Thus,
Sam worked to scaffold a lesson that included purpose and audience. She tried to give students
enough that they could begin to carry out investigations without step-by-step lab assignments.
She wanted the kids to take risks and problem-solve:
So some kids tried it 10 times. Some kids tried it 100 times. And still weren't able to get
it---for whatever reason, they weren't able to get it close to matching. So we talked about
it, but it was a good process to understand trial and error, and how do you refine your
design, and whatever else. . . . And they just spent days basically working on it. And then
they had to collect data into a final data table. And then we started talking about our
reaction types. And so we would talk through each of the patterns. And so it was like a
day of notes, a day of practice, a day of notes, a day of practice, for a bunch of days in a
row. Which is painful.
Sam explained that students were engaged in the problem-solving aspect of the unit and that she
engaged students in additional problem-solving discussions throughout. She had her students
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collecting data and discussing what they interpreted from their data. She admitted that these
processes were difficult for the students and the teacher but that she thought it was valuable.
Also, she explained later that many students copied from each other. She interpreted that to
mean that students were having difficulty thinking independently. So she encouraged the
students to be more comfortable taking risks by scaffolding in more traditional ways. She
combined the less-structured lab experiments with note-taking, research, worksheets, organizers,
and study sessions. She further explained,
And really I'm kind of at the point where the kids that just are open and give it a try and
actually practice do fine. And that the kids that look at it, get confused on the first one,
and quit don't do well at all. I have so many quitters in honors chemistry it's not even
funny. They just don't have---they're so used to just knowing, that they don't know how
to practice something.
Sam recognized that her students struggled to take risks because they were used to
knowing things and having the right answers. She knew that her lessons made students
uncomfortable because she was not giving them the answers through lecture for them to
memorize and caused some of them a lot of stress, so they shut down. However, Sam knew she
had to continue to take students out of their comfort zones in order to show them their own
abilities. She wanted to support students in struggling through and using their various resources
to access information so that they could find success in the end. She hoped that, by the end of
the year, students would be more confident in their abilities.
Although Sam was proud that many students reached a point at which they were willing
to take risks and solve problems independently, she also wanted to incorporate more scaffolded
components to support students further. In her lessons, Sam had students asking questions;
analyzing and interpreting data; and obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information, but
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she did not teach these literacy components in an explicit, linear, consistent way. Sam discussed
the ways in which she provided scaffolding (e.g., notes, quizzes, and organizers). It would be
valuable for Sam to have the time to focus on how discipline-specific literacy practices can
additionally support her in developing students’ conceptual understanding and risk-taking in the
classroom.
Sam, like Char and Elizabeth, recognized that students had limitations, and she attributed
those limitations to learned behaviors. Sam commented often that students learn science through
lecture and memorization, which hurts their natural curiosity and desire to engage in science.
She wanted to bring students back to a place of curiosity and a love of learning. If Sam had the
time and support, she would be better able to scaffold all the literacy practices that were a part of
her lessons, such as teaching students how to ask questions, how to analyze data, and how to
transfer knowledge to new situations. Sam commented that she would appreciate continued
professional development so that she could enhance the classroom environment she had worked
so hard to create.
The participants discussed student abilities and some of the ways they attempted to
scaffold learning and understanding. All participants believed that they could be doing
something more to support students in becoming aware and engaging in discipline-specific ways
of thinking. However, participants were concerned about ways in which to scaffold for
discipline-specific modes of thinking because it seemed that students resisted learning when it
was messy, difficult, and overwhelming; students seemed to hold onto misconceptions that were
not corrected by teachers and further supported by society; and students would not give up the
idea that scientists were people who “blow things up in a laboratory.” However, participants
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discussed being open to professional development because they experienced the need to find
additional ways to support student learning and they were not going to let student resistance and
misconceptions stop them from trying to cultivate a love of learning science.

Teachers’ Needs Considered
Overall, participants’ consideration and perception of students’ ability and need impacted
their interpretations of what literacy looked like and its role in classroom instruction. The
participants recognized students’ differing abilities and used classroom time to try to support the
development of different skills. They tried to provide literacy scaffolding and engage students in
their own learning. However, students still struggled in some ways. The participants expressed
a need for additional professional development regarding ways to support student learning better.
In addition, additional professional development is a must so that teachers do not question
student ability or their own abilities as teachers but, rather, use that energy to create lessons that
support student learning and draw upon their strengths as teachers. All participants wanted to
improve their students’ ability to understand the ways of thinking in the discipline, which can be
accomplished through scaffolded literacy practices. However, that requires much time as
teachers must think through and make explicit the literacy practices involved in various aspects
of science learning before they can even begin to scaffold them. In addition, considering when,
why, and how professional scientists utilize certain literacy practices would be beneficial for
student learning so that students develop a comprehensive understanding of the discipline.
Overall, any type of curricular reform must involve literacy, which would involve a
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philosophical and theoretical shift, which would take time, even for teachers such as the
participants, who recognized that literacy had a role in their discipline-specific classrooms.

“It’s Like a Secret Society”
The participants' perceptions of the role of literacy in the discipline impacted their sense
of belonging and "outsiderness," as well as their implementation of the NGSS. Understanding
participants’ ideas about belonging and outsiderness was critical to gaining an understanding of
how to approach the implementation of any reform, especially a literacy-based reform.
Belonging to a variety of Discourse communities was a reality for teachers. Thus, it was
important to listen to how participants perceived belonging and “outsiderness” within their
discipline, the profession of teaching, their teaching teams, and their schools. In addition,
discipline-specific literacy practices foster belonging in a discipline. Therefore, it was critical to
consider how participants’ perceptions of belonging impacted their choices of how to use literacy
and their understandings of the role of reform in their teaching and planning. Such choices and
understandings impacted the participants’ ability to scaffold discipline-specific literacy practices
in ways that fostered student belonging in the discipline.
Experiences prior to the participants’ current teaching positions creating experiences of
belonging for Sam and Elizabeth but experiences of “outsiderness” for Char and Jared. Those
perceptions of belonging and “outsiderness” impacted their relationships with science colleagues
and teammates. Ultimately, perceptions of belonging and “outsiderness” impacted participants’
belief in the role of the NGSS and literacy. Sam and Char found ways to use the NGSS to
support their sense of belonging and beliefs about literacy, but Jared and Elizabeth did not.
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Teachers’ Perceptions of Belonging and “Outsiderness”
All participants had moments of belonging and “outsiderness” when it came to the
discipline of science and the teaching of science. The experiences that brought them to their
current teaching roles lent much insight into how and why they developed a sense of belonging
or “outsiderness.” Sam and Elizabeth found belonging in the discipline of science and in the
teaching of science through moments growing up and in their college courses. Both participants
believed that teachers who, in their college courses, allowed for application truly developed their
sense of belonging in the discipline more than those who used more traditional teaching methods
of lecture and note-taking. They wanted to recreate those application moments for their students,
to aid in their students’ sense of belonging in the discipline.
Dissimilarly, Char and Jared had developed feelings of “outsiderness” through their
experiences prior to their current teaching roles. They had a sense of “outsiderness” in the
discipline and in the teaching of the discipline as they did not achieve science knowledge in a
traditional way. Char learned science through math, and Jared learned science through his
unconventional college major and engineering career. However, both believed that what they
had learned from their experiences was valuable in supporting students to experience a sense of
belonging in the discipline.
Sam always experienced belonging within the discipline of science as she was raised by
science-minded parents who encouraged independent thinking and problem-solving. She
explained,
We were always taught to question things and taught to think about “Well, what does that
mean? How do you know that for sure?” And so just in everything, communication and
the way we approach life, we were just always questioning, questioning. And so I think it
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was just a natural process for me. It just felt normal to be able to say, “Really, are you
sure?”
She continued to develop that type of thinking and cultivate a continued sense of belonging in
the discipline during her collegiate experience when she developed collaborative relationships
with science professors and developed a love for exploration, discovery, and knowledge:
I got to study bugs in a pond for an entire semester. And it was awesome because it was
my question. . . . And it was dumb. It was about a fruit fly, or it was about a fly in a
pond. But it was a really uncommon fly, so then that made it cool. [laughter] . . . Yeah, it
was my own stuff. It was my survey. I had very specific reasons for doing it. It was
really cool to actually go start to finish with a problem and find an answer or find
information that I could share. And my work allowed others to learn and do more
research. That was neat. It wasn't just a cookbook, like Step 1, Step 2. Because once
you are told what to do, you are less invested.
For Sam, belonging meant working with others to develop knowledge. She appreciated the
exploration process and challenges of independent thinking and problem-solving. She was
inspired at the idea that her knowledge could contribute to the science field, even in the smallest
way. Thus, for Sam, belonging meant fostering a positive learning environment in which
students were expected to question, explore, and problem-solve in independent ways and
discover their own potential within the discipline.
Elizabeth gained a sense of belonging in teaching and in the discipline through moments
when she was able to apply her learning in new situations and become invested using her
knowledge for real-life purposes. Her sense of belonging in the field of teaching started as a
young child, as she was from a family of educators. She explained,
So my whole family is pretty much teachers. I come from teachers. So I've been around
schools. My aunt's a principal, so she always had us in the school helping with things
and visiting classrooms. My other aunt taught special ed, so I was always helping her
kids out, too. My uncle teaches special ed still. My mom taught preschool. [laughter]
My older sister teaches kindergarten now. So just everybody. It's just been---and we
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would always have big family Sunday dinners---and that was the talk at the table was
teaching, 'cause everybody talked.
She was a part of the teaching community before her professional aspirations brought her into
the career as well. She was brought up applying and discussing ideas in educational settings,
both in her conversations and experiences with family as well as in college and afterward, when
she spent time tutoring students and seeing how her knowledge inspired their growth.
Elizabeth gained a sense of belonging in the discipline through some of her collegiate
experiences, when teachers encouraged application of her knowledge within real-life settings.
Elizabeth said,
Yeah, I was in Miami, so we got to do a lot of that stuff. We went on a snorkel trip for
one of our classes. So it was definitely cool to see how they do it in the field. And they
did a good job at my school of connecting what we were learning about in class with the
lab, for the most part. Less of the, hey, the lab is---like, regular---I was in a different lab.
The regular bio lab was totally different. The lab didn't connect to anything they were
learning in class. It was like two separate classes. And it made no sense to me. How are
you---you're learning this in class; shouldn't you be doing it so it reinforces what you're
learning? Which it shouldn't be like that at all. [laughter] What's the purpose for this
then? It's totally two different things, and we're making no connections.
Elizabeth appreciated the application and discovery components of her learning experiences.
She appreciated the moments when she was able to connect the information of class and reality
and see the value of what she was learning. She explained that, in her biology classes, the lab
did not connect with the conceptual learning taking place through the lecture, and she was
bothered by that and did not want that for her own students. She also did not want content to be
inaccessible to students because of the language and the way it was written:
And I wrote my own, like, literature review---I think it was 22-page paper on sea urchins
[laughter] in the Caribbean---and the vocabulary and just the way that they word things or
getting used to them wording things in a way that they don't have to like make it sound
fancier. And then you learn how to write that way because that's how they expect it in
the scientific community. So some of the things I look back that I wrote, I'm like, what?
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[laughter] . . . Why did I say it like that? It sounds, you know, after working with kids
and trying to change that language into something they can understand, it's like, why
don't we just do that in the first place? Why do we have to make it complicated?
She was bothered that many people, including her students, had difficulty accessing scientific
knowledge and that the people who did understand it purposely made it “complicated” and
“fancier” so that the general population struggled. For Elizabeth, belonging in the discipline
meant making content accessible and exciting through application that went beyond reports and
papers and instead taught about real-world scientific issues.
Char’s experiences have caused her to have a sense of “outsiderness” at times, in the
discipline and in the teaching of the discipline. For Char, the discipline of science was
interesting to her because of its math portion. She was taught math primarily by math teachers,
rather than science teachers. Therefore, at times throughout her own education and into her
teaching career were moments of perceived “outsiderness” as she struggled to gain a scientific
conceptual understanding to parallel her well-developed math skills. She explained,
I am one of those people who made it through college good at math, and so I got by in
my science classes, and I did not learn the science concepts, really, until I started teaching
at a school where they taught the science concept and then introduced the math.
And so it was trial by fire and hell for me because before I could just solve the math and I
would have no idea the why behind it, but then when I was teaching, I had to teach the
concept---the why first---and that was so hard!
And so what I realized is that I did not even know physics because I was all about
knowing the math and getting by in the science.
At times, Char experienced being an outsider in the discipline because, as she explained, she was
not truly understanding science but, rather, math. However, those moments of struggle for Char
allowed her to develop strategies for accessing the content. She explained that she engaged in
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a lot of rereading, corroborating sources, looking for inconsistencies---if it was
consistent, then I knew I could trust it and not look at the original study because looking
at the original study is brutal---I mean, I look for one that explains the ideas in the easiest
ways, then I go back, look up terms---I don’t rely on my own knowledge---I check---I
know that there are nuances and that I need to use terms correctly. I know that websites
are not always good and that I have to be critical about what I read, even if I don’t really
understand it.
Char’s struggles brought her a deep understanding of the literacy strategies needed to
access content in the discipline. Her success in using strategies to develop her scientific
conceptual knowledge created a sense that even if she felt like an outsider, she could
independently cultivate a place for herself despite struggle. She also developed an awareness of
the learning process that many students endure when they are having difficulty grasping
information and skills. In addition, through her abilities in math and her successful struggles
with science, Char realized the value of independent thinking and problem-solving. Therefore,
for Char it was not about belonging in terms of understanding science concepts and doing well
on every test, but rather supporting students’ learning no matter their strengths and encouraging
independent learning through strategy development and problem-solving.
Jared’s path into the teaching profession, as he himself said, was extremely nontraditional
and sometimes created moments of perceived “outsiderness” with his teaching collegues. He
explained his divergent path into teaching:
So I went to school; well, I started as a philosophy-theology major with a business minor
---but I went from there to Columbia College to study recording 'cause I was in a touring
band at the time. And kind of moved from recording to acoustical engineering. Which
was essentially mechanical engineering, but they didn't call it mechanical engineering
'cause we didn't do a lot of thermodynamics . . . started a coffee company . . . traded
stocks . . . It's a bachelor of arts in audio arts and acoustics. That's what the technical
degree is.
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Jared’s degree was essentially an engineering degree, and he used his degree in the professional
field working with sound and mechanics. However, when he went to school to gain his teaching
certification, his degree was seen as a bachelors of arts, not a bachelors of science. He said,
Kind of at the time, my wife would make fun of me. Because she had a bachelor of
science from DePaul in education so she could get a master’s in science education. . . .
And, for instance, her only science class . . . and her only math class was up to what
would be Algebra 2 or something like that, or trig maybe, . . . whereas my first math class
was up to Calc 2. And my whole [degree] was engineering with calculus. But because of
the school I went to, it was a bachelor of arts. And because it was a bachelor of arts, I
could only get a master of arts in teaching. . . . I am not a true physics teacher, like
someone who went to school for it.
Therefore, Jared was commenting that a “true” physics teacher would have gone to
college to be a science teacher with a focus on physics, whereas he had taken a more circuitous
path into teaching and learned his science through his professional work with acoustical
engineering. Although he was certified to teach physics through his mathematical and science
coursework, as well as his master’s in teaching, he believed that because he had not taken the
same path or the more typical path of a bachelor degree in secondary education and physics,
there were moments when he felt that a “true” physics teacher would know more about
classroom application than he did. In addition, he thought that his degree titles did not accurately
reflect his levels of expertise. He completed science and math courses of the highest difficulty
and yet because of the school he attended, on paper, he holds a bachelor of arts and a master’s of
arts in teaching, as do others who have never even come close to completing his level of
coursework. He used the example of his wife who did not complete nearly the level of science
and math coursework as he had but who held the same degrees on paper and taught elementary
education.
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Therefore, Jared had the experience and coursework of a professional engineer; his career
path led him into teaching because he wanted to invest himself in people rather than companies
and money. He had an immense conceptual grasp of the discipline and experienced belonging in
the discipline as a professional but questioned his abilities as a teacher because he wondered if a
“true physics teacher” would be able to teach something differently and possibly better.

Teachers Impacted by Perceptions of
Belonging and “Outsiderness”
The participants’ perceptions of belonging and “outsiderness” caused by their previous
experiences had an impact on their sense of purpose and their ideas about their role within their
departments and on their curricular teams. Sam and Elizabeth did not always experience support
from their colleagues and teammates. They thought that when they tried to make some changes
to curriculum, there was resistance. They tried to resolve this resistance by justifying their
reasoning or creating curriculum independently to implement in their own classrooms. Char and
Jared sometimes thought that colleagues and teammates were not as respectful of their
knowledge because they tended to do things differently from their colleagues and considered
different ways to provide students access to knowledge in the discipline. Jared questioned if he
should be more conventional in his methods, and Char questioned her approach to the discipline,
wondering if she was in the wrong or if other teachers’ ideas needed to change.
Sam had been a part of many teams over the years, and because she was often the person
who desired change, she believed that she often had to justify her reason for change. Earlier in
the school year, Sam explained what happened with some of her science colleagues and with
those on her teaching teams:
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I have to justify a lot, any kind of changes that I wanna make to the curriculum. . . . And
sometimes I even have to get all of the supplies because it’s, like, “if you want to make
the changes, you do the work.” And so we sat down over the summer in the last couple
years, and here are the standards that apply, and we totally changed the order of how
we're teaching things. . . . Diane wants to do a good job for the kids. But she just
sometimes doesn't know where to start. And the idea of messiness scares her, too. She
likes to have things very structured, . . . and sometimes they are not convinced it's hard
enough. And I'm like, well, but you get frustrated 'cause they give you bad answers.
Because they can't do the research. Because they don't really know what they're looking
for because we have never really asked them to do that.
Sam was explaining one situation in which a teammate, Diane (a pseudonym), went along with
her ideas for change during their summer curriculum work, but when asked to implement the
changes during the school year, met Sam with resistance. Sam understood their difficulty in
changing, yet she was a little frustrated that teammates challenged her, were hesitant about
actually implementing the lessons in their classrooms, and expected her to get the extra supplies
if she expected them to try something new. At times, Sam felt like an outsider for wanting to
carry out changes in the classroom consistently. Although she made concessions for her
teammate in her explanation above, saying that “messiness scares her” and “she wants to do a
good job for the kids,” she had to defend her ideas and justify her reasons for change constantly
and even gather the supplies. Yet, Sam justified her reasoning again and again because she
wanted what was best for students, which was engagement in the scientific processes in order to
learn and gain a sense of belonging, as she had experienced in college.
Elizabeth experienced a sense of “outsiderness” when it came to her environmental
teaching team, which often caused her to have to develop the curriculum for their course on her
own. Elizabeth was attempting to sort out the curriculum for a regular-level environmental
science class on a teaching team with AP environmental science teachers. She thought that the
students needed opportunities to connect their learning to real-life situations and apply their
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learning in new ways in order to develop a sense of understanding in the discipline. She wanted
students to access the content, become interested in their learning, and engage in discovery.
However, the teachers on her team were not always willing to support her in developing these
lessons. Elizabeth explained her sense of “outsiderness”:
And the AP teacher at Prairie was really helpful in just giving me topics. So he's like,
here's what the AP---here's everything we get through in AP. Here's the percentage of the
year that we spend on it, all that stuff. I'm like, okay.
So I went from that, and, like, obviously, we're not gonna get through all of that. 'Cause I
think they barely do. So I kind of like pulled from that what I thought. And for some of
it, it's what I'm more interested in, which I don't know if that's good or bad or . . .
[laughter]
'Cause sometimes when I get---I get an idea which I have no idea how to make it work.
But then once I get started, it's like somebody tells me something, or I just find some
website. Oh this is what I wanna do. And at some point, I have to just go with it, and it
will not be perfect, and I can change it next time.
Elizabeth was slightly overwhelmed at the idea of developing her own curriculum
without much guidance from her team, and she had a sense of uncertainty about how to develop
her ideas to align with her goals. In addition, she was putting pressure on herself to develop a
positive classroom environment in which students could access content, gain an interest in the
discipline, and apply their learning in meaningful ways. During second semester, she discussed
one lesson in which she had accomplished this goal:
But actually, this week, I found two really cool tutorials online that the kids worked
through yesterday and today that talked about climate change, feedback loops, with sea
ice melting. And we've been talking about ocean circulation and sea ice and all of that,
so it kind of wrapped it up nicely. And the cool thing was if they got to play with
models, so the simulation, and they could increase the ice cover and see what happens to
the temperature graph on the side, and all that stuff. So it was really cool for them to get
to see and practice reading graphs.
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And we talked about the politics side of it. . . . I think it's cool when you can blend the
two together. Hey, this is a really relevant current issue that politicians are talking about
now.
Elizabeth went on to describe the ways in which she encouraged students to consider the
connections between science and politics and the importance of teaching the public about
scientific issues that impact the environment. Elizabeth was quite excited about this lesson
because she believed that it supported her ideas of what science learning should look like.
Although she believed that students were interested and engaged and developed an application
outside of the classroom, she wanted more out of the lesson and discussed the need to scaffold
some of the skills better before using the lesson again. Elizabeth appreciated that the students
wanted to discuss science and politics, and she believed that they gained a sense of belonging in
the discipline in that moment.
Char also had moments when her teaching colleagues caused her to experience a sense of
“outsiderness,” especially when she tried to teach in ways that made the discipline accessible to
students. She discussed the ways in which her own experiences had shaped what she believed
about learning in the discipline:
And these two teachers, they really get the concepts but are not as good at the math, and
so they think the only way to really get science is with the concepts, and the math is just
there as a support, and they do not think that we should let kids get by on math
knowledge alone. I mean, a kid could solve the math part on a test and get a B on the test
without showing any science concept mastery whatsoever . . . but because I was that kid,
I am learning like that junior, so I think there are problems with the ways we teach, but a
traditional teacher does not think there are problems. They want physics to be confusing
for kids.
Char recognized that some teachers believed that there was only one way to access the discipline.
Because of her own experiences, she disagreed with this line of thinking. Therefore, Char
looked for ways to modify her curriculum so that she could support students in experiencing a
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sense of belonging in the discipline, whether they were math-minded or science-minded or both.
Because of the way that she learned, she sometimes had the experience of being an outsider in
terms of her disciplinary knowledge and teaching style but found that belonging in the classroom
when she was able to think like a learner and teach students the strategies she used to access the
discipline.
Jared experienced a sense of “outsiderness” with his AP physics team because he did not
think he was a “true physics teacher”; Jared did not receive a traditional physics teacher
education and learn the typical lab experiments that accompany certain conceptual
understandings. Thus, he did not provide students with typical experiments, demonstrations, and
equations:
So there's a teacher where I student-taught; . . . he's won national physics teacher of the
year, all sorts of stuff, and just a great guy. . . . So he would be, like, well, of course, then
you would do this demo; of course, then you would do this demo; of course, then you
would do this.
Whereas I go home---on the way here, for instance, I'm stuck in traffic, and I'm, like,
okay, I just bought PVC and whatever for a lab, . . . but I didn't know how to actually
physically clamp those ramps down. I didn't know how to set it up. I didn't have time to
ask another teacher, "How do you use this piece of equipment?" And that happens all the
time. I have no idea how to actually hook this piece of equipment up. So instead, I'm,
like, what am I gonna do? And I woke up at 1 in the morning, and I'm, like, okay, maybe
we could figure out when I drop a tennis ball how much it deforms. Experimentally and
theoretically, and plot that versus the height I drop it from, and see if there's an equation
that describes that. So we did that instead. But that's not a physics lab that anyone does.
Jared shared that he wanted to challenge his students in ways that were different from
those they typically do in a physics course, but at the same time, he worried that he would not be
able to think of a demonstration. He had an immense conceptual grasp of the discipline and the
skills needed in the professional field, and he had an intense respect for the ways of thinking and
knowledge-building in the discipline. Jared’s expertise was valuable in that he thought outside
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the traditional teacher mentality to create labs for the students that were not typical for a
classroom environment, but at the same time, he experienced a sense of “outsiderness” and
questioned his unconventional methods thinking. He admitted that sometimes the labs and the
equations that he created did not work out, and although he and the class discussed the reasons
for those labs not working, he worried about wasting time and confusing students. Jared tapped
into his professional grasp of the discipline to create a learning environment for students that was
authentic, as he was not providing “cookbook” labs but, rather, allowing students to see the
problem-solving, discovery application piece along with him. However, instead of seeing the
value in this process, Jared worried that he was not providing a high-quality learning experience
as would a traditionally educated physics teacher who typically had the curriculum entirely
mapped out, followsed a textbook, and could present, neatly and linearly, learning opportunities
to students.

Teachers’ Efforts at Resolving “Outsiderness”
Bringing together participants’ experiences from their prior teaching roles and their
experiences in their teaching roles during the time of the study allowed for an understanding of
how and why participants experienced a sense of belonging and “outsiderness.” These
perceptions of belonging and “outsiderness” tended to either encourage or discourage the use of
the NGSS. Sam and Char’s perceptions of belonging and “outsiderness” encouraged their use of
reform. Both found ways to use NGSS to support their own ideas about the role of literacy in
terms of problem-solving and student-centered learning. The NGSS established a sense of
confidence for them and gave credibility to the changes they wanted to make. Jared and
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Elizabeth’s perceptions of belonging and “outsiderness,” dissimilarly, did not encourage their
use of reform, which became problematic in that without the use of NGSS, both seemed to have
difficulty implementing literacy in scaffolded ways. Both were bothered that they could not
enact literacy in the ways that they believed in, but they were uncertain about how literacy and
the NGSS could support their goals.
Sam chose to use the NGSS to establish her colleagues’ confidence in her ideas and in the
changes she was suggesting. She appreciated the NGSS because it pulled the focus away from
just the content and supported the development of skills as well. She said,
And I am not a content-driven person, and even I had to take a step back and say, slow
down, and allow the kids to figure things out for themselves and not keep trying to cover
more content; we need to take a step back so that they can be confident with it.
Sam communicated this vision with her team during their summer work; throughout the
school year, she worked diligently with her team to change the lessons and implement them in
the classroom. She gave the reasoning that the changes incorporated the NGSS by providing
opportunities for students to plan and carry out investigations, construct explanations, and
develop arguments from evidence in order to learn the content. During the second semester,
Sam met with her team to modify a hydrate lab lesson that, in previous years, had been rather
“cookbook” and, in Sam’s opinion, expensive and fun but not valuable for student learning. Sam
talked with her team to recreate the hydrate lesson in a way that supported student-centered
learning so that students could plan and carry out an investigation. Diane, the more traditional
teacher who preferred lecture, student note-taking, multiple-choice tests, formulaic labs and
worksheets, was slightly resistant toward change. Sam had been working with Diane to make
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changes for years, demonstrating the reasons for Sam experiencing the need to use the NGSS as
her reason for wanting to continue to make changes toward more student-centered learning.
Diane:

I liked that quiz. It's still cookbook, but they've had this one, this unit.

Sam:

Well, and I think we could---I think we could turn it not so cookbook.

Diane:

I don't know if I want to.

Bobby:

The only thing that I would say if we don't wanna do cookbook, we could just
spend the day coming up with the procedure as a group. What are we gonna
measure, what are we . . . but we could do it all up on the board . . .

Sam:

We could do one of those silent demos. We could take a different hydrate, and
we could just, no talking today. We could go through it with one hydrate. and
then the next day, it's, like, okay, here's your hydrate, have fun.

Diane:

I'm wanting to test them on this one. And I don't feel I can do that when they
come up with their own experiment . . . I don't know. I probably will differ on
how we do this one; I guess maybe I'm more concerned that we give them a data
table.

Sam:

Or create the data table, on the board together

Diane:

I just don't want them . . .

Bobby:

Go play with it, and see if you know this?

Diane :

That I'm not ready for again. I personally have to take a break from that. But I’m
on board with this one.

Sam:

We've maxed you out for a little while.

Diane:

I was really into this discussion thing yesterday. And you guys all went so fast,
now I'm behind.

Sam:

No, you're good. We're gonna be fine. Everybody will give the test Tuesday.
Sam and Diane had a slight disagreement about how to proceed with the lesson. Diane

expressed her concerns about logistical complexity, but Sam and the other teacher on the team,
Bobby, who had been teaching for about two years, were able to make her comfortable by
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making small changes to the lesson by explaining ways in which they could keep it under
control. Throughout the development of this lesson, Sam was able to take a “cookbook” lab and
make it into something that encouraged independent thinking, problem-solving, exploration, and
knowledge development. Students observed a demo, tried to figure out the reaction, and worked
together to develop a procedure and a data table.
Sam showed the more traditional teacher the ways in which students could plan and carry
out an investigation but with more teacher control and less messiness. However, Sam interpreted
this lesson slightly differently in her own classroom and allowed for more student exploration
and “messiness;” Sam was not as concerned about remaining in control of the lesson as she was
creating the best learning experience for students. Sam used the NGSS to promote the emphasis
on skills; really, it was her “excuse” to make the changes in which she had always believed. She
also inspired her traditional colleague to make progress, which was important to Sam. She
further explained,
You'll never see a standard that says memorize. But I guarantee you that a huge portion
of a lot of people's courses are in memorizing things. Maybe more for science than other
places. But from my lens of where I'm at, you can divide it straight down the middle: we
have our group of people that have these reflective and wonderful and meaningful
conversations in the office. And we have people that will not step foot in the office
because they're scared of that. They literally physically separate themselves from the rest
of the people because they can't handle those kinds of conversations because they don't
find value in it. 'Cause that's not the way they learned. So then my kids won't learn that
way. You're just wasting time.
Sam experienced being an outsider at times with her colleagues because they held beliefs that
she challenged. However, Sam was still driven to make change because she had seen improved
student learning due to the changes she had made to the curriculum. Sam saw students taking
accountability for their own learning and recognizing their ability to problem-solve, be
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independent, and take risks in their learning. She believed that the NGSS gave her the reasoning
and the support to follow through with her own ideas about what it meant to have a classroom
environment focused on problem-solving and independent thinking. The NGSS gave Sam the
support she needed to instigate change within her team, giving her a strong sense of belonging in
the profession of teaching. She knew that she was doing something good for students, and
although that may have made her seem to be an outsider with some of her colleagues, she was
willing to push patiently and consistently for change.
The NGSS allowed Char to make the changes that she believed were valuable to student
learning, and the NGSS supported her ideas on changing the curriculum. Her science colleagues
sometimes made her think of herself as an outsider, but the NGSS gave her a sense of belonging
and a purpose to her work, as it was a national movement created by science-minded people and
supported by the district. Char, too, implemented the NGSS in order to increase her confidence
that what she was doing and what she believed was best for students was right. She found
reassurance in the call for change that was inspired by the implementation of the NGSS. She
explained the ways in which the science and engineering practices of the NGSS had given her
“permission” to explore other ways of teaching chemistry that would make it more accessible
and interesting. She described ways in which she used the science and engineering practices to
divide her teaching into categories of constructing explanation and designing solutions;
developing and using models; obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information; planning
and carrying out investigations; and using mathematics and computational thinking. Although
there were moments of overlap, depending on the unit, Char used these parameters to ensure
depth in each area of instruction. She explained,
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It depends on how far back we go. A traditional chemistry class would really be a unit in
the book. And you teach 'em all the branches together. And in some places, they tie, and
in some places, they don't. And the kids just had to keep all those pieces straight, and
then you'd have one big test. And I think that the intention is pure from a teacher's
perspective. I think that a teacher would look at that and think, I want them to have
retained all of it and see how it all goes together.
And I don't think that there's anything wrong with that. I just feel like when I do that, I
can't get as deep into it. Because if I do the math, and I spend a week on it, and then we
get into the concepts, and then we're going into the lab, I know that the lab is supposed to
mirror those things. And so it's supposed to be reinforcing what they've learned, and I
understand that, I get that. But I think that 15 years later, I'm at a level where I want
them to explore that more in depth. So now instead of them just doing a lab that I've
gotten for them, I want them to explore the lab. So that's gonna take more time. So now
something that might have been three weeks is now five weeks. That's a long time to
retain that.
Char explained what a traditional chemistry class had to offer and why it bothered her.
She discussed her inability to go into depth if she used the traditional model (NRC, 1996). She
was not bothered if other teachers preferred to develop other skills, but Char was using NGSS to
move away from a focus that was mainly on the retention of content:
So I think I'm just developing different skills. It's, like, yes, I want you to understand the
content. And I do think the retention's important. But I think that I have grown in a
different direction, where I feel like the students being able to fumble through things
themselves, being able to figure out stuff themselves, that the skills for me I think has
been bulked up to the level of the content. So I think that then what has to be sacrificed
is putting it all together.
Plus, from a logistical point of view, having one big test at the end takes a really long
time to grade if you're having them do explanations and pull in pieces from a lab. There's
a lot of reading and writing. And the issue with that is that the turnaround time to give
them feedback is not realistic.
Char commented that she thought that she sacrificed opportunities for students to learn
material and was concerned about not bringing together all of the components of a unit, but she
used the NGSS to create a new organization of the components of a unit, so she was positive
about those “sacrifices” because her lessons focused on students’ independent thinking and
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problem-solving skills. In addition, she wanted to assess students in ways in which she thought
they could demonstrate their knowledge and skills. She discussed that such assessments were
not multiple-choice tests but explanations and incorporation of data.
Char believed that the NGSS allowed her to create a classroom environment focused on
problem-solving and independent thinking and also gave her the support she needed to
experience a sense of confidence in her teaching of the discipline and, thus, a sense of belonging.
Char implemented the NGSS to provide direction for beliefs she already held. She chose to use
the science and engineering practices, which, for the purpose of this study, were the disciplinespecific literacy practices needed to belong in the discipline, and they gave her curriculum focus
and depth. Thus, for Char, literacy practices took on a valuable role in the teaching and learning
of the discipline. In addition, she used literacy skills to assess her students and relied on the
skills for the overall goal of teaching independent thinking and problem-solving.
Jared demonstrated his conceptual and philosophical knowledge of physics and the types
of literacy practices in the discipline; however, he admitted that sometimes he struggled to
encourage students to work through their confusion to gain that same knowledge and
understanding. Jared had a desire to remain true to the profession and apprentice students so that
they could be confident in their abilities within the discipline, but he was unsure about ways in
which to scaffold those abilities (Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Laugksch, 2000; Moje, 2007; Saul,
2004). He explained the complexity of lab skills:
So you go into the lab, and how precise is your measurement, how are you reporting that
precision? So you probably heard of significant figures, significant digits. And that's
mostly a chemistry thing. Physicists do that a little bit. But the precision, you have to
report that out. And then you have to put your error bands on things. And how are you
not corrupting your data, how are you not biasing your lab, and stuff like that. And that's
really, really different in biology than it is in chemistry, than it is in physics.
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The explanation of lab skills that he shared with his students was complicated. He wanted
students to have correct information and did not believe in forms of “scaffolding” that made
information easier to grasp but that was not true to the discipline. But he would not provide the
students with incorrect information in order to try to make something easier to understand,
especially if it meant being untrue to the discipline. For example, he did not want students to
memorize words but, rather, to learn about physics in a professional way. He explained,
The kids who do well in biology don't necessarily do well in physics. Because biology is
very much a memorizing this word, memorizing that word, memorizing that word. That
doesn't work in physics. What they end up trying to do is memorizing equations and
memorizing problems. And that's not physics. Physics is what is the underlying rule that
works all the time. In fact, if you went and said, "What are physicists doing right now?",
they're looking for what's called either the grand unified theory or theory of everything;
. . . is there one equation, let's say, that if you could put in enough variables, would
predict everything about everything? And then unify the four fundamental forces.
'Cause right now, we have three of the four fundamental forces unified in a way where
you could use a set of equations, and they all fit into those equations. So nuclear strong
force, nuclear weak force, electromagnetic force---those are all three of the four
fundamental forces that we basically know how they interact. . . . Gravity, no idea.
He shared these ideas with students to try to allow them access to the discipline. However, he
worried that students became just overwhelmed and confused.
Jared’s conceptual and philosophical grasp of physics exceeded that which a typical
physics teacher would know and be able to do, which created a sense of “outsiderness” for him
but was a great benefit to students and the profession of teaching. He wanted to share all this
knowledge with students, but he also wanted to encourage them to do well in the course. He
wanted students to “know all that they don’t know” but still be curious enough to fill in those
gaps without being frustrated. Jared did not seem to recognize the role that the science and
engineering practices outlined in the NGSS could play in allowing him to fulfill his teaching
vision and fulfill a sense of belonging. Yet he had immense knowledge of the skills, practices,
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concepts, and principles of the discipline. Through professional development, Jared could use all
that he knew to truly revitalize the ways in which students learned physics, and part of that work
could have involved the scaffolding of skills through the NGSS with the support of a literacy
professional.
Elizabeth’s experience of being an outsider on her environmental science team caused her
to develop curriculum on her own, and in many cases, she did not have the time to align to the
NGSS, creating a somewhat scattered approach. Elizabeth wanted her students to find success in
the discipline and explained various ways in which she tried to make that happen. She explained
the ways in which she wanted students to apply their knowledge:
And I heard something on NPR the other day that I wanna go back to about that, and how
they did, like, a test run on a neighborhood to make it totally green and different from
everything else. And they're seeing how it's going. So just even to bring in something
like that, like, hey, we don't know the answers. We have to try things and see if they
work or not. . . . You gotta look at all the angles of the solution and is it gonna work, is it
plausible, look at it from a financial, a political, all of these different stances, which I've
tried to ask them to do in the past. But they struggle with it.
In this description of a lesson she would have liked to create for students, she mentioned
that the NGSS supported this type of thinking and the AP standards supported this knowledge.
However, she was not specific in how she would use the NGSS or the AP standards to support a
series of lessons in which students developed the discipline-specific literacy skills necessary to
carry out such an idea.
In addition, Elizabeth discussed the ways in which she would like to bring in extension
activities for her students who finish their assigned work early. She was uncertain if these
extension activities belonged in her course and should take up teaching time. She described one
extension lesson:
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So I had one---actually for our succession unit, which I think maybe one student read
[laughter]---it was just an article on Mount St. Helens and how, after the eruption, there
was stages of succession that happened, and they clearly saw it throughout. And now it's
finally getting back to its climax community. So that was one. I had a video that was---I
don't know if you heard of the crash course guy; he does YouTube videos on all the
science. So I put together a worksheet with a video link that's, like, hey, check it out,
here's the main points you should pull out of this video on the sheet. So just things like
that---I'm trying to think [inaudible at 00:15:59] extension. . . . And if we can't get to it,
we don't have time, it's kind of, like, hey, this is an interesting thing that I found while I
was looking [laughter] for stuff. So take a look at it. . . . But I don't know if I could make
it like an actual part of their grade.
Elizabeth’s goal was for students to apply their learning and inspire their interest on the
topic. She hoped these tangential lessons would do that as they did for her when her college
professors would deviate from lecture to describe their research. However, Elizabeth was
uncertain if these “tangents” or “extensions” were valuable enough to take up class time.
Elizabeth wanted her students to experience a sense of belonging in the discipline, and she
wanted students to apply knowledge to the real world, but she had difficulty scaffolding these
application lessons and determining which lessons were truly of value to her students in ways
that would support her goals
In addition, Elizabeth was confused about how to teach students certain concepts and
relied on memorization at times, even though she was unsure about its value to the learning
process. She admitted that she wanted students to gain more of a conceptual understanding:
Right. And so, 'cause I think a lot of environmental science seems very much intuitive to
a lot of kids. They're, like, oh well, obviously, you don't pollute. Okay. [laughter] And
it's just, like, oh yeah, deforestation is bad, you're losing trees. But why---the loss of
those trees, what is that affecting specifically? . . . It's hard for me to figure out a balance
with that. 'Cause I don't want it to be straight up memorization, which I try to stay away
from as much as I could. But there's just some things that---at some point it's not
memorization, it's learning. . . . Whereas memorization, I take it to mean get it for now
and forget about it later.
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Elizabeth was commenting on the idea that she wanted students to be able to make
connections for themselves, and she did not want to tell them, for example, the reason behind
deforestation and its impact so that they could regurgitate that information later. Instead, she
wanted students to take all that they had learned and synthesize it in some way and create their
own explanation for deforestation. However, she struggled with ways in which to scaffold
certain skills and she admitted that sometimes she just boiled it down to straight lecture, notetaking, and memorization. Although Elizabeth understandably was overwhelmed at all that there
was to accomplish in her first year of teaching, using the NGSS might have provided her with
some scaffolding ideas to help her carry out her goals for student learning.

Concluding Belonging and “Outsiderness”
Sam and Char used the NGSS to support their ideas about what teaching and learning
should look like. At times, they perceived themselves to be outsiders for wanting to make
changes and teach science in more student-centered ways that would allow students to
experience a sense of belonging in the discipline. They used their previous experiences and the
NGSS to support their decision-making. Sam used her experiences with belonging to continue to
cultivate a sense of belonging, and Char used her experiences with “outsiderness” to develop a
sense of belonging. Both used the NGSS as “permission” for change, but their level of
awareness was unclear regarding science and engineering practices as literacy practices specific
to the discipline of science.
Elizabeth and Jared showed understanding of discipline-specific literacy practices but
were unsure of ways in which to scaffold and implement them in the classroom through the
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NGSS. For Elizabeth, her background in education allowed her to feel perceive that she
belonged in the profession, but her teammates created a sense of “outsiderness” for her because
they did not welcome her as a contributing member in the development of curriculum. She
worked to develop her own curriculum and to use her experiences in learning the discipline to try
and create belonging for her students. Jared also wanted belonging for his students but was
uncertain at times if his methods were effective. He experienced “outsiderness” because he did
not know all of the demonstrations and laboratory tools that a typical physics teachers would
have knowledge of, yet his vast knowledge of the discipline was something most physics
teachers did not have. He wanted to teach students how to work through their confusion but
sometimes had difficulty. For various reasons, neither Elizabeth nor Jared used the NGSS or
experienced a need to use the NGSS; however, the science and engineering practices may have
been something that could have supported the scaffolding that they desired for their lessons and
was something that could make explicit the literacy practices necessary in the discipline.

Assertion Conclusions
The first assertion asked, “What do THEY want?", regarding the teachers’ perspective of
the standards as it was impacted by their perceptions of administrators’ vision, and explored the
ways in which reforms impacted the relationships and trust that participants developed with
administrators. They questioned if administrators had a vision or if they were putting reforms in
place without much thought and direction. Despite the participants’ difficulties with certain
aspects of reform, they attempted to do what administrators asked, even when they had been let
down in the past or were uncertain about the future. This assertion considered aspects of the first
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two research questions in regard to describing, implementing, and perspectives on reform. In
addition, it brought up the need for the support of a literacy professional and ongoing
professional development that might serve to bridge a divide experienced between teachers and
administrators.
The second assertion stated, “’[Curricular reforms] force us to think differently, work
together, and work toward something’; teachers’ frustrations with reform and the implementation
of reform did not hinder their desire to use reform in ways that improve their teaching and
student learning,” and considered the various reasons and motivations for participants’
willingness to consider, use, or even disregard reform. It seemed that the participants recognized
the role of reform as providing information and knowledge and implemented it the best they
could in their curricular work and teaching. However, if reform did not support their beliefs or
ideas or contradicted their goals for their classroom and curriculum, then the participants tended
to lose faith in reforms and the people encouraging them to use particular reforms. There were
also moments when participants questioned how certain reforms were intended to be carried out
in the classroom, suggesting a need for professional development.
All research questions were partially addressed in this assertion through the participants’
discussions of reform and the role of literacy, as well as the need for a disciplinary literacy
approach, despite that not being an explicit request. Consideration of Discourses and discourse
communities, frustrations with the mutations of previous reform, and beliefs about what it meant
to teach and learn science in terms of inquiry, reading, and inscription practices were also present
in this assertion.
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The third assertion stated, “'It’s just a struggle---to find ways to design something, or
evaluate something—differentiating that for all levels of students’; teachers’ perceptions of
student ability and need impacted teachers’ interpretations of literacy and its role in their
planning and teaching,” and looked at teachers’ perceptions of student ability in regard to
literacy and the scaffolding of science-specific literacy practices in order to support students’
understanding of content. Although teachers attempted to scaffold student learning, there were
moments in which teachers were uncertain about how to better scaffold literacy practices and
moments when teachers were unclear about how certain science-specific literacy practices would
support students’ learning. However, all participants put much thought and reflection into their
lessons and strove to find a balance between supporting students in their learning and still
pushing students to take responsibility for their own learning. None of the participants wanted to
see students struggle to the point of wanting to give up on learning or learning science. In this
assertion, participants’ commentary about reform and literacy and its impact on curriculum and
classroom decision-making served to address each of the research questions partially. Evidence
supporting the review of the literature was present as participants described certain scientific
practices such as explanation, argumentation, language and inscriptions, and habits of mind and
explained aspects of literacy that could be defined as disciplinary literacy. The participants’
desire and constant struggle for students to engage in inquiry practices, to develop a love for
science, and to be independent problem-solvers demonstrated the lasting effects of previous
reforms and the push for inquiry-based instruction in the classroom without the proper
professional development.
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Finally, the fourth assertion stated, “'It’s like a secret society’; participants’ perceptions
of the role of literacy in the discipline impacted their sense of belonging and 'outsiderness' as
well as their implementation of the NGSS,” and reflected on the participants’ experiences of
belonging within their schools, curricular teams, and science departments. Based on the
participants’ path into teaching, their own schooling experiences, and their experiences in
teaching and with reform, they developed a sense of “belonging” or “outsiderness.” Sometimes
the sense of “outsiderness” caused the participants to think that their ideas for curriculum were
incorrect or that they were doing something wrong by not implementing reform in the same ways
as other teachers. Sometimes it caused them to misinterpret the value of a reform in terms of
fulfilling particular goals. This assertion responded partially to each research question in that it
looked at the participants’ descriptions, uses, and perspectives on reform; it also brought up the
concept of Discourses, beliefs about the teaching of science, and the need for professional
development that supported teachers in understanding the role of disciplinary literacy and the
literacy professional when implementing reform.

Conclusion
In this chapter, results were presented and discussed. Assertions were explained, as were
their connections to the research questions, the conceptual framework, and the review of the
literature. Insights into the perceptions that high school science teachers held regarding reform,
literacy, Discourses, literacy professions, and belonging were also shared. The participants'
commentary regarding the role and impact of various reforms included the impact on collegial
relationships and relationships with administrators. More direct linkages among assertions, data,
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the research literature, and the research questions occur in Chapter 5. In Chapter 5, the data are
further analyzed in order to suggest correlations between the conceptual framework and the
implications discussed. In addition, areas for future research are considered.

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

In this chapter, I merge the assertions and data used in Chapter 4 in order to suggest
correlations between the conceptual framework of Discourses and disciplinary literacy and the
complex context of reform and literacy. Ultimately, in gaining awareness of participants’
descriptions and perceptions of reforms involving literacy and science, ideas emerged concerning
the role of literacy in the participants’ planning and instruction and, thus, the role of the literacy
professional and the need to make the theory of disciplinary literacy explicit for all teachers to
support them in working with reforms in the ways that are most important to them.
The participants included high school science teachers, administrators, and me, the
researcher and a high school literacy professional. Participants were selected from one suburban,
middle-class high school district. The four focal participants included Jared Catalano, Char
Assisi, Sam Hepburn, and Elizabeth Tanner. Jared taught physics at Prairie High School; Char
taught physics and chemistry at Prairie High School; Sam taught chemistry and biology at Town
High School; Elizabeth taught biology and environmental science at Town High School.
This chapter provides information on the results of data analysis. The following research
questions guided the study:
1. How did participants describe educational reforms related to literacy and science?
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2. What were participants’ perspectives on reform and on their role in implementing
reform?
3. How did participants describe the role of literacy in their planning and instruction?

Participants’ Descriptions of Educational Reforms
Include Conflicting Language and Suggest
Tension Among Discourses
Reform was described by participants in a variety of contradictory terms. Each
participant explained scenarios in which reform was a positive aspect of teaching and situations
in which reform made teaching more difficult. In looking closely at these moments, it seemed
that the participants were expressing ideas and beliefs based on their various Discourse
memberships, and there were points when those Discourses did not align, creating tension for the
teachers. Understandings Discourses more fully sheds light on some of the reasons the teachers
were conflicted.

Influence of Discourses on Teachers
Each Discourse community holds of value particular Discourses or “ways of being in the
world; they are forms of life which integrate words, acts, values, beliefs, attitudes, and social
identities as well as gestures, glances, body positions, and clothes” (Gee, 1989, pp. 6-7). Gee
(1989) explains that Discourses do not always align with each other and thus there is “often
conflict and tension between the values, beliefs, attitudes, interactional styles, uses of language,
and ways of being in the world which the two or more Discourses represent” (p. 7). Because
human beings are dynamic and multifaceted, they are part of a variety of communities that may
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not agree on certain points of culture. They assume also that their Discourses remain the same
when they are really changing daily. Rosaldo (1993) clarifies that, too often, when it comes to
aspects of culture and identity, people are seeking out shared patterns and overlooking aspects of
change and dissidence and the ways in which Discourses can house points of inconsistency,
within as well as among.
Because human identities are comprised of these various Discourses of which individuals
are a part (Gee, 1998), experiencing conflict and tension among Discourses, especially the
Discourses that hold the most value to them, can be a frustrating and difficult experience. Gee
(1989) comments that when the conflict and tension is overt and direct, it can hurt one’s
acquisition and development of one or both of the conflicting Discourses and, in addition, can
affect one’s fluency of a mastered Discourse. Therefore, if teachers experience too much
conflict and tension among Discourses, it can hinder their ability to teach, integrate reform,
implement change, and function at their highest levels of professionalism and expertise.
Basically, teachers need support to understand the tensions they experience and be able to
communicate their needs (Fisher & Ivey, 2005; O’Brien et al., 1995). Teachers may not realize
the reasons for these points of conflict and may believe that they are alone in their struggles to
navigate the expectations of their various Discourses (Lunenburg & Ornstein, 2008). Therefore,
when reforms are introduced, teachers need time to process the ways in which the changes being
asked by the reform impact their beliefs about curriculum and their identity within Discourses.
However, in the past, many previous science and literacy reform movements did not fully
develop in secondary schools because teachers did not have the appropriate professional
development and time to develop those reforms (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Burton &
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Frazier, 2012; Fang, 2012; Heller & Greenleaf, 2007; Keys & Bryan, 2001; NRC, 2012). Such a
situation could occur again if the support of a literacy professional is not seen as a valuable
component of a professional development community.
The participants of the study were members of a variety of Discourses from their home,
primary Discourse, to their secondary Discourses of teaching and education, high school,
discipline of science, content area (e.g., physics, chemistry, biology), and others, such as
adulthood, church affiliation, life, teaching, collegiate experiences, family life, and professional
development experiences. Because all Discourses contribute to the formation of identity (Gee,
1998), they are a critical piece to consider when looking at the descriptions the participants
provided involving reform, their perspectives on their role in implementing reform, and the role
of reform and literacy in their teaching and student learning.

Reform Can Bring Change but Can Be Ineffective
Sam seemed to be a part of a student-centered Discourse, a teacher leader Discourse, and
a high school teacher Discourse. Sam claimed that wanting kids involved in their own learning
was the most important aspect of teaching. She wanted students to take risks and take
responsibility and thrive in her classroom. When Sam saw teachers lecturing and following
formulaic procedures, she was frustrated and wanted to support them in reworking their teaching
style and curriculum. Her focus was on supporting others in becoming members of her studentcentered Discourse. Therefore, Sam described reform as “inspiring change” and “necessary” but
sometimes “ineffective.” She focused on UbD and NGSS specifically, but also spoke in general
about reform and change. Sam wanted students to learn science, but her descriptions suggested
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that learning science came second to students having opportunities to take ownership of the
learning and practice skills that they would need to succeed in college and beyond.
Sam held the position of teacher leader in her school as well as chemistry teacher. Sam
was someone to whom teachers could go for support with curriculum building. Thus, Sam
described using reform in ways that worked for her, specifically to inspire change. Sam
described trying to focus more on the processes that reform encouraged rather than the specifics
of the actual reforms. Because she was most loyal to her Discourses of student-centered teacher
and teacher leader, Sam pulled the components of reforms that she saw as most beneficial in
order to find solutions to her own needs as well as to others’ (Joyce & Showers, 1982; Lyons &
Pinnell, 2001). She did want her position as teacher leader to be seen as valuable (Gee, 1989);
she believed she was responsible to encourage change. Therefore, Sam explained that there were
areas of her curriculum that she would have liked to change and develop further, and although
many of those specific needs were not addressed with the NGSS (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead
States, 2013), she did believe that when reforms were presented, they encouraged her team to
work together and rethink the way they taught certain content.
As discussed in the first assertion, there was also a part of Sam’s work with reform that
was absolutely frustrating for her, and that was the issue with ineffective rollout. Sam
recognized that the Discourse of high school required that all members of an organization must
support the change in order for it to be effective (Kubler-Ross, 1969), but such did not seem to
be the case when it came to reforms. According to Sam, many high school teachers in this
district chose to “ignore” reforms and “refused” to change. Sam expressed her frustration with
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teachers who were unable to make long-term change, even when it was for the benefit of the
students.
Sam experienced this situation as part of the UbD committee. The UbD committee was
dedicated to working with teachers and trying to implement changes in the classroom that would
result in more student-centered learning. UbD encouraged Sam to take on a leadership role in
curriculum building, but unfortunately, UbD also proved to be ineffective when not all teachers
accepted the UbD reform and, then, when it fell apart.
Sam was constantly trying to make her own teaching better. She described herself as a
“UbD person” and believed in the UbD work. She was willing to put in the time to modify her
curriculum and work with others to do the same based on the UbD practices and theories, and
she was disappointed that it was not a reform that continued in the district (Knowles, 1980;
Kubler-Ross, 1969). Sam’s Discourses as student-centered teacher and teacher leader made it
difficult for her to accept that not all teachers were willing or possibly able to make changes and
accept reforms. Such conflict caused frustration for Sam, and sometimes, she believed that she
was being ineffective in her work as teacher leader.

Reform Can Be Supportive but Overwhelming
Possibly because she was a new teacher, Elizabeth described holding much loyalty
towards her Discourse of high school teacher, although she also expressed membership in a
biology teacher Discourse and an environmental science teacher Discourse. She found value in
working collaboratively with her curricular teams and working toward the goals established by
administrators, including aligning curriculum with reforms. However, Elizabeth described
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reform as “supportive” but “overwhelming.” Her focus when speaking of reform was mainly on
the NGSS and the AP standards.
Elizabeth began by describing the great amount of support the NGSS offered to the
biology team as it worked to revitalize the biology curriculum; she recognized that the NGSS
held value to the course of biology and its goals as a team (Knowles, 1980). NGSS offered
guidance through the performance expectations and the science and engineering practices; the
team used the guidance of the NGSS to provide students with more interactive learning rather
than lecture and note-taking. This team contributed to Elizabeth’s belief that the NGSS was
valuable. She believed in this particular reform in order to support her teaching of science.
Thus, she was excited and willing to put in the hard work because she saw a valuable outcome
and appreciated the camaraderie of the team approach (Knowles, 1980; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001).
Elizabeth’s desire to remain true to her Discourse as high school teacher, which involved the
Discourse of being a biology team member, was fulfilled with her work with NGSS and the
biology team.
However, when trying to use the NGSS for her environmental science course, her
Discourses tended to be more conflicted. The NGSS did not have specific standards for
environmental science. Elizabeth would have liked to meet with her team in order to determine
the ways in which the NGSS aligned with their curriculum; however, her teammates used the AP
standards for their curriculum development and did not see the value of the NGSS, leaving the
task to Elizabeth alone, which was “overwhelming.” Elizabeth thus needed to use both the
NGSS and AP standards in order to support the goals of the district and the goals of her
teammates.
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Elizabeth was overwhelmed in the process of using reform and working with her team,
causing tension between her Discourses of high school teacher and environmental science
teammate. This tension made her believe that her teaching was lacking and that her curriculum
was missing valuable components. Such a mentality parallels Gee’s (1989) concern that too
much overt tension can cause an individual to question his or her mastery of a particular
Discourse and have difficulty developing new Discourses. In her first year of teaching, Elizabeth
could have been finding confidence in her Discourse of high school teacher but instead she was
questioning her methods and unable to create inquiry-driven, discipline-specific lessons for her
students, which was her passion (NRC, 1996; NCMST, 2000).

Reform Can Be Valuable or Unnecessary
Char’s descriptions suggested that she identified most with the Discourse of science
teacher and student-centered teacher but also claimed membership in the Discourse of science.
She valued student-centered learning as well as students finding success in her course and
appreciating science as a discipline. Char’s interpretation of these Discourses included not only
her classroom duties but also her obligations to certain standards by her science department
colleagues. Therefore, she strove to be a conscientious teacher who implemented organized
lessons with viable outcomes that aligned with the goals and expectations she had set for herself
and that had been established by her department. Therefore, when describing reforms, Char
described some reforms as “valuable” to her teaching; however, when those valuable reforms fell
apart or when new reforms were pushed into the school, Char described the ways in which some
were “disappointing” and sometimes “unnecessary” because they did not support her teaching
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goals and needs. In addition, Char valued the Discourse of science and wanted her instruction to
provide students opportunities to experience the discipline in realistic ways. This suggested that
Char wanted to fulfill her obligations as a teacher and member of the science department but,
like Jared, also believed that some learning was thwarted by the systems in place.
Char mainly discussed UbD and the NGSS when discussing reforms because those were
the reforms that she believed were valuable to her creation of a science-specific curriculum and
student learning in science. Char saw these reforms as a way to accomplish the goals that she
had set for herself as a member of the Discourse of science and as a teacher, and thus, she valued
them, which aligns with the tenets of adult learning (Knowles, 1980; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001).
In addition, Char's UbD work was supported by a team of teachers and administrators
who were members of the UbD team, leading institute days and professional development
sessions for other faculty members. This team did not ask Char to do what all the other teachers
were doing but, instead, provided supportive networks with which Char could take risks and try
practices in her classroom that better aligned to what she recognized as necessary in order for
students to learn science. In many ways, UbD became a secondary Discourse for Char that
created experiences of solidarity (Gee, 1989), success, and leadership as well as a sense of
professionalism in the Discourse of science. However, Char stated that she was disappointed
when NGSS was implemented in the district because, at that time, UbD was “allowed to fall
apart” with a changing administrative team. Char thought she lost part of her identity when the
Discourse of UbD was not a solid part of the district any more (Gee, 1998).
As discussed in the second assertion, Char lost a piece of what she deemed important to
her professional identity. These emotions that Char experienced were linked directly to her
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thoughts about teaching (Rosaldo, 1993), and thus, the emotions and tensions that arose for Char
could have been addressed in a genuine way to encourage transition into change (Kubler-Ross,
1969). Unfortunately, Char did not describe an experience of support through the changes that
occurred during that time when UbD was “allowed to fall apart” but rather of disappointment
with the people involved and the district overall. If Char had been better supported, she would
have seen how the “new” reform of NGSS that seemed to “take over” for UbD was actually an
extension of her work and a supporting piece of her planning process. Because Char was loyal to
science as a discipline as well as to the career of teaching science, she took pride in her work and
was frustrated when she was unable to fulfill the goals she had set for herself.
However, because Char was unsupported, she commented that she did not want to “dwell
on UbD” but that NGSS would be a way to “move forward” without becoming too “emotionally
invested” in reform. Similar to Sam, Char was commenting on the ways in which she perceived
that one reform replaced another. Although Char recognized the benefits of NGSS for her
chemistry class, she and her physics teammate Jared did not see the necessity of using NGSS to
design a new physics course.
Char believed in her own teaching expertise and her own knowledge of science in order
to do what she believed was important for student learning in the classroom. Yet, although she
was confident in her abilities and the resources described, she described also being “worried”
about her decision not to use NGSS for physics because, she explained, NGSS was a sciencebased initiative implemented by both science departments in the district and she was a member
of the science department. She doubted her own abilities as a teacher due to the pressure from
her Discourse of science teacher, which, in her belief, necessitated following the goals and
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expectations set forth by her department. However, she wanted to remain true to the Discourse
of science, which, for physics, at this time, required something different from the NGSS.
Therefore, Char described NGSS as “unnecessary” and “difficult to do” because it did not
provide her with solutions to the issues that had arisen in creating the new physics course
(Knowles, 1980). Char discussed “not being opposed” to using the NGSS in the future, but at
the time, she believed she had enough information and structure to redesign the course using
other reforms and other information rather than implementing a reform that she thought she had
been pressured to use (Glickman et al., 2010; Joyce & Showers, 1982). However, she wanted to
be a good teacher and be a part of the district-wide NGSS reform movement and also make her
curriculum the best it could be in order to teach students physics. Overall, a conflict among
Discourses left Char describing reform in terms of guilt and worry as she created her course
curricula.

Reform Can Strengthen Curriculum or
Have Frustrating Effects
Before entering teaching, Jared was a professional engineer, meaning that he was a
member of the professional physics Discourse, and the Discipline of physics discourse. Since he
had become a teacher, Jared was also a member of the Discourses of high school teacher, physics
teacher, and the science department, among others. When he described reform, Jared described
it as beneficial when he was able to “find the right fit” but frustrating when the reform that
worked was difficult to maintain because of traditional schooling systems (Glickman et al.,
2010). Jared’s descriptions suggested that he believed that the Discourse of the discipline of
physics should be regarded as more valuable than any of the Discourses centered on teaching and
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schooling. In addition, however, Jared was also a member of a Discourse of high school teachers
who believed in student-centered learning, and that Discourse followed a close second when he
was making decisions regarding his teaching.
Throughout the study, Jared described mainly standards-based grading and the AP
standards. Jared described standards-based grading as a reform that fulfilled his goals of
remaining true to the nature of the discipline and physics as well as engaging students in their
own learning (Shanahan et al., 2011). For Jared, remaining true to the nature of the discipline
involved teaching and assessing lab skills, as well as teaching and assessing content, meaning the
vocabulary and conceptual pieces of physics. He discussed that some physics courses were
taught without a focus on skills and only a conceptual focus, which he believed was not true to
the discipline (Jetton & Shanahan, 2012; Shanahan et al., 2011). Rather, he wanted to hold value
for the students, and he felt the best way for students to take notice was through grading and
assessment.
Standards-based grading allowed him to isolate the skills from the content to gain an
understanding of students’ exact struggles, place value on both pieces he considered to be critical
to the learning of physics, and also remain true to his student-centered teaching philosophy. He
described his positive attitude about this approach despite the intense work load that it required
(Knowles, 1980; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001).
However, after the two pilot years, Jared described standards-based grading as something
he “let go” in order to see “where things go,” but he described being “bothered” and “frustrated”
by this decision because it was a change directed by administrators rather than by his own goals
and needs (Glickman et al., 2010; Knowles, 1980). He believed that he had to let standards-
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based grading go because he was given new teaching assignments after that two-year pilot and
those new teaching assignments were different enough that Jared did not quite know how
standards-based grading would fit and if it would still be acceptable due to the NGSS push.
These teaching assignments required that Jared create two new physics courses as the science
department had reworked its course offerings list. Jared described having to “invent” and “better
understand” the new courses he would be teaching before knowing how standards-based grading
would align. In addition, he described the school initiative being the use of NGSS, which he
described as “frustrating” because he did not see the need for an additional reform when he knew
what worked for his teaching and for the discipline.
Jared’s Discourses of professional physicist and physics teacher seemed to come into
conflict with the systems of the school and teaching as a profession. Jared held a strong belief
that the systems of a school should be there to support the varying ways of teaching and learning
in each particular discipline. Possibly because Jared learned science partially through schooling
and partially through experience, he firmly believed that science was best learned in ways that
were seemingly difficult to support within the parameters of a school and classroom. Thus,
Jared’s Discourses of professional physicist and scientist seem to be conflicting with the
Discourse of high school when he worked to navigate decisions regarding reform.

Participants’ Conflicting Language Suggests
Tension Among Their Discourses
Sam believed that reform had the potential to bring positive change but also believed that
reform could be ineffective. She wanted to support colleagues in becoming members of a
student-centered Discourse and felt that reform was a means to that goal. However, as a member
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of the Discourse of teacher leader, she believed that she needed stronger supports in place to
support her work and, without those supports, reform was ineffective as a means for positive
change. Elizabeth described reform as supportive but overwhelming. She saw the benefits of
reform when her biology teammates worked together to modify their curriculum. However, her
environmental science teammates did not need to use the NGSS and appreciated the AP
standards instead. Her Discourse as high school teacher made her experience a need to use the
NGSS, but her Discourse as science team member pushed for use of NGSS and the AP
standards.
Char described reform as valuable or unnecessary and the ways in which reform can be
disappointing. Her Discourse of student-centered teacher encouraged her to choose the use of
reform based on student needs and teacher goals. However, her Discourse of science teacher
made her guilty about not using the NGSS like all of the other science teachers in the
department. Also, Jared described reform in conflicting terms, commenting that it can strengthen
curriculum or have frustrating effects. He wanted to choose the best reforms based on his
understandings of science from the Discourse of professional physicist. However, the school
system within which he was a member of the Discourse of physics teacher left him frustrated and
doubting if he should use certain reforms.

Participants’ Discourse Tensions Influence Their Perspectives on
Reform and Their Role in Implementing Reform
The participants’ descriptions and commentary regarding their perspectives on reform
and their role in implementing reforms strengthened the idea that memberships in various
Discourses create tension. It is important to consider their various memberships as well as their
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tensions because such tension could be influencing teachers’ decisions regarding reform,
literacy, and planning.

Reforms Need to Have Longevity in Order
for Teachers to Commit
Sam described reform as necessary for bringing about change in order to keep curriculum
fresh, but also at times, she described reform as ineffective. Her perspective on reform was that
it was ultimately ineffective because it seemed to be temporary and, therefore, not all teachers
would commit to it. Her perspective was that every new administrator would bring in a new
reform and every new politician would push a different agenda, thus creating too much constant
change. She believed that people often did a lot of work with one reform only to see another
new reform challenge its use. Rather than conceptualizing that reforms build upon each other,
Sam’s perspective was that one reform would start and another would be forced to end. Sam’s
concern with change stemmed from her Discourse of teacher leader. She did not want teachers
to invest a lot of time building curriculum with her and then think that their work was not
fulfilling the current reform. However, Sam earned her role as a teacher leader because of her
ability to persist even when things were difficult.
Despite her frustrations, Sam believed in using reforms to encourage change. She
believed that her role was to implement reforms in her own classroom and to inspire others to do
the same. She would take on any opportunity to try to motivate teachers to change away from
practices that were ineffective or overused and believed that all teachers could seek to bring
about more student-centered learning in their classrooms.
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In terms of longevity, Sam wondered if there was a tactic behind constantly changing
reforms in schools. She wondered if administrators and lawmakers were trying to force change
on teachers by constantly rotating reforms and pushing for the next best thing. However, after
working with teachers for a couple of years, Sam’s perspective was that people needed
consistency in order to become accustomed to the changes that they were considering and they
needed time to see the value of the changes and believe in its longevity (Hall, 1974; Joyce &
Showers, 1982). However, Sam commented that there were teachers who would not change no
matter what because they did not reflect on their own practices and make changes to
accommodate student needs (Dillon et al., 2011).
However, Sam did not want the idea of teachers' unwillingness to change to be confused
with constantly changing reforms; basically, Sam was stating that teachers cannot be constantly
pushed to do something new imposed by someone else, but rather they needed the time and the
encouragement to reflect on their own practices and make changes based on student need. Thus,
Sam believed that teachers could always look for ways to engage students in their own learning,
to teach students to take responsibility for their own learning, and to have opportunities to
develop the skills that they would need in college and beyond and in the discipline and beyond.
Although Sam desired for all teachers to take a student-centered approach to teaching,
she experienced tension because not all teachers belonged to this student-centered Discourse.
Part of the issue was that some of the teachers Sam was describing had been teaching for many
years. Those teachers had spent most of their career under the pressure of the 1996 standards
(NRC, 1996) and possibly believed that the new reforms would not benefit them in their goal to
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push content and would not be as consistent as the 1996 standards, and thus, they did not see the
value in something that would “go away” (Gee, 2008; Kubler-Ross, 1969).
Pushing content was what had been expected of them for the majority of their teaching
careers (Joyce & Showers, 1982), which is the reason for the danger of too much consistency in
the overall goals of education and in handing down reforms without giving teachers a voice in
the content, roll out, and overall implementation and level of expectation (NRC, 2012;
Windschitl, 2006; Yager et al., 2010). The deep-seated belief that teaching is about pushing
content would have caused these “resistant” teachers (O’Brien et al., 1995) to be concerned
about giving up lecture time for a student-centered approach, which requires considerably more
time set aside in the classroom for students to discover knowledge and engage in learning. For
the teachers such as Sam who were interested in change and saw the value in engaging students
in learning processes, the approach of pushing content probably seemed to be an outdated
philosophy of teaching.
Yet, when reforms are presented to teachers, they often are not accompanied by the
appropriate professional development; meaning that sometimes the professional development
options offered by schools do not align with adult learning needs and individual goals, which
creates a barrier to change because teachers are likely to be hesitant to take risks and make
changes without support and a clear understanding of how the goals of reform align with their
own (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Burton & Frazier, 2012; Fang, 2012; Heller &
Greenleaf, 2007; Keys & Bryan, 2001; NRC, 2012). Therefore, although Sam was frustrated by
some teachers’ avoidance, those teachers seemed to have the same issues with reform that she
did---longevity and value and not satisfying their goals for the classroom.
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Sam also commented that lack of longevity discourages commitment, especially when
changes are directed by administrators and lawmakers (Glickman et al., 2010). She recognized
that each reform held the potential for change and sometimes great change but then they “fall
apart” and “go away” for a variety of reasons. This temporary aspect made her think that she
would “burn out” because she was constantly trying to “keep up” and make the changes she
perceived that the reforms were asking of her. Some teachers perceived that reform would go
away, but teachers such as Sam took on immense responsibility when a new reform popped up.
Sam took on the role of working to change and align with the new reform. Unfortunately, if
some teachers in an institution view reform as necessary and put in an extensive amount of time
and money to make the changes but others view reform to be temporary and instead wait for it to
“go away,” then tension can develop within the institution, possibly causing a divide among
colleagues, which Sam commented on often (Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Gee, 2001; Joyce &
Showers, 1982; O’Brien et al., 1995; Sturtevant, 2003).
The solution to these issues of longevity is difficult because schools are institutions
embedded in the culture and traditions developed over time and governed by strict schedules and
hegemonic, dominant Discourses that hold power (Bomer, 1995; Gee 2001), such as government
policies and reform initiatives, pressure from the surrounding community members, and elitist
structures about what constitutes academia. Although administrators may be considered by some
to be a part of these hegemonic Discourses, building-level and even district-level administrators
often have difficulty or are even unable to make some of the changes within a school that are
necessary to implement reforms in ways that are true to reform design and theoretical
framework, and thus, reform is most often pushed into an existing, sometimes incompatible,
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school structures (Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Gee, 2001; O’Brien et al., 1995; Sturtevant,
2003). For example, the theoretical framework of the NGSS asks for an entire overhaul of the
courses in place in a high school (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013). Schools cannot change
their course offerings quickly; sometimes, it takes years to change the offerings in a school’s
course catalog and to rework teachers’ schedules and allow them the time and financial support
to gain the necessary endorsements to take on new courses. In addition, Sam commented that a
school should not take one reform so seriously that they do make such permanent changes. Sam
believed that schools should proceed cautiously with new reforms to ensure that they hold the
potential to make positive change.
Sam also commented that reforms and the changes expected from reforms should be
modified and revised for each school and possibly for each teacher to ensure that the reform was
within the scope of the institution’s ability and would fulfill both teacher and student needs.
Otherwise, she worried that teachers would just go through the motions and “cover” standards in
a superficial way; instead of making changes, they would just claim to align with the new reform
and continue to hide in their classrooms.
Overall, Sam seemed to be taking a cautious approach to reform despite her belief that it
could inspire change for all teachers. Her cautious approach was possibly a result of her concern
with longevity. She also was uncertain about making drastic changes to schools’ infrastructures
because a reform may not be in line with the vision and mission of a school. These ideas suggest
that those who create reforms could consider the detriment of constant change, pushing each
reform to be the best for everyone, and suggesting permanent infrastructure changes that cannot
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be carried out, as these aspects seem to hinder teacher trust and willingness to implement
reforms.

Reform Can Have Longevity Through Job-Embedded
Professional Development
Sam explained that in order to align truly to any reform, teachers need intense
professional development in ways that suit teachers’ learning styles and needs. Research shows
that job-embedded professional development aligns best with adult learning and change styles
(Glickman et al., 2010; Lunenburg & Ornstein, 2008; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001). This type of
professional development is best developed through the work of a literacy professional who
works within the school and district and is well-known and trusted by teachers. If administrators
make a commitment to appropriate professional development between literacy professional and
science teachers, the preconceived notions about the purpose and role of reform could begin to
shift.
In addition, when reforms are handed down to schools, administrators should be involved
in professional development as well. Administrators should not be expected to know how to roll
out every reform, especially if the reform needs to be modified to suit their school’s needs and fit
into their infrastructure.
Ongoing professional development can show teachers and administrators that change
does not have to be so focused on the reform itself or about changing with the changing
initiatives but, rather, on the growth of the teacher and the needs of the teacher so that students
can learn in the classroom. Providing time within the school day for professional development
sends the message to teachers and administrators that their health and well-being in the
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profession is just as important, if not more important, than pushing any sort of reform or
initiative (Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fang & Schleppegrell, 2010; McNeill &
Krajcik, 2006; NGA & CCSSO, 2010; Shanahan, 2012a).
In addition, with professional development supports in place through the work of a
literacy professional, teachers such as Sam, who are willing to devote the time and energy to
change, can be a part of a supportive environment (Gutierrez et al., 1995; Muhammad, 2009;
Wilson & Berne, 1999), although teachers who are more resistant to change and reform have the
opportunities and time they need to build confidence (Elish-Piper & L’Allier, 2009; Knowles,
1980; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001; O’Brien et al., 1995). The literacy professional would approach
reform from a disciplinary literacy prospective as well, which would provide consistency to
teachers rather than the sense that they are losing work. Disciplinary literacy can provide a
perspective from which teachers can make decisions rather than be obligated to make decisions
due to a reform.
Sam was conflicted and experienced tensions in her Discourses of high school teacher,
science teacher, and teacher leader, yet she moved forward in a positive way because she saw her
role as a teacher leader who was willing to implement reform and encourage change when she
could. However, as a teacher leader in the science department, Sam would benefit from the
support of a literacy professional who would introduce the idea of disciplinary literacy.
Working with a literacy professional could support Sam’s desire for long-term change
and take away some of the pressure she seemed to experience trying to work with her more
resistant colleagues to implement specific reforms. Working with a literacy professional and
other science teachers could support Sam in the ways that she needed to keep her motivated to
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seek change and find longevity in reform through consistent professional development that
would suit her needs.

Reforms Can Discourage Collaboration and
Change Among Teachers
Elizabeth described reform as supportive but overwhelming. Her perspective on reform
was that it was difficult to implement when the reform itself was incomplete and when she did
not feel she had the support of her curricular team to adopt the reform and revise curriculum.
However, she believed that despite her curricular teammates’ resistance to certain reforms, her
role as a teacher was to implement the reforms that the school was promoting in addition to
working collaboratively with her curricular team. She believed that working with her team and
using reforms were part of what it meant to be a “good” teacher (Alvermann & Moore, 1991;
Gee, 2001; O’Brien et al., 1995; Sturtevant, 2003). Also, she did see the benefits of the reforms
and sought to use them as thoughtfully as possible when creating curriculum.
Elizabeth had seen the ways in which reform could be helpful when it was complete, as
with the biology curriculum, but the NGSS were seemingly incomplete when it came to
environmental science as they asked environmental science teachers to pull from a variety of
other NGSS strands and content areas (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013). In addition, her
curricular team members used the AP standards in order to design their courses, but Elizabeth
did not believe that these standards offered a complete picture of the environmental science
curriculum. Therefore, Elizabeth believed that the NGSS and the AP standards both had
valuable components that should be considered when designing the environmental science
curriculum. However, analyzing both sets of documents was a time-consuming task. Elizabeth
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commented that it was overwhelming to try to analyze and synthesize all the components from
each set of standards and simultaneously take into consideration her own ideas and goals for the
course. Elizabeth recognized her own boundaries and her inability to keep up with such a large
task independently. Thus, Elizabeth was asking for support in order to make her curriculum
what she wanted it to be and what she believed that students deserved.
Elizabeth was asking for support from her curricular team because reforms were making
her experience a lack of support and a sense of being overwhelmed. Elizabeth’s perception was
that the team could meet regularly and work together to incorporate the school’s initiatives,
along with their own personal beliefs about curriculum. She understood that her curricular
teammates did not want to invest the time into using the NGSS, but it bothered her that there was
a barrier to collegial planning and collaboration. She recognized that without the support of her
team, she was unable to complete work on the environmental science curriculum when working
with the biology curriculum and having the other responsibilities of teaching. She did comment
that environmental science teachers from Prairie were as supportive as possible via email, so she
did not think she was completely abandoned. However, when asked why she did not meet more
regularly with those teachers, she explained that time, scheduling, and consistency in the order of
units were issues that hindered such collaboration.

Reform Can Unify Colleagues if Professional Development
Measures Create a Support System
Elizabeth was a new teacher who was working on curriculum development without the
support of a team and without consistent, job-embedded professional development. She
commented on being overwhelmed and uncertain, which suggested that it was difficult for her to
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navigate the role of reform and her role in implementing reform (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude,
1997; Burton & Frazier, 2012; Fang, 2012; Heller & Greenleaf, 2007; Keys & Bryan, 2001;
NRC, 2012). She believed that working collaboratively and implementing reform made her a
“good” teacher. Thus, she thought that her curriculum was incomplete and that she was not
upholding her role as a teacher because she was unable to align with standards in the ways she
thought she should, and she was having difficulty working with her team to make that happen.
However, despite the seeming incompleteness of reform and the sense that she was
unsupported by teammates, Elizabeth perceived that it was important for her to implement
reform to the best of her ability. She took pride in being a member of the high school and also
being a member of the science department. She wanted to implement reform because that was
what was asked of her by administrators and her department chair, and thus, her reasoning was
that it must be beneficial to her curriculum and planning. Elizabeth also found personal success
with the NGSS and the AP standards, and she believed that they were ideas that supported her
own beliefs about the course, and she wanted to use them to help her develop goals and
expectations for students. However, instead of pouring over standards, being unsupported by her
team, and waiting for administration to give her direction, Elizabeth could elicit the support of a
reading professional who would be able to support Elizabeth in trusting her own professional
judgment, engaging in goal-setting, and developing the learning tasks and practices that she
perceived as valuable through literacy-focused lessons that would accomplish her established
goals as well as align with the standards.
Elizabeth was trying to bring together so many different reforms and ideas that she was
losing her focus. Rather than using her professional judgment to design lessons, Elizabeth was
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trying to collect as many standards as possible to create a structure for her lessons, which was not
working out, as demonstrated by her being overwhelmed. When talking about her own ideas for
curriculum, Elizabeth described wanting the time to develop units for environmental science that
would allow students to research an issue and develop a solution or read information and develop
an argument, which are critical practices outlined in the NGSS (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States,
2013) and the CCSS (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). She wanted students to become more engaged in
environmental science learning but believed that she was unable to plan such lessons on her own
when trying to manage conflict between her curricular team and the school initiatives.
Elizabeth’s conflicting Discourses of new teacher, team member, and environmental science
teacher were causing her distress.
If Elizabeth were able to consider a disciplinary literacy perspective by working through
her ideas with a literacy professional, she would be better able to take the collaborative approach
she was seeking in order to formulate her ideas, pinpoint the literacy practices at the forefront of
the unit, consult the standards for additional ideas, and still have the time and support to break
down those literacy practices for student engagement (Gutiettez et al., 1997, 1999; Moje et al.,
2004; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). What Elizabeth wanted for her curriculum was disciplinespecific and valuable to student apprenticeship into the discipline (NGA & CCSSO, 2010; NRC,
2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012, 2014; Shanahan et al., 2011).
What was happening was that her disciplinary goals and her Discourse of teaching
environmental science were being questioned, and she was having difficulty growing her
confidence due to lacking support from her teammates, being a new teacher, trying to manage
curriculum development and reforms, and lacking the ability to invest her time in ways she
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believed necessary. As Gee (1989) comments, experiencing such tension within her Discourse
of teaching environmental science could cause Elizabeth a delay in her development as a teacher
overall. She needed the opportunities to talk through her tension and resolve some of the
conflicts that she believed were out of her control. Elizabeth needed reassurance that her ideas
were valuable and worthwhile in the classroom.
The support of a literacy professional could be invaluable to Elizabeth’s growth process
in this profession, and the process might encourage her to take a leadership role on her curricular
team. The literacy professional would be able to encourage Elizabeth to trust in her own ideas
and expertise with the content of environmental science as she apprenticed her into aspects of the
profession that involved finding a balance within and among her Discourses by working with her
ideas through the lens of disciplinary literacy and demonstrating how that aligned directly with
the NGSS and the AP standards (McConachie et al., 2006; Saul, 2004; Their, 2002).

Reform Implementation Can Be Difficult and Unnecessary
for Certain Content Areas and Disciplines
Char often discussed the time-consuming nature of trying to align curriculum with each
passing reform. However, Char was willing to put in the time when reform supported her goals
for the science classroom (Knowles, 1980; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001). However, after UbD “went
away” and the regular physics course had been created, Char was questioning her beliefs about
her role in implementing reform, leaving a sense of conflict, as described in Assertions 2 and 4.
Even though she believed that she and Jared were qualified to make decisions about the physics
curriculum, she was still conflicted because she believed that, as a science teacher and a member
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of the science department, she should be implementing the same reforms as other members of the
science department, namely, the NGSS.
However, it was difficult for Char to implement the NGSS for physics because she did
not see it as beneficial at this time. Rather, her beliefs, as established by the Discourses of
science and science teacher, encouraged Char to make physics knowledge accessible for
students, which, in her professional opinion, could happen with Jared’s knowledge and her own
expertise. This suggested that, for Char, it was more important for students to receive the
knowledge they deserved than to give in to a reform that she did not believe would be valuable to
student learning; instead, she tried to rationalize the conflict and do her best. Char perceived that
the conflict she was facing using her own professional judgment over what was being asked of
her by her department was unique to her situation. She did not believe that others shared this
struggle, and thus, she confided in Jared for support rather than seeking other sources of support,
such as an administrator who might also have been able to support her in resolving this conflict
(Glickman et al., 2010; Lunenburg & Ornstein, 2008).
Char did not seem to implement reforms unless she believed that they were able to
support students in learning the discipline and content area, showing her respect for the
Discourse of science. Therefore, when she did implement reform, she really devoted herself to
reworking her entire curriculum. Char commented that the NGSS were generalized in many
ways. The NGSS is comprised of three components: disciplinary core ideas, scientific and
engineering practices, and cross-cutting concepts. Char stated that certain courses offered in the
science curriculum, specifically chemistry and environmental science, did not have a clear set of
standards and the expectations were not explained clearly within the three components of the
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NGSS. Thus, she commented that she believed it was her role to try to make the NGSS as
valuable as possible when planning her chemistry curriculum. Therefore, she used the NGSS in
conjunction with other standards and with some UbD components; she also brought in the AP
standards to merge with the NGSS to fill in the generalized gaps that she perceived in the NGSS
(see Unit 1 Summary sheet, in Appendix G). She explained that in working with the parts of
these reforms that aligned with her goals for the chemistry course, she was able to overcome the
generalized nature of the reforms, tailor them to support student learning of chemistry, and thus
make them valuable to her curriculum-building process. Thus, she experienced a sense of
accomplishment because the NGSS were a reform that the state, district, and school wanted all
science teachers to utilize in their curriculum.
However, there were still times when Char questioned the fidelity of the NGSS within the
chemistry classroom due to time constraints and safety issues. For example, Char’s perspective
was that planning and carrying out an investigation as described by the NGSS was frustrating
because, although her respect for the Discourse of science pushed her to allow students the
opportunity to act like chemists (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012, 2014; Shanahan et al., 2011) and
plan and carry out an investigation (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013), she was uncertain
about many components and was having difficulty moving forward without mapping out the
exact process (Hall, 1974).
Char, like many adult learners, was concerned about making change because she was
uncertain about how to proceed and resolve the issues that had come up (Glickman et al., 2010;
Hall, 1974). She seemed to want to resolve her conflicts, as suggested by her comments about
needing support---“how do I make this” and “how do I develop that”---but she was uncertain
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about where to go for support. Thus, in the category of “planning and carrying out an
investigation,” her learning targets involved students carrying out investigations that she had
already developed that fit into the appropriate time window for the unit and also followed safety
guidelines. She believed that her role was to implement reform with as much fidelity as
possible; using prescribed lab experiments caused conflict for her, but she was uncertain how to
proceed differently.
So, true to the Discourse of science teacher, she was trying to implement reform and find
its value in her curriculum-building because that was what was expected of her as a teacher and
member of the science department that wanted to improve her curriculum. But at the same time,
she was conflicted about some aspects of reform that did not seem to support the goals,
parameters, and safety restrictions that she had for the chemistry classroom.

Reform Implementation Can Encourage Professional
Development and Leadership Among Teachers
As Char described her conflict, she often mentioned support. She wondered, “How do I
make this?” and “How do I develop that?” She wanted to join a community of learners that
could help her make her goals a reality in the chemistry classroom. She commented that UbD as
a reform and the UbD team of teachers and administrators gave her the amount of support that
she needed. She was also respected for her professionalism and leadership on that team.
However, when UbD “fell apart,” Char seemed to have lost her support system and was back to
experiencing conflict and uncertainty. She perceived her role to be one in which she found the
value of the reforms that her school, district, and state were asking her to implement, and she
used them to enhance her curriculum. However, she recognized that the reforms also created
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conflict for her. She sometimes did not see the NGSS as necessary and realistic. Therefore,
Char would benefit from working with a literacy professional so that she could air these concerns
and conflicts and gain clarity. Her UbD Discourse identity was lost, and she was seeking a place
in which she could find her science teacher and professional identity again.
One way in which Char could gain clarity, belonging, and regain confidence in her
identity as teacher and professional would be in working with a literacy professional, other
science teachers, and even teachers of various disciplines. This work could allow her to learn
about disciplinary literacy and develop a clear understanding of the literacy practices that are
embedded in the SEPs and the various ways they could be scaffolded for student engagement
(Abd-El-Khalick et al., 2004; Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2006; Braaten & Windschitl,
2011; Driver et al., 2000; Grandy & Duschl, 2007; Osborne & Patterson, 2011; Phillips &
Norris, 2009; Ruiz-Primo et al., 2010; Saul, 2004). This work would allow her to find renewed
passion in her use of reform and realize that with a more discipline-specific literacy focus, all her
work to this point could come together so that she could teach in the ways she envisioned but
struggled to accomplish. If Char were able to work with a literacy professional, she would be
supported in making explicit the literacy practices and content knowledge that are a part of “plan
and carry out an investigation” so that it could become a feasible, discipline-appropriate option
in the classroom (Joyce & Showers, 1982; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001).

Reform Implementation Needs to Be Flexible and
Appropriate for the Discipline
Jared described reform as beneficial when he was able to work with reforms that
supported his goals for the course but frustrating when he was unable to continue to use those
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beneficial reforms. Jared’s perspective on reform was that some reforms were unsupported by
administrators and school systems and, thus, teachers had difficulty using them consistently,
even if they were quite beneficial for teaching students in ways that honored the Discourse of the
discipline, as discussed in Assertions 1, 2, and 3. In addition, Jared explained the ways in which
reforms needed to be modified and tailored to suit the needs of various disciplines; standardsbased grading required a variety of changes based on the Discipline and content areas in which it
would be implemented. Thus, Jared believed that reform adoption could be guided by teachers
and not administrators (Glickman et al., 2010) and that his role was to consider seriously every
reform that was presented to him, but ultimately, he would make the decision about whether or
not to implement it into the courses he was teaching.
Jared approached reform and his role in implementing reform from predominantly the
Discourse of professional physicist and an understanding of the Discourse of physics. Jared
recognized that various disciplines and even various content areas needed various reforms or
needed to use the same reforms in various ways because each discipline and content area utilized
various skills and practices (Shanahan et al., 2011).
Also, because Jared considered reform from the perspective of professional, he did not
understand the need for a systematic implementation of reform. Standards-based grading
worked for physics, and thus, Jared believed that his role was to share his knowledge and
experiences by continuing to carry out that reform in physics and teach other physics teachers to
do the same (Lyons & Pinnell, 2001). He did not see the need for every teacher to use standardsbased grading just because it worked for physics. Jared wanted the school district to recognize
that teachers knew what they wanted and needed for their course to succeed, and quite often, it
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was not the same reform for each discipline or the same version of a reform. Thus, Jared
believed that, too often, reforms seem forced.
Even though Jared appreciated standards-based grading, he worked from the Discourses
of professional physicist and physics teacher, and thus, his beliefs for what the course needed
and required came first and the consideration of reform implementation came second. In terms
of the NGSS, although Jared worked mainly with the AP standards and standards-based grading,
he knew much about the NGSS and did much research into the reform to determine if it would
work to support his goals for the courses he was teaching. Jared believed that his role in
implementing reform involved extensive research into the reform in order to determine if it
matched the goals that he had established for his courses, based on his professional knowledge
and teaching style.
Jared’s perspective on his role in implementing reform aligned with adult learning in that
adults appreciate finding the means to solve a problem and apply it immediately (Glickman et
al., 2010; Joyce & Showers, 1986; Knowles, 1980). Jared wanted to know how reform would
support his own findings and understandings, which was partially his drive as an adult learner
and partially caused by the thinking processes of physicists (Bazerman, 1985; Geisler, 1994;
Keys, 1999; Pozzer-Ardenghi & Roth, 2010; Saul, 2004; Shanahan et al., 2011; Wu & Krajcik,
2005; Yore et al., 2002). He described reading carefully through the NGSS and supplementary
materials (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013) to consider specifically if he should synthesize
the NGSS into his current curricular work. This process mirrored the ways in which professional
physicists read professional materials as this practice of “deciding to integrate another’s work
into one’s own is the core of the communal endeavor of science” (Bazerman, 1985, p. 246). It
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also showed that he was concerned as a physics teacher and professional because he wanted to
ensure that his students were being apprenticed into the discipline. He determined that the NGSS
would be a forced fit for him because it would not allow students to develop their physics
knowledge beyond the basics.

Reform Can Be Differentiated when Professional
Development Is Differentiated for
Individualized Implementation
Jared’s professional expertise should be valued in a professional development setting.
Because he was a part of the high school and teacher Discourses, he was pushed to try various
options that would not necessarily hold up in the profession, such as traditional grading.
Because he did not perceive support in continuing standards-based grading after two years of
running it, he resorted back to traditional grading, only to see that it really took away from his
goals for the class. Thus, he decided that traditional grading was also a “forced fit” versus
standards-based grading which was a supportive application. Jared should have been able to
share his professional insights with administrators and other physics teachers and work with
them to include standards-based grading in all physics courses.
The tension between Jared’s Discourse of professional knowledge and the Discourse of
being a high school teacher and developing a curriculum based on the reforms and practices
supported by the school system could be partially resolved when considering Jared’s knowledge
in the context of disciplinary literacy. A literacy professional could support Jared in taking his
tacit knowledge of the practices of physics and breaking them down into specific practices that
could be scaffolded to support student learning (Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Laugksch, 2000;
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Moje, 2007; Saul, 2004). Once broken down, Jared would be able to scaffold a complete, whole
understanding of physics and the ways in which knowledge, skill, and application come together.
The literacy professional could then encourage Jared to provide professional development
opportunities for his colleagues in the form of coaching meetings. Jared would be supported in
his pursuit of discipline-specific uses of reform as well as his desire to research, pilot, and share
his findings.

Conclusion: Perspective and Role in Reform
Influenced by Discourse Tensions
Each participant had a slightly different perspective when discussing reform and their
role in implementing reform, yet all participants believed that reforms could be a positive
influence on curriculum building and change. Thus, they wanted to use reform in order to better
their curriculum and support student achievement, but they experienced tension among their
Discourses in trying to do so. The participants were caught between using reforms that they
believed would support their discipline and curriculum and using reforms that they believed were
necessary, based on membership in other Discourses.
Although there may always be points of conflict among and within Discourses, a high
degree of perceived tension without positive support can negatively impact one’s emotional and
psychological states, preventing a person from acquiring another Discourse or affecting a
Discourse to which he/she already belongs (Rosaldo, 1993). Therefore, teachers who have
experienced overt tension among Discourses may have difficulty teaching and planning due to
the conflicts that have arisen for them.
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Throughout the participants’ interviews, they expressed conflict. Char was conflicted
because her Discourse as science teacher encouraged her to take on reform and see its value,
whereas her Discourse of science did not align with those ideas and she did not see reform as
necessary for her physics course, leaving her guilty and unsettled. Jared discussed conflict
between his Discourse as a professional and his Discourse as a high school science teacher
because some reforms did not seem necessary or in-depth enough but others worked well but not
within the systems of a school. Elizabeth’s desire, as generated from her Discourse of high
school teacher, pushed her to want to work with colleagues and implement reform, yet when that
Discourse was not supported, Elizabeth was overwhelmed by reform, and she became uncertain
about her abilities to design her environmental science course, hindering her acquisition of the
Discourse of environmental science teacher. Sam’s Discourse as teacher leader encouraged her
to inspire change and implement reform despite experiencing conflict from her Discourse of
student-centered teacher. That part of her belief system left her slightly cynical and frustrated by
teachers who refused to change.
Overall, when considering reform from a disciplinary literacy perspective, teachers would
be able to consider how reforms and their role in implementing reform could be navigated
without eliciting so much tension and conflict. In addition, with the support of a literacy
professional, participating science teachers would have the support they need to consider these
tensions more explicitly, as well as uncover their tacit knowledge about the discipline and the
role reform could have in their curriculum development. Teachers’ perceptions are their reality,
and thus, it is critical that they are supported in their work so that they do not stop believing in
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their own abilities or have difficulty further developing Discourses that can support classroom
teaching and student learning.
Using the lens of disciplinary literacy, participants can embrace their varied and multiple
Discourses, find their confidence as science professionals, and understand ways of including
reform in discipline-specific ways without losing sight of their own goals and the goals and
needs of their particular discipline. With a strong foundation in disciplinary literacy, participants
would no longer believe that reform had “gone away” or was “allowed to fall apart” because
their own professional knowledge and the professional practices valued in the discipline would
be the foundation for everything.

Participants’ Discourses Influence Their Perspectives on
Reform, Thus Shaping Participants’ Perceptions of
the Role of Literacy in Their
Planning and Instruction
The participants used conflicting language when discussing reform, and part of that
conflict stemmed from their memberships in various Discourses with differing value systems,
ways of communicating, and consensus on what constitutes valuable knowledge. Literacy
practices are embedded in current reforms, and thus, such tensions would also impact not only
how, if, and why to use reform to modify their curricula, but also how, if, and why to utilize the
embedded literacy practices. Thus, much in the same way that Discourse memberships shape
teaching identity, they shape the literacy identity of these participants and their beliefs about the
role of literacy and the literacy professional in their development of curriculum, teaching of
science, and their Discourse memberships.
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The literacy identity of participants seemed to fall mainly within their science-specific
Discourses. The participants did not seem to have knowledge of more current literacy reforms or
the advanced role of disciplinary literacy as the framework of current science reforms, which
would suggest membership in literacy-based Discourses such as those in which a literacy
professional holds membership. When asked directly about the literacy practices they employed
in the classroom, all participants commented that literacy should play a large role in their
instruction; however, when asked directly about the literacy practices they employed in their
classrooms, participants mentioned more traditional ways of reading and writing that have come
to be known as content-area literacy instruction (e.g., Sam discussed teaching students how to
annotate a document, Jared mentioned working with students on vocabulary, Elizabeth wanted to
work on teaching students how to read charts and graphs, and Char asked for support teaching
students how to research). Such responses show possibly that the participants were trying to
relate to literacy in the ways in which they think the literacy professional would understand and
appreciate. It was not until participants were asked about the struggles and concerns in their
courses that they wanted to address did they describe discipline-specific literacy practices,
seemingly without an awareness that the practices could have been labeled as such. The
participants’ unawareness suggests that participants have a tacit understanding of sciencespecific literacy practices and thus do not view them as “literacy practices” but rather as “science
practices.”
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Discourse Memberships Impact Teachers'
Beliefs About Literacy
The participants seemed to describe science-specific literacies with a caveat: that literacy
in science is not the kind of literacy that a literacy professional would necessarily understand or
be able to support. For example, Jared commented that science skills involved lab skills, such as
measurement precision, and communication skills, such as writing paragraphs. When asked for
more detail, Jared explained that writing paragraphs in physics was not what you would expect in
an English class but rather a paragraph in which a student described the calculations. Jared
clarified that these are “physics paragraphs.”
In addition, Char, Sam, and Elizabeth all discussed the skill of constructing explanations
and designing solutions. Elizabeth explained that to craft an explanation of the Greenhouse
Effect, students needed to describe what it was and its impact on the environment. She
apologized for its simplicity but explained that this is how scientists write. Sam wanted to make
it clear that she allowed for risk taking but that there was not much reading and writing in
chemistry. She wanted me to know that she does support writing in science and that in her role
as teacher leader, she supported a biology teacher in creating a multi-paragraph essay assignment
using English/language arts parameters. Char discussed using demonstrations to guide students
into a physics unit but wanted me to know that she also encouraged students to engage in reading
research. These teachers were discussing literacy practices as outlined in the NGSS and as
necessary for the learning of science, yet there seemed to be a disconnect on the definition of and
uses of “literacy” between science teacher participants and the reading professional researcher.
Considering the conflicting language when describing reforms and the tension among
Discourses, participants may be unable to recognize the role of the literacy professional in
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supporting the scaffolding of literacy practices in science because they did not have or believe
that they have membership in the Discourse of literacy. They may have experienced tensions
between the literacy professional’s Discourse of literacy and their own Discourse of science
teacher and assumed certain ideas: they may have assumed the literacy professional’s expertise
and interest was based on conten-area literacy strategies and/or that it involved only the literacy
practices used in an English/language arts class (e.g., multi-paragraph essays, reading of long
texts, analysis of language, etc.). However, the disconnect could have been coming from both
directions because neither the reading professional nor the participants seem to hold membership
in the Discourse of the scaffolding and teaching of science-specific literacy practices in a high
school setting.
Such misunderstandings make sense, as in the past, literacy professionals have not been
viewed as critical members of the Discourse of discipline-specific science practices due to their
previous focus on content-area literacy strategies, and science teachers have not necessarily been
viewed as successful teachers of literacy, which led to increased standards and accountability.
These ideas were supported in the third assertion when participants often discussed literacy in
terms of content-area strategy instruction and when discussing the creation of the 1996 standards
and modifications to the 1996 standards in terms of inquiry instruction.
Therefore, it is understandable that participants seemed to perceive the role of literacy
and the role of the literacy professional as primarily focused on English/language arts standards,
strategy development, vocabulary, reading comprehension, and critical reading: past reform
movements involving literacy offered teachers a limited view of the purpose of literacy in the
disciplines as well as a limited view of the role of the literacy professional (Cantrell et al., 2009;
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Fisher & Ivey, 2005). In addition, the link between disciplinary literacy and the NGSS has not
been made well-known to the science community (Conley, 2008; O’Brien et al., 1995; Yager et
al., 2010); literacy research seems to be at the forefront of recognizing these connections (see
Elish-Piper, L’Allier, Manderino, DiDomenico, 2016), and studies are just beginning to further
extricate the processes involved in bringing such practices to the classroom with success (Britt et
al., 2014; Goldman et al., 2016; Wickens, Manderino, Parker, & Jung, 2015.
However, although participants may have been uncertain of the ways in which a literacy
professional could support them in uncovering tacit knowledge and scaffolding disciplinespecific practices in their planning and instruction, they did reveal the literacy practices they
appreciate and the role of literacy in their planning and instruction when they discussed their
struggles and goals for their courses. Despite their misunderstandings about what literacy could
look like if they engaged with the collaborative support of a literacy professional and what
literacy can become in the classroom when defined through a disciplinary literacy lens, these
participants did describe the ways in which they implemented and hoped to implement
discipline-specific literacies in their classrooms. Overall, both the literacy professional and the
science participants can consider the current role of literacy and consider next steps to
implementation.

The Role of Literacy as Promoting
Inquiry-Minded Students
Sam was most excited about teaching students to be inquiry-minded. She wanted
students to take risks and develop independent thinking and problem-solving skills by planning
and carrying out investigations rather than by reading dense science material. These inquiry-
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minded skills are appreciated by professional scientists and involve actively looking for
evidence, reading and writing about data and theories/models, engaging in debate based on the
merits of the data theories/models, evaluating evidence, taking risks with putting forth innovative
ideas, sharing ideas with others to receive critical feedback, and considering research from a
variety of perspectives. These are precisely the skills in which a literacy professional can
support a science teacher in scaffolding for student understanding. Unfortunately, neither
inquiry-based scientific skills nor other scientific skills have been explicitly linked to literacy
practices except through the disciplinary literacy research and literature (Elish-Piper et al., 2016;
Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008); the NGSS made reference to disciplinary literacy and closely
aligned it to the theory of disciplinary literacy, but only in the Framework, and even there it was
not made explicit.
In addition to discussing inquiry, Sam also explained that, more than anything, she
wanted students to enter the world as critical thinkers who could participant intelligently in
science-based conversations and make intelligent contributions when asked about certain
scientific practices that might involve an ethical stance. She also wanted students to enjoy
science and take away valuable skills and a sense of confidence. Sam’s descriptions of what she
wanted students to take with them aligned with the goals of science education, which involves
creating scientifically literate citizens who are inquiry-minded and inquiry-driven (Abd-ElKhalick & BouJaoude, 1997; National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching for
the 21st Century [NCMST, 2000; NRC, 2012; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Yore et al., 2002).
However, although teachers such as Sam have good intentions and work quite hard to
support students in developing into scientifically literate citizens who are critical thinkers and
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can make intelligent decisions on scientific matters within their communities, those good
intentions have not always led to success in college courses and beyond due to a lacking of
understanding of the science-based literacy practices that are embedded in these definitions and
practices. It is only by making the professional literacy practices explicit that scientific learning
in the classroom can align with the practices of professionals and that might involve Sam and
other science teachers working through the tensions among Discourses and working to
understand and be a part of the Discourse of literacy.
To exemplify this point, it is important to consider the hard work that Sam put into her
curriculum. She revised her entire curriculum based on the NGSS and the AP standards. She
admitted that she was allowing skills to drive her curriculum rather than content, even though
that was difficult for her. She pulled directly from the science and engineering practices when
she said she wanted students to focus on taking risks and developing independent thinking and
problem-solving skills by planning and carrying out investigations and creating explanations to
share and discuss with the class. She presented a more discovery- and inquiry-based atmosphere
than did most science teachers at her school. She believed that the process of discovery was
more valuable than her comfort and control in the classroom and that moments when students
made mistakes (i.e., did not have accurate data) were learning moments (Siebert et al., 2016).
Unfortunately, despite her focus on discovery and inquiry, Sam was still frustrated with
students who were “quitters” because they were used to knowing or being given the answers.
She wanted to be able to take students beyond the initial phase of problem-solving and support
them in gaining more skills through investigations, but she believed that she must continue with
her current method of exploration because it had taken students so long to become accustomed to
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it and she wanted them to experience an element of success. In addition, she balanced her
problem-solving, discovery, and inquiry-based investigations with the structure that students did
expect by designing the rest of her course around more traditional practices of lecture, notetaking, quizzes, study guides with answers online, and demonstrations. She believed that these
practices were necessary for knowledge building, especially for the more resistant “quitter”
students who desired traditional learning. However, Sam wanted more out of her curriculum and
wanted all students to be able to take risks and discover their own knowledge and take
responsibility for their own learning rather than trying to rely on the teacher for the answers.
Therefore, she tried to encourage the “quitters” to keep trying and by the end of the school year,
she found that even the more resistant students became more accustomed to a less controlled
environment.
Ultimately, Sam wanted students to achieve what the NGSS Framework outlined (NRC,
2012) as success: students could achieve scientific literacy by seamlessly coordinating
knowledge and skill through planning and carrying out investigations, which also typically
involves constructing explanations, asking questions, analyzing and interpreting data, and using
mathematics and computational thinking, along with other SEPs at times. Sam could continue to
develop her curriculum and be more purposeful with her hard work by explicitly teaching the
scientific literacy practices that are embedded in these scientific skills. In addition, if Sam and a
literacy professional were to work together, they could scaffold for students the literacy practices
that would allow them more success in an inquiry-driven lab situation. Thus, some of the
“quitters” could experience a higher level of control in their own learning and develop skills that
they could transfer to other learning situations that also have less structure.
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If Sam were able to participate in collaborative sessions with a literacy professional, she
would have the opportunity to gear her hard work and effort toward teaching with a disciplinary
literacy approach. Sam strove to help her students develop scientific literacy by trying to teach
them how to think like scientists by constructing, communicating, and interpreting meaning
through engagement in more open-ended lab work and risk-taking opportunities through the
NGSS SEP of planning and carrying out investigations. Therefore, in learning about disciplinary
literacy, Sam would not need to change her goals, but instead, she and the literacy professional
could learn together the ways to break down scientific practices into tangible literacy skills that
would further develop students’ abilities and knowledge in the discipline.

The Role of Literacy as Supporting Students
in Working through Inscriptions
Elizabeth, similar to Sam and Char, desired students to engage in taking risks and gaining
ownership of their learning but was unsure how to scaffold those skills. She was also often
scattered in her implementation of such lessons due to the tension created by her other Discourse
memberships when it came to implementing reform and pressure to include various aspects of
the AP standards, the NGSS, and what the school and her curricular team expected. One
struggle she commented on was her passion for the lesson in which students were to read
interactive graphs. She believed that she provided students time and opportunity to discover
information and gather their own ideas from a series of interactive graphs. However, in truth,
Elizabeth was expecting much more than just “reading a graph.” She was unaware of the tacit
knowledge and the literacy skills she possessed in this situation that made such a task achievable.
What she was actually asking was for students to gather data, compare and contrast such data
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based on prior knowledge of environmental factors, synthesize the information from various
graphs to create a conclusion or an explanation or an argument, and then have the vocabulary to
engage in discussion about these findings. However, students did not seem to possess these
skills, and although Elizabeth thought having an interactive graph would encourage
understanding, the inclusion of certain texts and inscriptions could actually derail students’
abilities to demonstrate their knowledge or carry out the task (Blaum, Wiley, Griffin, & Britt, in
press). Therefore, although teachers have good intentions and hold high expectations for their
students, the literacy practices of science are complex and difficult.
Elizabeth was truly asking for her students to engage in discipline-specific literacy
practices in order to create and communicate knowledge in the discipline. However, Elizabeth
admitted that her curriculum had not been properly scaffolded and she had not focused on the
development of skills needed to read a graph and do something with the information. She
wanted her curriculum to be more clearly scaffolded based on the skills that students would need
in order to learn science and take ownership of their own learning. And this was a consistent
theme in discussions with Elizabeth.
Throughout the study, Elizabeth would describe literacy in various ways, from surface,
content-area strategy instruction to in-depth disciplinary literacy instruction, as she did
previously, but not necessarily intentionally. It was obvious that she knew the value of
scaffolding instruction; however, she seemed uncertain about how to scaffold certain practices.
Much of her understanding of the levels of literacy, from reading a graph to interpreting material
for scientific purposes, did not include an understanding of how they needed to be scaffolded
because her understanding of these practices seemed tacit. Elizabeth’s experiences in the
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discipline created in her a strong, albeit tacit disciplinary literacy knowledge; thus, she and a
literacy professional could work together and share their knowledge in order to make these
practices explicit and scaffolded.
Expecting students to read the interactive graphs involved a variety of discipline-specific
literacy skills, many of which Elizabeth engaged in automatically without awareness and that
students were unable to engage. Because scientists create inscriptions in their areas of expertise,
they follow certain processes and include certain research and assumptions that are unknown to
high school students. Engaging in the process of creating an inscription allows one to read
others’ inscriptions with more depth and clarity. High school students rarely create their own
inscriptions as they are not yet experts on any topic and rarely even collect their own data
because most schools’ curricular demands ask that teachers teach a variety of topics rather than
pursue a few in depth.
Therefore, when considering the interactive charts and graphs that Elizabeth wanted her
students to read, Elizabeth was unaware that she understood the context of the inscriptions and
the processes involved in creating inscriptions and possessed a depth of knowledge on the topic,
whereas the students brought limited knowledge of the topic as well as limited knowledge of the
processes involved in the creation of an inscription. Yet, Elizabeth’s desire for students to
generate some unique ideas to share with the class to discuss and consider was quite valuable as
it would apprentice students into the Discourse of the professional science community.
However, without scaffolding, the students struggled with the lesson. Elizabeth wanted
students to generate unique ideas and share them with the class. She wanted students to engage
in collaborative discourse and not be afraid to take risks or to say something “wrong” because
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taking risks is part of thinking like a scientist. Scientists focus on discovery and the journey of
knowledge building and put their claims, evidence, and ideas out to the scientific community,
expecting to be disproven in order to advance scientific knowledge. Elizabeth wanted students
to be a part of that discourse of knowledge-building and collaboration.
Elizabeth recognized that it was difficult for adolescents to take risks in front of their
peers, but she was frustrated that students could not “read” the graphs and simulations. She also
believed that students could have written down some ideas that they gleaned from the interactive
graphs and be able to answer some of the questions that she posed to them, but they struggled.
Elizabeth was not aware that her curriculum ideas so strongly connected to the theory of
disciplinary literacy and that with a little scaffolding they would be better received by students.
Unfortunately, as a new teacher trying to navigate the dynamics of her curricular team and
standards and school initiatives, she reported her frustration that students did not experience
success, did not engage, and did not find the lesson as valuable as she thought they would.
Because only one or two students seemed interested and came up with ideas and the other
students did not contribute to the discussion, she questioned the value of the lesson. In addition,
because no one on her curricular team attempted such a lesson, Elizabeth was unsure of how to
fix it or if the lesson was worth fixing.
The lesson was incredibly valuable and thus reinforced the need for Elizabeth to find
support through the expertise of a literacy professional. Elizabeth needed to work through how
to scaffold the skill of reading inscriptions. A literacy professional could help her identify her
tacit knowledge and make literacy processes explicit for students. Elizabeth’s ideas were solid
and aligned with disciplinary literacy and the Discourse of professional science, but her
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frustrations could cause her to abandon the lesson for the future when those are precisely the
lessons necessary to apprentice students into the discipline.
Scientists must engage constantly in dialogue with other scientists in order to posit their
theories, gain additional expert opinions, and establish claims to ensure the credibility of what
they are bringing to the world outside of the science community. Therefore, Elizabeth’s desire to
develop such a community in her classroom demonstrated that she understood scientific thinking
and would like her students to engage in such thinking so that they could be prepared for the
professional scientific community beyond the sheltered walls of the school system.
As the discussion continued, Elizabeth also shared her desire to create an end-of-the-year
unit in which students would develop a plan of action for an environmental concern or create
plans and proposals for designing an environmentally conscious home. Through such a unit,
Elizabeth wanted students to synthesize the skills of developing and interpreting various charts
and graphs, applying information about the environment to various scenarios, researching and
then finally developing an explanation of the issue as well as a persuasive proposition to pitch to
the class in order to receive critical feedback and flaws in their argument. This unit aligned with
the ways in which scientists understand, create, and communicate knowledge in the discipline.
Even in terms of professional scientists’ writing practices, which are both formal and informal,
informative and persuasive, based on evidence and research and the understanding of a problem,
and critiqued by peers, this unit aligns with scientists’ literacy practices.
Elizabeth’s aspirations for her classroom not only supported student development of the
literacy practices of professional scientists and those outlined in the NGSS, but they also
encouraged students to engage in these literacy practices in meaningful ways. To begin to trust
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herself again, Elizabeth might want to remove herself from the limiting world of her own
discipline and curricular colleagues. She deserves the time and freedom to consider what she
wants to implement in her courses and take the time to scaffold the literacy practices embedded
in the scientific practices that she finds valuable so that her lessons can lead to student success.
Elizabeth holds much tacit, valuable knowledge that must be made explicit and taught to
students. Her ideas aligned with disciplinary literacy, and she should have the support she needs
to develop confidence in these ideas and see them unfold in her classroom. If Elizabeth were
able to develop her ideas in a collaborative space, she would be a teacher who is able to use a
disciplinary literacy focus to teach her students the practices of professional scientists within a
high school classroom. Elizabeth, and others, need to be able to focus on what can support them
in apprenticing students and making discipline-specific decisions that include literacy:
harmonizing Discourses, making explicit tacit knowledge, working through the scaffolding of
literacy practices to make them explicit for students, trusting in their own professional judgment,
and continuing education in terms of the literacy practices of professionals in the discipline.

The Role of Literacy in Promoting Students’
Problem-Solving Behaviors
Similar to Sam and Elizabeth, Char wanted her students to be independent learners and
take risks in the science classroom. Char believed that students should have the freedom to
explore topics of choice and have the time to develop their own skills and engage in unique
learning experiences. She strove to promote literacy practices that would support students in
their learning, but, as did Sam, she viewed literacy and the role of the literacy professional in
limited ways. She, too, wanted students to discover and ask questions and seek information and
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engage in discourse with each other. She was aware that such habits of thinking and practices
were valuable to the discipline of science but was unaware of the ways in which a literacy
professional could support her work in scaffolding such practices.
Char discussed literacy as inquiry-based processes. She shared her attempts to encourage
inquiry and risk-taking in lab situations, but she and Jared became frustrated when students did
not engage in discovery learning appropriately (i.e., when students did not have enough direction
and then lost interest or began to socialize) and did not have the vocabulary to even communicate
their processes or findings. Thus, although she knew that inquiry-based instruction was a critical
component of scientific literacy, she commented that to get to inquiry, students needed
vocabulary scaffolding, prior knowledge building, and the ability to speak scientifically. If Char
were supported in breaking down the processes of inquiry into specific literacy practices,
students might be able to begin to navigate the process as do professional scientists. Char was
willing to scaffold inquiry but was unsure of how to begin. Many teachers, such as Char, have
attempted inquiry-based instruction only to fall into similar situations of frustration. She still had
the goal for students to remain engaged by exploring concepts in the lab and sharing their ideas.
She did not want to have to explain everything in detail to the students and provide them with the
exact experimental processes for the lab. Overall, she would have liked students to explore more
and apply more rather than just follow her lead and replicate what she did in lab situations.
Char wanted her students to engage in scientific thinking by being curious problemsolvers. She envisioned providing materials and a topic for the unit and allowing them the time
to work in a lab setting to come up with some ideas related to the topic of the unit. Therefore,
Char began to provide students with much more direction in their learning through lecture and
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demonstration, allowing students to have access to the prior knowledge, vocabulary, and
language they would need to understand, create, and communicate knowledge in the discipline.
Char was absolutely right to believe that high school students need supports in place and the
security and safety of knowing what to do. However, Char wanted to make progress away from
teacher-driven to more student-driven and was unsure how to do that.
In terms of providing the lab demonstration at the beginning of the unit so that students
would know their end goal, she commented that she was still disappointed that students were
unable to remain engaged in problem-solving and to work through ideas in an unstructured lab
setting. She tried to reassure herself that she should no longer worry about giving students too
much information because she would rather keep them engaged and successful in learning
science, yet later, Char expressed concern that there was a lack of inquiry-based learning among
students in her course.
Considering this issue from a disciplinary literacy standpoint, Char's demonstrations were
not the issue. Demonstrations are a part of science literacy; reading inscriptions, seeing gestures,
and watching the problem-solving process, such as the teacher’s creation and execution of a
scientific process, are valuable components of scientific literacy and a way for teachers to model
scientific language and vocabulary. However, in Char’s classroom, the purpose behind the
demonstration was to keep students engaged rather than focus on inscriptions and language and
the problem-solving process. Therefore, Char could accomplish her goals by changing the
purpose of demonstrations. If Char’s ideas for inquiry in the lab were broken down into a variety
of literacy practices, then she would recognize that her desire for inquiry could occur, even if in
small pieces. If she used the demonstration and chose one of the embedded practices, such as
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evaluating theories/models against evidence, she would be able to engage students in a piece of
inquiry-based learning and scaffold in additional practices from that point.
Char first mentioned her frustration with students’ inability to comprehend and navigate
scientific texts, even more simple texts aimed at the average citizen. She admitted that reading
scientific materials can be difficult, and thus, she resorted back to lecture. She also mentioned
being frustrated that students had difficulty with inquiry-based learning when in the lab and
when they were not given the exact processes to follow. Many teachers, such as Char, are hardworking and well-meaning, and thus, when students have difficulty with reading and inquiry,
teachers go back to breaking down materials through lecture and providing more structured lab
experiments, even though they recognize that science in a professional setting is not done that
way. Char wanted to apprentice students but, when met with their resistance, did not know
where to turn and how to merge her vision with students’ needs and expectations.
Therefore, it is critical that a literacy professional have the time to work with teachers
such as Char, teachers who have good ideas and are willing to take risks in the classroom but
who are uncertain about how to proceed when a lesson or unit does not work according to plan.
Inquiry in the professional setting involves specific, in-depth, difficult processes involving
specific language and literacy skills, e.g., accessing scientific terminology, interpreting arrays of
data and evidence based on theories and models, comprehending scientific texts, engaging in
interpretative and critical reading, and reading and writing scientific explanations. Such complex
literacy practices require the expertise of a science professional and a literacy professional; both
come from a variety of Discourses that can aid them in better understanding how these literacy
practices should be scaffolded for classroom use.
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With the support of a literacy professional, Char could still develop inquiry-based
learning in her classroom in a variety of ways; she could make explicit to students what it means
to read critically in science and what it means to interpret a variety of data. She could model
how to read the dense research articles they find; scientists do not read linearly, but jump around
to various segments of text for specific purposes. Thus, she could incorporate portions of
scientific texts and materials that relate to her demonstrations so that the reading in which
students engage is purposeful and applicable. Char held so much tacit knowledge that she did
not realize all that she brought to a text or a lab setting before reading and engaging in problem
solving behaviors.
Professional scientists approach text and experimentation with much prior knowledge. In
fact, they prefer to remain within their areas of expertise and most often choose readings and
look at inscriptions based on their areas of specialization. They pull from the same sources and
focus on comparing and contrasting information with that of their own knowledge, experiences,
and methods. The processes that teachers often expect of students do not align with work in the
professional discourse. Scientists often do not read an article in its entirety from top to bottom
but focus on the components that can further their knowledge. In addition, they read with a
purpose that depends on their content area. Physicists take on a critical stance when reading in
their area of expertise, whereas chemists prefer to focus on inscriptions as part of their reading
(Pozzer-Ardenghi & Roth, 2010). Ultimately, frustrations that teachers hold are typically linked
to expectations put in place in schools and misconceptions about what it means to read text and
engage in learning opportunities.
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Therefore, it is critical to realize that teachers have been asked by reform, tradition, and
the logistics of secondary schools to fulfill ideas of literacy, inquiry, reading, experimentation,
etc., that do not necessarily exist in the science profession. Science reading is difficult (Goldman
et al., 2016), especially for students who have not been encouraged to seek out one area of
interest and explore it in depth, as professional scientists are allowed to do. The previous 1996
standards had teachers covering so much information that they were unable to teach students
material in more in-depth ways, and the previous push for content-area literacy misled teachers
about the role of literacy in the discipline-specific classroom.
Char’s ideas for inquiry, research, and reading could be possible with the right
scaffolding and professional development. If she had the opportunity to meet regularly with a
literacy professional, she would better understand her own tacit knowledge and the ways in
which literacy could help her achieve her goals for the classroom, and the reading professional
would gain a better understanding of discipline-specific literacy practices in science. Char would
also benefit from a collaborative community that would validate her ideas and goals and support
her in achieving them in discipline-specific ways, using discipline-specific literacy practices,
rather than in mutated ways that have developed in education over time.

The Role of Literacy in Developing Students’
Conceptual Understanding
Throughout our conversations, it became evident that Jared’s professional knowledge
regarding physics was extensive and mostly tacit. Therefore, although he was cognizant that
language and literacy were focal components in the learning of physics, he, similar to Elizabeth,
sometimes had difficulty scaffolding points of confusion for students because he had difficulty
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articulating how he came to know and understand the nuanced and highly-developed practices
and ways with language in which he engaged. Thus, he had difficulty scaffolding learning
situations for students so that they could engage in language and literacy for the above purposes.
He was frustrated that many of his students tended to either give up or “get by” in the course
with just enough understanding to get an average grade. He would have liked to have support in
his planning in order to improve student understanding during instruction.
Jared was aware that physics was confusing for most students and explained that the real
issue was that students needed to gain an understanding of physics on a conceptual level rather
than trying to memorize information and plug in formulas. On a professional level, the grand
unified theory is everything upon which physics is built, and every equation, situation, and
vocabulary word fits into this abstract theory. Jared admitted that it is a difficult concept to grasp
for the adolescent mind, and even Watson admitted not grasping the conceptual nature of physics
until well into his career as a pilot.
In addition, grasping the conceptual aspects of physics was further stunted by the
misconceptions that students held. Jared explained that students entered the class thinking that
they knew everything about gravity because they had heard much about gravity in society. Jared
explained that although society tended to focus on gravity the most, it was actually the one force
that physicists knew the least about and it came into play in physics in ways that students did not
expect. For example, when explaining displacement vectors, the direction matters because if two
forces are pulling on gravity in opposite directions they can cancel each other out, but for
“scalers,” such as age, temperature, energy, etc., direction does not matter because they are
situated in space without gravity. Students often became confused because for all their lives,
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typically, they had been taught these ideas in terms of direction, i.e. higher and lower; up and
down; increased age, hotter temperature, more energy used.
Misconceptions that his students held, such as those about gravity, were extremely
difficult to eradicate from students’ minds because such misconceptions had been created and
enforced by what students saw and heard in society and by what students had learned from
previous teachers, thus adding complexity to the already confusing, abstract content of physics.
Allowing students to hold onto misconceptions throughout their school posed a large problem in
physics because it was as though students were “programmed” with the wrong information.
Jared and other physics teachers tried to tackle these misconceptions with material, examples, lab
demonstrations, and scenarios that refuted students’ thinking, but students did not necessarily
retain the information or completely eradicate the incorrect information from their minds.
In addition to misconceptions with concepts and vocabulary, students also had learned
and practiced inaccurate ways of using inscriptions and representing their data, and Jared
commented that they were often sloppy in the lab when it came to “reading the scale” and
“calibrating” the scale, as well as using significant figures properly. In physics, it is critical to be
precise about which terms deal with quantity, distance, time, etc., and to represent these terms
with correct inscriptions. Jared mentioned that some teachers try to make things “easier” for
students by allowing students to use incorrect inscriptions such as PEg to represent gravitational
potential energy when in reality, the symbol is Ug. So Jared explained to students the ways in
which symbols were an extremely valuable language component of physics and the necessity of
being precise, but many students struggled with this concept. He also discussed with them other
types of inscriptions that were a part of the multimodal, hybrid, and semeiotic language systems
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of the discipline (Latour, 1987; Pozzer-Ardenghi & Roth, 2010; Saul, 2004), but Jared
commented that if students were not language-focused, they did not focus on the specifics that
they needed to know in order to answer questions accurately.
Ultimately, for Jared, all learning issues for students in physics were caused by confusion
and inaccuracy with language and inscriptions because precise language is everything in physics,
and, as in any language, mixing up two words can bring about quite different results and can
cause further misunderstandings. He explained that because of the adolescent age group, most
students did not consider the specify of language and did not completely realize that mixing up
two terms such as weight and mass could undermine all learning. Many students struggled
because they did not want to be specific with language, and if they struggled with the very basics
of physics understanding, then they also struggled with the larger concepts, such as the concept
of forces that involved calculations using the concepts of mass and acceleration.
Throughout the study, Jared returned continuously to the idea that physics is about
specificity with language and inscriptions. He explained that another of his struggles was with
students who thought that they loved physics but really loved only the “Discovery Channel”
version of physics. Jared commented that the “Discovery Channel kids” usually ended up with a
C average in the class because they did not want to learn “real” physics. He commented that the
Discovery Channel put physics into common, secular language, and because the discipline of
physics relies on the precise use of language, physics on the Discovery Channel was no longer
“authentic” physics. He described ways in which the Discovery Channel students wanted to talk
in big picture, such as whether time and space existed or if it was an illusion. He explained that
such questions to a physicist do not make sense because there is no such idea as “before time
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existed” because there was no “before” because scientists could not define it. Instead, a physicist
will say that “time did not always exist.” Jared’s explanation of the importance of language in
this scenario lent a glimpse as to why physics is difficult for students. The entire conversation
hinges on the meaning and conceptualization of the word “before.”
This example of being precise with language also led to another struggle that Jared
discussed, which was the struggle with problem-solving and what students were allowed to
assume in order to complete work in physics. Jared explained that students wanted just to be told
the steps to answer a problem and the formulas into which the could plug numbers. They did not
want to expand their minds to deal with problem-solving because it involved taking the time and
going through the steps of being specific with language.
Watson, another physics teacher, explained a type of lecture and conversation he often
had with students:
[It depends] on how the object is behaving, its motion---at rest, constant velocity, and
accelerating. Those are the three basic kinds of motion, how an object can be moving.
. . . I'll say [to students], okay, which is it, mass acceleration or zero? And they'll be,
mmm, mass acceleration. I ask, why? 'Cause it's moving. Yeah, but constant velocity is
moving, right? And accelerating is moving, right? But it's mass acceleration only when
you're accelerating. It's zero when you're at rest and when you're at constant velocity.
And [students] don't get that. They revert immediately to the idea of the object moving.
. . . okay, tell me, is it mass acceleration or zero? And they go, mass acceleration. And
I'll say, why? Because it's constant. Constant what? We have constant velocity, we have
constant acceleration. Which one do you mean? They have one word that they've keyed
on, and they don't finish the rest of it. 'Cause again, they're completely different kinds of
motion.
Jared and Watson realized that problem-solving in physics was difficult for students,
partly because of the specificity with language, and they attempted to put scaffolds in place.
However, students still needed to understand the unifying theories and then grapple with the
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expectation to have a complete understanding of language and concepts in order to engage in the
problem-solving processes. This led to frustration for both the teachers and the students.
This example demonstrated the ways in which confusion with language hindered
conceptual understanding and the types of problem-solving that are essential to physics thinking.
Jared said that the kids would arrive at incorrect answers and then they would complain that they
were confused about the math. But, he explained, the students took an entrance exam and
proved their math knowledge but fell apart in physics because they knew the operations but did
not know where the numbers belonged in the problem-solving process because they did not
understand the language and the difference between, for example, constant velocity and constant
acceleration; thus, they did not understand what they were allowed to assume to be true.
Jared commented that all the physics teachers did their best to guide students through
concepts that were abstract and difficult. The teachers tried to be explicit with students in their
grading. They created categories for students, explaining that they would be graded on the
correct use of terms, the logical argument, the linear path of reasoning, and the assumptions that
that they could hold based on what they knew about the terms. This checklist comprised the
essential concepts that linked back to the forces and the theory of everything and the path to
correct answers when problem-solving in physics. However, Jared did not believe it was enough
because, as a whole, students still struggled.
Jared’s knowledge and expertise in physics was extremely valuable to student learning;
unfortunately, because he was a reflective practitioner, he tended to focus on areas in which he
would like to improve his teaching. However, with the support of a literacy professional, Jared
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would be able to further support students by scaffolding these difficult, currently frustrating
points of learning involving language.
Jared’s natural use of discipline-specific strategies and ideas could be further developed
with a literacy professional and other science teachers. For example, one aspect of teaching that
was specific to Jared and his expertise was that he often demonstrated lab scenarios that did not
always work to plan. He would consider an idea and buy supplies at Home Depot in order to
show students a demonstration that they had not seen before and that was not in their physics
textbook. Sometimes those demonstrations worked and sometimes they did not, showing
students the value of problem-solving, thinking like a physicist, and thinking outside of
prescribed lab experiments. This type of curriculum should be celebrated, but for Jared, it
created uncertainty.
With the support of a literacy professional, Jared would be able to see the value in his
“failures” and scaffold problem-solving scenarios with students based in these moments, and the
literacy professional would learn much from Jared about the practices of a professional scientist.
Jared had also worked diligently to create and utilize simulations for students so that they could
better understand the concepts that did not always work in a lab or could not be grasped from the
text. He tried to scaffold student learning in these ways. As Jared commented that he was
willing to have support in order to scaffold the teaching of the literacy and language practices
with which students struggled, he was also honest in his belief that no matter how much was
made explicit and scaffolded for student understanding, without seeing the value of language and
knowing how to use language precisely, students would continue to have a difficult time with
physics.
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Jared could not see that the role of a literacy professional could involve scaffolding even
the most difficult language, literacy, and physics concepts. Jared’s expertise could be the
catalyst for the scaffolding necessary to complete his curriculum and eliminate some of his
frustrations. Overall, with a literacy professional, Jared could focus on how to scaffold the use
of language and inscriptions precisely, which, according to Jared and the research, is extremely
valuable when it comes to the creation, understanding, and communication of knowledge in the
discipline.
A renewed understanding of the role of the literacy professional and the role of literacy in
the discipline of science can begin by working through the disciplinary literacy lens for both
science teachers and literacy professionals. The teachers in this study recognized the need to
scaffold instruction for students, but at times, they were unable to scaffold scientific practices
effectively because they did not realize their tacit understanding of the discipline-specific literacy
practices embedded within their teaching. A literacy professional may not have a complete
understanding of science-specific literacy skills, and because much of science teacher’s
knowledge is tacit, science teachers may not hold this understanding either. Thus, bringing
together science teachers and literacy professionals may be the solution that is needed to scaffold
and teach complex science-specific literacy practices and apprentice high school students into
careers in the profession of science.

CHAPTER 6
IMPLICATIONS

The culmination of data collection and analysis suggested that participants were unaware
or uninformed about a few critical aspects of their teaching practices, the value of the knowledge
they possessed, reform, and the role of literacy in scientific practices.

The Role of the Literacy Professional to
Explain Disciplinary Literacy
Often throughout the study, the participants mentioned reform being “let go” or
“replaced” or not aligned with their goals for the classroom and their course. They viewed
changing administration as the cause for such change, which created a wariness about
implementing reform in some ways. In addition, the reform initiatives that the participants were
asked to navigate over the course of their teaching careers sometimes caused the participants to
question their own professional knowledge and judgment about what students should be learning
and how. The participants discredited their own professional knowledge and expertise because
they did not see how it aligned with reform and with teaching high school students in a
classroom setting. However, these struggles that science teachers experience can be mediated
with the support of a literacy professional. It is the role of the literacy professional to support
science teachers in developing an understanding of how their struggles, goals, ideas, and wants
for the classroom environment and student learning are precisely what should be occurring in the
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classroom, as long as they are based in knowledge of how professional scientists engage in the
field. The participants discussed building demonstrations that were not typical for a physics
classroom, grading students in ways that cultivated disciplinary understanding, developing a
project in which students researched green energy and created a building model outlining
environmental and financial factors, engaging students in explanation and argumentation in ways
that aligned with how professionals engage, and allowing students to develop inquiry and
problem-solving skills through the process of planning and carrying out investigations through
their own data collection and questioning practices. Engaging students in these lessons can serve
to apprentice students into the discipline of science and support their achievements in science
courses and careers. However, participants discredited these lessons and ideas because they did
not see how such practices were supported by reform, their curricular colleagues, and student
engagement.
The literacy professional can explain a disciplinary literacy approach to science teachers
and demonstrate the ways in which disciplinary literacy is the framework upon which many of
these current reform movements are built (e.g., NGSS; CCSS; The College, Career, and Civic
Life Framework [C3 Framework] for Social Studies State Standards [National Council for the
Social Studies, 2013]). More importantly, literacy professionals can engage science teachers in
discussions about what disciplinary literacy means in science. Together, literacy professionals
and science teachers can consider science teachers’ goals, ideas, and lessons such as the ones
described and identify the science and literacy practices of value to the discipline based on each
other’s professional knowledge and expertise. The literacy professional can begin to draw out
the tacit knowledge that science teachers possess in terms of discipline-specific literacy practices
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and allow science teachers to consider a disciplinary literacy approach instead of being pressured
to follow a reform initiative.

The Role of the Literacy Professional to
Explain Discourse Memberships
Concurrently, the literacy professional can become educated about Discourses and
support science teachers in identifying their memberships and the ways in which those
memberships may cause tension. The participants expressed points of tension when they
questioned their own ideas and decisions and experienced doubt due to colleague, student, and
administrative reactions. The participants did not always see the value of modifying curriculum
based on the reform supported by administration but were concerned that in not implementing
reform, they were doing something wrong. Sometimes their ideas were not supported by their
curricular teammates or students did not engage in the ways the participants expected. Some of
these tensions that the participants perceived in which they questioned their own ideas and
experiences were caused by competing Discourses. The participants were pulled by their
membership in Discourses such as the disciplines of science, student-centered teacher,
environmental team member, and science teacher, yet they did not know that it was Discourse
memberships creating such tensions.
Listening to the participants’ lesson ideas, struggles with student engagement, and goals
for their classroom, instruction, and student learning can provide a literacy professional with
some understanding of what is of value to participants and thus indicate some of their Discourse
memberships. The literacy professional can begin to label some of these Discourses so that the
science teachers can begin to see the reasons behind some of their struggles.
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In addition, it is important to note that some of these Discourse memberships support the
teachers in considering curriculum development from a disciplinary literacy lens, especially
those Discourses by which science teachers gained entrance due to their experience in the
science profession and other professions prior to teaching. Some Discourses support teachers
and literacy professionals in pinpointing the science and literacy practices they ultimately believe
are of most value for student learning, such as the Discourse of the discipline of science. Some
Discourses, such as the Discourse of being a student-centered teacher, further challenge the ideas
of science teachers and literacy professionals. Such a Discourse may cause science teachers and
literacy professionals to question whether certain professional practices are too challenging for
high school students and can hurt their confidence and motivation.
However, this Discourse and others may also bring about tensions that can be the impetus
for challenging conversations between science teachers and literacy professionals and lead to
careful consideration about what it means to teach and apprentice high school students into the
discipline of science. And some Discourses can be the cause of unnecessary tension that should
be eradicated, such as the tension that the participants experienced when their colleagues ignored
their requests to meet and plan or when there was the belief that a “true” physics teacher must
follow the traditional path into teaching in order to do his or her job well, creating the idea that
some Discourse memberships that are centered on teaching or are a part of a curricular team are
going to need to be reconsidered.
The work involving Discourses can be difficult and tension-filled. Science teachers and
literacy professionals have claimed membership in their current Discourses and have seen them
as part of their teaching identity. The participants of the study mentioned experiencing a sense
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of “outsiderness” when their paths into teaching differed from those of their colleagues; various
paths into teaching create various Discourse memberships. The participants also expressed a
sense of loss when a Discourse membership they had experienced, such as UbD or standardsbased grading, was no longer of value to their district, school, or colleagues. These examples
highlight the difficulty in separating oneself from a Discourse in which one has claimed
membership, no matter the duration. Therefore, the idea of a literacy professional offering her
support to science teachers and suggesting a disciplinary literacy approach may not be met with
complete appreciation because it can involve the changing and shifting and possible
abandonment of some Discourses. Science teachers might present some resistance, even though,
ultimately, the collaborative relationship of science teachers and literacy professionals could lead
to scaffolded discipline-specific literacy practices for classroom implementation, student
engagement, and student apprenticeship into the discipline.
Science teachers may be opposed to shifting their thinking and accepting disciplinary
literacy as the lens through which to view curricular and instructional decision-making.
Although disciplinary literacy is intended to bring out the discipline-specific literacy practices
embedded within science practices, people who hold membership in science-specific Discourses
may not perceive it that way; they may think that the literacy professional is pushing another
reform that touts all teachers as teachers of reading and content-area literacy strategies. It may
seem that literacy is being placed at the forefront of education and science is coming as an
afterthought, which has happened in the past with certain political reforms, namely No Child
Left Behind (National Science Teachers Association, [NSTA], 2012).
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In addition, the participants seemed to perceive the literacy professional as a person to
help them in teaching content-area literacy strategies, not complex science-specific literacy
practices that are embedded in scientific practices, such as explanation and argumentation and
specificity with language and inscriptions. In addition, the participants expressed the tensions
they were experiencing and might not perceive a literacy professional as the individual who can
knowledgably support their decision-making and ease some of their conflict regarding reform
and the science curriculum. The participants were hesitant to disappoint or in many ways
confront the curricular team members who challenged them, and at times, they expressed
extraordinary frustration with their curricular teams and their science department colleagues.
However, it was still important to the participants to remain a part of their curricular teams and
be seen as a collaborative, rule-following members of the science department. Thus, science
teachers might not completely see the value in working with a literacy professional in order to
attain their goals for the classroom as the literacy professional may be viewed as an outsider as
well.

The Need for Third Space
It is critical that science teachers and literacy professionals work together in order to
apprentice students into the discipline of science for college and career success. Science teachers
and literacy professionals must build trusting partnerships in order to explore their Discourses,
tensions, and respective worlds of knowledge and work together to understand better disciplinary
literacy, reform, and the science-specific literacy practices that they must make explicit and
scaffold for classroom use.
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In other situations, when two different and sometimes competing Discourses have had to
merge in which neither voice is the “correct” voice (Wallace, 2004), the notion of “third space”
has been used (Bhabha, 1994; Moje et al., 2004; Whitchurch, 2008). “Third space” is an
imagined, hybrid space (Bhabha, 1994; Gutierrez et al., 1995; Gutierrez, 2008; Soja, 1996)
where seemingly “oppositional categories can actually work together to generate new
knowledge, new Discourses, and new forms of literacy” (Moje et al., 2004, p. 42). Third space
serves to create a new social and cultural context that is not governed by a dominant, traditional
script or by a predetermined Discourse (Gutierrez et al., 1995). It is within this third space that
new knowledge can be socially created by its participants (Vygotsky, 1978).
The development of a third space could be what is lacking in professional development
partnerships between literacy professionals and science teachers. It seems that within a high
school, an institution governed by tradition and a variety of dominant Discourses and rules about
the importance of disciplines remaining separate from each other, a third space could allow
science teachers and literacy professionals the freedom they need to further develop a
disciplinary literacy approach to instruction. Bhabha (1994, 2006) also recognizes that third
space is a place in which members can resolve experiences of “splitting” caused when people are
engaged in the struggle of trying to accept and refute, simultaneously, the dominant Discourse.
He comments that splitting can lead to an anxious-ridden individual who has trouble finding a
solid sense of self unless there is a productive outlet for this struggle for identity that does not
involve answering or being defined by the authority. The science teachers in the study seemed to
be experiencing a sense of splitting when their desires differed from those of a dominant
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Discourse or tradition, as evidenced by their doubt and unease at challenging reforms or their
colleagues’ ideas.
Third space has also been viewed as a place that can resolve the conflict inherently
caused when people within a real “first space,” such as a classroom, are expected to abide by the
rules dictated by an orderly, precise, specific, yet unrealistic “second space,” such as reform
documents and curriculum guides (Brooke et al., 2005; Soja, 1996). Soja (1994) used the idea of
third space as the space that people enter unconsciously when they act in new, different ways
that push aside the expectations established by the first and second spaces. The literacy
professional and science teacher can navigate, shift, and reimagine their own Discourses in order
to consider what science-specific literacy practices can become in the classroom.

The Role of the Literacy Professional
to Develop Third Space
Exploration of the third-space potential can occur with the support of the Model for
Developing a Third Space, in which literacy professionals are guided in their attempts to build
collaborative relationships with science teachers and begin development of a third space (see
Figure 1).
Literacy professionals and science teachers hold membership in various Discourses.
Some of those Discourses are competing in terms of knowledge they find of value and actions
that should be taken in certain situations. Thus, tensions are experienced that impact decisionmaking and create moments of doubt and uncertainty. One point of doubt and uncertainty may
be on the end of the literacy professional questioning his/her role in supporting science teachers
as science teachers, and literacy professionals have not always maintained collaborative
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relationships in the past and might experience tensions with each other and each other’s goals.
However, it is critical that these two groups come together in a third space to navigate these
tensions and other issues that can arise in order to take a disciplinary literacy approach to the
scaffolding of science-specific literacy practices so that students can be apprenticed into the
discipline and a citizenry of scientifically literate individuals can develop.

Discourses

Develop an
understanding of
science teacher

Third Space
Identifying Discourses and
Tensions
Taking a DL approach: What
science and literacy practices
are of value to the discipline?

Science Teacher
Share struggles,
goals, wants, ideas,
perceptions
Consider disciplinary
literacy

Disciplinary Literacy

Explain disciplinary
literacy

Which Discourses
support disciplinary
literacy?
What literacy
practices are of value
here?
How can we scaffold?

Navigating tensions and
Discourses

Where is this tension
originating?

Establishing Goals: What
makes sense in the
discipline?

What scientific
practices are of value
here?

Identifying, Adapting, &
Scaffolding Scientific Literacy
Practices

How can we scaffold?

Discourses

Literacy
Professional

Figure 1. Model for developing a third space.

Literacy professionals have a responsibility to initiate the relationship with science
teachers by developing an understanding of science teachers’ struggles, goals, wants, and ideas.
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Such discussions can open up a third space as the literacy professionals and science teachers
move away from some of their Discourses to better understand each other. These discussions
can not only influence the third space and the development of new Discourses, but also
encourage the shifting and changing of their individual Discourses. The third space is not a
permanent place, but it is shaped and developed each time it is entered. In addition, literacy
professionals can begin to identify some of the Discourses in which science teachers hold
membership, which can lend insight into the causes of some of the experienced tensions. It is
also through these discussions that literacy professionals can seek to understand science teachers’
perceptions of literacy and its role in the science classroom. Such information can lead to further
third-space discussions about disciplinary literacy and the science and literacy practices of value
to the discipline that need to be developed in order to fulfill science teachers’ goals.
Before proceeding, science teachers need to accept a disciplinary literacy approach so
that their work in the third space can continue and together science teacher and literacy
professional can work at identifying Discourses, navigating tensions, establishing goals, and
scaffolding literacy and science practices for student engagement and apprenticeship in the
discipline. In accepting disciplinary literacy, both parties accept the difficult, nonlinear, messy
process of building a third space. The third space is filled with tension because, there,
participants’ Discourses are challenged, shifted, and reimagined and new Discourses, new
knowledge, and new culture have the potential to emerge.
Part of the decision to accept a disciplinary literacy approach may be difficult as science
teachers may still view literacy professionals as content-area literacy strategy teachers. Thus, it
is important for the literacy professional to consider starting the scaffolding of science-specific
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literacy practices using content-area literacy strategies. Ultimately, the idea is about resolving
mutation by encouraging teachers to consider the reasons behind the use of such strategies so
that teachers can begin to adapt (Gillis, 2014) generalized literacy practices and choose literacy
practices that are strategic, purposeful, and discipline-specific.

Research Involving Third Space
The idea of third space has also been considered in academic settings in terms of teacher
and student roles in the classroom (Gutierrez, 2008; Gutierrez, Baquedano‐López, and Tejeda,
1999; Gutierrez et al., 1995). Such ideas of third space are thoroughly explored in Moje et al.,
(2004), in which she considered three varying views of third space in order to explore the ways
in which classrooms can be constructed to honor students’ out-of-school funds of knowledge and
Discourses in order to enhance learning opportunities and further bridge and develop in-school
and out-of-school literacy practices and Discourses. These studies note that creating a third
space is a continuous process that is difficult and filled with contradictions and struggles, and it
is not guaranteed to be permanent even after a lot of work and effort. However, even small
changes and advancements are built toward new learning and perspective-shifting (Fahlander,
2007). In these studies, the third space involved teachers allowing students to direct the learning
and supporting them in discovering topics of value to them and exploring an educational setting
not defined by traditional notions about what counts as valuable knowledge. However, at some
point, students had to return to more traditional classroom spaces or conversations and leave the
third space.
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Another avenue in which third space has been explored involved preservice teacher
education programs in which university professors who mentored preservice teachers worked to
blur the border between their role and the role of the mentor teacher within the school where the
preservice teacher was completing student teaching (Flessner, 2014; Taylor, Klein, & Abrams,
2014). The description of the process included such words as “time-consuming” and “at times
uncomfortable” and featured moments in which participants struggled to pull away from the
traditional hierarchical roles expected of them. These researchers comment that each space first
needs to recognize that they can inform and influence each other in positive and constructive
ways, and upon documenting the strengths of each space, the third space can be opened up to
reflect upon the nexus of the two spaces. These studies also note the difficulty in developing and
sustaining a third space.
Religious efforts have also been explored in the context of third space. Because people
hold misunderstandings about cultures and traditions, Zaver (2013) sought to open up a third
space based on dialoging in order to overcome these misunderstandings for students in Grades 710. Her goal was for third spaces to be created that house religious education opportunities that
are “transformative, open, and empowering” (p. 92) for adolescents.
These studies document the difficulties in creating and maintaining a third space;
however, they also discuss the learning, perspective-shifting, and change that have occurred
within them as well. Third space is meant to foster displacement and disruption, contradictions
and ambiguities, ambivalence and divergence (Bhabha, 1994). It is also a space to be filled with
potential, creativity, power, and collaborative progress, because what can emerge are new
definitions of knowledge and knowledge representation; new Discourses; and reimaginings of
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what it means to understand, create, and communicate knowledge in the science classroom
through science-specific literacy practices. Essentially, participants can emerge as “others” of
"themselves” (Bhabha, 1994).
Therefore, a renewed understanding of the roles of the literacy professional, the role of
literacy in the discipline of science, and the complexity of science-specific practices can all begin
in a third space. Tensions generated among Discourses and caused by splitting can be explored
in this third space. In this space, both professionals’ knowledge and expertise need to be
understood as equally valuable components, which requires a willingness from both to take their
possible “alternative and competing discourses and positionings [and] transform conflict and
difference into rich zones of collaboration and learning” (Gutierrez et al., 1999, p. 3). This might
involve participants of the third space accepting components of other Discourses and allowing
the contexts of their respective disciplines to shift and change (Moje et al., 2004) in order to
create Discourses that are altogether new. Through the disciplinary literacy lens in the third
space, high school literacy professionals can support science teachers in making explicit the
literacy practices of the professional discipline in order to scaffold instruction and apprentice
students into the discipline through engagement in such practices (Cervetti et al., 2012; Fang &
Coatoam, 2013; O’Brien et al., 1995; Shanahan, 2012a).
The current study provided insights into four focal teachers’ struggles with and
perceptions, understandings, and views of reform and literacy. These insights have broader
implications for all science teachers and literacy professionals. The idea of third space has yet to
be explored more fully as a nexus for science teacher and literacy professional to work through
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literacy, reform, and Discourse tension in order to reimagine the teaching of science through the
lens of disciplinary literacy.

Limitations
Although data were collected in a variety of ways and utilizing a variety of sources, I was
never in the classrooms of these teachers to actually observe their teaching and see the enactment
of their lesson plans and curricular planning sessions. Often, teachers’ intentions and their actual
classroom enactment of these intentions are dissimilar for a variety of reasons, including belief
systems, self-efficacy, and ability to change (Bandura, 1977; Keys, 2005; Pajares, 1992;
Southerland et al., 2011). This limitation can also be noted in the stimulated recall data
collection method.
The stimulated recall data collection was designed to gain an in-depth understanding of
why teachers make the decisions that they make; however, a limitation was created in that I did
not know specifically how the decisions described and reported in the stimulated recall interview
played out in the classroom. However, this limitation was tempered by triangulating data
collection and asking teachers for specifics on their lessons through interviews. Also, because
my goal was to give the participants a voice in reform in order to learn more about their level of
disciplinary literacy knowledge and their perceptions of reform, missing the enactment of the
lessons was ancillary to the focus of data collection for this particular study.
Also, in terms of the stimulated recall method of data collection, there have been
limitations cited in the research that some of participants’ thinking was tacit and could not be
verbally recalled, that teachers’ comments were evaluative rather than explanatory in nature, and
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that teachers described situations that linked to moments during the stimulated recall task but that
were not specifically about the actual stimulated recall task (Calderhead, 1981, 1986; Reitano,
2005). However, research also notes that even when commentary seems “evaluative,”
“irrelevant,” or “off-task,” it may be the only way for participants to offer a verbal explanation
(Calderhead, 1986).

Future Research
This study is just the beginning of understanding the role of disciplinary literacy in
reform, the role of the literacy professional in supporting science teachers’ awareness of their
Discourse communities, and the potential for a third space. This study sought to gain an
understanding of participants’ perceptions of reform and their role in implementing reform and
literacy, as well as gain an understanding of participants’ knowledge of disciplinary literacy as
the implied framework of reform. In addition, one of the results of this study considered the
various Discourse communities to which secondary teachers belong, which at times caused
tension for teachers. This information prompts future research that would consider the ways in
which science teachers and literacy professionals together navigate their Discourses in a third
space, using a disciplinary literacy approach to developing curriculum and scaffolding disciplinespecific literacy practices for secondary classroom implementation.

Disciplinary Literacy
Disciplinary literacy is at the forefront of literacy research and adolescent literacy
research. Literacy researchers are recently even looking into how disciplinary literacy practices
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can be enacted outside of the four core disciplines of English, math, science, and social studies
(Wickens et al., 2015) as well as the roles of disciplinary literacy and content-area literacy
throughout students’ schooling and learning (Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Gillis, 2014; Houseal,
Gillis, Helmsing, & Hutchinson, 2016; Moje, 2015). Some researchers find that adolescent
minds are not ready to take on the professional literacy practices enacted in the disciplines
(Brozo, Moorman, Meyer, & Stewart, 2013; Heller, 2010); others contend that content-area
literacy strategies are important in the organization of information within disciplines and a
blending of content-area literacy strategies and discipline-specific strategies is valuable (Fang &
Coatoam, 2013; Moje, 2015). Some have suggested that not all teachers are teachers of reading
and that content-area teachers are often frustrated when they are asked to incorporate the
teaching of literacy strategies as part of their discipline because they have not been trained in this
role and it seems to be removed from their goals as content-area teachers (Gillis, 2014; O’Brien
et al., 1995). Finally, others describe the implicit value of apprenticing secondary students into
the discipline-specific literacy practices and habits of mind through scaffolding from contentarea literacy strategies so that all students can be successful in society, college, and career even if
they never become actual experts and develop sophisticated skills in the disciplines (Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008). Future research in all these areas can serve to create a well-rounded
perspective of disciplinary literacy in the classroom as well as its role in reform impelmentation
across all grades.
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Reform and Standards
Literacy researchers are aware of the ways in which disciplinary literacy is embedded in
the frameworks of the C3 standards, the NGSS, and the CCSS (Elish-Piper et al., 2016; Moje,
2015; Zygouris-Coe, 2012). However, because this connection is not made explicit in any of the
standards, disciplinary literacy research encourages teachers to work together with literacy
professionals and colleagues in other disciplines so that disciplinary literacy can be brought to
the forefront of reform implementation, even if solely for increased teacher understanding of the
processes, habits of mind, texts, and theories underlying reform and the disciplines (Shanahan,
2012a, b; IRA, 2006, 2010, 2012).
In addition, literacy researchers caution that it is easy for teachers and students to become
burdened by the rush of implementing standards, and therefore, professional development must
be job-embedded and consistent and involve the support of the entire district (Glickman et al.,
2010; Joyce & Showers, 1982; Lunenburg & Ornstein, 2008; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001; Moje,
2015). More research as to teachers’ and administrators’ knowledge and understanding of
disciplinary literacy and reform, as well as the role of the literacy professional in professional
development, is important. This vein of research could also consider teachers’ and
administrators’ knowledge and perspectives on third space and the ways in which a literacy
professional can play a prominent role in the creation of a third space environment in a
secondary setting.
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Third Space
The development of a third space among science teachers and literacy professionals
needs to be further researched. In addition, the Model for Developing a Third Space that has
been presented in this study and that resulted from the data gathered needs to be implemented
and further explored by literacy professionals as they strive to support science teachers in
curriculum development efforts.

Final Thoughts
A small group of willing participants agreed to spend their time and open their planning
sessions to me, a literacy professional in their district, because they wanted to improve their own
classroom teaching, increase student learning, and make the entire educational system more
functional for teachers and students. Too often, initiatives and reforms are dumped on teachers.
Too often, administrators think they are providing teachers with support and time to transition
their teaching without truly listening to what teachers are asking and really considering teachers’
struggles. It is not even the fault of the administrators who care a great deal for their schools and
invest deeply in their communities; rather it is the constant push from others who think they
know what is best for education. Laws and reforms are passed and pushed through and handed
to schools, and they are often not even complete or funded. The result can then be, for example,
that teachers are blamed for sending students to college and career unprepared.
Too often teachers are judged by people who have no experience with education except
for their own schooling, which is a disservice to teachers, students, and the entire educational
organization. Teachers need support and the ability to make their own professional decisions,
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not pressure and increased accountability measures. If all people would take the time to consider
even the experiences of these four participants, they would see how desperately teachers want to
be the perfect educators who support students in fulfilling their dreams.
The job of a teacher is complex and exhausting, yet full of passion and a desire to make
things better for future generations. Elizabeth so badly wanted to work with her curricular team
and utilize the reforms that her administrators saw as valuable, and thus her own professional
knowledge of environmental science was pushed into the background as she scurried to keep up
with the school year and its demands. Sam knew exactly what she wanted her classroom to look
like---a dynamic environment of knowledge-building and sharing and exploring. However, she
needed the time with a literacy professional and support from a third-space community to further
develop a variety of discipline-specific literacy practices that would really focus all her hard
work and energy. Char truly wanted what was best for her students and wanted to see them
succeed on every level but was constantly torn between what she wanted and the confines of the
classroom, the schedule, large class sizes, and students’ struggles to learn difficult concepts.
In addition, Char and Sam wanted to be curricular leaders in their schools but had met
with disappointment time and again. However, they kept trying and reflecting, and doing the
best that they could to provide students with a solid education and an appreciation for science.
Providing teachers such as Char and Sam with the leadership roles they deserved would enhance
any school and be invaluable to these teachers at this point in their careers. Jared possessed so
much professional knowledge that must be pulled apart and made explicit for his colleagues. He
needed time with a literacy professional to strengthen his understanding of how his own
knowledge was the most valuable knowledge for students to witness versus covering reforms,
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worrying about traditional grading, and seeing himself as “less” of a physics teacher because of
his unconventional path into education. Jared needed time, freedom, and consistency to develop
the curriculum and grading procedures that he had envisioned and the forum to share his
expertise and experiences.
These participants allowed me to begin to understand the complexities of the discipline of
science; meaning that these participants allowed me entrance into their Discourses in ways that
made me truly grateful. I learned from them that my role as a literacy professional is about
listening, learning, asking questions, and pointing out the ways in which they are utilizing
disciplinary literacy and the ways they can continue to develop as amazing educators. These
participants made it clear that they wanted to do what was best for the school and the students
and they wanted to do right by administrators. However, how could they continue to develop as
professionals without knowing the changing role of the literacy professional and the disciplinary
literacy frameworks that are a part of the standards they were so desperately trying to
implement?
These teachers gave up family time to devote to curriculum development almost every
summer. But without consistency to continue this work during the school year, teachers often
abandon their hard work and believe they cannot progress. Without the knowledge and
understanding of disciplinary literacy that is required to put these standards into practice in ways
that are authentic and not mutated, and without the time to complete their curricula and scaffold
literacy practices for classroom implementation, teachers are likely to continue to work toward a
goal that they believe is unachievable, causing tension and uncertainty and reproduction of old
habits.
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Ensuring that students who graduate high school are college- and career-ready is going to
involve collaboration among all people involved in education, from the taxpayers and
government entities to the teachers and students. Too often, education is judged by people who
understand it the least. Too often, decisions about literacy within schools are made by people
who need the input of literacy professionals but who seldom ask for it. Teachers, literacy
professionals, and the community could be provided with the time to learn about the proposed
change and then have the time and stakeholder input to develop a comprehensive plan to
implement change. Goals could be established, time frames approximated, and support for
teachers provided. The literacy professional could be involved in the decision-making and
encouraged to develop a plan to support teachers and encourage change and risk-taking. If all
these factors are taken into consideration and reforms are not forced upon school districts, then
reform can be implemented in the way it was intended, and the future of our society can include
college- and career-ready individuals.
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Recruitment of Participants
In order to recruit participants, I contacted the department chairs of the science
departments at both high schools to gather the names of teachers and teaching teams who had
been involved in curriculum work utilizing the NGSS. As I am an employee within this district,
I contacted, by email, specific teachers from those teams that I knew were involved in
schoolwide committees, the planning of institute days, and curriculum improvement projects in
the past. I believed that those teachers would be more open to being involved in the study as
they have proven to engage in a variety of professional development activities.
The email contained a brief overview of the study (i.e., collecting data regarding literacy
and the NGSS; supporting curriculum work involving the NGSS), the data collection methods of
which the teacher took part (i.e., observation and interview), and the expected time frame for the
data collection component of the study (Creswell, 2007). The email also included a section on
the rights of human subjects explaining that teachers can agree to be a part of the study but drop
out at any point. I also explained that before official data collection, I would meet and engage
them in a more formal process; at that time, I described the study in more detail and provided
consent/assent forms (Creswell, 2007).
After obtaining a list of potential focal participants, I sent another email to schedule a
face-to-face meeting with each participant individually so that I was able to more fully explain
data collection methods and schedule and obtain written consent from participants. I also asked
focal participants about any scheduling conflicts that would necessitate changing the data
collection schedule. I also offered potential private meeting locations that I reserved both within
the school buildings and outside of the school buildings and asked participants their preferred
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meeting places for interviews (e.g., my private office within the school, a conference room, a
private study room at the local library). I explained that no data would be shared with others and
participants’ identities would be protected using pseudonyms in all aspects of reporting (e.g., the
written dissertation; professional presentations). However, I needed to explain that I would have
to disclose to the colleagues on their teaching teams, even those who have not chosen to be a part
of the interview process, the purpose of my presence at team planning meetings. This was not an
issue for any of the participants. In addition, I explained to team members that I would not
include their data (i.e., words, actions) if they were not willing to be a part of the study and that I
would not share data with any non-participating members. However, all teachers on the teaching
teams were willing to have their data included if I thought it necessary for analysis purposes. I
also explained that I would not be able to provide participants with monetary compensation for
any data collection occurring during the contractually bound hours of the school day. However,
one observation, the stimulated recall task and interview, and one semi-structured interview
occurred outside of the school day hours, and thus, the four focal participants were given $50
cash by the researcher for the one-to-four hours of participation that occurred outside of the
school day hours.

Notifying Building-Level Administrators
Simultaneously, I contacted, via email, the necessary building-level administrators from
both schools and arranged a face-to-face meeting in order to provide a brief overview of the
study, the planned data collection techniques, and the expected time frame for the study, and I
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explained that all participants were from the science departments at both schools. Each
administrator received an individualized email.
Prior to the beginning of my study, however, all three administrators and I sat down at a
face-to-face meeting so that I could ask them about any concerns, suggestions, or school policy
codes that may strengthen or inhibit data collection and confidentiality of participants. As it is
critical to follow protocol in a high school setting, I also asked administrators about others who
may need to be notified and the best way to disseminate information about the study without
breaching confidentiality. Administrators’ major concerns were scheduling logistics; they
wanted to ensure that time spent on the study during the school day would not detract from
participants and my professional obligations and contractually bound obligations. I was careful
not to disclose information about possible participants or promise certain outcomes or
availability of data, as my first priority was to protect participants and maintain the credibility of
my study. The two administrators who were interested in participating in an interview were
contacted via email at a later date to schedule the interview, and before that interview, written
consent was obtained.
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Timeline and Description of Data Collection
September

October



Pilot phase



Gather focal and non-focal participants

FOCAL participant and NON-FOCAL
administrator interviews


Focal participants

In school or out of school, per the
participant’s availability
1 hour
The researcher will take notes about what
the participant discusses/responds in
reference to topics below.
The researcher will ask the participant
about teaching background and experiences
and reactions to literacy and science
reforms.



Non-focal participants: Administrators

30-45 minutes
The researcher will take notes about what
the participant discusses/responds in
reference to topics below.

October November

First observation of science teams

The researcher will ask the participant
about teaching background and experiences
and reactions to literacy and science
reforms in an administrative position. The
researcher will also gain clarification about
information regarding the science courses
at the high schools in the study.
In school
30-45 minutes
The researcher will take notes based on
what focal and non-focal participants
discuss during their team planning session
in regards to reform and literacy.
The researcher will ask to collect any
curricular documents created during team
planning time
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November

FOCAL and NON-FOCAL teacher participant
interviews


Focal participants

In school or out of school, per the
participant’s availability
1 hour
The researcher will take notes about what
the participant discusses/responds in
reference to topics below.
The researcher will ask the participant
about aspects of literacy in science and
forms of literacy in science and impressions
of the role of a literacy professions.



Non-focal participants: Science teachers

30-60 minutes
The researcher will take notes about what
the participant discusses/responds in
reference to the topics below.
The researcher will ask the participant
about documents created and decisions
made during the team planning session
focusing on aspects of literacy in science
and science and literacy reforms.

November February

Second and third observations of science teams

In school
30-45 minutes per observation
The researcher will take notes based on
what focal and non-focal participants
discuss during their team planning session
in regard to reform and literacy.
The researcher will ask to collect any
curricular documents created during team
planning time
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February

FOCAL and NON-FOCAL teacher participant
interviews


Focal participants

In school or out of school, per the
participant’s availability
1 hour
The researcher will take notes about what
the participant discusses/responds in
reference to the topics below.
The researcher will ask the participant
about teaching, lesson planning, and
available resources.



Non-focal participants other from those in
November: Science teachers

30-60 minutes
The researcher will take notes about what
the participant discusses/responds in
reference to the topics below

March

FOCAL participant stimulated recall task and
interview
Stimulated recall task: Focal participant will
plan one lesson as the researcher observes and
notes points she would like to discuss in the
interview.

The researcher will ask the participant
about documents created and decisions
made during the team planning session
focusing on aspects of literacy in science
and science and literacy reforms.
In school or out of school, per the
participant’s availability
1 hour
Researcher will ask to collect any curricular
documents created
The researcher will take notes regarding
points in the planning session that she
would like to potentially discuss with the
participant in the interview

Post-Data
Collection

Stimulated recall interview with focal
participants:
Focal participant will be interviewed about the
decisions he/she made regarding the lesson
planned.

1 hour

FOCAL participant final meeting

In school or out of school, per the
participant’s availability

The researcher will take notes about what
the participant discusses/responds in terms
of planning decisions, literacy, and aspects
of reform.

30 minutes
Wrap-up discussion concerning the future
of the collaboration, lingering questions,
comments or concerns, and compensation.
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Potential Questions for Semi-Structured Interviews
____________________________________________________________________
Interview #1
Background/Experience Questions
1. How did you become a teacher?
2. How long have you been teaching?
a. At this school?
3. How did you become a science teacher?
a. How long have you been a science teacher?
b. At this school?
4. Describe your experiences learning science.
a. Learning math.
5. How do you use literacy strategies when learning science?
a. When reading science?
b. When writing for science?
c. How did you learn them?
6. What content areas are you certified to teach?
a. How did you come to be certified to teach in those areas?
b. Which content areas have you taught?
c. Tell me about your comfort level(s) with those various content areas?
d. What is your reaction to teaching?
e. Is there a specific instance you could share that you think contributes to that reaction?
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Questions about Reform
7. What reforms have been going on in your department?
a. Of what other reforms have you been a part?
b. In what other reforms have you taken an active role?
c. Tell me about those experiences.
c1. Please describe a specific instance that you think would exemplify how this
work is going.
c2. Please describe a specific instance that you think would exemplify your role
in this work.
8. What is your reaction to the 1996 standards?
a. When did you begin teaching with them?
b. What did you think about them then?
9. Tell me what you know about the CCSS? PARCC?
a. How do you think the CCSS and PARC will impact your teaching?
b. Student learning?
10. What role does reform have in education?
a. In your teaching?
b. In science?
11. How does your curricular team impact your teaching?
a. Your planning?
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Specifically the NGSS
12. How did you come to learn about the NGSS?
a. What did you think about the NGSS when you first heard about them?
b. Where did the NGSS come from?
13. What would you say is your level of understanding in terms of the NGSS?
14. How do past reforms/initiatives influence your perceptions of the NGSS?
15. How did you get involved in curriculum work involving the NGSS?
16. What do you think the NGSS encourage teachers to do in order to support student learning?
a. Tell me about a specific use of the NGSS that shows how they support student
learning of your content?
b. Tell me about a specific use of the NGSS that shows how they do not support student
learning of your content?
17. What are some other supports that could be provided to you as you work on modifying your
curriculum to align with the NGSS?
a. Who is supporting your work?
a1. Can you provide an example of a time when that person supported you?
a2. How did they support you?
b. Can you provide a specific example of a time when you work was impeded by the
NGSS?
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18. In what ways do the NGSS focus on reading and writing in science?
a. Explain your reactions to these reading and writing skills in the NGSS.
b. Explain your level of understanding about how these literacy practices/skills should
look in the classroom.
c. Explain your reaction to having to teach these literacy practices. Explain your
thoughts about science teachers teaching these skills.
19. In what ways are you finding the NGSS to be the same or different from other
reforms/initiatives?
20. Some people would say, “Why bother aligning curriculum? NGSS is another initiative that
will go away.” What would you respond?
a. Why should they get involved?
b. Why shouldn’t they?
____________________________________________________________________
Interview #2
Questions about Literacy in Science
1. What are the literacy skills that students need in the science classroom?
a. In the science profession?
2. Explain your reaction to science teachers teaching these skills.
3. When I say “scientific literacy,” what comes to mind?
4. Define for me what a literacy practice is.
5. What are the literacy practices specific to science?
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6. Tell me about a specific time when you used a literacy practice in the classroom.
a. How did it go?
b. Do you have ideas for why that is the case? (why they struggle/find success)
c. What are the literacy skills that students need to engage in?
d. Explain your thoughts about science teachers teaching this skill.
7. When I say, “reading in science classrooms,” what comes to mind?
a. How does that apply to your teaching and instruction? Or not apply?
8. When I say, “writing in science classrooms,” what comes to mind?
a. How does that apply to your teaching and instruction? Or not apply?
9. What does it mean to engage in argumentation in the discipline of science?
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it look like in your classroom?
c. What is its purpose?
10. What does it mean to engage in explanation in the discipline of science?
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it look like in your classroom?
c. What is its purpose?
11. What does it mean to engage in inquiry in the discipline of science?
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it look like in your classroom?
c. What is its purpose?
12. What does reading look like in your classroom?
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13. What types of writing happen in your classroom?
14. When are students asked to listen and take notes?
a. For what purposes?
15. Give me a description of what happens when you have students working in small groups?
a. What do those entail?
16. Give me a description of what happens when you have students engage in whole-class
discussions?
a. What do those entail?
17. Tell me what you have observed when students have engaged in reading in your science
classroom.
a. Do you have ideas for why that is the case? (why they struggle/find success)
b. What are the literacy skills that students need to engage?
c. Explain your thoughts about science teachers teaching this skill.
18. Tell me what you have observed when students have engaged in writing in your science
classroom.
a. Do you have ideas for why that is the case? (why they struggle/find success)
b. What are the literacy skills that students need to engage?
c. Explain your thoughts about science teachers teaching this skill.
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19. Tell me what you have observed when students have engaged in note-taking in your
science classroom.
a. Do you have ideas for why that is the case? (why they struggle/find success)
b. What are the literacy skills that students need to engage?
c. Explain your thoughts about science teachers teaching this skill.
20. Tell me what you have observed when students have engaged in group work in your
science classroom.
a. Do you have ideas for why that is the case? (why they struggle/find success)
b. What are the literacy skills that students need to engage?
c. Explain your thoughts about science teachers teaching this skill.
21. Tell me what you have observed when students have engaged in discussions in your
science classroom.
a. Do you have ideas for why that is the case? (why they struggle/find success)
b. What are the literacy skills that students need to engage?
c. Explain your thoughts about science teachers teaching this skill.
22. Fill me in on the resources you have available for teaching.
a. Do you think they are appropriate?
b. In what ways do they support your teaching?
c. Not support or hinder your teaching?
23. Some people would say, “Science teachers teach content, not literacy skills.” What is
your reaction to that statement?
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Questions about a Literacy Professional
24. What is the role of the literacy professional in your school?
a. What does she do?
b. What do you think she should do?
25. How does she support your curriculum work?
a. How can she offer additional support?
26. Has she helped you with your work with the NGSS?
a. In what ways has she helped you with the NGSS?
b. In what ways do you think she should be/could be helping?
c. What do you think are some reasons she has been unable to help?
27. What questions would you ask her about __________ lesson?
28. Has she helped you with other reforms?
a. In what ways has she helped?/Why do you think she has been unable to help?
____________________________________________________________________
Interview #3
Questions about Teaching/Lesson Planning/Resources
1. Tell me about the curriculum work you have been doing.
a. Who has been involved in this work with you?
2. What motivated you to engage in this work?
3. Explain to me the science/math connection and how you think that relationship should be
taught to students. (Math first only? Science concepts first only?)
a. What does that look like in the classroom?
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4. What do you think about the use of lab experiments?
a. What do they look like in the classroom?
b. What do they look like for professional scientists?
c. What are the literacy skills that students need to engage in them?
d. Explain your thoughts about science teachers teaching these skills.
5. What types of literacy strategies do you use in the classroom?
a. What do they look like?
b. In what types of lesson do you use them?
c. How did you learn them?
d. In what ways are they effective?
e. In what ways are they ineffective?
6. Tell me about what you want students to learn/come away with every day?
a. At the end of a school year?
7. What do you think will prepare them for a successful career in a scientific field?
8. Are there any skills/knowledge that you think kids need that we do not/cannot necessarily
provide in a high school science classroom setting?

Additional Ideas
9. I want to ask you about a pattern I believe I am seeing in the data. What do you think
about . . .
10. ____________
11. Let’s look at each of the scientific practices of the NGSS individually (see bullets below).
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12. What would that look like in the classroom?
13. Explain the role of each practice in the learning of your content.
14. Describe the level of practicality in terms of teaching them to students.
 Developing and using models
 Constructing explanations
 Engaging in argument from evidence
 Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
 Asking questions
 Planning and carrying out investigations
 Analyzing and interpreting data
 Using mathematics and computational thinking (NRC, 2012, p. 42).
_____________
15. You said, “repeat what was said”; would you clarify what you meant by that statement?
16. You used the word “word” in reference to “topic”; would you explain what you
meant/what your reactions are relating to “topic”?
____________________________________________________________________

Probes
1. What do you mean?
2. I am not sure that I am following you.
3. Would you explain that?
4. What did you say then?
5. What were you thinking at the time?
6. Give me an example.
7. Tell me about it.
8. Take me through the experience.
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9. What was it like for you when . . .
10. Tell me about a time when . . .
11. Suppose (scenario)
12. Explain (this section of your work)
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Page _____ of ______
Observation Protocol Cover Page
Participant(s)

Others

School/Team

Documents to be Collected:

Descriptive Notes

Time

Day

Duration

Additional Notes:

Reflective Notes/OCs
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Page _____ of ______
Observation Protocol Additional Pages
Descriptive Notes

Reflective Notes/OCs
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Observation Protocol Focal Considerations
Physical Space
 What do teachers have posted around the classroom?
 What does the teacher have written on the board?
 How many teachers/which teachers teach in this space?
 Describe the space in terms of furniture arrangement, types of furniture, storage of
materials, types of materials visible
Planning Materials
 What materials do teachers use to plan?
 What materials do they reference?
 Where did they gather these materials from?
Dynamics of Group
 What questions do they ask each other?
 Does someone seem to be the team leader? In what ways?
 What seem to be the roles of other members of the group?
 Who talks the most?
 Who writes the most?
 Note what, if any, differences between verbal agreements and written plans
 What do they complain about?
 What do they praise?
 What seems to be the point/focus of their work together?
 Do they create together or bring together work created independently?
Standards and Reform
 How often do they refer to the NGSS?
 What portions of the NGSS seem to be the focus?
 Why do they seem to want to include the NGSS?
 How often do they refer to other reforms?
 What are the other reforms they reference, and why do they seem to be referenced?
 What are teachers doing to align with the NGSS?
 Are they aligning with other reforms? What are they and why does it seem they are using
them?
Literacy
 What literacy practices are referenced?
 What questions do they ask about literacy practices?
 How do they discuss literacy and literacy practices? What words do they use?
 Do they discuss the skills that are a part of those practices? What are they?
 How do teachers discuss the teaching/scaffolding of those practices?
 How do they discuss assessing those practices?
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How do they discuss what students will be doing during the lesson?
What are the roles of teacher in the lesson?
What are the roles of student in the lesson?
Can they be distinguished?
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Stimulated Recall Task Instructions
This Unit is primarily focused on the NGSS HS-PS1-2:
Construct and revise an explanation for the outcome of a simple chemical reaction based on the
outermost electron states of atoms, trends in the periodic table, and knowledge of the patterns of
chemical properties.
I am interested in how this standard plays out/looks in the classroom with particular attention to
the scientific practice of “construct and revise an explanation.”
Please utilize the curriculum map, the unit overview, and the NGSS (provided) in order to plan
lessons for this unit that encompasses HS-PS1-2. In addition, please feel free to access any
additional documents or templates to support your planning. Please allow me to obtain a copy of
those additional documents at the culmination of the task.
Do you have any questions or concerns at this time?
I am allotting one hour to this task. However, feel free to take longer. Engage in lesson planning
as you typically would. I will be observing you as you engage in this lesson planning task, and I
will take a few notes for our interview afterward. You can talk out loud, or you can engage in
the task silently. Write as much or as little as you like. Do whatever is most comfortable and
typical for you. Please try to refrain from interruptions, such as answering a cell phone call or
making photo copies or setting up a lab. I would really appreciate being able to just observe
lesson planning. You are welcome to address me if you have a question during the task that you
feel you need answered before moving on; however, I will be unable to provide any input in
terms of decision-making about the lesson. But again, feel free to talk out loud if you need a
sounding board for your ideas.
When you are finished, please indicate verbally to me that you are done so that I can go about
wrapping up the task by collecting documents and checking in with you about the scheduled time
for the follow-up interview.
Do you have any questions or concerns before we begin?
Stimulated Recall Interview Researcher Guide
We are now going to listen to and look over portions of the video record and created documents
collected from the lesson planning task. I will begin the interview by asking you about specific
portions of the video and the documents. However, there will be time at the end if you would
like to comment additionally on portions of the document and planning process that we have
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already discussed or if there are other portions of the document or planning process that you
would like to discuss.
I have allotted one hour for this interview. Do you have any questions or concerns at this time?
I am interested in what you were thinking at the time you were engaged in this planning task. I
can see what you have written, but I do not know what you were thinking at the time when you
wrote it. I am trying to get a complete picture. So what I would like you to do is tell me what
you were thinking---what was on your mind at the time you were writing?
Post-Task Interview Questions for All Participants
1. What was your initial reaction when I asked you to focus on this specific scientific
practice (i.e., “construct and revise an explanation)?
2. What were you thinking students would be doing in order to learn this skill you have
underlined?
3. In what ways were you planning on scaffolding that learning?
4. What were you thinking students would be able to show you that they have learned
through this assessment you have written here?
5. What texts/types of texts did you plan on the students using in this lesson?
6. What were you thinking you wanted students to learn by engaging in this lab experiment?
7. What type of experiment is it?
8. What were you considering in terms of the skills you think students need to accomplish
the experiment?
General Ideas/Prompts
What were your thoughts while doing this activity?
What were you thinking when you decided to do this?
Why did you decide to do that?
What were you thinking here/at this point/right then?
I noted that you were pausing for a long time/seeming confused/mumbling something; what were
you thinking then?
Can you tell me what you were thinking at that point?
Do you remember thinking anything when . . .
Wrap Up
Is there anything you would like to discuss further or clarify about what you were thinking/doing
during the task?
Is there anything you would like to discuss further/clarify about what you were thinking/doing
when creating the document?
Are there any sections of the document you would like to discuss that we have not discussed?
Would you like to share anything else that you were thinking at the time of the lesson planning
task?
I am going to write up these notes and then I will send them to you via (method chosen on
consent form).
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I suggested that participants take their time and engage in the task for one hour.
Elizabeth spent about 30 minutes engaged in the task, Sam spent a full hour with her team, Char
spent about an hour, and Jared engaged in the task for about 45 minutes. The task occurred in
teachers’ classrooms, except for Sam's task, as she worked with her team in the science
department office so that they were able to access materials, yet it was private enough, and we
put a sign on the door asking for no interruptions. During engagement, I observed and
video/audio-recorded participants as they created their curriculum documents; portions of the
recording and the documents served as stimuli to prompt recall during the interview immediately
following the task.
All the participants were interviewed within 48 hours of the task. Research on
introspection and verbal reporting methods have shown that the participants could engage in the
task silently or verbally, as the information reported during the recall interview did not change;
thus, for this study, the participants were able to choose whether to work independently or with
their curricular team, but each participant was interviewed individually (Gass & Mackey, 2000).
Sam chose to work with her curricular team, but Char, Jared, and Sam chose to work
independently. Portions of the audio/video-recording and documents were used as stimuli; the
type, amount, and strength of the tangible stimuli to be presented during the recall interview
were critical to elicit a more valid recall. The time between task and recall was also critical to
elicit a more valid recall, and thus, at the completion of the task/time period allotted, I collected
all documents and within 48 hours engaged all the participants in the prompted interview.
The interview was critical for gathering information about the participants’ thoughts
during the task. Thus, I created an interview guide (see Appendix E) to ensure that questions
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were not leading but that encouraged the participants to discuss the actual time period during
which they were involved in the task and that supported the participants in providing reasons for
their thoughts or thought sequences, as demonstrated on the documents or in the audio/visualrecording. In the interviews, I asked the participants to discuss particular points on their created
documents, the related NGSS document, and particular behavioral or verbal language that I
noted when observing (i.e., participant seemed to rush through a section, participant took a while
choosing a text, the team spent a lot of time weighing options). I also chose stimulus episodes
that involved literacy events in order to gather the participants’ reasoning about use of literacy or
skill in his/her curriculum planning. In addition, the questions encouraged the participants to
focus on the eight SEPs in which the literacy practices were embedded; however, the questions
were general enough to control for researcher interference through use of the recall guide. I also
asked the participants to comment on any aspects of the documents or the process before ending
the interview.
As stimulated recall is best implemented with minimal participant training, the
participants received instructions for the task and recall (see Appendix E) at the time of the task
and interview. I read those instructions aloud before obtaining the participants’ written consent.
The instructions for the task articulated to the participants the suggested amount of time for the
task (one hour) and the amount of time the participants engaged in the recall interview (one hour
maximum).
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Unit 1: Summary Sheet
Kinetic Molecular Theory
Vocabulary
boiling point elevation
colligative properties
compound
condensation
cooling curve
element
energy bar chart
energy flow diagram
entropy

Essential Questions
evaporation
freezing
freezing point depression
gas
heating curve
intermolecular forces
kinetic energy
liquid
melting

mixture
model
potential energy
solid
surface tension
system
variable
vapor pressure
vortex

1. Why do things happen?
2. How can one explain the structure,
properties and interactions of matter?
3. How can one explain and predict
interactions between objects and
within systems of objects?
4. What is energy?
5. How is energy transferred and
conserved?
6. What is meant by conservation of
energy?
7. How is energy transferred between
objects and systems?

Grading Category
Questions
Constructing Explanations & Designing Solutions
∙ Explain the differences of solids, liquids, and gases in terms of arrangement, behavior, and attraction (CPE.2.2.4).
∙ Explain how energy affects the arrangement, behavior, and attraction of matter.
∙ Analyze data to determine what happened in an experiment to support the 1st (energy is not created or
destroyed) and 2nd (energy flows from high low/entropy of the universe increases) Laws of Thermodynamics
(HS-PS3-4).
Developing & Using Models
∙ Sketch a heating/cooling curve for a given scenario and label starting/ending points with corresponding states of
matter.
∙ Draw an energy bar chart associated with a given scenario.
Obtaining, Evaluating, & Communicating Information
∙ Communicate scientific and technical information about why the molecular-level structure is important in the
functioning of designed materials. Emphasis is on the attractive and repulsive forces that determine the
functioning of the material. Example could include:
1) why electrically conductive materials are often made of metal,
2) flexible but durable materials are made up of long-chained molecules,
3) pharmaceuticals are designed to interact with specific receptors (HS-PS2-6)
Planning & Carrying Out Investigations
∙ Plan and carry out an investigation to determin ewhich substance has stronger forces between particles (HSPS1-3).
∙ Use evidence from an investigation to determine which substance has stronger forces between particles.
Using Mathematics & Computational Thinking
∙ Match scenarios and heating/cooling curves to equations.
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Name_________________________________________________Date__________Period_____

Unit 1: Test Research
Learning Targets:



Communicate scientific and technical information about why the molecular-level
structure is important in the functioning of designed materials. Emphasis is on the
attractive and repulsive forces that determine the functioning of the material. Examples
could include:
1) why electrically conductive materials are often made of metal,
2) why some Styrofoam is rigid and some Styrofoam is flexible,
3) why nylon is stretchy but Kevlar is strong, and/or
4) that pharmaceuticals are designed to interact with specific receptors
(HS-PS2-6).

What are you going to research?

Describe the function of the material.

Reference(s):
Picture or model of the molecular structure of the material.

Reference(s):
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An explanation of how the molecular structure aids in the function of the design. How does the
shape of this molecule make it stretchy, or rigid, or fit with another molecule?

Reference(s):

What kind(s) of attractive/repulsive forces are involved? What makes the pieces stick together?
What makes the pieces attract?

Reference(s):

